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Abstract 

T Tadith literature is a literature which consists of the sayings 

• and deeds of the Prophet and the things approved by him. 

However, the term was used sometimes in much broader meaning 

in the sense to cover the sayings about the Companions and the 

Followers (Tabi T) as well. Thus, the hadith originated in the early 

life of the Prophet of Islam, developed largely throughout his life, 

and spread simultaneously with the spread of islam. 

It was recorded and compiled in the period of the Prophet, the 

Companions and the Followers and checked and analyzed by the 

great celebrities of Islam. With the passage of time many forgers 

fabricated false ahddith and ascribed them to the Prophet. Many 

scholars and experts of the hadith dedicated their lives to separate 

these forged narrations from the huge corpus of hadith literature. 

These scholars lived in different times and in the recent times 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT was one of the great 

scholars of this brilliant galaxy. 

Bom in c. 1334/1916, Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT inclined 

towards the research in hadith when he was only twenty. This 

comes around 1936 A.D. when he took the study of the hadith 

literature as his career. It was the time, when Mustafa Kamal Ata 

Turk had recently abolished the Institution of Khilafah in 1924. 



As is evident from the various books of the Shaykh he was much 

influenced by the changing political scenario of the then world. In 

these awful circumstances, Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Dm al 

Albanl, came to the fore and distinguished the chaff fi-om the 

wheat. 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl was one of the few scholars 

who could truly be called a Muhaddith. Allah had bestowed upon 

him a comprehensive understanding of the Islamic 'ulum and he 

strived hard to revive the science of hadith. He dedicated his life 

to the da 'wah and research so that the Muslims may practice their 

Din as the earliest Muslims had practiced it and may avoid the 

deviations (Bid'ah) that have crept into the Muslim Ummah. He 

reawakened the Muslim scholars to the study of the hadith. Like 

the books of Dr. Mustafa al A'zamI, the orientalists and the 

traditionalists does not like the works of Shaykh al Albanl. 

Shaykh al Albanl's works are mainly in the field of hadith and 

its allied sciences. The number of his works goes above 200. The 

books of the Shaykh took the Ummah by storm. The people of 

knowledge, because of their takhriji and wonderful scholarly 

footnotes, love these books. 

Shaykh al Albanl's two sets of multivolume Silsilatan 

(Series) have not only revolutionized the Muslim academics of 

the Arab World but have also influenced most of the Muslim 

movements there. With the passage of time, same is expected in 



the non-Arabic speaking part of the Muslim world. One of his 

great contributions to hadith literature is that he separated the 

authentic four Sunan collections of hadith in Sahih and Da'lf 

parts. 

This great scholar of Hadith literature has met with the bitter 

criticism from different parts of the Muslim word but except few 

all of them are biased in their approach and exhibit the sectarian 

prejudice in their refutations. 

Shaykh al Albants books on different religious issues are of 

great academic and religious significance and set in motion the 

Tasfiyyah and Tarbiyyah movement throughout the Arab world. 

Thus, the Shaykh removed the greatest malice, which had 

afflicted the Muslim Ummah from the centuries in the form of a 

huge mass of fabricated ahadith attributed to the Prophet which 

had allowed strange, irrational, un-healthy tendencies and trends 

to emerge in the Muslim community. 

It is, therefore, evident that the Shaykh had a broader scope of 

Sufinah and IJadith in mind. In legal aspect, he takes it at par with 

the Qur'an and does not bifurcate them. Except few exceptions, 

the Shaykh has largely followed the standards laid by the 

torchbearers of this science. He mostly propped his research on 

the Muqaddimah of Ibn al Salah and while pronouncing his 

opinion on ahadith he frequently quoted the earlier hadith 



scholars like Ibn Hajar, 'AlT ibn al Madlnl, al DhahabI, Ibn 

Taymiyyah, Ibn Hazm and other stalwarts of this field. It cannot 

be denied that the Shaykh's decision on any hadith cannot be final 

or irrevocable but it is also noteworthy to mention here that he 

had tried his best to remain closer to the opinions of the earlier 

scholars. Silsilatan and other books, which share its plan of 

explicit discussions on the chains has brought his yardstick to the 

fore and any one can reexamine or reevaluate the standards 

established by the Shaykh. Despite all this, the Shaykh 

pronounced such views on various sensitive issues, that raised 

question marks on his applied methodology as almost all of these 

controversial views are based on his extensive research in the 

hadith literature. These views of the Shaykh are called as 

Tafarrudat al Shaykh. 

Almost all other scholars who have criticized the Shaykh's 

works seem to safeguard the identities of their respective schools 

and most of the contemporary detractors of the Shaykh are jealous 

of the fame and the works of the Shaykh. This is the reason that 

the books of the Shaykh are not evaluated in a way in which these 

need to be examined. It seems necessary to mention here that the 

books of the Shaykh must be taken in collection and evaluated as 

a whole rather than picking up a sentence from the multi-

voluminous book and building the edifice of rejection of the 



Shaykh on this single sentence and ignoring the main and 

principal works of this great legendry scholar. 

No doubt, there is a literature which makes the Shaykh's 

credibility disputed but the literature developed on these scholarly 

issues made the hadith literature to flourish once again in this era. 

Shaykh al Albants contribution to hadith literature revived not 

only the 'ulum al hadith but also other Islamic religious sciences in 

the twentieth century. His views like al Tasfiyyah and al Tarbiyyah 

are now the trends in the Islamic world in general and in Arab belt 

in particular. Therefore, one has to consider the Shaykh's literature 

without any bias and try to compare it with the earlier hadith 

literature. This only can reveal the status of the Shaykh's literature 

in its right perspective. 
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Chapter I 

Hadith Literature 

A Brief Study 

Hadith Literature is the richest source for the investigation of 
early Islamic History. It provides material for the 
reconstruction of the legal, cultural and religious ideas of those 
early centuries. Hadith is also the repository of the Sunnah of 
the Prophet, which is the second principal source of Islamic 
legislation.' 

(Dr. Muhammad Mustafa al A'zamT) 

T TadJth literature is the only authentic source after the 

• Qur'an—also known as al wahy al jallT or al wahy al 

matin—which provides the Divine foundation for the 

development of Islamic worldview. The divine revelation {wahy) 

was not limited to the Qur'an only but the sayings, actions etc of 

the Prophet were also directly supervised by the Divine revelation 

and termed as al wahy al khafi or al wahy ghayr matlQ. Therefore, 

these two are the touchstones in the interaction and exchange of 

Islamic Civilization with other civilizations of the world. The 

authority of hadith remained undisputed in the Ummah from the 

beginning and thus played a significant role in shaping the 

Muslim Ummah. 

Dr. Mohammad Mustafa Azmi, Studies in Early hadith Literature, 
Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, 1968, p. xvii. 



The Word Hadlth and its Meaning 

The Arabic word hadith literally means communication, story, 

and conversation—religious or secular, historical or recent. 

Whenever used as adjective it means 'new\ It is used as opposed 

to qadim which means 'old'.^ It has been used in the Qur'an 23 

times/ However, according to muhaddithun it stands for what 

was transmitted on the authority of the Prophet, his deeds, 

sayings, taqarir (tacit approval), or description of his .yi/at 

(features) meaning his physical appearance. On the other hand, 

physical appearance of the Prophet is not included in the 

definition used by the jurists." 

According to Muhammad TaqI Amlnl, whatever is attributed to 

the Prophet in the matters of religion (Din) and law {Shan'ah) is 

known as hadlth.^ Hadith may enunciate doctrine or provide a 

commentary upon it. They deal with the contents of the Qur'an, 

Muhammad Mustafa Azami, Studies in Hadith Methodology and 

Literature, Indiana, Islamic Teaching center, 1977, p. 1. 

Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, Hadith Literature—its Origin, 

Development, Special Features and Criticism, Calcutta, Calcutta 
University, 1961, p. 1. 

Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, p. 1. 

Al Jaza'irl, Tawjih al Nazar, p. 2 quoted in Studies in Hadith 

Methodology and literature by Muhammad Mustafa Azami, p. 3. 



social and religious life, and every day conduct, down to the tying 

of sandals.^ Mawlana Muhammad Isma'Il Gujranwalah succinctly 

establishes that all authentic ahddlth attain the same position as 

that of the holy Qur'an. He further insists that if someone denies 

it, it will affect his Iman and integrity in the same way as that of 

the denial of the holy Qur'an. 

Sometimes some other words like khabar and athar were used 

as the synonymous to hadith. However, some scholars mostly of 

Khurasan region used to differentiate between khabar and athar. 

They used the khabar in the sense of hadith, and the term athar 

restricted to the sayings and decisions of the Companions.*^ 

Similarly, word al Sunnah is also used as the synonymous to 

the hadith. Sunnah (pi. sunan) means 'a way, course, rule, mode, 

or manner, of acting or conduct of life', and the sunnah of the 

Prophet means the mode of the life of the Prophet and is mostly 

prefixed with Arabic definite article, al. The two terms—hadith 

and al Sunnah—were used almost interchangeable though there is 

Muhammad TaqT AmTni, Hadith ka Dirayati Mi'yar, U.P., Maktabah 

Fayd al Qur'an, 1996, p. 15. 
7 _ 

"Hadith", Cyril Glasse, the Concise Encyclopedia of Islam, London, 

Stacey international, 1989, p. 141. 

Muhammad Isma'Tl Gujranwalah, Hujjiyyati Hadith, Delhi, Maktabah 

Tarjaman, n.d., pp. 114-115. 

Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, p. 3. 



a slight difference between them.'" Ahmad Von Denffer is of the 

view that the Sunnah is the established practice of the Prophet, i.e. 

his path or his way of doing things.*' 

Hadlth Literature: Origin, Development and Compilation 

Thus, hadlth literature means the literature, which consists of 

the sayings and doings of the Prophet and the things approved by 

him. However, the term was used sometimes in much broader 

meaning in the sense to cover the sayings about the Companions 
I "^ 

and the Followers (Tdbi'T) as well. ^ 

Thus, the hadith originated in the early life of the Prophet of 

Islam, developed largely throughout his life, and spread 

simultaneously with the spread of Islam throughout the vast of 

Muslim dominions.'^ 

Hadith which thus developed had been preserved for about a 

century partly in writings (in the form of laws and letters dictated 

by the Prophet Muhammad himself, and in the form of various 

treatises ascribed to many of his Companions), and partly in the 

memory of those who had associated with him and watched 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Ibid, pp. 3-4. 

Ahmad Von Denffer, Hadlth: A Sled and Annotated Guide to 

Materials in the English Language, London, The Islamic Foundation, 
1406/1985, p. 3. 

JurjanT, Risalah, p.l. quoted in Studies in Hadlth Methodology and 

Literature by Muhammad Mustafa Azami, p. 3. 

SiddlqT,, op. cit., p. 8. 



carefully his words and deeds. Therefore, the beginning ofhadJth 

literature must be traced back to the letters, laws and treaties that 

were dictated by the Prophet of Islam himself, and were preserved 

in his time. In like manner, it must be traced to the numerous 

sahd'if {sing, sahifah) which were compiled by the Companions 

and the Followers.''* According to Dr. Muhammad Zubayr 

SiddTql, Goldziher has mentioned several of these sahd'if}^ 

Horovitz is uncertain about the genuineness of the ^a/ia'//ascribed 

to the Companions; but he has no doubt about the genuineness of 

those compiled by the Followers.'*' 

After the death of Muhammad, 'Umar I intended to collect the 

ahddith. He gave the matter his careftil consideration for one 

whole month, invoking the help of Allah in his decision, and 

seeking the advice of his friends. However, it is said that he had to 

give up the great project for the fear of the Qur'an being neglected 

1 7 

by the Muslims. All these traditions and others which purport to 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Ignaz Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, Halle, 1889, li, 8-11 
quoted in Hadlth Literature—its Origin, Development, Special 
Features and Criticism by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, p.71. 
Islamic Culture, Hydrabad, vol. i, p. 536 quoted in Hadith 
Literature—its Origin, Development, Special Features and Criticism 
by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, 1961, p.71. 

Muhammad Ibn Sa'd, Kitab al Tabaqat al Kabir, ed. Edward Sachau et 

al, Leiden, 1904-18, vol. iii, part I, p. 206, quoted in Hadlth 

Literature—its Origin, Development, Special Features and Criticism 

by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, pp. 8-9. 



give the idea that the compilation of hadith in the period of the 

Prophet, or in the later periods of Islam was prohibited by the 

Prophet or abandoned by the Sahdbah simply because the text of 

the Qur'an might be intermixed with hadith or anything else are 

totally false or tenable to put in their real perspective. Abu Ayyub 

al Ansari (d. 52/672), Abu Bakr al Siddlq (d. 13/635), Abu 

Bakarah al Thaqafi (d. 51/671), Abu Hurayrah (d. 59/679), Abu 

Musa al Ash'ari (d. 42/663), Abu Rafi' (d. 36/657), Abu Sa'Td al 

Khudrl (d. 74/694), Abu Umamah Sudai ibn 'Ajlan (d. 81/700), 

'Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas (d. 68/688), 'Abd Allah ibn Abu Awfa (d. 

86/705), 'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar (d. 63/683), 'Abd Allah ibn 

Mas'ud (d. 32/653) etc. are some of the great Companions who 

wrote down the ahddith of the Prophet. Dr. Muhammad Mustafa 

A'zami has given the names of 50 Sahdbah who wrote down the 

ahddith of the Prophet. 

Similarly, there were the Followers who also compiled the 

ahddith of the Prophet. Aban ibn 'Uthman (d. 105/724), 'Abd 

Allah ibn Hurmuz (d. 100/719), 'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn 

'All Abu Hashim (d. 99/718), 'Abd Allah ibn Rabah al AnsarT (d. 

90/709), 'Abd Allah ibn Sakhbarah al Azdl (d. 65/685), 'Abd al 

Rahman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ud (d. 79/699), 'Abd al Rahman 

ibn 'Aidh (d. 80/699), Abu al Mallh ibn Usamah al Hudhali (d. 

Studies in Early Hadith Literature, pp. 34-60. 



98/717), Abu Salamah ibn 'Abd al Rahman (d. 104/723) etc. are 

some of the prominent Followers who used to collect and write 

down the ahddith of the Prophet. Dr. Muhammad Mustafa A'zami 

has given the names of more than 100 tabi'i v/ho were engaged in 

this work.'*^ 

Categorization of IfadUh Literature on the Basis of 

Methodologies Adopted in Compilation 

Books dealing with the ahadith are designed in different 

methods. Based on the methodologies adopted by the compilers 

of these great compilations, these can be classified into following 

categories: 

1. Sahifah 

The saha'if {sing, sahifah) are those collections of the sayings 

of the Prophet which were penned down in the lifetime of the 

Messenger by some of his pious Companions or were compiled 

by the Followers in the next generation. These were the small 

treatises and the most famous of them was the treatise of 'Abd 

Allah ibn 'Amr ibn al 'As, who gave it the title of a/ Sadiqah. 

The discovery of the Sahifah of Hammam ibn Munabbih which 

has been published by Dr. iHamId Allah shows the nature and the 

character of these saha'if It proves that they were not mere 

memoranda as Goldziher suggests, but were complete records of 

''̂  /6/c/., pp. 60-106. 



some of the sayings of Prophet Muhammad just like those found 
Oft 

in the later collections oihadith. 

2. Juz' 

The Ajza' (sing. Juz') are those collections in which a compiler 

collects all the ahadith of the Prophet related to a particular 

subject like the Juz' al Rafa' al Yadayn fi al Salah by Imam al 

BukharT. 

3. Risalah 

The Rasa'il (sing. Risalah) are such collections of ahadith 

which deal with one particular topic out of eight topics into which 

the contents of the Jami' books of hadlth may be generally 

classified. These eight topics are: 

Belief 

Laws or A hkam 

iii. Riqdq i.e. P'lQty 

iv. Etiquette in eating, drinking, traveling, etc. 

V. TafsJr i.e. Commentary on the Qur'an. 

vi. Tarlkh and Siyar i.e. History and biographies. 

vii. Fitan i.e. Crises 

viii. Manaqib and Mathalib i.e. Appreciation and 
denunciation of persons, places etc. 

20 lhid.,p.l\. 



The Rasa'il are also called Books, Kutub (sing. Kitdb). Many of 

the works of Ibn Hajar, al SuyutI and others belong to this 

category.^' 

4. Musannaf 

This category comprises all the topics mentioned above and is 

the large collection of the hadith. It distributes the ahadlth into 

the different chapters, which covers almost various topics. Its 

chapters are mainly based on the jurisprudential topics and 

contain Marfu' and Mawquf ahadlth. Musannaf of 'Abd al 

Razzaq and Mu 'attd of Imam Malik are the best examples of the 

Musannaf books. 

5. Musnad 

It is that type of collection of ahadlth, which bases its chapters 

on the name of the final narrators and collects the possible 

number of the ahadlth narrated by that narrator in a single 

chapter. There is no subject binding and the chapters are mostly 

arranged by the alphabetical order of the names of the narrators. 

Other criteria are also followed i.e. the order of the chapters is 

based on the chronology of acceptance of Islam of the final 

narrators, their tribe's affinity to the Prophet etc. Musnad of 

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Musnad of Muhammad ibn Abu Shaybah, 

Musnad of Ahu Da'ud Tayalisi etc are famous masdnid. 

'• /*/<a'., pp.15-16. 



6. Mu'jam 

These are the hadlth collections in which the ahadith are 

arranged according to the alphabetical order based on the names 

of the narrators or Shayukh (Teachers), or the Shayiikh or 

Muhaddithun of any particular place or tribe. The Mu'jam of 

Tabranl is one of the well-known ma'djim (sing. Mu'jam) in 

hadlth literature. 

7. J ami* 

These are the hadlth collections which contain ahddlth relating 

to all the subjects mentioned under the Rasd'il which include 

actions along with faith, creeds, commentary etc. Therefore, the 

Sahih al Bukhdri is the best example of it. 

8. Sunan 

These are the hadlth collections which contain only those 

ahddlth which deal only with the legal matters of Islam and do 

not include the ahddlth dealing with histories, biographies, 

battles, creeds, commentaries, virtues etc. The collections made 

by Abu Da'ud and Nasa'T are the most famous examples of the 

Sunan works. 

9. Mustadrak 

Those ahddlth, which fulfill the conditions laid down by a 

particular compiler but are not collected by him in his book, if 



collected by someone else in a separate book form is called as 

Mustadrak. Abu 'Abd Allah al Hakim collected those ahadlth 

which were not included by Imam Bukharl and Imam Muslim in 

their Sahih collections. These two scholars selected a small 

number of ahddith from huge collections in their two books. This 

does not mean that the ahddith left by them are not sahih; it was 

only because they wanted to be selective in their works. Imam al 

Hakim's collection is, therefore, called Mustadrak 'aid al 

Sahlhayn. 

10. Mustakhraj 

If a person recollects some ahddith of a particular hadith 

collection in a separate book with different chains as given by the 

first collection, the new collection is called Mustakhraj. Abu 

Nu'aym Asbaham is famous for his Mustakhraj, who recollected 

some of the ahadith of Sahih al Bukhdri and Sahih Muslim with 

new fresh chains. 

1 1. Arba'TnTyat 

As is evident from the name itself, it is the collection of forty 

ahddith of a particular or different narrators or on a single or 

various subjects. Al Arba'un of Imam al NawawT and Shah Wall 

Allah are most famous. 

I I 



rhcrc arc other categories of hadi'th collections, some of which 

are Zawa'id, Atraf, etc. Of all these categories of collections of 

ahadith the Sahifah were the earliest in origin. The Mu'jam and 

the Mustadrak, the Mustakhraj and the Arba'niyat must have 

been the latest. The Juz' and the Risalah in their technical sense 

also must have been later in origin and development than the 

Musnnaf and the Musnad works. The Sunan and the Jami'' being 

only subdivisions of the Musannaf works, the problem of the 

priority of origin of the remaining categories of the hadith works 

rests between the Musannaf and the Musnad which is difficult to 

decide.^^ 

Categorization of Hadith literature on the Basis of 

Authenticity 

The works of hadith literature have been classified by the 

muhaddithun into four categories according to their reliability and 

importance. ' This categorization is based on the authenticity, 

agreeability and weakness of these books.̂ '* 

23 
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Ibid, p. 19. 
Ibid.,pA22. 
Dr. Subhl Salih, 'Uhlm al Hadith, tr. Ghulam Ahmad HarlrT, N. Delhi, 
Islamic Book Foundation, 1422/2002, p. 138. 
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First Category 

The books belonging to this category are considered as most 

reUable. These books contain Mutawdtir, Sahih and Hasan 

ahddith. These are: 

i. Sahih al Bukhdri 

ii. Sahih al Muslim 

ill. Mu 'atta of Imam Malik 

Second Category 

To this category belong the four sunan works which together 

with the sahih of Imam Bukharl and Imam Muslim are known as 

al Kutb al Sittah. These four sunan are: 

i. Sunan AbH Dd 'ad 

ii. Sunan a I Nasd 'i 

iii. Sunan al Tirmidhi 

iv. Sunan Ibn Mdjah 

The two sdhihdn of Imam al Bukhan and Imam Muslim with 

the first three sunan works were given the distinguished title oi al 

Usui al Khamsah.^^ 

^̂  SiddiqT, loc. cit. 

Salih, loc. cit. 

" SiddTqT, op. cit., pp. 122-123. 
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Third Category 

This category contains those books which include all kinds of 

Da 'if narrations like Shadh, Munkar and Mudtarab. The skilled 

scholars who have dedicated their lives to the study of hadith and 

its science can use these books. Some of these books are: 

i. Musnad Ibn Abu Shaybah 

ii. Musnad al Tayalisi 

iii. Musnad 'Abd ibn Hiimayd 

i V. Musannaf 'A bd al Razzdq 

V. Al Bayhaql 

vi. Al Tabrdni 

vii. Al Tahdwi etc. 

Fourth Category 

This is the category of those books, which has been compiled 

on the authority of the fabulist orators, Sufis, historians, unjust 

innovators. These books are not reliable and are the sources of 

bid'ah (deviations). Some of these books are: 

i. Ibn Mardawayah 

ii. Ibn Shdhin 

iii. The works of Abu al Shaykh etc.̂ ^ 

Idem. 

^'^ Salih,o/>. c//., pp.138-139. 
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Forgery in HadTth 

It has been accepted by all the traditionists that there had been a 

great deal of forgery committed in recoding hadith. Imam Ahmad 

ibn Hanbal said that in no other branch of literature there had 

been committed so much forgery as in hadith and tafsir. The very 

existence of a large literature on al mawdu 'at (forged traditions) 

is a sure proof of extensive forgery committed in hadith literature. 

Because of these forgeries several orientalist have branded the 

whole of hadith literature as unreliable and unauthentic.^' The 

attribution of false statements to the Prophet may be divided into 

two categories: 

1. Intentional fabrication of hadith. That is usually called 

Mawdu'. 

2. Unintentional attribution of a false hadith to the Prophet by 

mistake despite due care or due to carelessness. That is 

usually called Batil.^^ 

The result in both the conditions is same and there is no 

difference between the intentional lie and unintentional mistake. 

Both of them are unreliable and false attribution to the Prophet; 

and that is why the scholars of hadith put them together and do 

"̂ //)/J., p.139. 

SiddTqT, op. cit., p. 127. 
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not put them in separate books of these two types.̂ ^ This is the 

reason why Shaykh al AlbanT puts all kinds of weak and forged 

ahadlth in a single series called Silsilah al Ahddith al Da 'ifah wa 

al Mawdu 'ah. 

Orientalists have often affirmed that hadlth have been forged in 

order to justify some legal opinion or school of thought; this is 

undoubtedly true and even the early compilers rejected large 

number of ahddith as fabricated. However, the skeptical tendency 

among Western scholars at one time went so far as to reject ipso 

facto any hadith, which appeared to support a particular school or 

tendency. One orientalist was thus led to maintain that the Sufis 

had forged the saying: "Remember Me [Allah] I will remember 

you", since it so evidently fitted their teachings. In fact, this is not 

a hadlth at all, but a quotation from the Qur'an."̂ "* Even if, from a 

historical point of view, a particular hadith is false, it does not 

necessarily follow that the opinions, practices, or doctrines linked 

with it are to suspect. A hadith may be false in the sense that the 

Prophet never spoke the words, but nevertheless true in that it is 

wholly consistent with his message.̂ ^ 

Studies in Hadith Methodology' and Literature, p. 68. 
a 
34 

:ii 

Idem. 
AlQur'an, 2:152. 

"Hadlth", Cyril Glasse, loc. ciL 
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According lo Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, the forgery in 

hadith originated during the lifetime of the Prophet himself. His 

opponents could not have failed to forge and attribute to him 

words and deeds for which he was not responsible. It was their 

purpose in thus misrepresenting him to arouse public opinion 

against him.̂ ^ Dr. SiddTqT quotes Ibn Hazm in his support who 

cites an incident which took place during the life-time of the 

Prophet. He says, after the Prophet's Hijrah, a man went to a 

suburb of MadTnah, and told a tribe living there that the Prophet 

had given him authority over them. He had restored to this fraud 

because he wanted to marry a girl who was a member of the tribe, 

to whom he had proposed marriage before the Hijrah, but who 

had never been given in marriage to him. The tribe sent a 

messenger to the Prophet denounced the pretender, and ordered 

that he be put to death—if he was still alive. 

Causes of Forgery in HadTth 

The hypocrites (Munafiqun) must have forged a good many 

aliadith and attributed them to the Prophet. During the caliphate 

of Abu Bakr also, when apostasy had raised its head, it is not 

36 

37 

SiddTqi, op. cit., p. 127. 

Abu Muhammad 'AIT ibn Ahmad ibn Hazm, al Ihkam fi Usui al 
Ahkam, Cairo, 1345-47 H., il, 2-3, 83-84. quoted in Hadith 
Literature—its Origin, Development, Special Features and Criticism, 
by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, pp. 127-128. 
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unlikely that some of the apostates should have forged such 

ahadlth as might suit their purpose. It may be due to this forgery 

that Abu Bakr and 'Umar ibn al Khattab were extremely strict in 

accepting ahddith which were reported to them.̂ ^ 

Now it is the proven fact that the organized forgery of hadith 

started after forty years of the Prophet's migration. Political 

upheavals in the fourth decade gave birth to the forgery of ahddith 

in the political sphere, to credit or discredit certain parties. 

Consequently, scholars became more cautious and began to 

scrutinize, criticize and search for the sources of information. The 

use of isndd, therefore, became more and more important.^^ This 

is the period, which has been pointed out by Ibn Sirln and 

recorded by Imam Muslim in his Sahih^^ 

This was the time when Islam was wirming reverts from all 

around the world. It was expanding in the boundaries of Rome, 

Iran and other Asian countries and was introducing itself as the 

Universal Civilization.' This expansion also won many rivals to 

38 
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SiddTqT, op. cit. p. 128. 

Studies in Early Hadith Literature, p. 246. 

Muslim ibn al Hajjaj, SahJh Muslim ma' Mukhtasar Sharah Nawawi, 

tr. 'Allamah Wahid al Zaman, Bombay, Dar al Ma'arif, 1984, vol. i, 

p.33. ' 

Muhammad Sa'ud 'Alam QasmT, Fitnah e Wada' e Hadith aur 

Mawdu' Ahddith klpahchdn, Delhi, MarkazT Maktabah Islaml, 1990, 

p. 53. 
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the new and fast growing civilization who ogle to ambush it and 

destroy its sources of vitality. Among the basic and fundamental 

sources of Islam, Qur'an and Hadlth, the first one was already 

compiled and put to the memory while as the second source, due 

to its huge size, was not memorized completely by a single hafiz. 

Tt was also scattered in the vast caliphate of Islam. Therefore, 

these two reasons made it open for the blitz of the conspirators. 

However, at the same time the elderly and older followers of 

Islam were giving way to the new entrants. The people who 

directly received guidance and instructions from the Prophet were 

the standards and exemplars of the truthfulness, piety, taqwa, 

endurance, selflessness, dedication, passion and other qualities. 

With the decrease in the number of the Companions, these 

qualities were seen relatively less in the new entrants. This 

decrease in the qualities of the adherents of the Islam made it 

vulnerable to the conspiracies and forgeries, some from outside 

and few from within. 

The first organized conspiracy was carried out by 'Abd Allah 

ibn Saba, who worked on his heinous plans to sabotage the 

Muslim Ummah and destroyed the unity of the Muslim caliphate. 

During the caliphate of'Uthman, the third caliph of Muslims, the 

forgery of ahadlth became more common. The various political 

parties, the heretics, the professional preachers, and even some of 

19 



the sincere muttaqi Muslims, all made their contributions to the 

increasing stock of riwdydt falsely attributed to the Prophet/^ It 

was due to the wicked plans of' Abd Allah ibn Saba that later on 

'Uthman got martyred and the Muslims got divided into two 

camps. 

One of the camps supported ' Ali, the forth caliph of Muslims. 

The second group supported the governor of Syria, Mu'awiyah 

and demanded 'Ali that the assassins of the third caliph should be 

brought to the law. Both the camps were influenced and 

penetrated by the followers of 'Abd Allah ibn Saba. Many of the 

pious Muslims felt into the trap and the first civil war among 

Muslims broke out. In 35/656 the Battle of the Camel {Jamal) 

was fought between 'Ali and 'A'ishah (the wife of the Prophet) 

and in 36/657 the Battle of SifRn was fought among 'Ali and 

Mu'awiyah. These civil wars led to the creation of different 

political rival groups among Muslims, which later on turned into 

various religious sects, and all of them tried to prove their 

viewpoint and substantiated them by the verses of the holy Qur'an 

and the saying of the Prophet. In the absence of the befitting 

verses or the authentic hadith they forged a hadith which 

endorsed their views. Some of the main reasons of hadith 

fabrication are: 

SiddlqT, op. cit., p. 128. 
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1. RawSfid and KhawSrij 

Rawafid (Sing. Rafidiyah) is an extremist group among ShT'aii 

while as Khawarij (Sing. Kharijiyah) are those people who 

abandoned 'All's army when they learnt that 'All has accepted to 

negotiate with Mu'awiyah. Rawafid were the toping the list of 

forgers. It is recorded that one of the Rawafid, Hamad ibn Salmah 

once said, "When we liked any statement we made,it a hadJth." 

When Imam Malik was asked about the RawSfid he said, "Do not 

talk to them and do not narrate on their authority because they 

lie."'*"* It is said that Rawafid had forged almost three lack ahadith 

in the praise of 'AlT and his house hold {Ahl al Bayt)!^^ Like 

Rawafid Khawarij were also skillful in forging the ahadith and 

whenever they liked any saying, they dub it as a hadith. '^ 

2. ShVah and Yorgery ot HadTth 

The common Shi'ah were also involved in forging hadith in the 

praise of 'All and his house hold. They were also fabricating the 

•4! 
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Jalal al Din al SuyutT, al LalJ al Ma^nu'ah ft Ahadith al Mawdu'ah, 

Egypt, al Matbi'ah al Adabiyyiih, 1317, vol. ii, p. 248. 

TaqT al Din ibn Taymiyyah, Minhaj al Sunnah al Nabawiyyah fi Naqd 

Kalam al ShJ'ah wa al Qadariyyah with Sarih al Ma'qui li Sahih al 

Manqul (in margin), Beirut, Dar al Kiitb al 'Ilmiyyah, n.d., vol. i, p. 13. 

Mustafa al Saba'T, al Sunnah wa Makanatuha ft al Tashrl' al IslamT, 

Cairo, Maktabah Dar a! 'Urubah, 1380 H, p. 95. 

Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn 'All al KhatTb al Baghdad!, Kitab al Kijayahfi 

iim al Riwavah, Hyderabad, Da'irah al Ma'arif al 'Uthmaniyah, 1390 
H.,p. 163. 
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ahddith so that they can show the dominance of their a'immah on 

other Companions. They fabricated ahadlth to malign the 

character of first three caliphs and Mu'awiyah in particular and 

the other Companions in general. In its response, Ahl al Sunnah 

also tried to forge ahddith in the praise of the other Companions 

especially in the praise of first three caliphs. Ibn Abu al Hadld has 

admitted in the commentary of NahJ al Baldgah that the forgery 

in the ahddith dealing with the praises of the few Companions 

was started by the ShJ'ah sect, and the ignorant people among Ahl 

al Sunnah also fabricated the ahddith in its response.'*^ It is 

worthwhile to mention here that Shi'ah does not accept the 

ahddith collected in the books of Ahl al Sunnah. They only accept 

those narrations which have been reported by their a 'immah. 

3. Ahl al Sunnah and Forgery of HadTth 

In reaction to the fabrication by ShT'ah sect and the onslaught 

of the fabricators on the clear character of first three caliphs and 

Mu'awiyah, the ignorant people among Ahl al Sunnah fabricated 

the ahddith in the glorification of these great Companions. For 

example in the praise of first three caliphs, one ignorant attributed 

to the Prophet, "In the paradise, Ld Ildha lid Alldh Muhammad 

RasUl Alldh along with Abu Bakr al SiddTq, 'Umar al Faruq and 

Muhammad al Sibagh, al Hadith al NabawJ, Beirut, al Maktab al 
Islaml, 1401 H., p. 306. 
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'Uthman al Dhu al NQrayn, will be written on every leaf of the 

tree."'' 

4. Exaggeration in the Glorification of the Prophet 

It is a human tendency to glorify his beloved one. If the 

glorification is based on the facts then it is not objectionable but if 

it crosses the limits and becomes exaggeration and hyperbole, the 

Prophet and the scholars of Islam do not permit this act of making 

someone super human. No doubt, it is a part of the Muslim faith 

to love the Prophet more than his father, his children and all 

humankind"̂ ^ but at the same time the Prophet has himself 

prohibited to make exaggeration in his praising.^^ Instead of this 

prohibition and many others like it, people made exaggerations in 

praising the prophetic status of the Prophet. This gave rise to the 

forgery in the hadith literature and many false statements were 

fabricated in the praise of the Prophet e.g. 

If you [O, Prophet] were not there, I would have not created 
the orbits [afldq].^^ 
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Al LaU al Masnu'ah, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 165. 

Al BukharT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 193, h. 15. 

The Prophet said, "None of you will have faith till he loves me more 

than his father, his children and all mankind." 

Al BukharT, op. cit., vol. iv, p. 717, h. 3445. 

The Prophet said, "Do not exaggerate in praising me as the 
Christians praised the son of Mary, for I am only a slave. So, call me 
the Slave of Allah and His Apostle." 

Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadith al Dalfah wa 

al Mawdu'ah wa Athaniha al Say'u fi al Ummah, ed. II, Riyadh, 
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5. Difference of School of Thought 

In the beginning, rather till second century there was no sect 

based on the jurisprudential issues. When any one had to sort the 

answer to his questions or jurisprudential problems he used to ask 

any of the jurists whom he could approach.^^ When in a single 

problem, there were different views of different scholars; and 

with the passage of time, people took different scholars as the 

founders of the different schools of thought. To glorify their 

favourite a'immah (sing. Imam) and value his view as the most 

authentic one people fabricated many ahadith in the praise of 

their a'immah or in the support of their views e.g. 

JibrTl led me [in salah] near the Ka'bah, he recited bismi 

Allah al Rahman al Rahim loudly.̂ ^ 

That is why QadT Majd al Din al ShlrazI says: 

The ahadith which are said in praise or refutation of Imam 

Abu HanTfah or Imam Shafi'T, in this respect particularly 

the attribution of any hadith to the Prophet is not correct.̂ '* 

Maktabah al Ma'arif li al Nashir wa al TawzT', 1420/2000, vol. i, p. 
AS^j, h. 282. 

^~ Shah WalT Allah Muhaddith al DihIawT, al Imaffi Bayan Asbab al 
Ikhtilaf, Beirut, Dar al Nafa'is, 1379 H., p. 69. 

" Al Saba'T, 0/7. cit., p 102. 
^̂  Ibid., p88. 
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6. For Fortunes in Royal Court 

To be among the preferred ones of the kings and rulers some of 

the greedy or opportunists used to visit the courts of the rulers and 

to get their favour they used to forge a hadlth. It is reported that 

once Ghayath visited the court of AbbasT Caliph, MahdT who was 

playing with a pigeon. Ghayath at once forged a hadlth and said: 

There is no antecedence except in archery or camel riding 
or horse riding or bird flying.'^ 

MahdT gave him the handsome prize but slaughtered the pigeon 

and told that it became the cause of a false hadith.^^' 

7. TarghTb and TarhTb 

Targhib wa Tarhib (arousal of an interest in good and fear of 

evil) became one more factor of fabricating hadlth in the name of 

the Prophet. This included mainly those ahadlth, which stressed 

on good and restrained the Muslims from the bad actions. People 

used to fabricate these ahadlth so that the Muslims may get 

attracted towards the pious actions and may not go astray. Some 

of them had good intentions while as most of them tried to 

pretend to be the great scholars. An episode is related to the 

period of Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal and Imam Yahya ibn Ma'Tn 

Ibn Hajr al 'AsqalanT, Nuzhah al Nazr Jl Nukhbah al Fikr, Delhi, 
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Matba' Mujtabal, 1902, p. 15. 

Jalal al Din al SuyutT, Tadrib al Rawi, Egypt, Dar al Kutb al 

HadTthiyyah, 1385, H., vol. i, p.286. 
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when one of the story-tellers was fabricating and narrating 

ahddith on the authority of these two scholars, strangely enough 

in the presence of the two Imams that the Prophet has said 

whosoever will say la ilaha ilia Allah (there is no god but Allah), 

Allah will create a sparrow for each word whose beak will be 

golden and whose wings will be made of coral. 

Many of them have good intentions and used to fabricate the 

ahadith in the name of the Prophet. Like Abu 'Ismah Nuh ibn 

Abu Maryam, when he saw the people were more interested in the 

jurisprudential issues of Imam Abu HanTfah and in the war stories 

(maghdzi) of Ibn Ishaq than the Qur'an he started to fabricate 
CO 

ahddith with regards to the virtues (fadd'il) of the Qur'an. 

8. Tasawwuf 

Tasawwuf is a big problem for the scholars dealing with the 

authenticity of hadith literature. Usually the Muslims who were 

linked with the tasawwuf used to be weak in the field of hadith. 

Many of the Sufis quoted the ahddith without any criticism and 

even some of them fabricated a good number of ahadith and 

believed to be rewarded for it in the life hereafter e.g. 
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Mubarak ibn Muhammad, Jami' al Usui fi Ahadith at Rasiil, Beirut, 
1969, p. 139. 

Mubarak ibn Muhammad, Jami' al Usui Ji Ahadith al Rasiil, Beirut, 

1969, p. 127. and Ibn JawzT, Kitab alMawdu'at, p. 14. 
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Respect the teachers [Masha'ikh] because the respect of 
teachers is the respect of Allah.̂ ^ 

The safety lies in the seclusion^^ 

All the various groups of forgers and also those who are not 

discussed here, created havoc in hadith literature. However, in 

order to meet this great menace of forgery, and to sifl the forged 

ahadith from the true ones, the sincere and honest traditionist 

made the system of isnad compulsory and integral part of the 

hadith authenticating principles.*' In this way, with the passage of 

time a special branch of hadith literature was developed, which 

exclusively discussed the fabricated ahadith. Some of the famous 

books along with their authors are as under: 

1. Kitab al Mawdu 'at by Muhammad ibn 'Amr al ' AqllT (d. 

322/934) 

2. Tazkirah al Mawdu 'at by Muhammad ibn Tahir MaqdasT (d. 

507/1114) 

3. Al Abafil wa al Manaklr by Husayn ibn Ibrahim al JawzqanT 

(d. 543/1149) 
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Muhammad "Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadith al Da'Jfah wa 

al Mawdu'ah wa Atharuha al Say'u fi al Ummah, ed. H, Riyadh, 

Maktabah al Ma'arif li al Nashir wa al TawzT', 1420/2000, vol. ii, p. 

226, h. 824. 

Muhammad ibn 'Abd ai Rahman al SakhawT, al Maqasid al Hasanah, 

India, 1304 H., Matba' 'AlwT, p. 115. 
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4. Kitab al Maw^u'ai by 'Abd al Rahman ibn al JawzT 

(d.597/1201) 

5. Al Mughnl 'an al Hifz wa al Kitdb by 'Umar ibn Badr Maws IT 

(d. 623/1226) 

6. Al LalJ al Manthurah ft al Ahadith al Manshurah by Hafiz Ibn 

Hajr al 'AsqalanI (d.852/1448) 

7. Al Kashaf al Khabith 'amman Rama bi Wa4' al Hadith by 

Hafiz Ibrahim al HalabT(d. 841/1438) 

8. AI Maqa^id al Hasanah by 'Abd al Rahman SakhawT (d. 

902/1497) 

9. Al Ldli al Ma^nu 'ahJiAhddith al Mawdu 'ah by Jalal al Din al 

SuyutT(d. 911/1506) 

10. .4/ Dhayl 'aid al Mawdu'dt by Jalal al Dm al SuyutT (d. 

911/1506) 

11. TahdhJr al Khawd^ min Akddh'ib al Qafidf by Jalal al Din al 

SuyutT (d. 911/1506) 

12. .4/ Ghamdz 'ala al Lamdz by Nur al Din Abu al Hasan 

SamhQdT(d. 911/1506) 

Siddlql, op. c/7., p. 129. 
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13. AI Durrah a I Lama'ah fi Bay an Kathlr min al Ahadlth al 

ShaVah by Shihab al Din Ahmad (d. 931/1525) 

14. Tanziyah al SharVah 'an al Ahadith al Maw(iu'ah by Abu al 

Hasan 'All ibn Muhammad 'Iraqi (d. 963/1556) 

15. Mawdu'at KabJr by 'AlT ibn Sultan al Qan (d. 1014/1605) 

16. Al Mawdu' ft Ahiadith al Maw^u' by 'All ibn Sultan al Qan 

(d. 1014/1605) 

17. Al Fard'idal Maw^u'ahjial Ahiadith Mawdu'ah by Mar'T ibn 

YusufalKarmT(d. 1033/1624) 

18. Kashfal Iltibasfima Khafiyy 'ala Kathir min al Nas by Ghars 

al Dm KhalTlT (d. 1057/1647) 

19. Kashfal Khafa wa Muzil al Iltibas by Isma'Tl ibn Muhammad 

'IjlunT{d. 1162/1749) 

20. Al Fawa'id al Majmu'ah ft al Ahadith al Mawdu'ah by 

Muhammad ibn 'AlT ShawkanT (d. 1250/1834) 

2\. Al Athar al Marfu'ah ft al Akhbar al Mawdu'ah by 'Abd al 

Hayy al LakhnawT (d. 1304/1887) 

22. Tahdhtr al Muslimin min al Ahadith al Mawdu 'ah 'Ala Sayyid 

al Mursalin by Muhammad ibn BashTr ZafrT Azharl (d. 

1329/1911) 
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23. SiLsilah al Ahadith al Qa'Tfah wa al Mawdu'ah by 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT (d. 1420/1999) 

The System of IsnSd 

(Chain of Transmitters) 

Every hadlth consists of two parts: 

1. Chain {al Isnad) 

2. Text(a/Ma/«) 

The first hadlth of $ahJh al BukharJ can explain this 

construction of a hadlth: 

;<.»-- 4 ;l j ^ * ^1 j^_»tj )l J—I J—»j»v/» j j i ^^ l J l » ^^j( MaiUl XJI - J—1 

, , , , » , , * , ° , . , , < J . ^ ' , ' , 4 . * ; , , . ' , " , 

CJi" J_^' (Ul-j 4I—li- 4—Ul ^—'^ 4—Ul J j—-J cJi- 1- Jl » ̂ ; jUi ^j—li 

'J i J ; '*3'}^ c ilT ^>_-J ^s'yJ \—» tSj-^^ J—50 L_Jl} o l L J l jL_»iOl 

."4Jl ' ^ U C ^1 if,;*.^ <^^. »*'̂ t J l °y I j l-aj 

Imam al Bukharl said that al HumaydT 'Abd Allah ibn Zubayr 

informed him [about this hadlth] saying that Sufyan narrated 

him that Yahya ibn Sa'Td ai Ansarl informed him that 

Muhammad ibn Ibraliim al TaymT communicated to him that 

he heard 'Alqamah ibn Waqqas al LaythT saying that he heard 

'Umar ibn al Khattab saying on pulpit, "I heard Allah's Apostle 

saying, "The reward of deeds depends upon the intentions and 

every person will get the reward according to what he has 

intended. So whoever emigrated for worldly benefits or for a 

62 
Al Bukharl, Sahih al Bukharl, op. est., vol. i, pp. 149-150, h. 
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woman to marry, his emigration was for what he emigrated 
for." 

A cursory glance on this hadlth reveals that it contains a series 

of names of the narrators, and after this series the statement of the 

Prophet is put forward. The first portion i.e. the chain of the 

names of the transmitters is called al Isnad or authority^^ while 

the statement, which forms the second portion of the narration, is 

called Main or text. Each hadith in every collection of ahddith 

(till the end of the third century of the Hijrah) contains the chain 

of its transmitters—from the Prophet or from a Companion or 

from a Follower down to the last reporter or the compiler.^ 

Isnad, according to Arabic lexicography means the thing on 

which another relies. As we rely on the narrators for the 

knowledge of the statement of the Prophet, this chain is called 

Isnad. Its plural is asanld. Sometimes the term tariq is used 

instead of isnad, and sometimes the term wajh is used for the 

same purpose.^" 

Muhaddithun attached a great importance to it, and considered 

it as an indispensable part of a hadlth. They tried to determine the 

relative value of the reliability of the various asdmd and their 

different classes. They produced a vast literature on the 

biographies of the transmitters for its sake, and developed a 

SiddTqT, op. cit., p. 129. 
Idem. 

Studies in Hadlth Methodology and Literature, p. 32. 
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system into a science. Since the compilation of the collections of 

ahadith and the composition of the works on the various 

connected subjects, they have applied the method of Isnad to 

those works as well as their manuscripts. In this system of Isnad 

the Muslims have taken great pride.^ 

Dr. Muhammad MustaS 'AzamI says that it appears that isnad 

was used casually in some literatures in pre-Islamic period, in a 

vague manner, without attaching any importance to it. The isnad 

system was also used—to some extent—in transmitting pre-

Islamic poetry. However, it was in the hadlth literature that its 

importance culminated to such a height that it became a part of 

religion,^' The same view is held by Imam Muslim, who in the 

preface of his hadlth compilation frames the sub-heading (bah) 

as, "chain {al Isnad) is a part of the religion [al DFA?]."^* 

Imam Muslim in the preface of his Sahih quotes two saying of 

Ibn STrln (d. 110/729) which also serve as the two important and 

early statements about the significance and beginning of the 

isnad. 

Muhammad ibn SMn says, "al Isnad is Din [religion] so see 

from whom you are receiving your Din."^^ 

^ SiddTqT,o/?. c/Y., p.l29. 

Studies in Early Hadlth Literature, p. 212. 

"* Muslim, op. cit., vol. i, p.33. 

'' Idem. 
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Ibn SlrTn says, "ITiey did not ask about al Isnad, but when civil 
war—al Fitnah—arouse they said 'name to us your men'; those 
who belong to the people of Sunnah, their ahadith were 
accepted and those who were innovators their ahadith were not 
accepted."^^ 

The first statement of Ibn SMn brings to the fore the 

importance of the Isnad in the early times soon after the death of 

the Prophet. The second statement gives a clear impression that 

the asariid were used in early times prior to al Fitnah and Ibn 

STrin, but there was no stress on its application and it was only 

after the first civil war (between 'AlT and Mu'awiyah) that made 

the Muslims meticulous about al Isnad. It also points to the fact 

that the asamd served as the litmus paper for a badith and the 

narrations were accepted or rejected on the basis of transmitters in 

their chains. 

According to Dr. Muhammad Mustafa 'AzamT, the isnad 

system began in the lifetime of the Prophet and was used by the 

Companions in transmitting the ahadith of the Prophet.^' It was 

the common practice among the Companions—even in the life of 

the Prophet—to transmit the ahadith of the Prophet, when they 

saw each other. Some of them had even made special 

arrangements to attend the Prophet's circle in shifts and to inform 

'' Idem. 

Studies m Early Hadith Literature, p. 246. 
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each other of what they had heard and seen in the presence of the 

Prophet.̂ ^ 

Now there is no doubt that the Muslims came to consider the 

Isnad as an indispensable part of ahaditK developed it a great 

deal, gave it a firm foundation—^by introducing to it the 

chronological method and collecting the biographies of the 

transmitters (which served as the basis of the criticism of their 

ahadith), and by establishing various principles for determining 

the value of its different classes,'' 

Muslims not only gave a scientific form and basis to the system 

of isnad, but also tried to make a comprehensive study of the 

various asariid used in badith literature with a view of 

establishing their relative value. It is said that Ahmad ibn Hanbal, 

Ibn Ma'Tn and Ibn al Madml once assembled together with some 

other traditionists and discussed the most reliable isimd. One of 

them said that the best isnad was Shu'bah : Qatadah : Sa'Td : 

'Amir : Umm Salmah. 'All ibn al Madlnl held that the best one 

was Ibn 'Aun : Muhammad : 'Ubaydah : 'AIT. Ahmad ibn Hanbal 

was of the opinion that the best isnad was al Zuhii: Salim : 'Abd 

Studies in fladith Methodology and Literature, p. 33. 

'^ $iddTqT, op. cit., p. 135. 
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Allah ibn 'Umar.̂ "* Imam Malik and Imam al Bukhan, however, 

were of the opinion that the best isnad was Malik : Nafi' : Ibn 

'Umar. To this isnad the later traditionists have added the names 

of al Shafi'I and Ahmad ibn Hanbal, making it one long chain 

from Ahmad upto Ibn 'Umar. They gave it the title of'the golden 

chain','^ al Silsilah al Dhahh. This chain, however, is rare in 

hadith literature. In the whole of tiie Musnad of Ahmad ibn 

Hanbal, in spite of its large size, according to Jalal al Din al Suyû T, 

there are not to be found more than four ahadith with this isnad. 

Having been introduced into hadith^ the system of isnad was 

not only continued for more than four centuries in the narration of 

every individual hadith, but was also applied to the books on 

ahadith and on the coimected subjects since the time of their 

compilation. Every teacher of every book on hadith or on a 

subject connected with it at every period in the history of hadith 

literature gave (in order to guard against forgery of the books or 

74 

75 

76 

Jalal al Dm al SuyutT, Tadnb al Rawl. Egypt, 1307 H., pp. 20-21 

quoted in Hadith Literature—its Origin, Deveiopmem, ,:ipec::r 

Features and Criticism, by Dr. Mul^ammad Zubayr SiddTqT, p. 136. 

Shams al Dm Muhammad al SakhSwT, Fath al Mughith, Lucknow, n.d. 

pp. 8-10 quoted in Hadith Literature—its Origin, Development, Special 

Features and Criticism, by Dr. Mulbianimad Zubayr SiddTqT, p. 136. 

Jalal al DTn al SuyutT, Tadrlb al Rawi. Egypt, 1307 H., p. 20 quoted in 

Hadith Literature—its Origin, Development, Special Features and 

Criticism, by Dr. Muhammad Zubayr SiddTqT, p. 136. 
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parts of the books) his students the names of the teachers through 

whom he had received it from its original author, each of them 

stating that he read the whole or a part of it (which had to be 

specified) with his own teacher. The certificates of competence of 

students to teach a book on hadith granted them by their teachers 

contain not only the statement of the fact that they read it with 

him, but also the name of their own teachers of the book, and of 

the teachers of their teachers upto its author, '̂  

Impact of IsnSd on the classification of AhSdTth 

Naturally, with the passage of time there was the increase in the 

number of the transmitters in a single hadith. In case of a tabi'i 

there was only one transmitter between him and the Messenger of 

Allah and when the narrator was a taba' tabi 'i (Successor) the 

number of transmitters raised upto two. Similarly, with the 

passage of time the number of transmitters was swelled. Same 

results were seen with the expansion of the Islamic Caliphate. 

With the extension of Islamic state lakhs of transmitters were 

involved in the transmitting of a hadith. This increase of 

transmitters in the isnad made the ahadith vulnerable to forgery. ̂ ^ 

This also increased the number of channels of a single hadith. 

That is why we see that some ahadith were transmitted by many 

^ SiddTqT,op.d/., pp. 137-138. 

^ AsTr AdarwT, Fani Asma' al Rijal, Deoband, Dar al Mu'alifin, 
1416/1995, p. 35. 
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Companions and many Followers while some others were related 

by a single Companion only from whom it was narrated by a 

single Follower, who in turn had a single student who transmitted 

this particular hadfth.^ Therefore, the ahadith were graded 

according to the number of narrators and were judged on the basis 

of the biographies {Asmd' al Rijal) of the transmitters, e.g. al 

Mutawatir, al Ahad, al Mashhur, al 'Aziz, al Gharib etc. Thus 

with the introduction of isnad, unique sciences 'Ilm Asma'al Rijal 

and 'Ilm al Jarah wa al Ta'dil came into existence for the 

evaluation of isnad and ahadith.^ 

Science of AsmS' al RijSl 

To develop the science of Isanad further the science of Asma' 

al Rijal came into existence. For this piupose, the mufnaddithUn 

penned down the biographies of thousands of the nairators, all the 

information about their knowledge ('ilm) and quest of hadith and 

also the distinction between the trustworthy and the weak one was 

recorded. By grading the narrators of hadith into different grades, 

they provided the bases and standards for declaring the opinion 

about the badith with respect to the chain of the narrators.*' 

79 
Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, p. 42. 

^̂  Ibid, pp. 32-33. 
'̂ Mu 'jam Istilahat-i-fladith, pp. 36-37. 
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In it are included all the various works which deal with (i) the 

chronology; (ii) the biography; and (iii) the criticism of the 

narrators of ahadith or of any class of the narrators, or with any 

such aspect of their life as may be helpful in determining their 

identity, veracity and reliability.*^ This pertains actually with the 

biographies of the narrators of the ^adith and encompass their life 

accounts. By this science, the researchers are enable to know who 

transmits the ahadithl What is his genetic lineage? Where did he 

lived? When he was bom? What was his age? Does his memory 

remained unchanged upto his old age? From whom he heard the 

ahadith? How was his memory? What was his degree in case of 

religiosity and piety? Wliat was his faith and creed? Was he the 

propagator of a certain sect? Was he relied in truth and honesty in 

his ordinary social life? What were the observations of his 

contemporaries and those who met him about his persona? In 

short, all the information about the narrator is collected by which 

he can be declared truthful, authentic and reliable,**^ 

The muhaddithm, however having realized the importance of 

chronology, biography and criticism, compiled independent 

works dealing with the narrators of ahadith in chronological order 

^̂  $iddlqT, op. cit., p. 165. 
AdarwT, op. cit., p. 15. 
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before the end of the second century.** As all the early works on 

this subject have been lost, it is impossible to determine their 

general plan and the nature of their contents. But from the later 

works which are based on them and which we have received, and 

from the general tendencies of the traditionists of the time, it may 

be inferred that their contents mainly consisted of: 

• Short descriptions of the genealogies and the dates of 

their birth and death. 

• Some biographical matters relating to the narrators. 

• A short criticism ijarab) of their reliability together with 

the opinions of the important authorities about them.*̂  

The compilation of the biographies of the narrators of ahadith, 

begun in the second century of the Hijrah, was continued with 

zeal and vigour in the following centuries. In the third century, 

not only various specialists in the subject—e.g. Ibn Sa'd (d. 

230/844), KhalTfah ibn al Khayyat, Ibn Abu Khaythamah (d. 

297/892) and others—but also almost every muhaddith of 

reputation compiled simultaneously with his collections of 

ahadith, some biographies of their narrators also. 

^ $iddTqT, op. c/r., p.l68. 

'^ Ibid.,pA69. 

*̂  Idem. 
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During the fourth and the succeeding centuries, the compilation 

of the biographies by the muhaddithun appears to have become a 

fashion of the time through out the vast Islamic dominions. 

The works on the Asma* al Rijal helped the growth of general 

biographical literature in the Arabic language and it became the 

unparallel glory of the Muslims. It is this huge literature, which 

not only in the begiiming but also in the present times is providing 

the unshakable foundation for the scholars to check the 

authenticity of a hadith. 

The Science of al Jarah wa al Ta*dTl 
(Character Examination) 

Side by side the hadith literature, there also developed the 

methods of criticism and the techniques of hadith evaluation. It is 

quite natural, when a muhaddith receives a hadith he first checks 

its authenticity and tries to find out its reliability. The 

biographical notes of the narrators and the views expressed by the 

earlier scholars about them serve as the chief means of the 

verification. The study of the presence or absence of conditions in 

a narrator which makes him or her either acceptable or rejected is 

called 'Ilm al Jarah wa alTa'dil. By this science one discusses 

^ IbJd.p.nO. 
*̂ Muhammad 'Ubayd Allah al As'adT, 'Ulum al Hadith, Lucknow, 

Maktabah Hira', 1406 H., p. 217. 
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the particular terminologies o^ Jarahi and Ta'dil about narrators 

and their degrees.*^ 

In Arabic literature, the word naqd is used for criticism. Early 

scholars of fiadith used this word in the second century,^ but it 

did not gain currency in their circle.^' A third century scholar, 

Imam Muslim, named his book al Tamyiz, whose subject is 

methodology of hadith criticism. Later on they named the 

science which deals with criticism of hadith, al Jarah wa al 

Ta *dil (the knowledge of invalidating and declaring reliable in 

hadith)P 

Jarah 

It refers to such a criticism on the Fairness {'adalah) or the 

Accuracy {dabf) of the narrator that makes his position doubtfiil^ 

and results in the rejection of his hadith.^^ Jarah is only to fulfill 

the basic practical need of the religion. It aims only to safeguard 

the law and does not aim to defame the people. If someone 

criticizes the narrator only to defame him, his criticism will not be 

accepted. There are ten reasons for a narrator to be rejected and 
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Dr Iqbal Ahmad Ishaq Biskuharf, Jarah yva Ta 'dil, N. Delhi, al Kitab 

International, 2003, p. 179. 

Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, p. 47. 

Ihid., p. 48. 
Idem. 
Idem. 
Al As'adT, op. cit., p. 217. 
Mu'jam Istilahat-i-Hadith, p. 157, 
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five of these reasons invalidate the fairness of the narrator while 

as the other five nullify his accuracy. 

Reasons Invalidating the Fairness of a Narrator 

'Adalah (fairness) is a natural ability of a person which 

provokes him to adhere to the piety (taqwa) and kindness 

(murawah). Taqwa means to do well and be away firom evil 

practices while murawah signifies the inherent ability of a man, 

which stimulates in him the passion for praised things, and 

inculcate in him the spirit of shunning evil.^ If the narrator's 

fairness is made doubtful, he is labeled as Fdsiq (Immoral). The 

'adalah of a narrator gets invalid by five reasons. These five 

reasons are: 

1. To lie in the sayings of the Prophet. 

2. To be accused of lying. 

3. To get indulged in capital sin or become adamant on evils. 

4. To be anonymous or unknown (majhitl). 

5. To be indulged in deviations (bid'ah). 

Reasons Invalidating the Dabf of a Narrator 

The practice of a narrator to remember the narrated statements 

with sound memory is called dabf. A narrator is termed as a ddbif 

when he memorizes his ahddiih with utmost care and if he 

% BiskuharT, op. cit., p. 160. 
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narrates a hadith as per the meaning he must have the ability to 

understand it. If his accuracy is libeled he is called as Mughaffal 

(dullard).^ There are five reasons that invalidate the accuracy of a 

narrator. These five reasons are: 

1. To err more frequently. 

2. To be more careless. 

3. To be more suspicious. 

4. Opposition of the trustworthy narrators. 

5. Poor memory. 

Ta*dTl 

It refers to confirm the presence of fairness and accuracy in a 

narrator.'^ There should be two positive conditions for a narrator 

to be acceptable ('Adil) and like Jarah these two conditions are 

Fairness and Accuracy. However, according to Ibn Hibban a 

person whose jarah is not known will be taken as acceptable 

unless his jarah is established.'^' However, some of the scholars 

say that the 'addlah is proved by the justification {ta 'dll) of the 

two knowledgeable persons and by the fame of the fairness of a 

narrator."'^ 
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Mujam Istildhat-i-Hadilh, p. 158. 

Biskuharl, op. cit., pp. 176-177. 

Mu'Jam ktilahat-i-Hadith, p. 158. 

A! As'adT, op. cit., p. 217. 

AlThiqat, vol. i, p 12. 

Mu'jam Istilahat-i-Hadith, p. 243. 
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In addition to it, there are some agreed conditions for the 

fairness of a narrator, which are to be fulfilled to elevate a hadfth 

to the standard of an authentic hadith. As per these conditions a 

narrator must be: 

1. Muslim 

2. Aduh 

3. Mentally sound 

4. Safe fi-om capital sins and not shows persistence on evils. 

5. Safe from all dispraised actions. 

Origin and Development of Jarah and Ta'dTl 

To safeguard the religion from the internal and external 

conspiracies and remissness respectively, the scholars of Islam 

developed a complete science in the shape of Jarah and Ta 'dil. 

They used different terms for the people and declared their merits 

and demerits so that people can either benefit from them or shun 

their reports. Its validity and permissibility have been indicated in 

the holy Qur'an and authentic hadfth where different terms like 

Fasiq,^"^^ Kadhdhab^^ Evil Brother,'^' and Evil Son'^ etc are 
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Al Qur'an, 49:6 
O ye who believe! if a Fasiq [wicked person] comes to you witli 

any news ascertain the truth lest ye harm people unwittingly and 
afterwards become full of repentance for what ye have done. 
Muslim op. cit., vol. i, p.26. 

The Prophet said, "Whosoever reports from me a hadith and knows it 
is a lie, is one among the two liars." 
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105 Al BukharT, op. cit., vol. vii, p. 446-447, h. 6032. 
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'A'ishah narrated, "a man asked permission to enter upon the 
Prophet. When the Prophet saw him, he said, 'What an evil 
brother of his tribe! and what an evil son of his tribe!' When that 
man sat down, the Prophet behaved with him in a nice and polite 
manner and was completely at ease with him. When that person 
had left, 'A'ishah said (to the Prophet). 'O Allah's Rasul! When 
you saw that man, you said so-and-so about him, then you 
showed him a kind and polite behavior, and you enjoyed his 
company?' Allah's Rasul said, "O 'A'ishah! Have you ever seen 
me speaking a bad and dirty language? (Remember that) the 
worst people in Allah's sight on the Day of Resurrection will be 
those whom the people leave (undisturbed) to be away from their 
evil (deeds)." 
Al BukharT, op. cit., vol. vii, p. 446-447, li- 6032. 
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'A'ishah narrated, "a man asked permission to enter upon the 
Prophet. When the Prophet saw him, he said, 'What an evil 
brother of his tribe! and what an evil son of his tribe!' When that 
man sat down, the Prophet behaved with him in a nice and polite 
manner and was completely at ease with him. When that person 
had left, 'A'ishah said (to the Prophet). 'O Allah's Rasul! When 
you saw that man, you said so-and-so about him, then you 
showed him a kind and polite behavior, and you enjoyed his 
company?' Allah's Apostle said, "O 'A'ishah! Have you ever seen 
me speaking a bad and dirty language? (Remember that) the 
worst people in Allah's sight on the Day of Resurrection will be 
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used by Allah and His Messenger for different de-meritorious 

persons. 

After the demise of the Prophet, the criticism of the narrators 

gradually developed in the time of the Companions, the Followers 

and the Successors of the Followers. As this was the era of the 

narrators and the muhaddithun, 'ulamd\ and other people related 

with the hadith literature were either related to each other in one 

way or the other or at least were contemporaries. Therefore, the 

scholars and the students had not to toil more to be acquainted 

with the remarks of the other scholars on the narrators. 

Up to the beginning of third century after Hijra these remarks 

ofjarah and ta 'dil were memorized which were either heard by 

the students of this science from their teachers or were their own 

observations about their contemporaiy narrators. 

In these two centuries the terminology and the principles of the 

jarah and ta'dil were founded and these were prominent in the 

circles of students and scholars. Now these needed to be penned 

down so that it may not be lost and there could be more coherence 

in analyzing them comparatively. Therefore, the compilation of 

these remarks about the narrators and terminologies of this newly 

those whom the people leave (undisturbed) to be away from their 
evil (deeds)." 
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developed science could give a vent to the finest judgments on the 

controversial narrators.'^^ 

It was the great Muhaddith Yahya ibn Sa*Td (d. 198/814) who 

was the first scholar to pen down the information about the 

narrators of hadith.'"^ After his death his students and others 

followed this methodology and many of the scholars like Yahya 

ibn Ma*m (d. 233/848), *A1T ibn MadmT (d. 234/849), Imam 

Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241/856), *Amr ibn 'AIT al Fallas (d. 

249/863), Abu Khythamah etc. came to the fore.""' Some of the 

famous scholars of al Jarah and al Ta *dil with the chronological 

order"«are: 

Name Date of Death 

Companions 

• 'Umar ibn al Khattab 23/644 
• 'AlTibnAbuTalib 40/660 
• 'Ubadah ibn Samit 34/655 

• 'Abd Allah ibn'Abbas 68/688 
• A'ishah bint Abu Bakr 58/679 
• Ans ibn Malik 93/712 

Followers 

• Sa'Td ibn Musayyib 94/713 
• 'Amir ibn Sharjll 103/722 

"'̂  Abu Lubabah Husayn, al Jarah wa al Ta'M, p. 144. and Yahya ibn 

Mn'Tn, al Tankh, Muqaddimah. 
'"* Mizan al I'tidal, vol. i, p. 1. 
'° ' Ibid., pp. 1-2. 
''° Biskuhari op. cit., pp. 254-257. 
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• Muhammad ibn Sinn 110/729 

• Hasan Basan 110/729 

• Ibn Shahab al Zuhn 124/742 

Second Century 

• Awza'T' Abd al Rahman ibn 'Amr 157/774 

• Sha'bah ibn Hajjaj 160/777 

• SuiVanThawrT 161/778 

• Malik ibn Ans 179/796 

• 'Abd Allah ibn Mubaral; 181/797 

• Wakr ibn Jarah 197/813 

• Sufyan ibn 'Aayyinah 198/814 

• Yahya ibn Sa'Td Qattan 198/814 

• 'Abd al Rahman ibn MahdT 198/814 

Third Century 

In this century the writing of the books about Jarah and Ta'dil 

was started. The end of this century is marked as the 

distinguishing line between the earlier and the later scholars of 

Jarah and Ta'dil. Some of the prominent scholars of this century 

are: 

• Muhammad ibn Sa'd 230/845 

• Yahya ibn Ma'Tn 233/848 

• 'All ibn Madlnl 234/849 

• Ahmad ibn Hanbal 241 /846 

• 'Abd al Rahman ibn Duhim 245/860 

• Imam DarmI Abu Muhammad 255/869 

• Imam Abu 'Abd Allah al Bukhan 256/870 

• Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah al 'Ijll 261 /875 

• Muslim ibn al Hajjaj 261/875 
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• Abu Zar'ah 'Abd al Karim al RazT 

• Abu Hatim Muhammad ibn Idns al RazT 

264/878 

277/891 

Fourth Century 

• Abu 'Abd al Rahman al Nasal 

• Muhammad ibn Khuzaymah 

• Abu Ja'far 'AqllT 

• Ibn Abu Hatim RaaJ 

• Abu Hatim ibn Hibban al BastT 

• Abu Ahmad ibn 'AdT 

• Abu al Fatah AzdT 

• Abu al Hasan Dar QutnT 

• IbnShahTn 

Fifth Century 

• Abu 'Abd Allah Hakim 

• Abu Na'Tm al AsbahanT 

• Abu DharhrwT 

• Abu Muhammad ibn Hazm 

• Abu Bakr al BayhaqT 

• Khatlb al BaghdadI 

• Ibn'Abd al Barr 

• Abu al WalTd Bail 

• Ibn Makula 

Sixth Century 

• Abu al Oasim Ibn 'Asakir 

• Abu Musa al MadlnT 

• 'Abd al Haqq al AshbUT 

• Abu Bakr HazmT 

• Ibn JawzT 

• 'Abd al GhanT MaqdisT 

303/916 

311/924 

322/934 

327/939 

354/965 

365/976 

374/985 

385/995 

384/994 

405/1015 

430/1039 

434/1043 

456/1064 

458/1066 

463/1071 

463/1071 

474/1082 

475/1083 

571/1176 

581/1185 

581/1185 

584/1188 

597/1201 

600/1204 
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Seventh Century 

• Abu al Hasan ibn Qatan al FasT 

• IbnNuqtah 

• SarifinT 

• Ibn Najjar al Baghdad! 

• Abu 'Amr banal Salah 

• ZakT al Din Mundhirl 

Eighth Century 

• Ibn Daqlq al 'Id 

• Ibn Sayyid al Nas 

• Ibn Taymiyyah 

• Abu al Hajjaj MazT 

• Abu 'Abd Allah al Dhahabl 

• Abu Sa'Td 'Ila'T 

• Abu 'Abd Allah Mughlata'T 

• SafdT 

• HusaynT 

628/1231 

629/1232 

641/1244 

643/1246 

643/1246 

656/1258 

702/1303 

724/1324 

728/1328 

742/1342 

748/1347 

761/1360 

762/1361 

774/1373 

765/1364 

Ninth Century 

4- Zayn al Dm Abu al Fasl 'Iraqi 

• Wall al Dm Abu Zar'ah 'Iraqi 

• Burhan al Dm HalabT 

• Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalani 

• Badr al Din al 'Aynl 

• Najm ibn Fahd 

806/1404 

826/1423 

841/1438 

852/1448 

855/1451 

885/1480 

Grades of Jarah and Ta*dTl Literature 

These scholars wrote the voluminous books in the science of 

jarah and ta 'dil. These books are complete and satisfying to such 
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an extent that they serve as a primary source for the critics of 

hadith. Still after the hundreds of years of death of a narrator one 

can find out his or her life sketch and can evaluate his or her 

authenticity, no matter how far his library is from this narrators 

birth or death place. These books can chiefly be divided into three 

groups: 

1. Small books, which contain only names of the narrators and 

remarks about them by the writer of the book or by any other 

master of the science e.g. Kitdb al Du 'qfa' al Saghir of ImSm 

BukharT. 

2. Medium sized books, which contain relatively long 

biographical notes on the narrators, their genealogy, 

teachers, students, few ahadith reported by him and the 

remarks of the masters of the science. The notable feature of 

these books is that they report the remarks of the great 

scholars of this science with chains e.g. Tdrikh al Qu'afa' of 

Ibn Hibban. 

3. After these small and medium books, the scholars wrote 

huge and voluminous books containing long biographical 

notes about the narrators. These books contain all the 

possible information about narrators and there is more stress 

on the collection of the remarks of the scholars about the 
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narrators. Chains of the remarks were omitted but the earlier 

books were accepted as the chains for these remarks. 

Tahdhib al Tahdhib of Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalanl is the best 

example of this group. 

There are also other finer divisions of the jarah and ta 'dil 

books. These groups are: 

1. General Books 

• Books based on question answers 

E.g., Suwdldt Muhammad ibn 'Uthmdn ibn Abu Shibah by 

'All ibn al MadInT, Suwdlat al Burqdril by Dar al QutnT etc. 

• Books discussing grades {al Tabaqdi) 

E.g., al Tabaqdt al Kubra by Muhammad ibn Sa'd, al 

Tabaqdt by Muslim ibn al Hajjaj etc. 

• Biography and History Books {al Tdrikh) 

E.g., al Tdrikh by Yahya ibn Ma'm, Tdrikh Kabir by Imam 

al Bukharl, al Muntazim fi Tdrikh al Mamluk wa al 

Ummam by Ibn al JawzT etc. 

2. Special Books 

These books were written on a particular aspect of the narrators 

and the narrators were mostly evaluated with respect to that 

particular aspect. Some of the most famous groups of these 

special books along with some examples are: 
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• Books containing only weak and controversial narrators, 

e.g. al Du'qfa' al ^aghir by Imam al Bukharl, al Majruhin 

min al Muhaddithln by Ibn Hibban etc. 

• Books containing only authentic narrators e.g. Ma 'rifah al 

Thiqat by Haflz 'IjlT, al Thiqat by Ibn Hibban etc. 

• Books containing local history—^these books incidentally 

contain descriptions about the muhaddithun and 'ulama' of 

that area—e.g. Tarikh Baghdad by KhatTb al BaghdadI, 

Tdnkh Dimishiq by Ibn ' Asakir etc. 

• Books containing the narrators of a particular hadlth 

compilation among six canonical ones e.g. Rijdl Sahih al 

Bukharl by Abu Nasr KalabadhI, Rijal ?ahih Muslim by Ibn 

Manjuyah etc. 

• Books containing only those narrators that possess 

surnames (Kuniyyah) e.g. al Kuna by Imam al BukharT, al 

Kuna wa al Asmd' by Imam Muslim etc. 

• Books containing only those narrators that possess epithet 

(laqab) e.g. Ntizhah al Alqab fi al Alqdb by Ibn Hajar al 

' Asqalani, al Alqdb wa al Kuna by Abu Bakr al ShTreizT etc. 

• Books containing the genealogy and pedigree of the 

narrators e.g. Ansdb al Ashrdf by Abu al Hasan Ahmad ibn 
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Yahya al BaladhurT, al Fay^alft Mushtabah al Nisbah by 

Imam HazmT Hafiz Muhammad ibn Musa etc. 

• Books based on the dates of Birth and death of the narrators 

e.g. al Wafiyyat by Abu al Husayn al Baqi, Tarikh Mitwalid 

al Ruwah wa Wafiyatihim by Hafiz Abu Sulayman 

Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah etc. 

• Geography books e.g. Mu'jam al Buldan by Yaqut al 

Hamawl etc. 

HadTth Criticism and Mustalah al HadTth 

To describe any particular thing and the consensus of a 

particular group on the diction for it is called as Mu^tlah. For 

every science and art, its scholars develop terminologies for it. 

Based on the Isnad System, Asma' al Rijal, Jarah and Ta'dil 

scholars of hadith literature also developed a system of 

terminologies for the different grades of hadith, which is known 

as Mustalah al Hadith. It is actually a science that deals with the 

devising of the rules and principles for accepting or rejecting a 

hadith.'" It was fourth century Hijri when the religious sciences 

started to establish, and the terminology for ahadith were 

Mu'jam Istilahat-i-Hadith, p. 37. 
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developed. It was QadT Abu Muhammad Hasan ibn 'Abd al 

Rahman ibn Khalad al Ramhurmuzl (c. 260/874-360/971) who 

wrote the first book, al Muhaddith al Fdfiil Bayn al RdwT wa al 

Wa% exclusively on this subject. The science of Mustalah is 

also called Usiil alHadith or 'Ulum alHadith}^^ 

The critics were able to grade the literary accuracy and 

personal character of the scholars. This grading resulted in the 

grading of ahddith. As per the rules of this science, ahddlth can 

be graded into two categories,"'' which are fiirther subdivided into 

a number of sub-types. The two categories and their some of the 

most important types are: 

1. Acceptable {Maqbul) 

i. fe/jf/z (authentic) 

• Sahih li Dhdtihi (authentic by it self) 

112 

113 

114 

Dr. Mahmud al Tahhan, Taysir Mu^falah al Hadith, Delhi, Kutb 

Khanah Isha'at al Islam, n.d., pp. 10-11. 

In recent past, al Midhaddith al Fa^il was edited and compared with 

four different manuscripts by the Head of Department of the Qur'an 

and Sunnah, lecturer in Hadith and its Sciences Dameiscus University, 

Dr. Muhammad 'Ajaj al Khatlb. Dar al Fikr published its third edition 

in 1404/1983. The book is having footnotes by the editor and is based 

on 678 pages. 

Mujam Istilahat-i-Hadith, p. 85. 

Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, p. 61. 
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• $ahih li Ghayrihi (authentic owing to presence of 

others) 

ii. Hasan (agreeable) 

• Hasan li Dhdtihi (agreeable by itself) 

• Hasan li Ghayrihi (agreeable owing to the existence of 

others) 

2. Rejected (Mardud) 

i. Rejection owing to defects in narrator 

• Al Mawdu' 

• Al Matruk 

• Al Munkar 

• Al Ma'ruf 

• Al Mu'allal 

ii. Weakness owing to discontinuity of isnad 

• Al Mu'allaq 

• Al Mursal 

• AlMu'dal 

• Al MunqatVL 

• Al Mudallis 

• Al Mu'an'an 

iii. Weakness owing to some incidental reasons 

• Al Maqliib 
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• Al Mudtarab 

• Al Mushaf 

• AlShadh 

Rational Approach in HadTth Criticism 

'Ulum al Hadlth can be divided into two types: 

1. Riwdyah al Hadlth 

2. Dirayah al Hadlth 

As for as the Riwayah is concerned, it is based on the 

transmission and the relation of the ahadlth, and also on the 

accuracy and writing of the saying ascribed to the Prophet; while 

Dirayah is the discourse dealing with the narrated text of the 

hadlth from the accepting or rejecting point of view/'^ 

Rational approach in hadlth criticism is generally known as 

Dirayah. The literal meaning of Dirayah is "knowledge.""^ It 

refers to the discourses dealing with the meaning and purpose of 

the words of a hadlth based on Arabic rules and is in perfection 

with the law (shari'ah) and is corresponding with the status of the 

Prophet."'' This science is based on two parts: 

1. Understanding of a hadlth. 

2. Criticism of the hadlth. 

" ^ Mu jam htilahat-i-Hadith, pp. 182-183. 
"^ AmTnT, op. cit., p. 15. 

"^ Ibid. P.M. 
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Dirayah deals particularly with the text of the hadith. It needs a 

great expertise to declare a hadith forged or authentic just by 

having the text of the hadith in consideration. According to Ibn 

Salah, sometime the forgery of a hadith is known by the state of 

the chain or the text only. Words and meaning of many long 

ahadlth point towards its forgery because of their superficiality 

{rakakah)}"^^ But to check a hadith purely on the basis of the 'Aql 

(Reason) is not welcomed in the circles of muhaddithun. Reason 

is limited and one cannot exclusively depend on it. 

Hadith Literature in Twentieth Century 

Bom in c. 1334/1916, Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT inclined 

towards the research in hadith when he was only twenty."^ This 

comes around 1936 A.D. when he took the study of hadith 

literature as his career. It was the time, when the Institution of 

Khilafah was recently abolished by Mustafa Kamal Ata Turk in 

1924. As is evident from the various books of the Shaykh he 

was much influenced by the changing political scenario of the 

then world. Therefore, it seems necessary to have a cursory 

119 

120 

Ibn Salah, Muqaddimah, quoted in Hadith ka DirayatJ Mi'yar by 

Muhammad TaqT AmTnT, p. 179. 

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al ShlbanT, Hayah al Albarii wa Atharah wa 

thana'al 'Ulama' 'alyh, Kuwait, al Dar al Salafiyyah, 1987, p. 4c 

Mawlana Sayyid Abu al Hasan NadwT, Muslim Mamalik Mayn 

Islamiyyat aur Maghribiyat ki Kashmukash, Lucknow, Majlis Tahqlqat 

waNashriyat Islam, 1416/1995, p. 82. 
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glance at the world of his times with a special reference to hadith 

and its sciences. 

The books and other literature of this period which are in 

defense of hadith and refute the arguments of hadith deniers, 

strongly echo the circumstances of the world in the field oi hadith 

when Shaykh al Albanl was emerging as the future muhaddith of 

Muslim Ummah. For example, we can feel the worst conditions 

of Muslim Ummah in the field of hadith literature in a chapter 

"Hadith and Sunnah" of a famous book, Islam at the Crossroads 

authored by a great writer, traveler and explorer—Muhammad 

Asad (Leopold Weiss: 1900-1992) spanning three continents and 

two civilizations—written in 1934. He writes: 

The slogan we so often hear in our days, "Let us go back to the 

Qur'an, but let us not be slavish followers of the Sunnah," 

merely betrays an ignorance of Islam. Those who speak so 

resemble a man who wishes to enter a place but does not wish 

to employ the genuine key which alone is fit to open the 

door....It has become a matter of fashion in our days to deny, 

in principle, the authenticity of hadith and, therefore, of the 

whole structure of the Sumiah. 

He further says: 

In these days, when the influence of Westem civilization 
makes itself more and more felt in Muslim Countries, one 
motive more is added to the strange attitude of the so-called 
"Muslim intelligentsia" in this matter. It is impossible to live 

121 
Asad, op. cit., pp. 118-119. 
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according to the Sunnah of our Prophet and to follow the 
Western mode of life at one and the same time.'̂ ^ 

These two quotes from the book authored in 1934—it is two 

years before the inclination of Shaykh al Albanl towards the 

hadlth literature—gives an awful picture of the Muslim 

"intellectuals" and the position of hadlth in Islamic religious 

sciences in those times. 

In 1954 A.D. 'The Academy of Islamic Studies', Hyderabad-

Dn., India published "a critical resume of views advanced by 

scholars of the world on the memorandimi of the Academy 

suggesting the need for a fi-esh examination of the Hadith 

literature." this critical resume was later published under the title 

Towards Reorientation of Islamic Thought: A Fresh Examination 

of the Hadith Literature. The main countries that reacted to the 

note of the Academy are Canada, Egypt, England, France, India, 

Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon (Beirut), Pakistan, Scotland, Singapore, 

Sudan, Turkey, U.S.A. etc. 

The Academy moved a note adopted by the Coimcil of the 

Academy of Islamic Studies among the "leading Muslim scholars, 

publicist, legislators and administrators in the different parts of 

the world suggesting the need for a fresh approach on scientific 

lines to the study of the hadith literature and the codification by a 

'̂ ^ Ibid., p. 129. 
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body of competent scholars, representative of the entire Islamic 

world, of a single authorized corpus of the authentic ahddith of 

the Prophet as an aid to the study of the Qur'anic Muhkamdt" in 

the context of the then world. Among six mam issues 

suggested, the following two were the most significant: 

• The need for enquiiy and research in the hadlth literature and 

the codification of a single authorized corpus of the ahddith of 

the Prophet; 

• The method of approach.' ̂ '' 

The views of these different scholars from various countries 

can be listed into five groups, which point towards five major 

undercurrents in the then world with respect to hadlth and its 

authoritative nature: 

1. Those who favored the status quo, "the out-and-out 

traditionists, who ever prefer a return to a stricter form of 

traditional Islam. "'̂ ^ 

2. Those who rejected the entire gamut of hadith as apocryphal 

and of no consequence to Islam. The Qur'an was enough for 

them.'^^ 

3. There was a school of thought which was out to discard the 

entire framework of the "traditional Islam as built in the 

i23 
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Abdul Latif, op. cit., p. 1. 
Idem. 
Ibid., p. 2. 
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course of history by the inter-action of the Qur'an and hadith, 

and rest content with 'the spirit or essence' of Islam." This 

was by no means a negligible trend. It had already taken a 

concrete form in Turkey and began to extend its influence in 

other parts of the Muslim world. It was a part of a wider 

"intellectual" movement, which aimed to separate law from 

the religion and secularize social life and Islamic Law. 

4. Those who favored the proposal of the Academy. They 

considered that it "is a body of thought which oscillates 

between its sentimental regard for the traditional Islam and 

its intellectual fascination for Westernization. Those who 

find themselves in this uncomfortable position wish to 

'combine modernity with maintenance of internal 

tradition.'"'^^ 

5. Christian scholars who had evidenced a sympathetic interest 

in the proposal.'^^ 

These were the different trends and movements going in the 

world regarding the ahadlth and its allied branches. When the 

Academy of Islamic Studies of Hyderabad-Dn., India was 

working on this "critical Resume" at the same time Shaykh al 

'2^ Idem. 

' " Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
'̂ * Ibid, p. 30. 
'̂ ^ Ibid, p. 3. 
'̂ ° Ibid, p. 32. 
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AlbanT was busy in giving two weekly classes which were 

attended by highly educated persons, university teachers and 

students in which he taught various books on 'Aqidah, fiqh, 

'UlUm al Hadith etc. These lectures were started before 

1373/1954. These lectures expanded the da'wah circle of the 

Shaykh and bore good results. He reacted to the different views 

and wrote articles, treatises and books to defend the hadith 

literature. 

In addition to above, it is very interesting that the orientalists 

showed much passion towards discussing and writing on the 

oriental sciences and issues. Islam was no exception to them. They 

wrote on almost all the arts and the religious sciences of the 

Muslims but they came closer to science of hadith very late. The 

first book on hadith from the orientalists was written by Ignas 

Goldziher (1850-1921) and was titled as Muslim Studies. This book 

was published in 1890. After him. Professor Schacht (b. 1902) 

published two more books The Origins of Muhammadan 

Jurisprudence and An Introduction of Islamic Laws. In this period, 

A. Guillaume wrote The Traditions of Islam. Professor Robson 

translated Mishkah al Masabih. AJ. Wensinck compiled eight 

volumes of hadith Concordance under the title Concordance et 

'^' Ibrahim Muhammad al 'Ah., Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albarii: 
Mufyaddiih al 'Asr wa Nasir al Sunnah. Damascus. Dar al Qalam, 
2001, pp. 29-30. 
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Indices de la Tradition Musulmane. Similarly, the trend gained the 

momentum but Ignas Goldziher and Professor Schacht's works 

became the basic sources. 

They wrote a lot about the hadith literature but did not treat it as 

a source of Divine Law. Misinterpreted the definitions, and took 

many of the ahadlth literally to malign and tear the fiber of Islam 

in general and that oi hadith literature in particular. Unfortunately, 

this was the time when no Muslim scholar wrote on this topic in 

western languages and the West regarded these orientalists as the 

unchallengeable authorities on the subject. This created chaos and 

confusion in the minds of the readers. 

Therefore, it is clear that all these above-mentioned persons 

stand for different characters and represent various trends, which 

were going on in the Muslim Ummah with respect to Islamic 

theology in general, and hadith and Suimah in particular. In these 

awrfiil circumstances a Syrian hadith scholar, Shaykh Muhammad 

Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, came to the fore and distinguished the chaff 

from the wheat. 
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Chapter II 

Life and Works of 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT 

• Among our trustworthy and renowned brothers, among our 

kind brothers, our friend and brother the 'Allamah al Shaykh 

Muhammad Nasir al Din is among the Mujaddidun 

(renewers). 

• I do not know, under the dome of the sky, anyone in this era 

more knowledgeable than Shaykh Nasir in the field of 'ulum al 

hadith. 

CAllamah al Shaykh 'Abd al 'AzTz ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 
Baz, ex-Grand A/«//r of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT was one of the few 

scholars who could truly be called a Muhaddith. Allah had 

bestowed upon him a comprehensive understanding of the Islamic 

'ulum and he strived hard to revive the development of hadith 

criticism. His life from his youth to his old age was dedicated to 

the da 'wah and Research in order that the Muslims may practice 

their DJn as the earliest Muslims had and avoid the deviations 

(Bid'ah) that have crept into the Muslim Ummah."* He 

reawakened the Muslim 'ulamd' to the study of the hadith. Like 

Shaykh 'Abd al 'Aziz ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Baz quoted in Muhammad 

Nasir al Din al Albaril: Muhaddith al 'Asr wa Nasir al Sunnah by 
Ibrahim Muhammad al 'All, p. 32. 
Shaykh 'Abd al 'Aziz ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Baz quoted in Muhammad 
Nasir al Din al Albaril: Muhaddith al 'Asr wa Nasir al Sunnah by 
Ibrahim Muhammad al 'All, p. 33. 
"nasiruddin albani", Young Muslim Digest. November 1999, p. 31. 
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the books of Dr. Mustafa al A'zamT, the Orientalists and the 

traditionalists also do not like the works of Shaykh al Albanl.^ 

Shaykh's Early Life 

Shaykh al Albani's full name was Abu 'Abd al Rahman 

Muhammad Nasir al Din ibn Nuh ibn Adam ibn Najatl al Albanl. 

He was born in the city of Ashqudarah, then the capital of 

Albania, in the year 1332/1914^ in a poor family. His father al Haj 

Nuh NajatT al AlbanT had completed shari'ah studies in Istanbul 

and returned as an 'alim to Albania. After Albania was taken 

over by the secularist ruler, Ahmad Zughu (ruled 1925-1939) 

Idem. 
Ibid., p. 32. 
According to Shaykh AlbanT, his date of birth is not proved by any 
authentic document except his passport or identity card in which his date 
of birth is written as 1914 A.D. 
(Abu Asma' 'Atiyyah al MisrT, Muhaddith 'Asr Muhammad Nasir al Din 

AlbanT kay Halat-i-Zindagi, Tr. & abridged by Shamas MadanT. U.P 
India: Nadwah al Sunnah Education and Welfare Society, 2002, p. 13.) 

However, as per other following statement of the Shaylch that at the 
time of his family's migration to Damascus his age was only nine. This 
was the time when Albania was taken over by King Zog (Ahmad 
Zughu), and as per the records; King Zog took over in 1925 A.D. From 
this, one can establish that the Shaykh was not bom in 1914 A.D. but in 
c. 1916 A.D. i.e. 1334 A.H. 
Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al ShaybanT, Hayah al Albam wa Atharuh wa 
Thana'al 'Ulama' 'alyh, Kuwait, al Daral Salafiyyah, 1987, p. 44. 
Ahmad Zughu popularly known as King Zog, originally Ahmad Bey 
Zogu; was an Albanian politician and the second (and so far last) king of 
Albania from 1928-1939. He was bom in Castle Burgajet, Albania. His 
surname means "bird". Albania broke off from Turkey (Centre of 
Islamic Caliphate) on November 28, 1912, and that status was confirmed 
at the close of World War I. 

Zogu became a chieftain of a Cheg clan in the Mat region of north-
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central Albania. During the World War I (1914-1918), when various 
armies marched through Albania, Zogu sided with Austria-Hungary 
when Albania as a whole was nominally neutral. 

Zogu held various ministerial posts in the fledgling Albanian 
government that started at 1920. His power base was composed of 
southern landowning beys and northern bajraktars, tribal leaders. Zogu 
became a leader of a reformist Popular Party and a prime minister of 
republican government 1922. Popular liberal-minded revolt led by 
Noli's faction forced Zogu into exile in June 1924. Noli's government 
tried to institute land reform but failed to achieve international 
recognition and Zogu returned with Yugoslavian assistance in 
December. 

February 1, 1925 he became a president of similarly newly proclaimed 
republic. His regime, however, resembled military dictatorship from the 
start. His reforms included the prohibition of veils and prohibitions 
against cruelty to animals. Zog's principal ally during this period was 
Italy, which loaned his government ftinds in exchange for a greater role 
in Albania's fiscal policy. He relied on gendarme informers and warriors 
of his Mati clan and intimidated uncooperative chiefs into submission by 
implied threat of silent execution. He played various social and ethnic 
groups against each other~and ended as a target of various blood feuds 
and assassination attempts. He also began to strengthen relations with 
Italy in exchange for loans. In 1927, he formed a treaty of friendship 
with Italy and a military alliance followed; it was intended to last for 20 
years. 

On September 1st, 1928 Zogu declared Albania to be a monarchy and 
proclaimed himself King Zog. Nominally, his regime was a 
constitutional monarchy but for all practical purposes, he was still 
military dictator. His rule seemed to share many of the characteristics of 
the Italian monarchial government, with a strong police force and 
complex yet inefficient bureaucracy. 

During his rule, he increased the country's dependence on Mussolini's 
Italy. Mussolini made Albania his link to Balkans and begun to control 
Albania's finances and army. In 1932, Zog tried to resist his influence 
but tailed miserably. When depression grew bleaker, Albania had to 
import grain abroad and many Albanians emigrated. 

In April 1938, the Zog married a Catholic, Countess Geraldine 
Apponyi de Nagy-Apponyi, who was half-Hungarian and half 
American. In April 7 1939, Italian troops entered Albania. Mussolini 
turned the country into a protectorate under the rule of Italy's king 
Victor Emmanuel III and forced Zog into exile. He moved first to 
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tried to impose the Western culture on Albanian Muslim society, 

and the religious persecution began in Albania, the family made 

hijrah to Damascus. At that time Shaykh al Albani's age was only 

nine and he did not know Arabic language.^ 

Shaykh*s Education 

In Damascus Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl was sent to a 

private school, Jam'iyyah al Is'af al Khayrl and only in four years 

he completed his primary education.'° When his school burnt by 

a fire, he was shifted to a new school situated at Suq Sdrujah. 

Shaykh did not carry his schooling further because his father did 

not like to educate him in Nizamiyyah schools as there was no 
19 

better education in the Nizamiyyah Madaris. His father—a great 

scholar of Hanafi school of thought—himself taught him the 

Qur'an, TajwTd, Arabic grammar, and Mukhtasar al Qudiiri. He 

Greece and then to Britain. 
After the World War II (1939 - 1945), Zog's attempt to reclaim the 

throne was stymied by Enver Hoxha's communists who turned the 
country into People's Republic. He abdicated officially in January 2 
1946 although he did not abandon his claim for the throne. He died in 
Surcsnes, France. 

Abu Asma' 'Atiyyah al. MisrT, Muhadith 'Asr Muhammad Nasir al Din 

Albam kay Halat-i-Zindagl, Tr. & abridged by Shamas MadanT. U.P 

India, Nadwah al Sunnah Education and Welfare Society, 2002, p. 13. 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 45. 
'"Allamah Shaykh Muhammad Naî ir Din al AlbanT Rahmah Allah 
'Alayh Ki Shakhsiyyat awr UnkT Giranqadr Khidmat" by Shaykh GhazT 
'Uzayr, Muhaddith, Varanasi India, December 1999, p. 23. 
AI ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 14. 

Ibrahim Muhammad al 'AlT, Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl: 
Muhaddith al 'Asr wa Nasir al Sunnah, Damascus, Dar al Qalam, 2001, 
p.l2. 
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went to Shaykh Sa'Td BurhanT—one of the friends of his father— 

to make further study in Hanafi fiqh, balaghah (eloquence) and 

Arabic grammar. There he also studied Maraqih al Idah, a 

commentary on Nur al Iddh}'^ Besides these two great scholars, 

the Shaykh had many teachers from whom he benefited either 

directly or indirectly. 

While continuing his studies he worked as a carpenter for two 

years and later on he learnt from his father the art of watch repair 

and became highly skilled in it.'^ 

Passion for Hadith 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl attended the study circles 

Qialaqah) in Umawl mosque. Once in front of the western gate of 

the mosque, from an old bookseller's shop—from whom the 

Shaykh used to borrow books and novels for reading—he got few 

copies of Majallah al Manar in which he found an article written 

by Shaykh Rashld Rida al MisrI (1865-1935) in which he had 

critically analyzed Imam al Ghazalfs famous book Ihya' al 

'Ulum. In this article Shaykh Rashid al Rida had referred to Hafiz 

Zayn al Dm al 'Iraqts (b. 806/1404) famous book al Mughni 'an 

Hamal al Asjarfi al Asfarfi TakhrTj mafi al Ihya' min al Akhbar. 

This was the turning point in the life of Shaykh al Albanl. This 

''* Al Misri, op. cit., p. 14. 
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article made the Shaykh inquisitive and anxious to get this book 

and after a long search, he succeeded in borrowing the book from 

a man for few days. The Shaykh transcribed the whole text of the 

book by hand and added footnotes to it.'^ It was among the 

Shaykh's first books, but still unpublished.'^ This book increased 

his love and passion for 'Ilip al Hadith. 

He was greatly influenced by the articles of Shaykh 

Muhammad Rashld Rida al Misrfs Magazine, al Mandr that 

helped him to develop more attraction towards 7/w al Hadith. 

At the time, he was twenty, Shaykh al Albanl got inclined 

towards the science of hadith and started to analyze and make 

research on various ahadith. His father being afaqih (Jurist) and 

a staunch follower of Hanqfi school of thought, disliked his son's 
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Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 48. 
AI MisrT, op. cit., pp. 15-16. 
Al 'AIT, op. cit., p. 16. 
Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
Ihid.,p.\A. 

Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 46. 

While as a student, Shaykh Rashld Rida (1865-1935) was deeply 

influenced by al GhazalT's book Ihya' 'Ulum al Din. Later on he wrote 

articles in his monthly magazine al Manor (the Light House), which 

thoroughly discussed the scholastic issues of this book. When Shaykh 

Nasir al Din al AlbanT came to know about al Manor, Shaykh RashTd al 

Rida had died in 1935 almost unnoticed. According to Shaykh Nasir al 

DTn al AlbanT at the age of 20 he came to know about Majallah al 

Manor, which correspond with c.1936 A.D., a year after RashTd Rida 

died, if 1916 A. D. is taken as the Shaykh's date of birth. 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 46-47. 
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choice of the subject, advised him to leave this subject, as he 

called it as 'the subject of the underprivileged people.' 

Despite discouragement from his father, he delved further into 

the field of hadith and its various sciences. Furthermore, the 

books he needed were not available in his father's library and he 

could not afford many of them, he would borrow them from the 

famous library of Syria—al Maktabah al Zahiriyyah—or 

sometimes from booksellers. 

Shaykh al AlbanT got Ijazah (certification) in hadith from the 

renowned historian and muhaddith, Shaykh Muhammad Raghib 

al Tabbakh^"' (1877-1951) of Aleppo, and gained authority to 

narrate from him. He allowed him to teach his collection of 

ahadlth on trustworthy reporters, al Anwar al Jaliyyah fi 

Mukhtasar al Athbat al Halabiyyah. This happened when he was 

introduced to the 'Allamah by Shaykh Muhammad al Mubarak, 

who told the 'Allamah about extraordinary capabilities of the 
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Al 'All, op. cit., p. 16. 
AI ShaybanT, op. cit., pp. 51-52. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Tahdhir al Sajid min Itikhadh al 
Qubur Masajid. Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif HI Nashir wa al 
Tawzr,2001,pp.84-85. 

'Allamah Sayyid Muhammad ibn Ja'far al Kitam al Maghrib! al 
FarsT of Damascus (d. 1345 H.) is in turn the Shaykh bi al Ijazah of 
Shaykh Raghib al Tabbakh. Some of his famous books are al Risalah 
al Mustafrifah fi Kutb al Sunnah al Mushrifah, Fihris al Faharis wa 
al Ithbdt and Nazm al Mutanathir min al Hadith al Mutawatir. 

(Shaykh Raghib al Tabbakh, TarJkhi Ajkar wa 'UlUmi Islami, Urdu 
tr. Iftikhar Ahmad Balkhl, Delhi, Markazi Maktabah IsIamT, 1997, 
vol. I, pp 501 & 397-398.) 
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Shaykh in the field of hadlth?^ The 'Allamah saw the Shaykh's 

intelligence and exti-aordinary abilities and his brightness in 

comprehending and understanding, as well as his strong desire to 

learn the Islamic sciences and the knowledge of hadlth. He 

handed over a copy of the above-mentioned book to the Shaykh 

with his seal as Ijdzahffal Hadlth for the Shaykh. 

Shaykh's Determination on Truth 

While analyzing a famous but a weak hadlth in Tdrikh Ibn 

'Asdkir he came across with the information that Prophet Yahya's 

head is buried in UmawT mosque. After an extensive research he 

found that the hadlth is very weak {I^a 'ifun Jiddan) but he came 

to the conclusion that because of the presence of a tomb—which 

is, no doubt, a later development—inside the mosque, therefore 

the saldh is not permissible in it. 

The Shaykh put his research before his father and one of the 

shayukh and the imam of Umawl mosque, Shaykh BurhanT. Both, 

Shaykh BurhanT and his father did not agree with the Shaykh. In 

those days the UmawT mosque had two imdmdn, one from Hanafi 

"STrah al Shavkh al Albanl Rahimahu Allah", al Mawsu 'ah al Sawtiyyah 
li Fadllah al Shaykh al 'Allamah Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani 
(Audio CD with the Biography of the Shaykh), Riyadh, Badr IT, 1421 H. 
'"Allamah Shaykh Munammaa Nasir Din al Albani Rahmah Allah 
'Alayh KT Shakhsiwat awr UnkT Giranqadr Khidmat" Shaykh GhazT 
'Uzayr, Muhaddith, Varanasi India, December 1999, p. 23. 

(Al MisrT, op. cit., p. 16.) 
Tahdhir al Sajid min Itikhadh al Qubur Masajid, pp.83-85. 
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school of thought and the other from Shafi'T madhhab, used to 

lead the prayers separately. Shaykh al Aibam condemned this 

practice and refused to offer the prayers behind his own father 

who was the second imam of hanafi group. People poisoned the 

ears of his father and he provided two options to the Shaykh. 

Agree with him or leave the home. The Shaykh opted for the 

second and left the home at the age of 22. 

Shaykh al Albanfs father was a staunch follower of Hanafi 

School, but Shaykh al AlbanT did not follow his father's school 

and upheld the view to go directly to the Qur'an and the Sunnah 

of Prophet Muhammad. He explicitly discusses his view about 

taqlTd (imitation) in his most famous book Sifah Salah al Nabi?^ 

Shaykh at the ^ahiriyyah Library 

He became engrossed with the science of hadith to the extent 

that he would sometimes close up his watch repair shop and 

remained in al Zahiriyyah library for up to twelve hours, breaking 

off his work only for salah. He would not even leave to eat, but 

would take two light snacks with him. Eventually the library 

authorities granted him a special room for his study and his own 

key for access to the library before official opening time. Often he 

would remain at work from early morning until after 'Isha' 

29 

Al Misrl, op. cit., p. 18. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Sifah Salah alNablmin al Takbir ila 
al TaslJm ka'anak Taraha, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif li al Nashir wa 
alTawzT', 1996, p.69. 
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Salah}^ He was much attracted by the study of old and rare 

manuscripts, which were present in the Zahiriyyah library. 

Shaykh al Albanl faced much opposition in his efforts to 

promote authentic ahadith of Prophet Muhammad but he bore 

this with patient perseverance. He met a sordid hostihty from the 

shayukh of Damascus and outside. He was dubbed as a 

"misguided Wahhabi" However, at this time of disgust and 

despair he was encouraged by some of the noble shayukh of 

Damascus who urged him to continue, amongst them Shaykh 

Bahjah al Baytar, Shaykh 'Abd al Fatah al Imam, Shaykh Hamid 

al TaqT and Shaykh Tawfiq al Bazrah. During this time, he 

produced many useful works, many of which are still 

unpublished. 

Shaykh in the Field of Da'wah 

In the field of da 'wah the Shaykh and his companions met a 

fabulous success. Jealous people became invidious and they tried 

their best to keep people away from Shaykh al Albanl. This 

attitude of the antagonists strengthened the faith of Shaykh in his 

endeavors and made him determinant in his mission. Seeing the 

Shaykh's strong determination and dedication to the cause, the 

opponents filed a false complaint to the authorities and got the 

Al Shaybanl, op. cit., p. 52. 
^̂  Ibid., p. 49. 
" Ibid, p. 54. 33 
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Shaykh arrested and was jailed for six months in 1386/1969/' It 

is during this arrest, in the jail Shaykh al Albanl abridged the 

Sahlh Muslim and edited its text. Prior to it, in 1967, the Shaykh 

was jailed for a month. 

After some time he started giving two weekly classes attended 

by highly educated persons, university teachers and students in 

which he taught various books on 'Aqidah, fiqh, 'Ulurn al Hadlth 

etc. These lectures were started before 1373/1954. These lectures 

expanded the da 'wah circle of the Shaykh and bore good results. 

Every month the Shaykh visited Halb (Aleppo) where he spent 

many hours in the library of al Awqaf al Islamiyyah, studied, and 

transcribed the necessary material for his research projects. He 

also began organizing monthly journeys for da 'wah to the various 

cities of Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and other cities in vicinity. ̂ ^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT also visited Spain and delivered a lecture there 

which got published under the title al Hadith Hujjah bi Nafsihifi 

al 'Aqd'id wa al Ahkam. He also visited Qatar, Kuwait, United 

Arab Emirates, Egypt, England and a number of European 

states.^^ He visited places through out the Middle East and 

Europe. 
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Ibid, vol. ii, p. 774. 
Ibid., vol. i, pp. 55-56. 
Al 'AIT., op. cit., pp. 29-30. 
AI Shaybanl, op. cit., p. 56. 
Idem. 
Al 'AIT, op. cit., pp. 30-32. 
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4rn \ m. 

Shaykh at Internationa! Islamic University 

After a number of his works appeared in print, Shaykh al 

AlbanT became very famous in the learned circles. Impressed with 

his magnificent and breathtaking research in the field of hadith, in 

1381/1961 'Allamah Muhammad ibn Ibrahim, the then grand 

Mufti of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Head of newly 

founded International Islamic University of Madlnah 

Munawwarah, Jami'ah al Islamiyyah, invited the Shaykh to teach 

hadith and its Sciences in the University/*^ Shaykh al AlbanT 

taught in the new University for almost three years from 

1381/1961 to 1383/1963.'*' 

During his stay in the University, Shaykh al AlbanT worked 

with full dedication and had the company of a great hadith scholar 

of the Muslim world, Shaykh Ahmad Shakir of Egypt. His other 

colleagues at the University were Shaykh 'Abd Allah ibn Baz, 

Shaykh Mustafa al A'zaml, Shaykh Yusuf al QardawT, Shaykh 

Muhammad al GhazalT and many others. The Shaykh introduced 

the Science of chains ('Urn al isnad) in the university syllabus, 

which was a novel addition to any university curriculum of the 

world at that time. In the classroom, the Shaykh practically taught 

how to analyze and check the authenticity of the ahadith with the 

^^ Al Shaybanl, op. cit., pp. 58-59. 
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help of a black board. ̂ ^ It was the great influence of the Shaykh on 

the curriculum of the University that later on when Dr. 

Muhammad Amln al MisrI (1914-1977) took over as the head of 

the faculty of hadith he continued with the Shaykh's methodology 

of hadith teaching.'*^ Gradually this method became famous in 

almost all the great Islamic universities of the world including in 

al Azhar of Egypt. 

During the breaks between the two classes, Shaykh al Albanl 

used to sit in the open ground on sand and the students flocked to 

him. Shaykh al Albanl maintained friendly relations with his 

students and avoided unnecessary inconvenience, which used to 

be the part of the teacher-taught relationship at those times. 

Shaykh encouraged this sense among his students so that they 

may not feel any kind of hesitation, which could refrain them 

from discussing the issues with their teacher.'̂ ^ By this kind 

attitude and approach, the Shaykh became the most favourite 

teacher in the University. 

'̂ Al 'AIT, op. cit., p. 30. 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., p. 61. 
In 1974 long after the departure of Shaykh Nasir from the University Dr. 
Muhammad AmTn al MisrT was appointed as the Head of the higher 
education in al Jami'ah al Islamiyyah of MadTnah Munawwarah. This 
was the time when he further developed this methodology. Shaykh al 
MisrT would submit that Shaykh al AlbanT was more suitable than him 
for the post. 

(al ShaybanT, op. cit., pp. 62.) 
AI ShaybanT, op. cit., pp. 61-63. 
Ibid., p. 59. 
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In the morning, as the Shaykh's car entered the University 

campus the students gathered round him to pay greetings (saldm) 

and to benefit from his scholarly discussions/^ This popularity 

and fame of the Shaykh made few teachers of the University 

jealous of him. They fabricated allegations against him and 

complained to the higher authorities of the University. At last, 

after three years in 1383 AH, Shaykh al Albanl had to leave the 

University.'*'' Later on for consecutive three years i.e. 1395-1398 

A.H Shaykh al Albanl served as a member of the Board of 

Jami'ah Islamiyyah Madlnah Munawwarah. 

The Shaykh returned to his former studies and restarted his 

work in Maktabah al Zahiriyyah in Damascus leaving his watch 

shop in the hands of one of his brothers, MunTr, and after his 

death to one of his own sons, ' Abd al Latif. In this way, he kept 

himself completely free for the research and came out with grand 

academic works on hadlth and its sciences.''^ 

Migrations of the Shaykh and his Death 

Shaykh al Albanl however held strong opinions. He also 

expressed opinions on political questions, which were not liked 

by everyone. He sincerely reminded that the scholars' first loyalty 

was to the principles of Islam. All else came later. He was 

'^ Ibid., p. 60. 
^̂  Ibid.. p.60. 
*̂ AI'AlT,op. c/7., p.3K 
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strongly critical of the policies of the Arab countries, not 

excluding the Gulf States. His strong, honest and fearless opinion 

could perhaps be the reason why Shaykh al AlbanT had to move 

about a lot. Speculations are rife that it could be the reason why 

one of his close relatives was murdered in a foreign country. 

Shaykh al Albanl never compromised on the issues and always 

asked for a sound reason based on Qur'an and authentic hadith. 

Like salf salih (pious predecessors), this approach troubled the 

Shaykh and he had to often wander from place to place in 

different countries after a small period of stay. This affected his 

research programme badly and some of his valuable works were 

lost in this neo-nomadic life. After returning from Jami'ah 

Islamiyyah Madlnah Munawwarah he was forced to migrate from 

his native country Syria to Amman Jordan. He reached Amman 

on the 1st Ramadan 1400 H and built a house on mount 

Hamalan.^' From Jordan he once again moved to Syria. 

Subsequently, he migrated to Beinit. However, he did not stay 

there for a long. He went to the Emirates, there too he did not stay 

too long and went back to Syria. During his stay in Emirates in 

1402/1982, the Shaykh visited Kuwait and Qatar and had 

^̂  Al Shaybani, op. cit., p. 62. 
Young Muslim Digest, op. cit., p. 32. 

'̂ Al 'AIT, op. cit., p. 32. 
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scholarly discourses there.^^ However, once again he had to leave 

Syria to migrate to Amman, Jordan where he at last was allowed 

to settle during the last few years of his life and finally he died on 

22 Jumada ai Thaniyyah 1420 A.H i.e. 02 October 1999 A.D. 

almost at the age of 88. 

His student and Khatib (preacher) of Salah al Din Ayubl 

mosque in Amman Jordan, Shaykh Muhammad Ibrahim 

Shaqarah, led the Shaykh's Jannazah (funeral prayer). According 

to his will, Shaykh was buried in the old and neighboring 

graveyard of Hayyi Hamalan Amman. 

King Faisal Award 

Shaykh al Albanl came to be publicly known for his seminal 

work Silsilah al Ahadith al Da'ifah wa al Mawdu'ah wa 

Atharuha al Say' fi al Ummah. Recognizing his work, but very 

late, on the 05 January 1999/1419—only few months before his 

death—the King Faisal Foundation in Riyadh Saudi Arabia 

announced the coveted International Shah Faisal award for 

Islamic Studies to Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT for 

his contribution to the study, verification, and authentication of 
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Al ShaybanI, op. cit., pp. 76-80. 
Al 'AIT, op. cit., p. 52. 

As far as the given date of birth of the Shaykh (i.e. 1332/1914) is 
concerned, his age comes out to be 85 years. But as mentioned earlier 
his date of birth is not reliable as it has been himself doubted by the 
Shaykh. But as far as the findings of the Researcher are concerned his 
age comes out to be 83 years only. 
Al 'All, op. cit., p. 52. 
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ihe luhfilh.^ Sluiykh sent his student, Shaykh Muhamiricid ibn 

Ibrahim al Shaqarah on his behalf to receive the award."^^ 

Shaykh's Family 

Shaykh had four wives and thirteen children. The name of the 

Shaykh's children are as follows: 

• From first wife 

1. 'Abd al Rahman 

2. 'Abd al LatTf 

3. 'Abd al Razaq 

• From second wife 

4. 'Abd al Musawvvir 

5. 'Abd al 'Ala 

6. Muhammad 

7. 'Abd al Muhaymin 

8. Anisah 

9. Asiyyah 

10. Salamah 

11. Hassanah 

12. Suklnah 

5fi 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Miikamal Namaz-i-Nahawl (Urdu 
translation of Sifah Salah al NabT), tr. 'Abd al Bar! Fatah Allah al 
MadanT, UP India, Ahl-iHadlth Ta'iTmT wa Rat̂ hT Society, 2002, pp. 
46-47. 

'"Allamah Shaykh Muhammad Nasir Din al AlbanT Rahmah Allah 'Alayh 
KT Shakhsiyvat awr IJnkT Giranqadr Khidmat" by Shaykh GhazT 'Uzayr. 
Khihaddith. Varanasi India, December 1999, p. 37. 
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• From third wile 

13. Hibbah Allah 

From forth wife Shaykh did not have any child, and she is stili 

alive. 

Students of the Shaykh 

Shaykh taught a great number of students in his lifetime. Many 

of his students earned a great reputation in the academic and 

literary fields. Some of them also wrote biographies of the Shaykh 

and some even edited and compiled the works of their beloved 

teacher. In Amman, few of the students of the Shaykh established 

a research centre after the name of the Shaykh. In short, Shaykh 

Nasir al DTn al AlbanT had produced a shining galaxy of the 

scholars and researchers who carried his mission of Tasfiyyah and 

Tarhiyyah (Purification and Education) even after the Shaykh has 

passed away. Some of the most famous students of the Shaykh 

are: 

1. Shaykh Hamldl 'Abd al MajTd al SalafT 

2. Shaykh 'Abd al Rahman 'Abd al Khaliq 

3. Dr. 'Umar Sulayman al Ashqar 

4. Shaykh Khayr al Dm WanlT 

5. Shaykh Muhammad 'Td 'AbasI 

6. Shaykh Muhammad Ibrahim Shaqarah 

7. Shaykh Zuhayr al ShawTsh etc.̂ ^ 

^̂  AI MisrT, op. cil., p. 30. 
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One of the students of Shaykh al Albani, Shaykh 'Ashish, 

claims that Shaykh al Albani had memorized one lakh ahadlth. 

He says while discussing the term Hafiz (memorizer) in 'ilm al 

liadith, he asked the Shaykh if he had memorized one lakh 

ahadlth by heart? Shaykh first tried to avoid the question of his 

beloved student but after a strong insisting by the Shaykh ' Ashlsh, 

Shaykh al AlbanT gave more or less positive response.^ If this 

claim is a fact then Shaykh al AlbanT can be listed among the 

huffciz (memorizers) of hadJth. 

Works of Shaykh al AlbanT 

Shaykh al Albanl's works are mainly in the field of hadith and 

its allied sciences. His works number more than 200. A reputed 

student of Shaykh, Shaykh 'All Hasan 'Abd al HamTd HalabT 

Atharl, has made a list of all the books of the Shaykh, both 

published and unpublished, which cover 218 titles.^° The books of 

the Shaykh took the Uminah by storm. 

It is a great piety that only a very few books of the Shaykh are 

printed and most of his works are still in manuscript fonn. 

According to his last will, after the death of Shaykh al AlbanT, his 

personal library was donated to the library of International Islamic 

^̂  Al ShaybanT, op. cit., pp. 94-106. 
^"^ Al MisrT, op. cit., pp. 28-29. 
''" Ibid, p. 38. 
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University of MadTnah Munawwarah, Saudi Arabia/' The 

complete annotated list of the books authored, edited, evaluated, 

and footnoted by Shaykh al Albanl is as under: 

A) Mu'allafat wa Tasmfat 

(Compilations) 

Like other earlier great 'ulama' of the Ummah Shaykh Nasir al 

Din al AlbanT wrote many books and treatises most of which got 

good currency in both academic and Da'wah field. The people 

and the scholars took the books of Shaykh al AlbanT as the hot 

cakes. Many of his books saw dozens of prints in his lifetime. His 

compilations or other research works have a unique characteristic 

and a different but an easy comprehensive methodology. It seems 

noteworthy to mention here that almost all the books of the 

Shaykh deal with the subject of hadith directly or indirectly. The 

people of knowledge because of their takhriji and wonderful 

scholarly footnotes love these books. The annotated list of the 

compilations of the Shaykh is as follows: 

Ibid., pp. 41-42. and 
Ibrahim Muhammad al 'AIT. p.p. 53-54. 
One of my friends, Br. Mubashir Ahsan WanT, who is the student of the 
International Islamic University of MadTnah Munawwarah reported to 
me that the team which went to Damascus to shift the library of Shaykh 
al AlbanT to MadTnah Munawwarah, was not provided with all the books 
and manuscripts of the Shaykh. 
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1. SUsilah al AhadTth al Sahihah wa Shay' min 

Fiqhiha 

It is the greatest and magnanimous work of Shaykh al AlbanT. 

This is a series oiSahih and Hasan ahadith. While compiling the 

great series of weak and fabricated ahadith, SUsilah al Ahadith al 

Da 'ifah wa al Mawdu 'ah, Shaykh al AlbanT felt that this was not 

enough. To enhance the quest for authentic ahadith in the students 

and the seekers of knowledge the Shaykh came out with a series 

of articles in the periodical, al Tamadun al Jslaml Later on, the 

Shaykh compiled the articles in a voluminous book. The book 

also discusses the jurisprudential aspect of the ahadith and 

contains the titles of chapters based on new jurisprudential issues 

like "Future for Islam" under which those ahadith are quoted 

which deal with the restoration of Khilafah (Institution of 

Caliphate)."' The book b as seven volumes (11 parts) and contain 

the marvelous and painstaking technical discussions on 4035 

authentic ahadith. The book is being published by Maktabah al 

Ma'arif, Riyadh. Its latest edition was printed in 1422/2002. 

2. SUsilah al AhadTth al Da'Tfah wa al Mawdu'ah wa 
Atharuha al Say* ft al Ummah 

Unlike Sisilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, this book (A chain of 

weak and fabricated ahadith and their evil impact on the Ummah) 

Muhammad Nasir ai Din al AlbanT, SUsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, 
Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1415/1995, vol. i, p. 31'. 
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is the complete critical analysis of the weak and fabricated 

ahddith that has crept into the fiber of Islam. This book is in huge 

13 volumes (17 parts) and discusses the causes and reasons of the 

weakness of 6500 ahadJth present in the different hadlth books, 

but in this book the Shaykh did not arrange the ahddith according 

to the alphabetical order but listed them, as he liked to. The 

Shaykh entered against each hadlth a detailed technical discussion 

and explained the reasons for their weakness and forgery. The 

book was first published as an article in the Arabic periodical al 

Tamadun al IsldmJ. L-ater on, on the demand of his friends and 

other seekers of knowledge, these articles were revised and 

published in a book form. The book has been published by 

Maktabah al Ma'arif, Riyadh. This was the work that not only 

made him popular but also revolutionized the critical study of 

hadlth. thousands in the Arab world began to read hadlth as 

never before in past se>eral generations.*'"' The latest edition of 

this book was printed in 1425/2004. 

3. Al Lihyah JT Naj.r al Din 

It was actually an old research paper written by the Shaykh and 

published in a magazine al Shihdh. Later on it was published in 

book form by Sharakah al Islamiyyah li al Tiba'ah wa al Nashir, 

Baghdad. This book speaks in detail about the position of beard in 

Young Muslim Digest, op. cil., p. 32. 
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light of the Qur'an and the Sunnah. It has also been included in 

the collection of research papers written by different scholars. 

4. Salah al 'Idayn ft al Musala hi al Sunnah 

The book is a scholarly work by the Shaykh. Few 

bibliographies of works of the Shaykh have named this book as 

Salah al 'Idayn ji al Musala Khdrij al Balad hi al Sunnah. The 

book consists of eight chapters and argues that the 'Id prayers are 

to be offered out side the mosque. This book has 48 pages. 

5. Fihris Musnad al Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal fi 

Muqaddimah al Musnad 

Imam Ahmad's book al Musnad is considered a great 

contribution to the field of hadith literature. The book is, 

however, very difficult to consuU as its chapters are based on the 

names of the narrators of the ahddith, and, therefore, it is very 

complicated to find a hadith in it. To overcome this problem 

while consulting al Musnad, Shaykh al AlbanT made a 

comprehensive index of this voluminous book for himself. Later 

on, this index was published so thai the students can benefit from 

it.̂ '̂  

64 
Ahmad 'Abd al Rahman al Bana al Sa'atI, however had arranged ihc 

ahddith of al Musnad aixording to the juristic abwdh as the system of 
other muhaddithun—it is titled as al Path al Rabhdnl. It is in nine 
volumes as was first printed in 1354/1935. 
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b. Naqd Nasus lladTihiyyah J^ Thaqafah al 'Ammah 

Shaykh Muhammad Muntasir al KattanT, a teacher of had'ith 

in the facuhy of law, University of Syria wrote a hadith textbook 

for the law students but this textbook had some methodological 

problems. Shaykh al AlbanT wrote five articles as its criticism and 

got them published in the magazine, al Tamadun al IslamT of 

Damascus. ^'^ Soon after the Shaykh collected all the five articles 

in the book form and published it in 1387/1968. The book has 58 

pages.'''' 

7. Manasik a I Hajj wa al *Umrah fi al Kitab a I 
Sunnah wa Athar al Salaf wa Sarad ma Alhaq al 
Nds bihd min al Bid* 

The book is a complete Hajj and 'Umrah guide and is 

embellished with concise and scholarly footnotes and references. 

The third edition of the book is published by Jam'iyyah WiysC al 

Turath al IslamT, Kuwait. It has 65 pages. The book at length 

discusses the rituals (mandsik) o^ Hajj and 'Umrah. At the end of 

the book a long list of deviations {al Bid'ah)—those deviations 

which are carried out by the common people due to ignorance 

{Jahalah) at the times oiHajj and 'Vmrah—is appended. 

Shaykh Nasir al I)Tn ai AU)anT, Dij'a' 'an {Sunnah) al Hadith al Nahawl 
wa al SJrah, p.s-i . 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., p.638. 
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8 AI lladTth tlujjah hi Nafsiht JT al "Aqa'id wa ai 
Ahkam 

This is actually a lecture, which was delivered by Shaykh a! 

AlbanT on 1392/1972 in Granada, Spain. The lecture was later on 

published in a book form and has 98 pages. The book at length 

discusses the importance of Simnah in Islam and refutes the plea 

of those who do not believe in the authority of Khahri Ahad in 

faith Caqd'id). 

9. Kashf al Niqab 'Amma fi Kalimat Ahii Ghuddah 
min al AhatTl wa al Iftira^at 

This book is a critical response to the accusations of Abu 

Ghuddah who had criticized Shaykh al AlbanT without any sound 

proof. Many times Shaykh al AlbanT tried to have a dialogue with 

Shaykh Abu Ghuddah, but every time Shaykh Abu Ghuddah 

turned down the proposal. The book was written in 1395/1975. 

10. Manzilah al Sunnah ft al Islam 

This is a lecture which was delivered by Shaykh al AlbanT in 

Doha the Capital of Qatar, in the month of Ramadan 1392/1972. 

Later on, this lecture was published as a booklet. The booklet at 

length discusses the importance of the Sunnah in Islam and argues 

that one cannot understand the Qur'an merely based on reason 

and language unless and until he considers the Sunnah. The 

Shaykh discussed the Sunnah at par with the Qur'an and 

denounces those who grade the Qur'an and the Sunnah as the two 
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separate sourees of law, he argues that the Qur'an and the 

authentic ahadith are the single source of Islamic law. 

11. Khutbah al Hajah 

The complete name of the book is Khutbah al Hajah—allatl 

kana Rasiil Allah Said Allah 'A lay hi wa Salam YaJlimuhd 

Ashcihahii. The book has 34 pages. The book deals with the 

authentic opening sermon {Khutbah al Hajah) on Friday prayers. 

it argues that there is no difference between the Prophetic opening 

sermons of Marriage (Nikkdh), Fridays, and other general 

lectures. It has given a complete analysis of those ahadith in 

which Prophetic opening sermon is reported. Today this booklet 

has set a trend in the Arab world; almost all the Khatlb and Da Is 

start their lectures with these authentic Prophetic words. Its latest 

edition has been published by Maktabah al Ma'arif, Riyadh in 

1421/2000 and has 48 pages. 

12. Fihris Makhtutat Dar al Kutub al ^ahiriyyah—"al 

Muntakhab min Makhtutat al Hadlth" 

This is a complete catalogue of the manuscripts in the 

Zahiriyyah Library of Damascus. The catalogue reveals the 

meticulous and hardworking zeal of Shaykh al AlbanT. In the 

foreword of the catalogue, the Shaykh narrates an interesting 

story and explains how a lost page of the Dhamm al Maldhi by 

Hafiz ibn Abu al Dunya became the cause of the compilation of 



the catalogue, which later on paved the way for the systematic 

and scholarly research of the Shaykh. 

13. Al Radd 'Ala Risalah Arskad SalafT 

This is the evaluation of Shaykh Hablb al Rahman al A'zamT's 

book al Albaril Shudhudhahu wa Akhta'uhu. Shaykh HabTb al 

Rahman wrote a criticism in four small volumes on Shaykh al 

Albany, which was later published by Maktbah Dar al 'Urubah, 

Kiiwait. The criticism of Shaykh HabTb al Rahman was first 

published under the pseudonym "Arshad a! SalaiT", which was 

later on (in 1983) replaced with the original name of the writer. 

This is the reason why Shaykh al Albanl titled his critical 

evaluation as "the refutation of the book of Arshad al Salajf" 

This booklet of Shaykh al Albanl has been incorporated in the 

refutation of SalTm al HilalT and 'All Hasan titled as al Radd al 

'linn. 

14. Difa' 'an al HadTth al NahawT wa al Sirah 

The complete name of the book is Difci' 'an al IJadJth al 

Na bawl wa a I Slrah Jl al Radd 'aid jahdldt al Duktiir a I BiitJ jl 

KitabihJ Fiqh al Sirah. This is the critical evaluation of the book 

of Dr. Muhammad Sa'Td Ramadan al ButT, professor in the faculty 

of law. University of Damascus. He wrote a book on sirah of 

Prophet Muhammad and claimed that he has included only those 
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iilulilJth and accounts (akhhar) in his book, which are authentic." 

However, according to the Shaykh, his words sound mere claim 

and in practice, he has depended upon all kinds of weatc and 

fabricated ahadith and accounts. This book of Shaykh al But! 

became very famous in the Arab world and in a small period of its 

publication, tens of prints hit the market. 

When Shaykh al AlbanT took the task of analyzing the ahddith 

of the book, he based his research on the second edition of this 

book. However, in later editions Shaykh al Bull edited the book 

and made a number of additions and alterations in the text, which 

were again objectionable in the critical eye of Shaykh al AlbanT. 

He wrote a strong criticism of it under the title Tadh'il. This rebut 

of Shaykh al AlbanT first appeared in al Tamadun al Isldml, 

Damascus^** in a series of articles. Later on in the interest of 

readers, it was published in a book form. 

\S. Al Tawassul: Ahkamuhil wa Anwa'uhu 

In the summer of 1392/1972, Shaykh al AlbanT delivered two 

lectures in Damascus on the topic of "Intercession" in Islam. 

Later on one of the students of the Shaykh, Muhammad i d al 

AbbasT, felt that these two lectures were worth publishing. He and 

some of his friends who had recorded the lectures on the tape 

Difa' an al Hactilh al Nahawi wa al Slrah, "M". 

" I adhll". al Tamadun al Islami, Damuscus, vol. 42-44, no. 7-2. 
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fully Iraiiscribed them. In addilion to it, Shaykli al Albam had 

already penned down a booklet titled as al Tawassvl wa 

AhadTthuhu which was still in the manuscript form. The Shaykh 

handed over the book to his student Muhammad 'Id al 'AbbasY 

who edited the whole matter and came out with a combined 

version of the book and the lectures, and named it as al Tawassttl 

Ahkamuhu wa 'Anwa'uhu. The book explicitly rules out any un-

Islamic intercession and discusses the issues on the basis of 

language, the Qur'an and the authentic ahadlth. The new edition 

of the book has been published by Maktabah al Ma'arif, Riyadh 

in 2001 and has 157 pages. 

16. Hijab al Mar*ah al Muslimah fi al Kitah wa al 

Sunnah 

First this book appeared under the title Hijdb al Mar'ah al 

Muslimah fi al Kitah wa al Sunnah and in the new edition after 

the necessary editing by the Shaykh himself it was retitled as 

Jilhah al Mar 'ah al Muslimah Ji al Kitah wa al Sunnah. The book 

explicitly deals with the dress code of a Muslim woman. In this 

book, Shaykh al Albani discusses at length eight conditions for 

the Muslim woman's dress and argues that it is not compulsory 

but complimentary for a Muslim woman to veil her face and 

hands. The book was published by al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, 

Amman Jordan in 1413/1993 and has 216 pages. 
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17 Wujub a I Akhadh hi lladUh ul Ahad fi al 'AqTdah 

Shaykh al AlbanT delivered a lecture in Damascus, which was 

later on published in the book form in the general interest of the 

people under the above-mentioned title. The book at length 

discusses and argues the inevitable importance of the khahr al 

ahdd (whose narrators do not reach anywhere near the number for 

mutawatir) in faith {'Aqd 'id). 

18. Sifah Sal ah al NabT min al TakbTr /la al TaslJm 

ka'anaka Taraha 

Actually this book is a part of the book about saldh titled as 

Sifah Salah al NabJ or Takhrij Sifah Saldh al Nabi or Sifah Saldh 

al Nabi {al Asl), which is still in the manuscript form. While this 

part of the book explains the prayer of a Muslim in detail from the 

takhir (first exclamation) to taslim (salutation i.e. end of the 

prayer). 

The book is divided into two parts. First part unambiguously 

defines Taqlid (imitation of the a'immah) and highlights its 

negative affects on the Ummah. While as the second part explains 

completely and in a systematic manner the saldh of a Muslim. 

According to Shaykh al Albanl, this book is based on authentic 

ahddith only and does not represent any school of thought or sect. 

The book contains only those ahddith which have no majhul or 

weak narrator whether the hadith is from physical features of the 
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saUih or among the supplications orfada'il or any other thing.' 

The book contains 225 pages and is published from Maktabah al 

Ma'arif, Riyadh. Its latest edition came into print in 1417/1996. 

19. TalkhTs Sifah Salah al NabT 

'Allamah Zuhayr al ShawTsh, the proprietor of al Maktab al 

IslamT suggested Shaykli al AlbanT to abridge his famous and 

meticulous book Sifah Salah al Nabi min al Takbir Ila al TaslTm 

ka'anaka Tarciha in the interest of common people. The Shaykh 

agreed and came out with the abridged edition of the book. 1 he 

booklet gives the systematic account of the salah from takbir to 

taslim and does not go into the analysis of asanid (chains) of the 

ahadith. There are few but valuable additions to the original of 

the book in this booklet, which came to the knowledge of the 

Shaykh at a later stage. As per the preface of the booklet, it was 

completed in 1392 AH. The fifth edition of the booklet was 

published by al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 1403/1983 and has 32 

pages. 

20. Qiyam Ramadan wa Bahath *an al I'takaf 

The full name of the book is Qiydm Ramadan; FadlihJ wa 

Kayfiyyah Ada'ihi Mashru'iyyah al Jamd'ah Jihi wa Ma'ahu 

Bahath Qayim 'an al I 'takaf. The second edition of this book has 

69 Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Sifah Salah al Nabi, Riyadh, 
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been published by al Maklabah al Islamiyyah, Amman, Jordan in 

1396/1976. The book discusses the number of Rak'dt (units) of 

tarawih prayers, its timing, and its recitation. It also discusses the 

Laylah al Qadr (Night of Power or Decree) and its fadd 'il. It 

throws light on the manners of / Va/rq/"(permitted seclusion) and 

conditions for Mu 7a/://(secluded). 

21. TahdhTr al Sajid min Itikhadh al Qubur Masajld 

To offer saldh on the grave or in a mosque which is built on a 

grave or a tomb is not permissible in Islam. The grave and the 

mosque cannot be combined together. This is the view of Shaykh 

al AlbanT in his book captioned above. In this book, the Shaykh 

has dealt this critical issue at length and in the light of dydt from 

the Qur'an and ahddJth, and according to the views of various 

scholars of different schools, he has tried to prove the prohibition 

of constructing mosques on the graves and offering saldh in these 

mosques. I he latest edition of this book has been published by 

Maktabah al Ma'arif Riyadh in 1422/2001, and has 223 pages. 

22. Ahkam al Janna'iz wa Bid'uha 

The latest edition of the book has been published by Maktabah 

al Ma'arif, Riyadh in 1412/1992. It has 351 pages. The book 

Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1417/19%, p. 40. 
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explicitly discusses the issues relalcd to the death and the after 

death rituals. 

23 TalkhTs Ahkam at Janna'iz 

After the publication ofAhkdm alJanna 'iz wa Bicl'uha, Shaykh 

al AlbanT felt to abridge this big book so that the common people 

can benefit from it easily. He dropped the scholarly discussions 

on the ahadith, takhrij, and omitted the asanid. The third edition 

of the book has been published by Maktabah al Ma'arif, Riyadh 

in 1410/1990. 

24. Adah al ZifaffT al Sunnah al Muiaharrah 

This book thoroughly discusses the marital relations of the 

newly married couple and discuses other intrinsic and allied 

issues. The book has been published by al Maktab al IslamT, 

Beirut in 1409/1989 and has 256 pages. 

25. Nash al MajanTq li Nasf Qissah al Gharanlq 

The book (Pitch o'i Majamq to demolish the story oiGharanlq) 

at length discusses the weakness and breaks in the different chains 

{turq) of a hadlth, commonly known as the story of Ghardniq 

(deities). Many commentators of the Holy Qur'an have quoted 

this hadlth in their taJasJr (commentaries) like Ibn JarTr etc.^" 

Even the great muhaddith (Scholar of hadlth) Ibn Hajar al 

70 

See different commentaries of al Qur'an, 22: 52-54 
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'Asqalani has also listed this hadith as Sahih (authentic). 

However, Shaykh al Albanl vehemently discards the authenticity 

of this hadith and proves that it has no ground and is fabricated. 

This book has 39 pages and its third and latest edition has been 

published by al Maktab ;il IslamT, Beirut in 1417/1996. 

26. Al Dhabh al Ahmad *an Musnad al Imam Ahmad 

I his book was compiled by Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT on 

the request of Shaykh Ibn Baz (grand A/w/?rof KSA). In this book, 

Shaykh denounces the doubt in the ascription of this book to 

Imam Ahmad. He refutes the claim of 'Abd al Qudus al HashimT, 

that Abu Bakr al Qatf'T has added any thing else to the book of 

Imam Ahmad. The book has been completed on 25, Shaban, 

1399/1979. 

27. Tamam al Mannah fi at Ta'lTq 'Ala Kitdh Fiqah al 

Sunnah 

Sahykh al AlbanT believed that among the books which have 

been written on jurisprudential topic, Shaykh Sayyid Sabiq's book 

Fiqah Sunnah is better with respect to its plan, pattern, and being 

far from the ambiguity. This is why he urged the Muslim youth to 

imbibe religious understanding from it. According to the Shaykh, 

the publication of this book was the need of the hour.^' Shaykh al 

Shaykh al AlbanT, Tamam al Mannah fi al Ta'lJq 'Ala Kitah Fiqah al 
Sunnah, n.p..al Maktabah al Islamiyyah Dar a! Rayah li ai Nashir,i409, 
p. 10. 
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Albanl prompted people to read this book, but when he had to 

face many queries regarding the contents of the book, his answers 

were often against the view of the author of the book. According 

to Shaykh al Albanl, this was because of some grave faults in the 

book and to rectify these faults Shaykh al Albanl wrote to the 

author. But the author did not change his stand and when he 

returned the manuscript of Shaykh al AlbanT without 

incorporating it, the Shaykh published the same in the book form 

known as Tamdm a/ Mannah Jl al Ta'lJq 'Aid Kildh t'tqah al 

Sunnah. 1 his book contains a pedagogic prologue, which sheds 

light on the intrinsic science of hadfth. This book also proves the 

juristic insight of the Shaykh. The third edition of the book has 

been published by al Maktabah al Islamiyyah Dar al Rayah li al 

Nashir, 1409/1989. 

28. Al MasTh al Dajjal wa Nazul 'Isa 

It was in the form of a manuscript in the library of Shaykh 

Nasir al DTn al AlbanT and was published posthumously. The 

book contains the scholarly and explicit discussion on the three 

coming episodes, which have been prophesied by the Prophet 

Muhammad and are present in hadith literature: 

i) Coming of Dajjal (Imposter) 

ii) Descent of 'Tsa from heaven and 

iii) The killing of Dajjal by Tsa 
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rhe book contains (Ive chapters along with the detailed 

prologue excluding the comprehensive index given at the end. 

After a detailed and critical analysis of ahddith in this context, 

Shaykh decreed the ahadlth available in this background on the 

whole as Sahih li ghayrihi (authentic owing to the existence of 

others). The hadlth reported by Abu Umamah forms the base of 

the book. The first edition of the book has been published by al 

Maktabah al Islamiyyah, Jordan in 1421/2000 and has 166 pages. 

29. Al Ajubah al Nafi'ah *an As'ilah li Jannah Masjid 

al J ami'ah 

This book is based on detailed answers to the questions put to 

the Shaykh by people regarding the importance of Friday and its 

prayers. The revised edition of the book is published by Maktabah 

al Ma'arif li al Nashir wa al TawzT', Riyadh in 1420/2000. The 

book has 151 pages and contains the detailed and comprehensive 

index of cihadJth, which include a list of 77 usually practiced 

deviations (B'uJ'dh) on Fridays. 

30. TahrTm Alat al Turb 

The book is actually a detailed critical analysis of the decree of 

Shaykh Muhammad Abii Zuhrah al MisrT who held music which 

is free from sensation and sexual instincts, lawful in 1373/1954 in 



a iiKiga/inc of Muslim Brethren ligypt, al Ikhwdn al Muslimun.' 

In the book Shaykh al AlbanT proves and argues that music is 

absolutely prohibited in Islam. The book also includes the 

detailed refutation of the treatise of Ibn Hazm al ZahirT. The book 

contains 216 pages, which also include content and the index of 

the book. In 1422/2001, Dar al Siddlq KSA published the second 

edition of the book. The book has one more name given as under: 

Al Radd hi al Wahiyyin wa Aqwal A 'immatana 'aid Ihn 

Hazm wa Muqallidiyyah al Muhibbin li al Ma'dzifwa al 

Ghind wa 'aid al Sufiyin al ladhina Ittakhazuhu Qubah 

wa Daynd. 

31. Hajjah al NabT Kama Rawaha 'anhu Jabir wa 

Rawaha 'anhu Thiqdt Ashabih al Akbar 

It is an explanative original of Shaykh al AlbanT's famous 

book, Mandsik al Hajj wa al 'Vmrah. The book discusses the 

mandsik (ceremonies) of the Hajj and 'Umrah in detail and 

analyzes the ahddJth which came down to us in this chapter. The 

whole account of Prophet's first and the last Hajj as reported by 

his great Companion, Jabir and other authentic narrators. The 

seventh edition of the book has been published by al Maktab al 

IslamT, Beirut in 1405/1985 and has 152 pages. 

7~' 

Muhammad NaSir al DTn al Albani, Tahnm Alat al Tarh, K.S.A., Oar 

Siddkj, 1422/20(11, p. S. 
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32. Hukm Tarik al Stilah 

This book discusses Ihe controversy of scholars on the issue of 

kufr of those Muslims who do not offer saldh. Sbaykh al AlbanT 

puts to fore the controversies and tries to analyze them in the light 

of Qur'an and Sahih ahadith. He himself asked his close student, 

Shaykh 'AlT ibn Hasan al HalabT, to add his scholarly foreword to 

the book and the later did the same in the supervision of the 

Shaykh.^' Oar al Jalaiyn, Riyadh in 1412/1992, has published the 

first edition of the book. 

33. Al Radd 'ala Ihahah al Tahalla bi al Dahb al 

Muhallaq 

This is actually the refutation of Shaykh Isma'Tl ibn 

Muhammad al AnsarT's book Ibahah al Tahalla bi al Dhahb al 

Muhallaq li al Nisd' wa al Radd 'aid al Albdni. This book of 

Shaykh al Ansarl critically deals with the arguments of Shaykh al 

AlbanT which the later had presented in his book, Addb al Zifdf 

that all those golden ornaments are forbidden for women folk 

which are in a circular shape e.g. bracelets, bangles, necklaces, 

rings etc. "* Shaykh Isma'Tl ibn Muhammad refuted these 

arguments of Shaykh al AlbanT. In its response, Shaykh al AlbanT 

wrote a treatise and critically evaluated the arguments of his 

Shaykh Nasir al Albani, Hukm Tarik al Salah, Riyadh, Dar al Jalalayn, 
1412, pp. 22-25. 
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critic. Shaykh al Albanl left his manuscript for a long time un-

published, and when he migrated from Syria to Amman, he lost a 

portion of it during journey. However, in 1407/1987 Shaykh al 

Albany's famous student Shaykh Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al 

ShaybanT compiled a descriptive biography of his teacher he 

incorporated this manuscript in the first volume of his book from 

page number 117 to 228 along with the foreword of Shaykh al 

Albany.^' 

34. Al Radd al Mafham 

At the time of the death of Shaykh al AlbanT, al Radd al 

Mafham was just in a manuscript form in his library, which fell 

under manuscript no. 90. After the death of Shaykh al AlbanT his 

inheritors got this manuscript published. This was actually the 

foreword of the most controversial book of Shaykh al AlbanT, 

Jilhab al Mar 'ah al Muslimah, but due to its big volume, Shaykh 

al AlbanT retained it in a separate and independent book form. In 

this book, the Shaykh has given the strong arguments on his 

previous view that it was not obligatory for women to veil their 

faces and glove their hands. He had collected the views and 

arguments of all those scholars who wrote against his view and 

had tried to refute them in a scholarly marmer. In this book, he 

evaluated the views of Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymayn, Shaykh al 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Adab al Zifaffi Sunnah al Mutaharah, 
Beirut, 1409 AH, p. 175. 
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rawTjn, Shaykh al SindT, Shaykh al IskandaranT etc., and refutes 

their views and brings to fore the loopholes in their arguments. He 

summarizes his book in 13 points and in the end discusses the 

negative results of unnecessary strictness. The first edition of the 

book has been published by al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, Amman 

Jordon in 1421/2000, which has 184 pages including the contents, 

indexes, and publishers note. 

35. Rap alAstar li fbfalAdilak alQa'ilun bi Fana'alNar 

I he book is a scholarly endeavor of Shaykh al Albanf. 

Muhammad ibn Isma'Tl al Amir al San'anT wrote a treatise in the 

refutation of Shaykh al Islam 'Allamah Ibn Taymiyyah and his 

student, Shaykh Ibn Qayyim and titled that treatise as Raf al 

Astar li Ibtal Adilah al Qa'ilun bi Fana' al Nar, in which he 

refuted the views of two great scholars of Islam in the matter of 

the belief of destruction of hellfire. As claimed by the beloved 

student of Shaykh al Albanl, Shaykh 'All ibn Hasan al Halabl, he 

himself saw the manuscript of the book titled as al Ta'Uqat al 

11 

Khayar in the handwriting of his master, but the book was 

published under the above captioned title, which points that the 

Shaykh had later on changed his mind. The first edition of the 
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Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 117-228. 
Shaykh Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, Raf alAstar li Ibtal Adilah al Fa'iliin bi 
Fana' al Nar, Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, 1405, p. 7. 
Abu Asma' al MisrT, Qatf al Thimar, Dar al Diya', n.p., 1422/2001, p. 
76. 
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book has been published by al Maktab al Islam!, Beirut in 

1405/1985 and has 145 pages. 

36. Su'al wa Jawab Hawl Fiqah al Waqh 

The favourite student of Shaykh al AlbanT, Shaykh 'All ibn 

Hasan al HalabT, compiled this book under the supervision of 

Shaykh himself This is actually the decree (fatwa) of Shaykh al 

AlbanT. 

37. Salah al TarawTh 

This is a scholarly planned and interwoven chaptered book of 

Shaykh al AlbanT. This book, according to Shaykh al AlbanT 

himself, deals with the tarawih prayers in general and discusses 

the number of the units of the tarawih in particular. The book is 

divided into eight chapters: 

• Introduction: it is optional to offer tarawih prayers in 

congregation. 

• The Prophet of Allah did not offer the tarawih prayers more 

than eleven units. 

• To offer only eleven units o( tarawih by the Prophet of Allah 

is the argument to the fact that it is not permissible to offer 

more than eleven units. 

• To revive the Sunnah i.e. to offer tarawih in congregation by 

'Umar and his order to offer eleven units only. 

• No Companion offered twenty units 
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• To adopt the hadJth of eleven units is obligatory, and an 

argument to support it. 

• The Prophet's way of offering witr. 

• To offer salah in a fine way is appreciated and a person is 
•TO 

warned who does not offer it properly. 

The first edition of the book has been published by Maktabah 

al Ma'arif li al Nashr wa al TawzT', Riyadh in 1321/2000 and 

comprises 132 pages including indexes and contents. 

38. Fltnah a I Takfir 

It is a small treatise of Shaykh al AlbanT. This treatise is 

prefaced by Shaykh 'Abd Aziz ibn Baz, and Shaykh Muhammad 

ibn Salih al 'Uthaymayn have also written footnotes to it. The 

central theme of the booklet revolves around three verses of the 

holy Qur'an 6: 44, 45, & 47. Shaykh al AlbanT divides kufr 

(disbelief) into two kinds: 

• al Kufr al 'Atiqacfi (Disbelief in faith) 

• al Kufr al 'Amal'i (Disbelief in action) 

Shaykh vehemently rejects the claims of those persons who 

strive for the betterment of the Ummah and dub the Muslim 

leaders who do not establish Qur'an as the constitution in their 

lands as absolute kafir (disbelievers). He puts his arguments to 

fore and calls them as the disbelievers in action only. The booklet 

Muhammad Nasir a! Din al Albani, Salah al Tarawih, Riyadh, 
Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1421/2000, pp. 8-9. 
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calls the Muslims to the way of al Salf al Salih (pious 

predecessor) and asks the Muslims to act on the principle of al 

Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah (Purification and Education). To some 

extent, the book has a political orientation. 

39. Tashih Hadith Iftar al Sa'im Qabl SafarihT Ba'd al 

Fajr 

In this book Shaykh al AlbanT explicitly discusses that one can 

break the fast after fajr if he intends to go on travel. He bases his 

opinion on the report of Muhammad ibn Ka'b who said: 

I came to Anas ibn Malik during Ramadan while he was 

planning on travel. His mount was prepared for him, and he 
was wearing his clothes for traveling. He asked for some food 
and ate. I said to him, 'Is this a SunnahT He said, 'Yes.' Then 
he mounted his animal and left. 

Al Tirmidhl, who called it Hasan (agreeable) related this. 

TJbayd ibn Jubayr said: 

During Ramadan, I rode on a ship with Abu Basrah al GhaffarT 

from al Fustat. He prepared his food and said, "Come [and 

cat]." 1 said, "Arc we not still among the houses [of the city— 

that is, Ihcy had not left yetl?" Abu Basrah asked, "Arc you 

turning away from the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah?**" 

Ahmad and Abu Da'iid related this. Its narrators are 

trustworthy. But, some of the scholars, like Shaykh al HabshT, 

who are the followers of the particular sect try to prove these two 

ahadith weak {Da'Tf) or irrelevant. Shaykh al AlbanT denounces 

Muhammad Nasir al Dm nl Albani, Hadith Iftar al Sa'im, p. 5. 
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this approach and proves them SahJh (authentic) on the basis of 

science of hadith ('Ilm al Hadith) and relevant to the problem 

under discussion. The chapters of this book were first published in 

the monthly magazine, al Tamadun al Isldmi in 1379/1960. Later 

on in the interest of common people, these three articles were 

published in a book fonn, which has 44 pages and concludes on 

seven points. 

40. Tasdid al Isabah Ila min Za'm Nusrah al Khulafa' 
al Rashidun wa al SahShah 

This book is published but the researcher could not get it. 

41. Al Nasihah bi al Tahdhir min Takhrib Ibn 'Abd al 
Manan 11 Kutb al A 'Immah al RajThah wa man 
Tad*Tfahu li Mi'at al ahadlth al SahThah 

This book is actually the refutation of an anonymous writer 

who writes under different pseudonyms like Ibn 'Abd al Manan, 

Hasan 'Abd al Manan, Abu Suhayb al KurmT, Hasan al JabalT etc. 

The books of this anonymous writer were published by Bayt al 

Ifkar al Dawliyah. In al NasJhaffs preface, the Shaykh says that 

this book is a critical appraisal based on the sound principles of 

science of hadith. Shaykh al AlbanT claims that this anonymous 

writer sometimes drops the narrator from the chain or sometimes 

omits the words from the text of a hadith. This book contains a 

**" Ibid, pp. \\-\2. 
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good amount of views of the Shaykh about 'Urn al hadith. Dar ibn 

'Affan has published the first edition of the book. 

B) Tahqiqat and Takhnjat 

(Researches and Explanation Works) 

Actually, Shaykh al Albants work is more based on this 

category of books than the other ones. His research is more 

accurate, widespread and magnificent. He has an extensive 

knowledge of rare manuscripts^' and uses them as a primary 

source in editing and takhrij of the old fundamental books of 

almost all subjects and sciences of Islam. He himself says that the 

aim of takhrij is the tashlh (authenticating) and toe/'i/'(weakening) 

of ahadith. " 

42. Riyad al SalihTn 

Imam Muhiyy al Din Abu Zakarya Yahya ibn Sharf al 

NawwawT is respected as a great muhaddith of the 7th century 

Hijrl. He wrote a marvelous commentary on the hadith collection 

of Imam Muslim. To urge people on good and restrain them from 

evil he compiled a book titled Riydd al Sdlihin. In the preface of 

the book, he laid few conditions for the selection of a hadith in it, 

among which he claimed that whatever he will collect in this book 

from hadith literature would be authentic. Still Shaykh al AlbanT 

had a critical evaluation of the book and decreed some of the 

K 1 
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ahadith quoted in this great book as Da% While as Abu Da'ud 

and Imam Tirmidhl had pronounced most of these ahadith as 

Sahih. The book is published in one volume by al Maktab al 

IslamT, Beirut in 1994. 

43 .4/ Kalim al Tayyib 

Al Kalim al Tayyib is a famous book of Imam Ibn Taymiyyah. 

It deals with the supplications and some adhkar (remembrances) 

at different occasions and in day-to-day life. There were some 

ahadith in the book, which were not authentic. So keeping this in 

mind Shaykh al Albanl later on critically analyzed it. The Shaykh 

had labeled the sound and weak ahadith of this book and had 

written the takhnjT footnotes on it. This book is published by al 

Maktab al IslamT in 1385/1965 from Beirut. 

44. Sahih al Kalim al Tayyib 

The favourite student of Shaykh al Albanl and proprietor of al 

Maktab al IslamT, Shaykh Zuhayr al ShawTsh, suggested the 

Shaykh to abridge the famous book of Imam Ibn Taymiyyah, al 

Kalim al Tayyib, which was already critically analyzed by Shaykh 

Nasir al DTn al AlbanT. The Shaykh had already labeled the sound 

and weak ahadith of this book and had written the takhriji 

on 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl, Mukhtasar alShama'ilalMiihammcidiyyab^ 

Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1413, p. 5. 
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footnotes on it. This book was already published by al Maktab al 

IslamTin 1385/1965. 

Shaykh al AlbanT liked the suggestion and came out with the 

concise of al Kalim al Tayyib under the new title, Sahih al Kalim 

al Tayyib. In this concise booklet all the Companion narrators of 

the ahddith were dropped and the word "Fasl" was also omitted. 

The takhriji footnotes were also deleted and only those ahddith 

were included in the booklet which were authentic. At the end of 

each hadith a number given in the brackets point towards the 

source of the hadith in the original book. The book was first 

published in 1390/1970 from al Maktab al Islam!, Beirut. 

45. Jqtida' al 'Ilm al *Amal 

The above titled book is a great work of the 5th century Hijri 

hadith scholar, Hafiz Abu Bakr Ahmad 'AlT ibn Thabit al Khatlb 

al Baghdad!. Shaykh al Alban! compared this book with its 

manuscript present in the Zahiriyyah Library and edited it. He 

adorned it with takhrij work of the ahddith present in it and 

expressed his opinion on their degree of authenticity. The 

scholarly footnotes on the book increased its importance in the 

literal circles. The book emphasizes on both 7/w (knowledge) and 

'Amal (practice). The fourth edition of the book is published by al 

Maktab al Islam!, Beirut in 1397/1977 and has 128 pages. 
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46. Kit (lb a I 'Ilm 

The third century Hijri scholar, Hafiz Abu Khaythamah Zuhayr 

ibn Harb al Nasa'T, wrote a book to urge Muslims to acquire 

knowledge and disseminate it. Shaykh al AlbanT wrote the erudite 

footnotes on the book and provided the takhrij of the ahddith 

present in it. The book contains 168 ahadith and dthar 

(narrations) in toto. 

47. Mukhtasar Sahih Muslim 

Shaykh al AlbanT found that in the abridgment of SahJh 

Muslim, al MundhirT had dropped not only the repetitions and 

chains of the ahadith but at some places he had also omitted their 

text. The Shaykh not only included the omitted text of the original 

in his concise edition but also renumbered the ahddith and made 

alterations in the chapters. The edited version of the book is based 

on the Indian copy of al Sirdj al Wahhdj min KashfMatdlih Sahih 

Ibn Muslim al Hajjdj by Nawab SidTq Hasan Khan al QunujT of 

Bhopal printed in 1302/1885. Wizarah al Awqaf, Kuwait has 

published this book. In addition to it, this book has also been 

published by Jannah Ihya' al Sunnah and has 647 pages and 2179 

ahddith in toto. 
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48. Fadl al Salah 'ala al NabT 

The book contains those ahadlth which arouse the desire in the 

hearts of Muslims to recite salah on the Prophet Muhammad. The 

book has been edited from its manuscript which is preserved in 

the library of Damascus, Maktabah Zahiriyyah. The book 

contains takhrij and the opinion of the Shaykh on different 

ahadlth. Shaykh al AlbanT advises a Muslim to read it and act 

upon on the authentic ahdctlth present in it. The third edition of 

this book appeared from Beirut in 1397/1977 and its publisher is 

al Maktabah al IslamT. 

49. Laftah al Kabad Jf Tarbiyyah^^ al Walad 

The above titled book has thirteen chapters and is written by 

Ibn al JawzT in which he advises his son, Abu al Qasim 

Muhammad (580/1185 to 656/1258) who was killed in Mongol 

attack in Baghdad. In each chapter there are great advises for his 

son in which he teaches him how to spend life successfully. 

Shaykh al AlbanT made a laborious research on the ahadlth and 

athdr of this book and expressed his views about them. In its 

preparation Shaykh Mahmud MahdT Istanbul! worked as a 

coworker of the Shaykh. 

Some scholars have used the word ''NasThah" (advise) instead of 
"Tarhiyyah'" (education). 
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so. Musajalah Ulmiyyah htiyn al JmUmyn al JalTlayn— 
al *lzz ibn 'Abd al Salam wa Ibn al Salah hawl 
Salah al Ragha'ib al Mubtadi*ah 

In 638/1241 Imam al 'Izz ibn 'Abd al Salam delivered a lecture 

in UmawT Mosque, Damascus where he denounced the bid'ah of 

Raghd 'ih prayers. While the other scholar, Ibn al Salah opposed 

the decree. The discussion became hot and books were written to 

prove the respective viewpoints. Shaykh al Albanl and his student 

Zuhayr al Shawlsh critically evaluated both the scholars' 

viewpoints and checked the authenticity of the ahadith quoted by 

them. Both the researchers concluded in their above titled book 

that Tzz ibn 'Abd al Salam was correct in his decree. The second 

edition of the book has been published by al Maktab al IslamT, 

Beirut in 1405/1985. 

51. Mlshkah al MasabTh 

Like Riydd al Sdlihin, Mishkdh al Masdbih is a collection of 

ahddllh from different primary sources. It has been compiled by 

Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah al Khatlb al Tabriz!. Shaykh al 

AlbanT did the takhrij of the book and gave his opinion about the 

authenticity of the ahadith quoted in it. He also explained the 

uncommon words present in its ahadith. The book is published in 

two volumes from al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 1399/1979. 
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52. SahTh al Adah al Mufrad 

It is among the prominent boolcs of Imam Abu 'Abd Allah 

Muhammad ibn Isma'Tl al Bukharl (d. 256/870). The book 

contains both SahTh and Da 'if ahadith. The total number of 

ahadith present in this book is 1322, Shaykh al Albanl separated 

these two types oi ahadith in two separate parts. He was teaching 

this book to Muslim women folk in Damascus. He gave his 

opinion on the authenticity of the ahadith, and refered them to his 

other books for explanations. The two parts of this book are: 

• Sahih al Adab al Mufrad 

• Da 'Tfal Adab al Mufrad 

The first part of the book contains only Sahih and Hasan 

ahadith while as the second part deals with weak ahadith only. 

Later on, in its second edition (1421/2000) Dar al Saddlq, KSA 

combined the two parts in a single volume. Dar al Saddlq, KSA in 

1421/2000, published the first edition of its first part. 

53. Da*Tf al Adab al Mufrad 

Shaykh al Albanl collected only the weak ahadith of Imam al 

BukharT's book, al Adab al Mufrad in a separate book captioned 

In Damascus people used to offer a unusual salah in the night of mid-
Shahan, the eighth month of Muslim calendar. 
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above. In the whole book there is only one Da 'Ifunjiddan (very 

weak) and one Munka/^ hadlth while as the others are only Da "if 

(weak). Dar al Saddlq 1421/2000 has published its first edition. 

54. Al Ihtijaj bi al Qadr 

The book is actually written by Imam Ibn Taymiyyah and is 

critically analyzed by Shaykh al Albanl. Shaykh al AlbanT gave 

his opinion about the ahddith quoted in this book and found only 

few are unauthentic. The fourth edition of the book is published 

by al Maktab al Islamu Beirut in 1404/1984. 

55. Ada' md Wajaba min Bay an Wada' al Waddd'Tn ft 
Rajb 

This is the compilation of a great muhaddith, Abu al Khatab 

'Umar ibn Hasan ibn Dihiyah. The book was edited and critically 

analyzed by a famous student of Shaykh Nasir al DTn al AlbanT 

and the proprietor of al Maktab al Islam!, Shaykh Zuhayr al 

ShawTsh. The references and opinions on the authenticity of the 

ahddith were penned down by Shaykh Nasir al DTn al AlbanT. The 

first edition of the book was published by al Maktab al IslamT, 

Beirut in 1419/1998. 

^' Shaykh Nasir al Din a) AlbanT, Da'Jf al Adah al Mufrad, KSA, Dar al 
SiddTq, 1421/2000, p. 196, h. 573. 

^̂  //>/J., p. 462, h. 1257. 
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56. Al Tankil hima fi Ta'nlb al Kawthari min al Abatil 

The book is actually written by Shaykh 'Abd al Rahman ibn 

Yahya al Mu'allamT al YamanT. Shaykh al Albanl vvrote footnotes 

on the book and evaluated it critically. The book is published in 

two volumes. In 1386/1966, Maktabah al Ma'arif of Riyadh KSA 

published the book. 

57. Sahih al Jami* al SaghTr wa Ziyadatuh 
{aiPath al Kabir) 

Jalal al Din 'Abd al Rahman ibn Kamal al Dm al SuyutT 

(849/1446 to 911/1506) intended to collect all the ahddJth of the 

Prophet in a single book called Jam' al Jawami' which is 

commonly known as al Jami' al Kabir (the grand collection). He 

divided the wok in two sections: 

• Sayings of the Prophet 

• Actions of the Prophet 

In the first section, he arranged alphabetically the sayings of the 

Prophet. However, in the second section concerning the actions, 

he arranged them according to the names of the Companions i.e. 

like Masanld but in alphabetical order. He omitted the isnad 

totally and referred it to the authorities who endorsed a particular 

hadlth in their books. 

However, he died before its completion. During this period, he 

made two small collections mostly from the material of his al 
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Jami' al Kcihir, which can be therefore called as the abridged 

versions of this great book. These two collections are: 

• Al Jdmi' al Saghlr min Hadith al Bashir al Nadhir which 

contains thousands of ahddith. These are the sayings of the 

Prophet arranged in alphabetical order without isnad. He 

completed this work in 907/1502. 

• Ziydddh al Jami' is the addition on the al Jdmi' al Saghir. 

After concluding the al Jdmi' al Saghir, he collected quite 

good number of ahddith and arranged them in the pattern of 

al Jdmi' al Saghir and made it the supplement of the same 

and titled it as Ziydddh al Jdmi'. 

Later on, Yusuf ibn Isma'Tl al Nabahanl (1265/1849 to 

1350/1931) mixed the material of these two separate books 

together into one unit according to SuyutTs methodology and 

titled it al Fath al Kahlr fi Damm al Ziyddah ild al Jdmi' al 

Saghir. It was published in three volumes from Egypt in 

1351/1932." This is the greatest collection o^ahddith in a single 

book. 
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Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Sahih Jami' al Saghir wa Zayadah 
(al Fath al Kabir), Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, 1408/1988, vol. i, p. 46. 
Ibid., pp. 35,46. 
Ibid., p.35. 
Ibid., p.37. 
Studies in Hadith Methodology and Literature, p. 115. 
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As the collection contained all sorts of ahadlth and SuyutT's 

judgments on the authenticity of ahadith were not sound, 

therefore, the book was not fit for general reading, and there was 

a burning need to distinguish the chaff from the wheat in this 

book. 

Shaykh al Albanl took this task and completed a painstaking 

research on this book in huge two parts among which the first is 

based on two volumes and contains only Sahih (authentic) and 

Hasan (agreeable) ahadith, while as the second part contains only 

Da'if (weak), Dalfuri jiddan (very weak) and Mawdu' 

(fabricated) ahadith. Tiie titles of these two parts are: 

• SahJh al Jami' al Saghir wa Ziyadatuh 

• Da 'If al Jami' al Saghir wa Ziyadatuh 

The Shaykh has edited the whole book with the help of its 

different manuscripts, and has made a great addition and 

alteration in it particularly in the judgments, numbering of the 

ahddJth and their alphabetical arrangements, and in the text of 

ahadith. He has based his book on Yusuf ibn Isma'Tl al 

NabahanT's book al Fath al KabJr fi Damm al Zyadah ila al 

Jami' al Saghir. The Shaykh has not discussed the chains of the 

ahadith at length but has only referred to his other books where 

Q2 — 

Sahih Jami' at Saghir, vol. i, p. 32. 
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he has discussed them. He has used the same symbol system as 

was used by al Suyutl while referring the ahadith to its original 

source—if necessary, but has outrightly rejected the symbol 

system in pronouncing the judgment on the hadlth. 

As for as first part of it is concerned its third edition has been 

published by al Maktab al Islaml, Beirut in 1408/1988. This book 

has two volumes and contains 8202 authentic and agreeable 

ahadith. 

58. Da^Tf al Jami* al Saghir wa Ziyadatuh 
{al Fath al KabTr) 

This book is the second part of the above-discussed book. It 

only contains the weak, very weak, and fabricated ahadith. It 

follows the pattern of SahJh al Jami' al Saghir wa Ziyadatuh and 

contain 6452 rejected (Mardud) ahadith. Its third edition has been 

published by al Maktab al Islam! in 1410/1990 from Beirut in a 

single volume. 

59. Al Ayat al Bayyindt fi *Adm Santa' al Amwat 'ala 
Madhhah al Hanajiyyah al Sadat 

This book is actually a great work by 'Allamah Na'man ibn 

Mahmud al AlusT which he titled as al Ayat al Bayyinat fi 'Adm 

Sama' al Amwdt 'ind al Hanafiyyah al Sadat. Actually, Na'man 

Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, al Ayat al Bayinatji 'Adm Sama' al 
Amwat 'ala Madhhab al Hanafiyyah al Sadat, Beirut, al Maktab al 
IslamT, 4' edition, nd., p. 50. 
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ibn Mahmud al Alusi wrote this book after he delivered a lecture 

in which he proved that the HanafT school of thought and its great 

scholars do not believe in the listening {sama') of the dead. 

Shaykh al Albanl says in this book that the so-called belief that 

the dead listens to us is the sound base for al shirk al akbar 

(capital polytheism). He wrote a lengthy introduction to the book 

and added scholarly footnotes to it. The book is divided into three 

chapters by the compiler himself and Shaykh al AlbanT prepared a 

good index of ahadith and narrations present in it. The book has 

more than 110 pages and its fourth edition has been published by 

al Maktab al IslamT Beirut. 

60. Ghayah al Maram fl al TakhrTj AhadTth al Halal wa 

al Haram 

Shaykh Yusuf al QardawT— t̂he author of a/ Halal wa al Haram 

ji al Islam—had a meeting with Shaykh Zuhayr al Shawysh (a 

student of Shaykh al AlbanT and the proprietor of al Maktab al 

IslamT, Beirut) and both of them agreed that Shaykh al AlbanT 

would be requested to pen down the footnotes if needed, and to do 

tokhrij of the ahadith quoted in the famous book of Yusuf al 

QardawT. Shaykh al AlbanT agreed with the proposal and came out 

with this great research titled as Ghayah al Maram fi al Takhrlj 

Ahadith al Halal wa al Haram. 
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rhe book also contains the explanatory takhrij notes on the 

ahadlth and dthar quoted in al QardawT's book. In this way the 

book shares along with the Silsilatdn (the two chains), the unique 

methodology of the Shaykh. The book like, Irwd' al Ghalil, is 

limited only to the takhrij of the ahddith and has nothing to do 

with the juristic issues discussed by the author of the original 

book. These explanatory takhrij i notes along with the 

comprehensive index of the ahadith have been published in a 

separate book form. The fourth edition of the book is published 

by al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 1414/1994 and contains 484 

ahadlth and dthdr quoted in the original book. 

61. Haqiqah al Siyam 

This book is among the great books of 'Allamah Ibn 

Taymiyyah, which deals with the issues related to fasting. Shaykh 

al AlbanT added few more writings of Ibn Taymiyyah to it, which 

he (Ibn Taymiyyah) had written in different jurisprudential books. 

In spite of being small the book discusses the different issues 

related to the travelers, patients etc. during the sawm (fasting). It 

also gives opinion on the legality of injection, sexual relations 

with spouse, seclusion ('Itikdf) etc. during the sawm. Shaykh al 

AlbanT pronounced his judgments on the ahddith of the book and 

added takhrij references to it. The book contains 48 ahddith. 
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62. Sharah al 'AqTdah al Tahawiyyah 

Shark al 'Aqidah al Tahawiyyah is a great work by the author 

Abu Ja'far al TahawT and by its commentator Ibn Abu al izz al 

Hanafr. This book deals with the fundamentals of faith and belief 

of Ahl al Sunnah wa al Jama'ah. Ibn Abu al 'Izz al Hanafi has 

written a scholarly commentary on this great book but has not 

distinguished the weak and fabricated ahadith from the authentic 

ones quoted in it. Knowing the popularity of the book among 

masses and the academic circles of the Muslim society, Shaykh al 

Albanl provided references to the ahadith quoted in this book and 

pronounced his opinion on the authenticity (sihhah) of ahadith. 

The book also contains a scholarly foreword by the proprietor of 

al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut and the student of Shaykh al Albanl, 

Zuhayr al Shawysh. The latest edition of the book is published by 

al Dar al IslamT, Amman in 1419/1998 and has two volumes. 

63./</ Mar'ah al Muslimah 

Shaykh Hasan al Bana is one of the great du'ah (preachers) of 

Islam. His movement, al Ikhwan al Muslimun, was not only 

influential in Egypt but also has the great influence on the other 

parts of the Arab world. Among his many booklets, al Mar 'ah al 

Muslimah is one of the important booklets of Shaykh al Bana. 
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The book deals with the issues of women and discusses the status 

of women in Islam. It also talks about the relationship between 

man and woman in Islam. Shaykh al Bana clearly says in this 

book that it is not so important to know the Islamic view about 

man and woman and their relationship but it is much necessary 

for the both to ask their own selves how far they are ready to 

abide by the verdicts of Islam on their lives? The book has been 

divided into three chapters. Shaykh al AlbanT wrote footnotes on 

the book and provided references to the ahadith quoted in it. He 

also quoted the views of different scholars on different issues like 

hijab (veil) etc. The book has been published from Maktabah Dar 

al Kutub al Salafiyyah, Cairo in 1404/1984. 

64. TakhrTj Ahadith Mushkillah al Faqr wa Kayfa 

'flajuha a I Islam 

The above-mentioned book is a great work by Shaykh Yusuf al 

QardawT. The book has a great importance because it discusses 

the day today problems of the humans in general and poverty and 

its treatment in Islam in particular. Like Ghayah al Maram ji 

Takhrij Ahadith al Halal wa al Haram, this book has also been 

thoroughly analyzed by Shaykh al Albani. On its 131 ahadith and 

dthar, Shaykh al AlbanT has pronounced his judgments and has 

given a comprehensive index of ahadith at the end of the book. 
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The book has more than 160 pages. The first edition of the book 

has been published by al Maktab al IslamI, Beirut in 1405/1984-5. 

65. TaklirTj al Iman 

A person asked Abu 'Ubayd al Qasim ibn Salam al Baghdad!, 

who flourished in the second half of the 2nd century A.H., a 

question about the Iman (faith) and different issues related to it. 

The answer to this question was so explicit and descriptive that it 

was later on published as a book. Shaykh al Albanl did the 

lakhnj of different ahadJth quoted in it and gave his opinion on 

their authenticity. The first edition of the book has been 

published by al Maktab al Ma'arif, Riyadh in 1421/2000. 

66, Takhrtj Kitah al Radd 'Ala al Jahmiyyah 

Jahmiyyah (Jahmite) was a philosophical sect among Muslims 

who denied attributes to Allah and spoke about Him ignorantly. 

The leader of this grouj), Jahm ibn Safwan, was put to death at 

Merv in 128/745 for his heretical doctrines.'̂ '* Shaykh 'Uthman al 

DarmT wrote a decisive criticism of the beliefs of Jahmiyyah sect 

under the title Kitab al Radd 'Ala al Jahmiyyah. This book is 

published with the additions by Shaykh Zuhayr al Shawysh and 

according to him, he has shown the ahadlth quoted in this book to 

Shaykh al Albani, and he provided the references to these ahddith 

M.M. Sharif (ed.), A history of Muslim Philosopliy, Uelhi, Low Price 
Publication, 1999, vol.ii, p. 800. 
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and also pronounced his hukm (opinion) on these ahadith. 

However, according to Abu Asma' al MisrT this book is falsely 

ascribed to the Shaykh and he himself disowned the footnotes and 

references of this book before him.̂ ^ 

67. Takhnj Kalimah al Ikhla^ wa TahqTq Ma'naha 

Al Ikhlas (the purity of faith) is the most important part of a 

Muslim's life. Therefore, it is necessary for every Muslim to 

know the meaning of al Ikhld?. Hafiz Ibn Rajab al ^̂ anbalT 

compiled a book, Kalimah al Ikhla? wa Tahqiq Ma'ndhd but 

while collecting the material for his book he did not used the strict 

yardstick to measure the authenticity of the ahddith. This led to 

the intermingling of the weak and authentic ahddith in this book. 

Shaykh al Albanl gave the references to the ahddith and discussed 

their authenticity in a beautiful way. So far, four editions of this 

scholarly endeavor have hit the markets. 

68. Takhnj Kitah al I^lah al Masajid min al Bid'ah wa 

al 'Awa'id 
The book is an important research by a great scholar 

Muhammad Jamal al Din al QasmT (1283/1866 to 1332/1914). 

Mosques are the centers of the Muslim culture. If these centers 

Qatfal Th'imar, p. 74. 
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arc safe from h'ld'ah, the community is safe and if these centers 

are corrupted, whole Ummah will be affected. Shaykh Jamal a! 

Din al QasmT compiled this book and highlighted those bid'ah 

(deviations) which have crept into the fibre of Islam and has 

directly affected the mosques and the people associated with them 

e.g. Mutawallis, Imams, Mu'adhdhinun etc. Shaykh al AlbanT 

wrote notes on this book and critically evaluated different ahddlth 

quoted in it. The fifth edition of the book is published by a! 

Maktab al IsiamT, Beirut in 1403/1983. 

69. Irwa' al Ghalil ft TakhrTj Ahadith Manar al SabTl 

Mandr al Sabil is among the fundamental books of Hanball 

school of thought. It is ay?^/?/(jurisprudential) book and forms the 

bases of Hanbali jurisprudence. As the books of almost all the 

schools of thought had met a good research but only the 

jurisprudential books of Hanbali school of thought were not 

analyzed by the scholars and left un-researched. Shaykh al AlbanT 

says that he felt it as a duty to do takhrJj of the ahddlth present in 

this book and took the job as a humble token of respect to Imam 

Ahmad ibn Hanbal. The book is the scholarly endeavor of Shaykh 

Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Salim ibn Dawyan and contains both 

weak and fabricated ahddlth along with the authentic ones. 

According to Shaykh al AlbanT he completed the takhrij of it in 
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1 5 years. It is published in eight volumes. The book is among the 

basic books of Shaykh al Albaiifs whole research on hadith 

literature. The book contains the complete and comprehensive 

critical study on different ahadith quoted in it and gives the status 

and grades of the different ahadith. It has nothing to do with the 

juristic issues of the book and limits its scope only to the takhrij 

of the ahadith present in it. The second edition of the book has 

been published by al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 1405/1985. 

70. Kltab al Sunnah wa Ma'ahu !^ilal al Jannah fi 

Takhnj al Sunnah 

Zilal al Jannah fi Takhrij al Sunnah, popularly known as Kitdb 

al Sunnah, is a book of a great Muslim scholar Abu Bakr Ahmad 

ibn 'Amr ibn Abu 'Asim al Dahhak ibn Mukhallad al ShaybanT al 

BasarT (266/880 to 387/997). The book contains the ahadith on 

different issues like Qadr, attributes of Allah, praises of first four 

caliphs etc. Shaykh al AlbanT has critically analyzed the book and 

he has written the explanations of the chains of different ahadith 

present in it. In this way, he tagged out the weak and forged 

ahadith from the number of ahadith quoted in it. However, 

unfortunately he left the book incomplete from hadith no. 1209 to 

1564. Shaykh Rajab Qamariyyah has prepared the index of the 

book. Initially, in 1413/1993, the book was published in separate 
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two volumes but in the latest edition, the two separate volumes 

were combined in a single but a htige volume of 823 pages. This 

latest fourth edition has also been published by al Maktab al 

IslamT, Beirut in 1419/1998. 

71. TakhrTj Kitab al Mu^falahat al Arba'ah ft al 

Qur'an 

Kitab al Mustalahat al Arba'ah Ji al Qur'an is a scholarly 

endeavor of the founder of Jama'ah al IslamT Pakistan, Mawlana 

Sayyid Abu al 'Ala al Mawdudl. This book sparked the great 

controversy in the Indian subcontinent and many great scholars, 

like Mawlana Abu al Hasan 'All al NadwT, wrote in its refutation. 

The book is actually based on the meaning and significance of the 

four Qur'anic terms i.e. al Ilah, al Rabb, al Din, al 'Ibadah. The 

Mawlana describes these four terms as the base of the Qur'an on 

which the whole edifice of Islam is erected. Shaykh al AlbanT 

footnoted the book and did the takhrij of eight ahadlth quoted in 

it. 

72. TakrTj al Jman 

Like previous two books on Iman (faith) by Ibn Taymiyyah and 

Abu 'Ubayd al Qasim ibn Salam, this book also deals with the 

subject of Iman and other issues related to it. It is authored by Ibn 

Abu ShTbah. The book not only contains ahadlth but also includes 

views of different Muslim scholars with respect to Iman. Shaykh 
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al AlbanT critically analyzed the ahadith ascribed to the Prophet 

Muhammad and the sayings of different Muslim scholars. He also 

wrote ta'liq at many places and pointed out the weak and 

fabricated ahadith in it. 

73. Hijab al Mar'ah al Muslimah wa Libasuha fi al 

Salah 

The book has been authored by Imam Ibn Taymiyyah, the title 

of the book is little misleading and makes one to think that the 

book deals only with the veil and dress code of women during 

salah. But the reality is not so, the book not only discusses the 

dress code of women during salah but also explicitly discusses 

the dress code of the men particularly during salah. That is why 

Shaykh al AlbanT says if there were no problems in changing the 

name of the book he would have titled it as Libas al Rajiil wa al 

Mar'ah fi al Salah (Dress Code of Man and Woman during 

Prayer). Shaykh al AlbanT has written also a prologue on the 

book. He has also referred the ahadith quoted in the book and has 

expressed his views about their authenticity. The fifth edition of 

the book has been published by al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 

1403/1983. The book has 50 pages. 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Hijab al Mar'ah al Muslimah wa 
Libasuha fi al Salah, Beirut, al Makt̂ Ĵj al IslamT, 1403, p. 13. 
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74. Takhrij Fadall ul Sham 

As the name suggests the book is the collection of those 

ahadith and athar, which ai'e in the eulogy of Sham (Syria). These 

ahddith have been collected in a single book by Shaykh al Raba'T. 

Most of these ahadith are authentic while few are weak and 

fabricated. Shaykh al AlbanT tagged all the ahadith with their 

respective grades including those of the stories of Israelites 

{isra 'Jliyat). 

75. AI Isra' wa al Mi'raj 

At the time of the death of the Shaykh, this book was among 

his incomplete manuscripts. It was later on published without any 

change by al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, Jordan. Shaykh al AlbanT 

titled the manuscript as Sahlh al Isra' wa al Mi'raj wa Dhikrii 

AhddJthihimci wa Takhrijvhd wa Baydn Sahihhd min Saqimiha wa 

Sardu ma Sahha minhd fi Siydq Wahid bi Aslub Farid Badi' Id 

Trdhu fl Kitdh. ' Hue to his death he was not able to complete the 

book and prove the title apt. The book deals with those ahddith 

which describe the ascend of the Prophet Muhammad to the 

heavens in the night of Mi'raj. It completely and explicitly 

discusses the ahddith and the chains, and clears some doubts 

about this great mii'ajizah (miracle) of the Prophet. The book has 

Muhammad Nasir al DVn al AlbanT, al Isra' wa al Mi'raj, Jordan, al 
Maktabah al Islamiyyah. 1421/2000, p. 3. 
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138 pages and 18 ahacilth. The fifth edition of the book is 

published by al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, Jordan in 1421/2000. 

76. Sahlh Sunan Abu Da'ud 

Shaykh al Albanl called this book as al Umm. It has eleven 

huge volumes. Eight volumes compose the Sahih Sunan Abu 

Da 'ud while other two volumes comprise Da 'if Sunan Abu Da 'ud 

and one volume is embodied as the explicit index of this 

voluminous book, fhe sahlh portion of the book contains Sahlh, 

Hasan Sahlh, Hasan etc ahddith. The book is almost complete but 

at some places, like in the preface etc., it clearly displays 

incompleteness. Like al Sahihah and al Da 'Ifah series, the book 

explains and refers the ahddith in detail, and gives the opinion of 

the Shaykh about their authenticity. The book has been published 

posthumously by Ghiras li al Nashr wa al TawzT', Kuwait in 

1423/2002. 

77. Da*Tf Sunan Abu Da'iid 

It is the collection of weak and forged ahddith present in the 

Sunan Abu Da 'ud. Shaykh al AlbanT has written the explanations 

on the causes of the weakness of these ahddith. It is actually a 

part of above-discussed al Umm and is based on two volumes. 
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rhe book has the same publisher and date of pubUcation as that of 

al Umm. 

78. Sahih al Sirah al Nabawiyyah 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl started a project of 

distinguishing the weak and forged ahadlth from the authentic 

ones, which form the base of sirah (biography) literature about 

the Prophet Muhammad. However, unfortunately because of his 

death he was not able to complete the book. To do this marvelous 

task he depended on Hafiz Ibn KathTr's book, al Sirah al 

Nabawiyyah. The book is left incomplete from the chapter of al 

Isrd' wa al Mi'raj. It has 263 pages including the index. The 

Shaykh himself titled the manuscript as Sahih Sirah al 

Nabawiyyah; ma Sahh min Sirah Rasul-Alldh—wa 

Dhikru Ayydmihi wa Ghazawdtihi wa SardyahU wa al Wafud 

Ilayh. Including other omissions, Shaykh has dropped the chains 

and s hawdh id (w'ltnessQ^) of ahddith from the text of the book and 
no 

depended on the authentic ahddith only. The book has been 

published by al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, Jordan in 1421/2000 

after his death. 

'̂** Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Sahih al Sirah al Nabawiyyah, 
Jordan, al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, 1421/2000, p. 7. 
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79. A/ Thamr al Mustatab ff Fiqah al Sunnah wa a I 
Kitab 

This book is among the incomplete works of Shaykh Nasir al 

Din al Albanl. It has been published after the death of the Shaykh. 

The book is jurisprudential in nature, and deals with the issues of 

tahdrah (ablution) and salah only. Like SahJh and Da'Jfal Jdmi' 

al Saghir, the book uses the symbol system while referring the 

ahddlth to the actual source, but this methodology is limited to 

only first few pages of the manuscript and after that the complete 

references are provided,/'̂  The Shaykh has later on changed his 

views in many issues present in this book, but these earlier views 

of the Shaykh are still present in this book. This clearly shows 

Shaykh al AlbanT's evolution of thought and opinion. The book 

has been published in two volumes and has 1049 pages along with 

the index compiled by the publisher. The first edition was 

published by Ghiras li al Nashir wa al TawzT', Kuwait in 

1422/2001. 

80. Sahth Sunan Ibn Majah 

This is among the six principal works {al Usui al Sittah) of the 

hadith literature. It is collected and compiled by Abu 'Abd Allah 

'̂̂  Muhammad Nasir al DYn al AlbanT. al Thamat al Mustatab, Kuwait, 
Ghiras, 1422 H, vol. i, p. jr. 
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Muhammad ibn YazTd al Rab'T (209/824 to 273/887). This book 

is of the lowest grade in the six principal works and contains 4341 

ahadith. There is a number of weak and forged ahadith in the 

book and the compiler maintains silence on this issue. Shaykh al 

AlbanT distinguished the weak and forged ahadith of the book 

from the authentic ones. In this book he followed the pattern of 

Sahih al Jami' al Saghir while referring and judging the ahadith, 

chains of the ahadith have been usually dropped to make the book 

concise. The book is in two parts. 

• Sahih Sunan Ibn Mqjah 

• Da 'if Siinan Ibn Mqjah 

Sahih part of the book has two volumes but the Da'if part has 

only one volume. Dar al Fikr, Beirut, has published both parts. 

But the latest revised version has been published by Maktabah al 

Ma'arif, Riyadh in 1417/1998. 

81. Da*Tf Sunan Ibn Majah 

It is the second part of the above-mentioned book and contains 

only weak and fabricated ahadith. It has been published by the 

above-mentioned publisher and has the same date of publishing. 
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82. Izalah al Dahsh wa Alwalahu *an al Mutahayr ft 
Sihah Hadith: Ma' Zantzant lima Shuriba Lahii 

It is actually the scholarly endeavor of Muhammad ibn Idrls al 

Qadrl. The book is the takhrij work of Shaykh al Albanl who has 

also pronounced his verdict about the authenticity of the ahddlth 

of this book. It contains ahadith regarding the water in general 

and Zamzam in particular. The book has been critically evaluated 

by Zuhayr al ShawTsh. The first edition of the work has been 

published by al Maktab al Islam!, Beruit in 1414/1993. 

83. Ighathah al Luhfan mln Masa'id al Shaytan 

This is the book of 'Allamah Ibn Qayyim al Juziyyah that has 

been provided with the references on ahadith, and has been 

critically evaluated by Shaykh al Albanl. 

84. Al Ikmal fi Asma' al Rljal 

This book deals with the biography of the narrators and is the 

scholarly work of al TabrTzT. Shaykh al Albanl has done takhrij 

work in the book. 

85. Al [man 

It is a great collection of ahadith by the greatest scholar of 

Islam, Ibn Taymiyyah. The book contains the ahadith regarding 

the imdn and its allied branches. Shaykh al AlbanT has written 

footnotes on the book and has discussed in brief the authenticity 

of the ahadith quoted. Most of the ahadith in this book are Sahih 
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or Hasan while few are weak. The fourth edition of the book has 

been published by al Maktab al Islam!, Beirut in 1413/1993. 

86 Bidayah al Sulfi TafdTl al Rasul 

This book is authored by Shaykh al Izz ibn 'Abd al Salam. The 

book contains the ahadlth which are in admiration of and 

compliment to the Prophet. It also contains those ahadith, which 

relate the miracles of the beloved Prophet. Shaykh al Albanl has 

edited and provided references on the book. He has also given his 

verdict on the authenticity of the ahadith. In 1406/1986, the 

fourth edition of the book was published by al Maktab al Islam! of 

Beirut. 

87. Tahqlq Ma'na al Sunnah 

Ma 'na al Sunnah is the book of great Indian scholar Sayyid 

Sulayman al Nadw!. Shaykh al Alban! wrote footnotes on the 

book and did the takhrij of the ahadith quoted in it. 

n.Al Hadith al NabawT 

Shaykh Muhammad al Sibagh collected the ahadith of the 

Prophet Muhammad in his famous book al Hadith al Nabawi. 

Shaykh al Alban! has done takhrij work of this book in a great 

scholarly way. 

89. Sahih Sunan Abu Da'Hd 

This is a work of Shaykh al Alban! and has nothing to do with 

al Vmm discussed earlier, which is an explicit and elaborative 
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takhnj of the ahadlth collected by Abu Da'ud. The book simply 

contains the opinion of Shaykh ai AlbanT on the ahadith quoted in 

the collection of Imam Abu Da'tid. The book has three volumes 

and has been published by Dar al Fikr. 

90. Da'TfSunan Abu Da'ud 

It is a separate book and has nothing to do with the Da'If part 

of al Umm. The book, like its above discussed ^ahih part, is the 

collection of the opinions of Shaykh al AlbanT on the weak 

ahadlth of Sunnan Abil Da'ud. Dar al Fikr has published the 

book. 

91. Sahih Sunan al TirmidhT 

This is an authentic portion of the famous collection of hadith, 

Sunan al Tirmidhi. The book contains only the opinion of Shaykh 

al AlbanT on the ahadith present in it. The book is published in 

three volumes and has been published by Dar al Ihya al Turath al 

'ArabT, Beirut. Recently in 1420/2000 the book was published by 

Maktabah al Ma'arif, Riyadh. 

92. l)a*if Sunan al TirmidhT 

It is the Da 'if part of Sunnan Tirmidhi. It contains all those 

ahadlth of Sunnan Tirmidhi, which has not been included in its 

Sahih part by Shaykh al AlbanT. It only contains opinions of the 

Shaykh on the ahadith of this great book. For further explanation, 
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the ahddlth of this book have been referred to the other 

explanative works of the Shaykh. The book has been published by 

Dar al Ihya al Turath al 'Arab!, Beirut. Like its Sahih part, in 

1420/2000 the book v/as published by Maktabah al Ma'arif, 

Riyadh. This Da'//part is based on a single volume and contains 

756 pages out of which last two hundred seventy pages contain 

the contents and the index of the ahadlth of the book. 

93. Sahih Sunan al Nasa'T 

rhe book contains only the opinion of Shaykh al Albanl on 

those ahadlth of the book, which have been collected by Imam al 

Nasa'T in it. It is based on three volumes and contain only the 

authentic ahadlth of the Sunan al Nasa 'i. 

94. Da'Tf Sunan al Nasa'T 

Like Da'Jf parts of other collections of hadith literature 

developed by the Shaykh, it is the Da 'J/^part of Sunan al Nasa 1. It 

also contains the opinion of Shaykh al AlbanT on the ahadlth of 

the Sunan al Nasa 7. 

95. Fiqh al Sirah 

Shaykh Muhammad al GhazalT authored Fiqh al Sirah and 

Shaykh al AlbanT critically analyzed the ahadlth present in it. The 

book is the scholarly research work of Shaykh al AlbanT but, later 

on, the author of the book dropped the critical foreword of 
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Shaykh al AlbanT. The book deals with the sJrah (biography) of 

the Prophet Muhammmad. The analysis of Shaykh al AlbanT 

clears many doubts and misconceptions regarding many episodes 

of the Prophet's life. Dar al Qalam, Damascus in 1998, published 

the seventh edition of the book. 

96. Manaqib al Sham wa Ahlihu 

It is the treatise of Ibn Taymiyyah. The book deals with those 

ahddith, which contain the eulogy of Syria and its people. Shaykh 

a I AI ban! did the takhrlj of the ahddith quoted in it. 

97. Sahih al Targhib wa al Tarhlb 

Kitdb al Targhib wa al Tarhib is actually the compilation of a 

great Muslim Scholar al Hafiz ZakT al Din 'Abd al 'AzTm ibn 

'Abd al QawT al MundhirT. The compiler has designed the 

chapters of the book on the pattern of jurisprudential ifiqh) 

chapters. As the name of the book indicates itself, it contains the 

ahddith, which provoke interest in the hearts of the people for 

good and restrain them from doing wrong. However, the compiler 

of the book had incorporated both weak and authentic ahddith in 

the book. This had badly affected the significance of the book and 

spoiled its authenticity. Besides this, there were many distortions, 

lapses, and misprints in the copy of the book that was in 

circulation, and was commonly known as al Muriiriyyah Edition. 
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Shaykh al Albanl understood the importance of the book and in 

the first phase started to edit the whole book from the manuscript 

and corrected the errors, which had later on crept into the book. 

He distinguished the weak ahadith from the authentic ones and 

provided the references (takhrij) on the book. In the second phase, 

the Shaykh divided the book into two separate books: 

• Sahih al Targhib wa al Tarhib 

• Da If al Tar^^hib wa al Tarhih 

The first part is based on three volumes and contains only the 

authentic ahadith and is published from Maktabah al Ma'arif, 

Riyadh, while as the second part of the book is based on two 

volumes and contains only unauthentic ahadith. 

98. Da'Tf al Targhih wa Tarhib 

This book, as discussed above, is based on two volumes and 

contains only weak and fabricated ahadith. It has been published 

by Maktabah al Ma'arif, Riyadh. 

99. Ma Dull a 'Alayhi al Qur'an mimma Ya^didu a I 

Hay'ah al Jadidah al QawTmah a! Burhan 

It is a published work of the Shaykh but could not be traced. 

C) fkhtisar, Muraja'ah and Ta'lTq 
(Abridgement, Evaluation and Footnoting) 

Almost all the books, which Shaykh al Albanl chose for 

abridgement, critical evaluation or takhrij are of great importance 
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in Islamic religious sciences in general, and the hadlth literature 

in particular. These books were almost forgotten as they were 

shelved in the old libraries. Shaykh al Albanl not only edited 

these books but gave them new look and checked the authenticity 

of their contents. These books and their brief reviews are as 

under: 

100. Mukhtasar SahTh al BukharT 

This is a great contribution of the Shaykh to the hadJth 

literature. It is a scholarly and abridged edition of the great and 

authentic collection of hadith, Sahih al Bukhari. The Shaykh has 

tried his best to maintain the continuity in the book and has only 

excluded the repetition and the chains of narrators {asdnid) from 

the original text of the book. In the footnotes, the Shaykh has also 

provided the explanation of the rare words used in the ahddlth. 

The book has been completed into four volumes. 

101. SahTh Ihn Khuzaymah 

Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Ishaq ibn Khuzaymah al NTsaburl is 

the third preeminent scholar after Imam BukharT and Imam 

Muslim who stood firm to collect only authentic ahddlth in his 

great collection of ahddlth commonly known as Sahih Ibn 

Khuzaymah. Dr. Mustafii al A'zami briefly did the takhrij of the 

ahddlth present in this book. He first looked for a hadlth of Ihn 
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Khuzaymah in Sahih Bukhan and Sahih Muslim, if the hadith was 

present there he referred it to these great books, and if it was not 

found in both of them, he then looked it in other books like Sunan 

and Masarild. About giving the opinion on the authenticity of 

those ahadith that were not present in the Sahihayn (two authentic 

books), Dr. Mustafa attempted it himself but to gain certitude to 

his attempt he requested Shaykh al AlbanT to revise the whole 

book in general and his takhriji notes in particular. If Shaykh al 

AlbanT contradicted the opinion of Dr. Mustafa, Dr. Mustafa 

upheld Shaykh's view, quoted it within the brackets, and provided 

word "Nasir" at the end of his (the Shaykh's) opinion so that the 

views of the two scholars can be distinguished clearly. According 

to the opinion of Shaykh al AlbanT the book contains Sahih, 

Hasan, Mursal, Munkar, Da 'if, and Da 'ifun Jidan ahadith. The 

Sahih Ihn Khuzaymah is an incomplete book and its portions are 

lost except those which have been researched by Dr. Mustafa al 

A'zamT. The book has been published in four volumes. 

102. Mukhtasar Kitab al 'Uluww U al 'Aliyy al ^A:fTm 

Actually, the book, al 'Uluww li al 'Aliyy al 'Azim wa Iddh 

Sahih al Akhbar min Saqimuhd (also called Kitdb al 'Arsh\ has 

been written by al Hilfiz Abu 'Abd Allah Shams al DTn 
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Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn 'Uthman ibn QTmaz al DimshiqT al 

Atharl popularly known as Hafiz al Dhahabl. Due to the mistake, 

the book has been titled as Mukhta^ar Kitab al 'Uluww HI 'Aliyy 

al Ghaffar, which needs to be corrected. The book deals with the 

issues of faith particularly with the attributes of Allah. With the 

help of different manuscripts, Shaykh al AlbanT edited and 

abridged the book and wrote ta'liq (footnotes) on it. He also 

referred ahddith quoted in the book to their original sources. To 

abridge the book he dropped the chains of ahadith and omitted the 

weak ahadith from the text. In case of isra 'Tliyat (the stories of 

the Israelites) Shaykh al Albanl did not showed any leniency and 

rejected them all. The book contains the discussion about a 

location to Allah Most High above the Throne, which he named 

as al Makan al 'Adarm^^ (the non-existent place) which later on 

became a point for the detractors of the Shaykh. The second 

edition of the book has been published by al Maktab al IslamT, 

Beirut in 1412/1992. 

103. Mukhtasar al Shama'il al Muhammadiyyah 

Al Shama'il al Muhammadiyyah is the book compiled by the 

great compiler of Sunan al Tirmidhi, Imam Abu Tsa Muhammad 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Mukhtasar Kitdb al Vluww li al 'Aliyj al 
Ghaffar, Beirut, al Maktab al Islami, 1412/1992, pp. 69-70. 
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ibn Sawrah al Tirmidhi. The book contains the descriptive 

lifestyle and physical features of the Prophet Muhammad. The 

book has been abridged, footnoted, referenced, and explained by 

the great muhadith, Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl. 

As far as the methodology of the Shaykh in the abridgement is 

concerned, he says that he has dropped the chains of all the 

ahddlth present in the book. He has also dropped those ahadJth, 

which repeat at many places in the book but has embodied the 

text of all those ahddlth in the script of the book within brackets 

that differ or add to the text of main ahddlth. He has also omitted 

the comments of Imam al TirmidhT if he finds them of less 

importance."" In the case of the grading ahddlth, the Shaykh has 

put forth his views about the authenticity of ahddlth and has 

discussed the matter in the footnotes or refers the case to his other 

books like Silsilatdn, Sahih Abu Dd 'ud etc. the book contains the 

five indexes for the general reading of the book. The fourth 

edhion of this great endeavor is based on 352 ahddlth and is 

published from Maktabah al Ma'arif li al Nashir wa al TawzT', 

Riyadh in 1413/1993. 

' Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Mukhtasar al Shama'il al 
Muhammadiyyah, Riyadh, Maktabah al Mu'arif, 1413, pp. 6-9. 
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104 AI Ta'/Tqdr 'Ala Sifah al Fatwa wa al Mufti wa al 

MustaftT 

The book deals with a sensitive subject and is most significant 

in its application. The book has been compiled by Imam al QadT 

Abu 'Abd Allah Najm al Din Ahmad ibn Hamadan ibn Shablb ibn 

Hamadan al NimrT al Harranl. Being the master of jurisprudence, 

he was also known as al Usui! and al Faqiyyah. Shaykh al AlbanT 

has edited the book with the help of a beautiful manuscript, which 

is in the possession of al Shaykh 'Abd al Malik ibn Ibrahim Al 

Shaykh. The book deals with the necessary qualities and 

conditions of a jurist. It also covers the features of a person who 

asks for a/afwa (religious decree), details him how to ask for a 

fatwd, and tells the Mufti the manners of providing fatwd. Shaykh 

al AlbanT wrote the footnotes on the book and expressed his 

opinion on the ahadith present in it. The forth edition of the book 

has been published by al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 1404/1984. 

105. At Ta'lTq 'Ala Kitab al Ba'ith al Hathlth Sharah 

Ikhtisar 'Ulilm al Hadith 

The book titled above is actually the abridgement of and the 

commentary on Hafiz TaqI al Din Abu 'Amr 'Uthman ibn Salah's 

book, 'Uliim al Hadith commonly known as Muqaddimah Ibn 

Saldh. Imam Nawawl summarized it in al Taqrib, Jalal al Din al 
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Suyuli wrote a commentary on it and named it Tadnb al Rawi. At 

last, Imam Ibn Kathlr again shortened it in a beautiful book 

known as al Ba 'ith al Hathith Sharah Ikhtisar 'Uliim al Hadith. 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT wrote ta 'liq on the book. The book 

also contains the introduction and a foreword by Shaykh Ahmad 

al Shakir and Shaykh Muhammad 'Abd al Razaq Hamzah 

respectively. The book explains 65 kinds of ahadith in total and 

has been published in two volumes. 

106. Al *Aqidah al Tahawiyyah 

Al 'Aqidah al Tahawiyyah is a famous book authored by Abu 

Ja'far al TahawT, which deals with the faith and the fundamental 

doctrines of Islam. The book discusses the faith of Ahl al Sunnah 

wa al Jamd'ah in a comprehensive manner and its real name is 

Baydn al Sunnah wa al Jama 'ah. The book gives the account of 

the fundamental doctrines of Imam Abu HanTfah, Abu Yusuf, and 

Muhammad al Shaybanl—the well-known jurists of the Ummah. 

Shaykh al AlbanT wrote the explanatory notes on this book and 

put down his view in different matters like attributes of Allah, 

Jihad, status of the Qur'an, etc. The second edition of the book is 

published by al Maktab al IslamT, Beirut in 1414/1994. The book 

has 88 pages and is fit for general reading. 
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107. AI Ta*lTqai al Radiyyah *Ala al Rawdah a I 
Nadiyyah 

Prior to 1373/1954, Shaykh al Albani started giving two 

weekly classes which were attended by highly educated persons, 

university teachers and students in which he taught various books 

on 'Aqidah, fiqh, 'Ulum al Hadith etc.; he also used to teach 

Nawab Siddiq Hasan Khan's book, al Rawdah al Nadiyyah 

Sharah al Durr al Bahiyyah in the classes. Shaykh al AlbanT 

completed the ta'l'iq on this book on 29/08/1379 A.H. As far as 

the manuscript of this book is concerned Shaykh al AlbanT wrote 

these ta 'liqdt on the margins of the printed book of Shaykh SiddTq 

Hasan Khan.'**^ 

108. Haquq al Nlsa' fi al Islam 

Rashid Rida has deeply influenced Shaykh al AlbanT. Haquq al 

Nisd' fi al Islam is the famous book of Shaykh RashTd Rida al 

MisrT. Shaykh Nasir al DTn al AlbanT felt the importance of the 

book and wrote footnotes on it. The book contains the scholarly 

chapters dealing with women issues in the Modem world. In 

addition to it, it thoroughly discusses in the Islamic perspective 

the participation of woman in religious, social and political 

activities. Like other social issues, it discusses the marriage, 

divorce and dower and the duties of women to her spouse and 

'"' Al 'All, op. cit., p. 29. 
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vice-versa. The polygamy is the issue which has been bitterly 

attacked by the West, Shaykh al Ri^a has tried to discuss it in the 

social, rational and other backgrounds. The book also contains the 

rulings of Islam about the veil of women. The book contains the 

footnotes of Shaykh al Albanl in which he has given the 

references of the ahadith and has given his decision about their 

authenticity. He has also explained some of the words of the text 

in the footnotes. The book was published by al Maktab al Islam!, 

Beirut but no date of publication is given on it and contains 205 

pages. 

109. Al Masah 'ala al Jawrabayn 

It is the book of' Allamah Jamal al Din al Qasml. The book has 

a foreword by a great muhaddith and student of Jamal al Dm al 

Qasml, 'Allamah Ahmad Muhammad Shakir. Shaykh Nasir al 

DTn al AlbanT has written footnotes on the treatise. The book 

strongly argues in favour of the making of masah (wiping) on the 

socks. Besides footnotes, Shaykh al AlbanT has also added a small 

and worthy appendix to the treatise. The book has been published 

by al Maktab al Islam!, Ekirut. 

110. AI Ta'qfb 'Ala Kitab a I Hijab 

This is the critical analysis of the ahadith used by Mawlana 

Abu al 'Ala Mawdud! in his famous book, Kitab al Hijab (Ur. 

Pardah). 

103 Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 573. 
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D) Manuscript Works of Shaykh al Albanl 

Shaykh al Albanl used to work on different projects 

simultaneously. That is why most of his manuscripts are 

incomplete however many of which were published 

posthumously. The annotated list of the manuscripts of the 

Shaykh is as under: 

111. Sal ah a I Istisqa' (131'̂ '* 

The complete name of the manuscript is Salah al Istisqa' wa 

Kayfiyatuha wa Atharuhafi Tazkiyyah al Nufus wa Islahuha. The 

book describes the manner of a special prayer offered to invoke 

Allah for rains. This treatise has 33 folios and is incomplete. 

112. Al Amthal al Nabawiyyah [19] 

This is the collection of the proverbs used by Prophet 

Muhammad. Shaykh al AlbanT has collected 132 proverbs of the 

Prophet in it but it is also not complete. 

113. Al Mahaw wa al Ithbat [39] 

The complete title of the book is al Mahaw wa al Ithhat al 

LadhJ Yud'J bihJji Laylah al Nisfmin Sha 'ban. One more name of 

manuscript is given by Shaykh 'All ibn Hasan al HalabT, Fath al 

104 In case of manuscripts the investigator has largely depended on the 
information of Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al ShaybanT which he has 
given in his biography of Shaykh al AlbanT, Hayah al Albanl wa 
Alharuhu wa Thana'u 'Ulama' 'Alayhi, vol. ii. The numbers given 
within the parenthesis against the title of a manuscript is the number of 
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Wudud fi al Radd 'aid man Za'ima Thabut Lafzah: (Umm al 

Kitdb) fi Hadith Ibn Mas'ud [66]'^^ This manuscript is also 

incomplete. 

114. Fihris al Makhtutat al Hadithiyyah fi Maktabah al 

A wqaf bl Halab 

Tiiis is the catalogue of hadith manuscripts present in the 

library of Awqaf, Halb (Aleppo). Shaykh al Albanl used it for his 

personal research works. 

115 /1 / Hadith al Da'Tfah wa al Mawdu'ah AllatT 

Da'fuha—aw Ashara Ila Da'fihd—Ibn Taymiyyah 

ft Majmu' al Fatawd 183) 

The treatise has 26 folios and is complete. This is the collection 

of those weak and fabricated ahddith which Ibn Taymiyyah has 

pointed out or clearly declared weak or forged in his collection of 

decrees {Majmu' al Fatawd). 

116. Al AhadTth al Da^Tfah wa al Mawdu'ah fi 

Ummahdt al Kutub al Fiqhlyyah [40] 

Shaykh al Albanl sent the preface of his research project about 

this book along with the research notes on the first three ahddith 

of this book to the Ministry of Awqaf, Kuwait in 1381/1962 so 

that they may publish it in their journal, Majallah al Wa 'i al 

Isldmi but he received no answer.'^^ The treatise has 49 folios and 

the manuscript in the personal library of Shaykh Nasir al Dm al Albani 
as given by Abu Asma' al MisrT in his book Qatfal Thimar. 
Qatfal Thimar, p. 88. 
Ibid., p. 65. 
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is incomplete. In one of his lectures, Manzilah al Sunnah J1 al 

Islam, which was delivered in Doha Qatar in 1392/1972 and later 

on published as a booklet the Shaykh announced his plans about 

this book as under: 

I have begun an important project, and I think it will be of use 

to those occupied with jurisprudence, and I will name it, al 

Ahadlth al Da'ifah \\>a al Mawdu'ah fi Ummahat al Kutub al 

Fiqhiyyah [Weak and Fabricated ahddith in the Major 
Jurisprudence Books], by which I mean: 
• Al Hiddyah by al MarghTnanT, in HanafT fiqh 
• Al Mudawwanah by ibn al Qasim, in MalikT riqh 
• Shark al WajTz by al Rafi'T, in Shafi'T fiqh 
• Al MughnT by Ibn Quddamah, in HanbalT fiqh 
• Biddyah al Mujtahid by Ibn Rushd al AndalusT, in 

comparative fiqh. 
1 regret that I did not get the opportunity to finish it, because 

the journal al Wa'i al IsldmT of Kuwait which promised to 
publish it, when perused it, did not print it.'"^ 

117. Sifah Salah al NabT li Salah al Kusuf 

Salah al Kusuf is a special prayer offered at the times of 

eclipses. Shaykh al AlbanT has proved in this treatise that this 

salah is of rak'atdn (two units) and each rak'ah has ruku'dn (two 

bowings). Shaykh al AlbanT completed this booklet in Damascus 

on 09-05-1381 A.H. 

118 AI Radd 'Ala al Ta'qib al Hathith 

This is the refutation of Shaykh 'Abd Allah al JashT al HararT's 

book al Ta 'qih al Hathith. It is in the manuscript form but Shaykh 

'All ibn Hasan al Halabl has listed the book as published one.'"** 
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119. Al Rawd al Nadir fl Tartib wa Takhrij Mu*jam al 
TabranT al SaghTr 

This is the takhrij work of Shaykh al AlbanT. Shaykh al AlbanT 

himself writes that he did not wish to publish this manuscript for 

it was a first academic work of his research career.'**^ The book is 

complete; al ShaybanT says that Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT 

wished to review it, 

120. AI AhadTth al Mukhtarah 

This is a great book of Hafi/ Diya' al Din al MaqdasT. Shaykh 

al AlbanT did the takhrij of this book and wrote scholarly notes on 

it. The book has many volumes but is incomplete. 

121. Mukhtasar Tuhfah al Mawdild ft Ahkam a I 

Mawlud 

According to al ShaybanT the book has 314 pages along with 

the index. 

122 Wasaf al Rihlah al Ola Ila al Hijaz wa al Riyad 
Murshidan 11 al Jaysh al Sa'udT [7\ 

According to al ShaybanT this manuscript of Shaykh al AlbanT 

is very old and therefore it is pallid and faded, which makes it 

very difficult for reading. 

"" Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Manzilah al Sunnah fi al Islam. 
Al ShaybanT, op. cii., vol. ii, p. 571 & Qatfal Thimar, p. 74. 

'"̂  Q(*tfcil Thimar, p. 76. 
''" Al ShaybanT, op. ciL, p. 572. 
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123 Al Ta'lTq 'Ala Kitab Masa'il Ja'far ibn 'Utftman 
ibn Abu Shibah \2S\ 

According to al ShaybanI this manuscript is misplaced by 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl but Shaykh 'All ibn Hasan al 

HalabT finds it in his (the Shaykh's) library and gives its 

manuscript number in this library. 

124. Fihris Asma' al ^ahabah al LadhTna Asnadu al 

AhadTth ft Mu'jam al TabranT al Awsat 

This is an index of the Mu'jam al TabranT al Awsat which 

contains 10,000 ahadlth. The name of the narrators of these ten 

thousand ahadlth have been arranged in an alphabetical order by 

the Shaykh, and he has provided the reference to the ahadlth to 

which the narrator is related according to its hadith number. This 

has made the study of this huge book very easy for the scholars 

and the students. 

125. Izalah al Shakuk 'an Hadith al Buruk [24] 

Al ShaybanT has numbered this manuscript among the lost ones 

but Shaykh 'All ibn Hasan al HalabT has found this manuscript in 

the library of the Shaykh. 

126. Manazirah Kitabiyyah Musajjalah Ma' TaUfah 
mln Atba' al J a'if ah al Qadiyaniyyah 

According to al ShaybanT, this manuscript was lost in Syria.'" 

''' Ihid., p. 574. 
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127. Al Hawd at Mawrud fi al Zawa'id MantaqT ibn al 

Jarud 

This manuscript was not complete and was lost. 

128. Al Ta'lTqat al Jiyad 'Ala Zad al Ma'ad 

In this manuscript Shaykh al Albanl provided the references to 

the ahddith present in Zad al Ma 'ad by Imam Ibn Qayyim, but it 

was lost in Syria. 

129. Ahkam al Rakaz 

rhis manuscript is lost. 

130. Si/ah al Salah al Kabir 

This manuscript has many titles. At some places, Shaykh al 

AlbanT calls it Sifah al Salah al Nabi—"al Asl" while in some 
1 1 O 

other books it is called as Takhrij Sifah al Salah. It is the 

original of his published book, Sifah Salah al NabT. min al Takbir 

ila Taslim Ka'annaka Taraha. The Shaykh has completed this 

book on 19-08-1366 A.H. i.e. 1947 A.D. 

131. Tankh Dimlshq 

It has 10 volumes and contains the scholarly footnotes by 

Shaykh al AlbanT. 

132. Ahddith al Bayii' wa Atharahu 

This manuscript is written on cards. This shows that the 

Shaykh had only collected the material for this book and had not 

"' Ibid, p. 514. 
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conipiied it in a systematic manner. The whole material is divided 

in jurisprudential chapters. 

133. Mu'jam al Hadlth al NabawT 

As per the statements of al ShaybanT and Shaykh 'All ibn 

Hasan al HalabT the manuscript has 40 volumes but an Urdu 

translator of Sifah Salah al Nahi—min al Takbir ild Taslim 

Ka 'annaka Tar aha has reported that it has 49 volumes in toto. He 

has further added that it took Shaykh al AlbanT 30 years to 

complete it. ' 

134. Wada' al Asar fi Tartib Ahadlth Mushkil al Athar 

This is a manuscript completed on 14-03-1370 A.H. i.e. 1951 

A.D. It is the list of ahadlth of the book of Imam al TahawT in an 

alphabetical order. 

135. Al Ta'lTq 'alS Kitab Subl al Salam Sharah Bulugh 

al Maram 

This is the incomplete manuscript of Shaykh Nasir al Dm al 

AlbanT. It is a ta Tiq work on the first part of the book of' Allamah 

al San'anl, Subl al Salam Sharah Bulugh al Maram. 

136. Flhrls Kltab al Kawakib al DararT 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT had done takhrij to the forty 

books and the treatises, which had been collected by Shaykh 'AlT 

'' ̂  Sifah Salah al NabT, p. 199. 
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ibn 'IJrwah al HanbalT. The Shaykh based his research on the 

incomplete manuscript of the book present in the Zahiriyyah 

Library but the manuscript of the Shaykh is lost. 

137. AI Radd *ala Risalah al Shaykh al TawTjirT fl 

Bahilih min Sifah al Salah 

This is a refutation of the criticism written by Shaykh al 

TawTjirT on the book of Shaykh al AlbanT, Sifah Salah al NabJ. 

The Shaykh accepted his viewpoint in four issues only and 

refuted the rest."' Unfortunately the manuscript is lost. 

138. AI Safar al Mujib li al Qasr 138] 

This is a small treatise of Shaykh al AlbanT of nine pages only. 

In this treatise, Shaykh al AlbanT has proven that travel shortens 

the prayers and suspends the fasting. The Shaykh has declared to 

benefit from this relaxation for a Muslim as wdjib (obligation). 

139. Bughyah al Hazim fi Fiharis Mustadrak al Hakim 

The manuscript was at the verge of completion at the time 

when Shaykh al ShaybanT saw its manuscript in the library of 

Shaykh al AlbanT. The first half of the manuscript deals with 

114 

115 

116 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Mukamal Namaz e 
Nahawi, tr. 'Abd al Barl Fatah Allah al Madam, UP India, Ahli HadTth 
wa RimhT Society, 1423/2002, p. 27. 
Sifah Salah al Nabi, pp. 32-33. 
According to the Shaykh one who does not act on wajib deserves 
punishment, and there is no difference between wajib and fard 
(obligation). (Nasir al Din al AlbanT, TalkhTs Sifah al Salah, p. 4) 
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aliadith and the second half was meant only for athar (narrations). 

It has 760 pages. 

140. Fihris Ahadlth Kitdb al SharVah 

Shaykh al AlbanT arranged the ahadlth of Kitdb al SharTah 

authored by Shaykh al AjrT according to the alphabetical order. 

The manuscript has 19 pages. Shaykh completed this work on 03-

12-1369 A.H. i.e. 15, September 1950 A.D. 

141 Al Jam' Bayna "MTzan al A'tidal" II al DhahahT 
wa *'Lisan a I MTzan*^ li Ibn al Hajr 

This manuscript was lost in Damascus. 

142. Fihris Ahadlth Kitab al Tankh al KabTr 

Al Tdnkh al KabTr is a book of great Muhaddlth Muhammad 

ibn Isma'Tl al BukharT. According to al Shaybanl, Shaykh al 

AlbanT had himself prepared the cards of the ahadlth present in it, 

but they need to be arranged alphabetically. 

143. Ta'lTq wa Tahqiq Kitdb Zahr al Riyad ft Radd ma 
Shin*ah al QadT 'Ayad *ald man Awjab al Saldh 
Utla al BashTr al NadhTr ft al Tashhad al AkhTr 

As per the title of the manuscript, it would have been the ta'lJq 

on the above captioned book of Muhammad ibn Muhammad al 

DimshiqT. Shaykh al AlbanT believes that this manuscript was lost 

while he was shifting to Amman, Jordan. But Shaykh 'AIT ibn 

" '̂  Al ShaybanT, op. cit., p. 581. 
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Ijasan al l.lalabi has found this manuscript and provided its 
1 I O 

manuscript number in liis list. 

144. Tahqiq Kitab DTwan AsmS' al Du'afa' wa al 

MatrukTn 

Diwan Asma' al Du 'afa' wa al Matrukin is a book authored by 

Imam al DhahbT. This manuscript is incomplete. 

145. Tahqiq al Kitab Usiil al Sunnah wa A 'tiqad al Din 

Kitab Usiil al Sunnah wa A 'tiqad al Din is the book of Imam 

Ibn Abu Hatim. Shaykh al AlbanT critically analyzed the book but 

the manuscript of the book was lost. 

146. Tahqiq al Kitab Hawl Asbdb al Ikhtilaf 

Hawl Asbdb al Ikhtilaf is a book authored by al HumaydT. 

Shaykh al AlbanT did the research on the book but the manuscript 

was lost. 

147. TaysTr al Intifa' al Khilan bi ''Thiqat Ibn Hibban" 

The manuscript has nine volumes in which the names of the 

narrators have been arranged according to the alphabetical order 

and the grade of the narrator is given against his name. The 

ahadlth of the book have also been arranged according to the 

alphabetical order. Al Shaybanl has used the word Tashil instead 

of "7av5/>"initstitle."'^ 

Qatfal Thimar, p.76. 
' '"̂  Al ShaybanT, op. cit., p. 583. 
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148. Qamus al Bid'ah I65| 

In this manuscript Shaykh al AlbanT has collected those ahadlth 

which have been ascribed to the Prophet Muhammad and to his 

Companions and are quoted in support of many bid'ahs 

(deviations). The manuscript is not complete. 

149. Tahqiq Kitab MusawV al Akhlaq 

The manuscript is not complete. This is a takhrij and tahqiq 

work of Shaykh al AlbanT on the above-titled book of al Khara'tT. 

150. Al Ta'lTq al Mumjad 'ala al Ta'ltq 'ala Mu'atta' al 
Imam Muhammad 

The manuscript is incomplete. It is a ta 'liq and research work 

on the book of Indian scholar Abu al Hasanat of Lucknow. 

151. Mukhtasar Sahih Muslim 

It is the not the abridged version of Sahih Muslim by al 

Mundhirl which has been edited by Shaykh al AlbanT, It is an 

independent work of Shaykh al AlbanT. During his arrest in 

1386/1969 for six months, Shaykh al AlbanT abridged Sahih 

Muslim and wrote footnotes on it. The book is still in manuscript 

form but as per Abu Asma' it is lost.'^^ 

152. Mukhtasar Ta'lTq al Shaykh Muhammad Kan'an 

This is also the incomplete manuscript of Shaykh Nasir al DTn 

al AlbanT. Shaykh 'AIT ibn Hasan al HalabT has expressed his 

unawareness about the manuscript. 

'-° QatfalThimar,pM. 
'^' Ibid, p.88. 
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153. Al Radd 'ala Kitab al Maraji'at 133] 

This is the book of a Rafidl scholar, 'Abd al Husayn Sharf al 

Din al Rafidl, in which he has collected all the weak and forged 

ahadith in favour of fourth caliph, 'All. By this collection he has 

tried to show that 'AlT is the greatest than all the Companions of 

the Prophet Muhammad. Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl has 

referred and footnoted these ahadith and has shown their causes 

of weakness and proofs of forgery. The manuscript is complete. 

154. Al Ayat wa al Ahadith ft Dhamm al Bid*ah 

This is a manuscript written in the refutation of Bid'ah 

(deviations). 

!55. Al Ahkdm al Sughrd 

It is among the manuscripts of Shaykh al AlbanT. In this book, 

Shaykh has written footnotes and provided the references with his 

opinion on the ahadith quoted by al IshbTlT in al Ahkam al Sughra. 

156. Al Ahkam al Wusta 

Shaykh al AlbanT used first to call it al Ahkam al Kubrd and 

when he knew that, it was not so, he called it al Wusta. The book 

is actually authored by al IshbTlT and is still in a manuscript form. 

Like, al Sughra the book contains footnotes, references and 

opinions of the Shaykh. 
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157. AI Adhkilr 

This is actually the concise edition of Nata 'ij al Afkarji Takhrij 

Ahddlth al Adhkar by Hafiz Ibn Hajar. A great Muhaddith of 7th 

century HijrT. Imam Muhiyy al Din Abti Zakariya Yahya ibn 

Sharf al NawawT has done this abridgement but it is still in 

manuscript form. Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT wrote footnotes 

on the manuscript and did the takhrJj of the ahadith quoted in it 

and referred them to their original sources. He also gave his 

opinion on the authenticity of these ahadJth. 

158. Irshad al Naqdd fi TaysTr al Ijtihad [56-1] 

This book has been written by Shaykh al San'anT; Shaykh al 

AlbanT wrote footnotes on it and provided the references to the 

ahadith quoted in it. 

159. Al As'ilah al Ajubah [95] 

It contains a discussion about the recitation of the Qur'an for 

the dead and as well as the compliance of the past elapsed 

prayers. 

160. Asma' al Kutub al Mansukhah mln al Maktabah al 
Zahiriyyah 

This is one more catalogue of the books in addition to Fihris 

Makhtutdt Ddr al Kutub al Zahiriyyah, but is still in manuscript 

form. 
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161. Bayna Yaday al Tilawah 

This manuscript deals with the rules and manners of the 

recitation of the holy Qur'an. 

162. Ta'sTs al Ahkam Shark Bulugh al Maram 

Bulugh al Maram is a great jurisprudential book based on 

ahadith. It has been compiled by Hafiz Shuhab al Dm Ahmad ibn 

Hajar al 'Asqalanl of 9th century HijrT. The book is designed on 

the bases of jurisprudential chapters. Shaykh Ahmad ibn Yahya al 

NajmT is one among many scholars who wrote commentary on it. 

Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl has critically analyzed the book 

and has written footnotes on it. He has also critically evaluated 

the ahadith of the book. The first volume of the book has been 

published while as the second volume is still in manuscript form. 

163. TakhrTj Hadith Abu Sa'id al KhudarT ft Sujud a I 
Sahw 

The book is a research work of Shaykh al AlbanT, but it is still 

in manuscript form. The manuscript deals with the issue o^ sujiid 

al sahw. 

164. Tarjimmah al SahabT Abu al Ghadlyah [68] 

It is still in the manuscript form. It is a biographical note on 

Abu al Ghadiyah. 
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i(>5. AI Ta'qib al Mab'uth 'ala Risalah al SuyutT al 
fur that ft 

It is also a manuscript. Its contents were not known. 

166. Al Ta'lTq al Raghib *ala al Targhib wa al Tarhib 

This manuscript contains the footnotes on the text of a/ Targhib 

wa al Tarhib. The book is an independent one and has nothing to 

do with Sahih and Da'Tfal Targhib wa al Tarhib. 

167. Al Ta'lTq 'ala Risalah Kalimah Sawa' [711 

These are (he critical footnotes on the treatise Kalimah Sawd', 

which refutes the main text of the book largely. 

168. Al Ta'lTq 'ala Sunan Ibn Majah 

As discussed earlier Sunan Ibn Majah is enumerated among the 

six principal books of hadith literature. Like other takhrij works 

of Shaykh al AlbanT, this book contains the explicative footnotes 

of reference on ahadith and is different from above discussed two 

books, Sahih and Da 'if Ibn Majah. 

169. AI Ta'lTqat al Hisan *ala al Ihsan 

As the title suggests itself, the book is a footnote work of 

Shaykh al AlbanT on the book titled al Ihsan. 

170 TalkhTs Hijab al Mar'ah al Muslimah 

Talkhis Hijdb al Mar'ah al Muslimah is a concise form of 

Shaykh al Albanl's other famous but a controversial book, Hijdb 

al Mar'ah al Muslimah, which has been retiled as Jilbdb al 
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Mar'ah al Muslimah. This concise version is still in manuscript 

form. 

171. Tamdm al Mannah fi al Ta'lTq 'aid Fiqah al 
Sunnah [6-1] 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

172. Tamdm a I Nusah fi Ahkdm al Masah 

This is the compilation work of Shaykh al AlbanT and deals 

with the Masah (wiping) on socks during ablution. 

173. Al TamhTd li Fard Ramadan 175] 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

174. Tahdhib Sahih al Jdmi' al Saghlr wa ZiydddtlhT 
wa al Istidrak *alayh 

Shaykh Nasir al Dm al AlbanT worked on this book up to his 

death. He invested his whole time in this research project for the 

years together. During this painstaking research, he was severely 

taken by the illness but he recovered from it. The manuscript of 

this book is a huge one and needs to be published immediately. 

175. Al Taw hid 

Al Tawhid is a scholarly book on Islamic monotheism i.e. creed 

of Tawhid Al Tawhid is actually authored by Muhammad Ahmad 

al 'AdwT. Shaykh al AlbanT did the takhrij of this book and wrote 

footnotes on it. 
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176. Jawah Hawl al Adhan wa Sunnah al Jumu'ah |74| 

Ihe book is still a manuscript. There is no information about its 

existence. 

177. Hajjah al Wada' (9] 

Shaykh al Albanl frequently refers this manuscript in his books. 

It is also referred as al Hajj al Kabir and Sifah Hijjah al Nabi min 

Khuruj min al Madinah, ila Ruju 'ihi ilayha, Ka 'anaka Tashabahu 

fihd. As its name suggests, the book is the descriptive account of 

the Prophet's first and last Uajj. 

178. Al Da^wah al Salafiyyah: Ahddfuha wa Mawqifuha 

min al Mukhalifun laha 

This treatise is an introduction to the Salafiyyah movement. 

179. Rijal al Jar ah wa al Ta'dTl [52] 

Great scholar of Islam, 'Allamah Ibn Abu Hatim, compiled the 

original of this above-titled book. Shaykh al Albanl worked on the 

book meticulously, edited, and redesigned it according to the new 

needs. 

180. Al Radd 'ala al Sakhaf fima Sawwadahu 'ala Daf 

Shubahu al Tashbiyah [64-11 

It is the refutation of the critique of Shaykh al Albanl, Shaykh 

al Sakhaf (al Saqqaf), who wrote few books in the refutation of 

Shaykh al AlbanT. However, the manuscript is still unpublished. 
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181 A/ Radii *ala *Izz al Din BalTq fiManhajihi 

This is actually the criticism of Shaykh al AlbanT on the two 

famous books of Izz al Din BalTq, Minhaj al Salihin and Mawazin 

al Qur'an wa al Sunnah fi al Ahadlth al Sahihah wa al 

Mawdu'ah. This is a small book some of its chapters have been 

published by Shaykh al AlbanT in al Ra 'yu al Dim, Jordon. 

182. Al Radd 'ala Kitab TahrJr al Mar'ah fi *A^r al 

Risalah 

TahrJr al Mar 'ahfi 'Ayr al Risalah is a treatise of Muhammad 

'Abd al HalTm Abu Shaqah. Shaykh al AlbanT has criticized it. 

This critique of the Shaykh is still unpublished. 

183. AI Radd *ala Kitab ^ahirah al Irja' li Safr al 

Hawaii 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

\U. Al Radd 'ala Hadyah al BadV fi Mas'alah al Qabd 

Ba'd al Ruku' 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

185. Al Zawa'id 'ala al Mawarld 

This is the book of Shaykh al HaythamT. The original title of 

the book is Mawarid alZaman ild Zawd 'idlbn Hibbdn. Shaykh al 

AlbanT has edited tens of ahddith present in it. 
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186. Al Shahab al Thaqib ft Dhamm al KhalTl wa al 
Sahib 

It is the scholarly work of Shaykh Jalal al Din al SuyutT. 

Shaykh Nasir al Dm al Albanl has done takhrij of the ahddith 

present in it. 

187. Sahih Kashf al Astar 'an Zawa'id al Bazzar 

It is the book of Imam al HaythamT. Shaykh al AlbanT separated 

the book into two independent books. One containing only SahJh 

ahddith and is titled as Sahlh Kashf al Astdr 'an Zawd'id al 

Bazzar while as the second part containing the weak ahddith and 

is titled as Da'if Kashf al Astdr 'an Zawd'id al Bazzar. The book 

is still a manuscript. Both the manuscripts contain the takhrij 

work of Shaykh al AlbanT. 

188. Da'Tf Kashf al Astar *an Zawd'id al Bazzar 

As discussed above it is the separate part of the book of Shaykh 

al HaythamT. Shaykh al AlbanT worked on this book, did the 

takhrij of the same, and pronounced his verdict on its ahddith. It 

contains only weak ahddith of Kashf al Astdr. 

189. Sahlh Mawarid al Zam'an ila Zawd'id ibn Hibbdn 

The book is a manuscript based on two volumes. 

190. Da'Tf Mawarid al j^aman ila Zawa'id Ibn Hibbdn 

The book is still a manuscript as said above. 
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191. Ahadith al Taharriy wa al Bina' 'ala al Yaqin fi 

al Salah [14] 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

192. Al Siraf al MustaqTm fima Qarrah al Thlqat al 

Athbat ft Laylah al Nisf min Sha'ban 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

193. Salah al Kusufwama Ra'a fiha min al Ayat [92j 

The book discusses the salah of the Prophet at the time of 

eclipse. 

194. Sawt al TabT'ah YunadT bi *A^mah Allah 

It is the booi< authored by 'Abd al Fatah al Imam. Shaykh al 

Albanl did the takhnj of the same. According to Shaykh 'All ibn 

Hasan al Halabl this is the first takhnj work of the Shaykh which 

got published as he has himself listened it from him, but the 

researcher could not find any proof of its print, therefore, listed it 

in the manuscripts. 

195. Sawt al *Arb Tas'alu wa Nasir al Din YajTb 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

196. Sayd a I Khatir 

This is actually the book of great Muslim scholar, Ibn JawzT. 

Shaykh al AlbanT did the takhrij of the ahddith quoted in it. 
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197 'Awda/t ila al Sunnah | 5 -1 | 

The book is still a manuscript but few of its articles were 

published in a journal, al Muslimun, Damascus. These articles 

were published under the title Ma 'a al Ustadh al Tantawl 

198. Ghayah al Amal bi Tad^if Hadith *Ard al A'mal 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

199. Fatwd Hukm Tatabbu* Athar al Anblya' wa al 

Salihin 

1 his is a small booklet of Shaykh al AlbanT and is included in 

the book of Shaykh al Husayyin, JazTrah Faylakd wa Kharafah 

Athr al Khadr Fiha. 

200. Al Flhrls al Shamil II Ahadlih wa Athar Kitab al 

Kami I 

This is an index of ahadlth and athar present in al Kdmil, the 

book of Ibn 'AdT. As per the statement of Shaykh 'All ibn Hasan 

al HalabT—a favourite student of Shaykh al AlbanT—he himself 

titled this book and showed it to the Shaykh who accepted it. 

201. Fihris al Sahabah al Ruwah ft Musnad al Imam 

Ahmad ibn Hanbal 
This is an index of narrators quoted in the Musnad Ahmad of 

Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal. 

'"' Ihid., p.86. 
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202. AI Fihris al Muntakhah min Maktabah Khazanah 
Ibn Yiisuf—Marakash 

This is the catalogue of the selected books present in the library 

of Ibn Yiisuf of Marakash (Morocco). 

203. Al Qa'id ila Ta^hTh a I 'Aqa'id 

it is the book of Shaykh 'Abd al Rahman ibn Yahya al 

Mu'allaml al Yamanl. Shaykh al AlbanT wrote ta'lTq on it. 

204. Qamus al Sana'at al Shamiyyah 

It is a manuscript of Muhammad Sa'Td al QasmT. Shaykh al 

AlbanT along with Shaykh Muhammad Bahjah al Baytar did its 

takhnj. 

205. Kay fa Yajibu an Nufasir al Qur'an [60] 

It is a most important manuscript of Shaykh al AlbanT. The 

manuscript deals with the ways of explaining and commenting the 

text of holy Qur'an. 

206. Majmii* Fatawa al Shaykh al AlbanT wa 
Muhadaratuhu 

It is a voluminous compilation of the fatwas and lectures of 

Shaykh al AlbanT. The book is itself an encyclopedic work on the 

Shaykh. According to some scholars, the book can go up to thirty 

volumes if published. 

207. Mukhtasar al Tawassul [32] 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 
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208. Muhhtasar Sharalt al *Aqidah al Tahawiyyah 

This manuscript has been listed by al Shaybanl in his book on 

page no. 77 but Shaykh 'AlT ibn Hasan al Halabl admits his 

ignorance about the manuscript. 

209. Mudhakkarat al Rihlah Ha Misr 

This manuscript was in the library of Shaykh al AlbanT at his 

death. It is a travelogue of the Shaykh. 

210. Masall (ihulam a I Khalal allatT Khalafa fTlta a I 
KhirqT 
It is the footnote work of Shaykh al AlbanT. 

211. Al Mustadrak 'aid al Mu'jam al Mufahras li Alfaz 
a I Hadlth 

Shaykh al AlbanT has made many corrections of the great index 

of hadlth literature called as al Mu'jam al Mufahras li Alfaz al 

Hadlth. However, like other academic works of Shaykh al AlbanT 

this book is still unpublished. 

212. Ma* al Ustadh al TantawT 

It is still a manuscript. Few scholars believe that this is the 

second title of Shaykh al AlbanT's book, 'Awdah ila Sunnah, 

which is discussed above. 

213. Mu'alim al TanzTl 

Mu 'alim al Tanzil is the work of 'Allamah al BaghawT. Shaykh 

al AlbanT has done takhrlj of the ahadith collected in it. 
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214. Al MughnT *an Haml al Asfarfi al Asfar 

It is the first research work of Shaykh al AlbanT. 'Allamah 

RashTd Rida critically analyzed Ghazalfs famous book Ihyd' al 

'Ulum in his famous periodical al Mandr. In this article Shaykh 

RashTd al Rida had referred to Hafiz Zayn al Din al i raq ts (b. 

806 AH) famous book al Mughril 'an Hamal al Asfarfi al As/arji 

TakhrTj ma ji al Ihyd' min al Akhbdr. This article prompted 

Shaykh al AlbanT to get this book and after a breathtaking search, 

he borrowed this book from a man for few days. Shaykh al AlbanT 

transcribed the whole text of the book and added footnotes to it. 

It was among Shaykh al Alban^s first books, but still 

unpublished.'"'' This research work drove Shaykh al AlbanT 

towards the study of Hadlth literature and increased his love and 

passion for 'Urn al Hadith (science of Hadith). The manuscript 

contains ta'lJq and takhnj of Shaykh al AlbanT. 

215. Al Munaiarat wa al Radud (18) 

It is a collection of discussions, debates, and refutations of 

Shaykh al AlbanT. During his life, Shaykh al AlbanT participated 

in many discussions and debates and without any ambiguity; 

123 

124 

125 

Abu Asma' 'Atiyyah al MisrT, Muhadith 'Asr Muhammad Nasir al Din 
Alhani hay Halat-i-Zlndagi, Tr. & abridged by Shamas MadanT. U.P., 
Nadwah al Sunnah Education and Welfare Society, 2002, pp. 15-16. 
Al 'All, op. cit., pl6. 
Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
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Shaykh al Albani puts his view and opinion as we see in 

discussions with so-called al Mahdl and Jamil Luyis al Nasranl. 

216. Al Muna^arah Bayn al Shaykh al AlbanT wa al 

Shaykh al ZamzamT 

It is a discussion between Shaykh al AlbanT and Shaykh al 

ZamzamT, It has been compiled by 'Abd al Samad al BaqalT, and 

is still unpublished. 

217. Muntakhibat min Fihris al Maktabah al 

BarTfaniyyah 

As the title suggests itself, this is the catalogue of the selective 

books present in the library of Britain. 

218. Mawarid al Suyuttfi al Jami* al Saghir 

It is a manuscript of Shaykh al AlbanT which deals with the 

sources of 'Allamah al Suyutl which he has used in his famous 

book, Jami' al Saghir. 

219 Nuzhah al Na^ar fi Tawdlh Nukhbah al Fikr 

it is a footnote and takhrij work on 'Allamah Ibn Hajar's above 

captioned book. Unfortunately, the book is not complete. 

220. Naqd al Taj al Jami* li al Usui [20] 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 

221. Hiddyah al Ruwah ila TakhrTj Ahadith al Masablh 

wa al Mishkah 

No information was obtained about this manuscript. 
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After the death of Shaykh al Albanl, many of his manuscripts 

appeared in print but its influence was limited throughout the 

world because of two major hurdles: 

i) Many of his works are still in manuscript form; 

ii) Most of his printed works are not available easily. The Indo-

Pak subcontinent suffers mainly because of language 

problem. 

An organized translation movement can make his literature 

popular in the academic circles of Indian subcontinent also. As 

far as the Hadlth Literature is concerned, there is much room left 

for further Studies and Research. No doubt, Shaykh al AlbanT's 

research and analysis is not final but the coming generations 

cannot ignore it. Shaykh al Albanl has dealt with the fiindamental 

books of Hadlth (Ummahat al Kutub) which are the bases of 

other Islamic 'uliim of the Muslim Ummah (community). Taken 

into consideration the other subjects like fiqh, history, tafsir, 

sir ah etc. they can also have the new orientations. 

Shaykh al AlbanT's research works have not only 

revolutionized the Muslim academics of the Arab World but have 

also influenced most of the Muslim movements there. With the 

passage of time, same is expected in the non-Arabic speaking part 

of the Muslim world. This great scholar of Hadlth literature has 

met with the bitter criticism from different parts of the Muslim 
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world but except few, all of them are biased in their approach and 

exhibit the sectarian prejudice in their refutations. 

The great scholars of Muslim Ummah not only recognized the 

contribution of Shaykh al AlbanT to the Islamic religious sciences; 

but some of them also had acknowledged that they have benefited 

from Shaykh's scholarly endeavors, among them 'AUamah 'Abd 

al AzTz ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Baz, 'AUamah Muhammad Salih ibn 

'UthaymTn, Shaykh Salih ibn Fawzan al Fawzan, 'AUamah 'All al 

TantawT, Shaykh Muhammad al GhazalT, Dr. Yusuf al QardawT 

and Shaykh 'Abd al Qadir HabTb Allah al SindT deserve special 

mention.'^^ 

''^ /ft/c/., pp. 32-38. 
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Chapter III 

Shaykh al AlbanT's Methodology of 
Hadith Criticism and its Salient Features 



Chapter III 

Shaykh al Albdnl's Methodology of 

HadTth Criticism and its Salient Features 

'Ilm al Mustalah al Hadith [science of methodology of hadith 
criticism] is a touchstone to check the athar and akhbar. This 
gives an information about the sahih and saqim [invalid], weak 
and sound, accepted and rejected ahadith. It establishes that it is 
obligatory to accept and act on the maqbul hadith. The rejected 
hadith must be relinquished, and it gives the knowledge about 
Halal [permitted] and Haram [prohibited] and one is able to 
distinguish between //re/ [mandatory] and sunnah. If there would 
have been no such criterion it would have been most difficult to 
judge between the sahih and saqim, truth and false and we would 
have been lost in the valleys of ignorance. But Allah intended to 
save His Shari'ah and His Prophet's Sunnah ... therefore, he sent 
such persons who illuminated the ways of this [Shari'ah], made 
its sources evident and reinforced its foundation. 

(Shaykh Muhammad Raghib al Tabbakh, Shaykh fi al 
Ijazah of Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT) 

S
haykh a! AlbanT was a legendary figure of 20th century who 

displayed all the traits of a muhaddith. He produced new 

critical circles of scholars throughout Islamic world by his 

revolutionary academic career. He wrote on the delicate subject of 

hadith criticism and produced scores of research publications. 

After exploring the weaJoiess and malady of weak and forged 

ahddlth of fundamental hadith collections, Shaykh al AlbanT came 

out with a series of different hadith books on various subjects. 

Shaykh Raghib al Tabbakh, Tarikhi Afkar wa VlUmi Islaml. Urdu tr. 
iftikhar Ahmad Baikhl Delhi, Markazi Maktabah IslamT, 1997, vol. i, 
p. 466. 
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Shaykh al AlbanTs books on different religious issues are of 

great academic and religious significance and set in motion the 

Tasfiyyah (Purification of religious sciences) movement 

throughout the Arab world. Thus, the Shaykh removed the 

greatest malice, which had afflicted Ummah from the centuries in 

the form of a huge mass of fabricated ahadith, attributed to the 

Prophet which had allowed strange, irrational, un-healthy 

tendencies and trends to emerge in the Muslim community. 

Shaykh al Albanl created history when he identified the 

fabricated, forged ahddlth from the huge mass of the hadith books 

which are considered to be the most authentic sources of hadith. 

Moreover, he classified ahadith into the classical categorization 

with new dimensions. His insights into the external and internal 

conditions of ahadith are unique. The criterion, which Shaykh al 

Albanl had fixed for scrutinizing ahadith, is in complete 

conformity with the rules laid by the great earlier scholars of 

hadith. However, his arguments for or against the authenticity of 

a hadith are balanced, mature and unassailable. Commenting on 

his methodology oi hadith criticism Shaykh al Albanl says: 

I think it is necessary to bring this fact in the knowledge of the 
readers when 1 pronounce judgment on ahadith I will not 
follow any one blindly in giving my decision on any hadith. 
But I do it according to the scholarly principles set by the 
muhaddithiin; and in the way in which muhaddithUn had 
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pronounced any hadlth authentic or weak, I will also follow 
the same pattern.^ 

This is the reason when Shaykh al Albanl evaluates any hadlth 

he often quotes the opinion of early muhaddithun first, and after 

that he says, "I say", or gives the conclusion of the discussion in 

few lines in which he expresses his decision about that particular 

hadlth. 

With his decisions about any hadlth, Shaykh al AlbanT, often 

discusses, the positive and negative affects of that authentic or 

weak hadlth respectively on Muslim Ummah. The Silsilatdn is the 

best example of this methodology. Thus, the Shaykh warned the 

Muslims from the catastrophic implications of fabricated ahadlth 

and provided the authenticated ahadlth—^buried in the rare 

books—instead. 

Basic Principles of Research in HadTth 

Shaykh al AlbanT advises all those who write on the 

authenticity and the weakness of ahadlth not to make haste and 

take full time in expressing their decisions on a hadlth. He thinks 

it better to give an opinion on hadlth only after spending a good 

time in studying the principles of its science, biographies of the 

Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da Ifah wa al Mawdu 'ah, vol. i, p. 42. 
This is a most common pattern adopted by the Shaykh and almost all 
of his research books display this methodology. At the end of the 
discussion he writes qiiltu and al khulasah for "I say" and "the 
conclusion" respectively. (See Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da'lfah wa al 
Mawdu'ah, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1420/2000, vol. 1, p. 312). 



narrators, acquiring the knowledge of the their sickness ('dial). In 

this way a researcher would find that his results are matching 

largely with the researches of the outstanding scholars of the 

hadlth like Imam al DhahabI, Imam al Zayla'T, 'Allamah Ibn 

Hajar al 'AsqalanI e tc / This is the reason that one finds the 

methodology used by the Shaykh in evaluating the hadlth 

literature in conformity with the methodology used by the earlier 

scholars oi hadlth. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that after the authentication of a hadlth 

there is no space to deny {al inkdr) the fact which is brought out 

by this hadlth. Adding to it, Shaykh al Albanl says if we open the 

door of denying the ahadlth only because of the reason we have 

to ignore many of the authentic ahadlth, which is not the 

approach of Ahl al Sunnah wa al Hadlth (people of Sunnah and 

Hadlth) but it is the way of al al Mu'tazillah (rationalists) and Ahl 

a/^/zwa'(people of desire).^ 

The Shaykh insists that mere a weak chain of a hadlth does not 

mean the hadlth is a weak and unauthentic one. One should 

consider it as a cause to err. Therefore, one should declare a 

hadlth weak only after studying properly the different channels 

ituruq) and witnesses (shawahid) of a particular hadlth. Shaykh al 

Muhammad Nasir al Dm a! AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da'Jfah wa 
alMawdii'ah, ed. 1st, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1408/1988, vol. iv, 
p. 8. 
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AlbanT says that by acting on this principle, Allah has saved him 

from declaring tens and hundreds of vitiate chained ahadith 

weak.^ 

He further says that the knowledge does not accept stagnation. 

It is a binding upon a Muslim when he gets aware about his fault 

he should turn back. It is among the practices of a'immah not to 

insist on a fault. 

AI Sunnah 

As discussed in chapter 1, according to the lexicologists, 

Sunnah means the way or pattern either good or bad. However, 

the muhaddithun use this term in a different meaning where they 

include the sayings of the Prophet, his actions, taqarir (sing. 

taqrir. tacit approval), physical features, personal qualities and 

life both before and after his Prophethood in it.̂  Jurists take 

Sunnah in the meaning of Hukm Shara 'i, and claim if a person 

acts on Sunnah he will be rewarded for the same and if he does 

not act upon it he will not be punished. They take the sayings of 

Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadith al SahThah. ed. 
1st, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, vol. v, p. 612. 
Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah. ed. 
1st, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, vol. iv, p. 525. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadith al Da'Jfah M>a 
al MawdH'uh, ed. Isl, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, vol. v, p. 11. 
Dr. Mustafa al Saba'T, al Sunnah: wa Makanatuha fi Tashn' al IsldmJ, 
Deoband, Ittihad Book Depot., n.d., p. 65. 
Saba'T, op. cii., p. 65. 
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the Prophet, his actions and taqanr as the Sunnah^^ and do not 

include physical appearance of the Prophet in it.' 

But Shaykh al Albanl says that literally speaking al Sunnah 

means the way which encompasses all the manners of the Prophet 

including fard (obligatory) or najl (supererogatory). However, 

conventionally Sunnah is applied only to those practices of the 

Prophet, which are not fard. Shaykh al Albanl says that this is 

not a correct way to define it. He asks if someone explains the 

term Sunnah mentioned in the hadith ^ ^ ^ v*-; j ^ ••• >^-^- f^' 

'i^ by other than fard then his explanation would not be correct. " 

The statement of the Shaykh exhibits that he does not follow 

the juristic principles while defining the Sunnah. He tries to 

intermingle these two terms—Sunnah and Fard—which can 

create confusion and chaos. No doubt the Shaykh had tried to 

form a broader scope of Sunnah. He takes it at par with the Qur'an 

in authority and does not bifurcate them in the watertight 

compartments of mandatory and Sunnah (supererogatory) but this 

needs to be dealt in its proper framework. 

Dr. Muhammad Diya' al Rahman al A'zaml, Mu'jam: Istilahati 
HucJJth. iirdu tr. Dr. Suhayl Hasan ibn 'Abd al Ghaffar Hasan, Delhi, 

I, Dar al Kutub al Salafiyyah, 2004, p. 195. 
Al Jaza'irT, TawJIh al Nazar, p. 2 quoted in Studies in Hadith 
Methodology ana literature by Muhammad Mustafa A'zami, Indiana, 

j2 Islamic Teaching Center, 1977, p. 3. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl, Tahdhir al Sa/'id. Riyadh. 

,3 MaktabahalMa'arif, 1422/2001, p. 53. 
Idem. 
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Grouping of AhadTth 

As per its transmission hadlth can be divided into two groups. 

If the number of the transmitters is unlimited, it is generally 

known as al Mutawdtir and if the number of the transmitters is 

limited, it is termed as al Ahdd. 

• Al Mu taw Stir 

Mutawdtir is an active participle (ism aljd HI) derived from the 

verbal noun (masdar) tawdtara and means "to occur again and 

again." One of the conditions laid for the Mutawdtir hadlth is that 

a huge number of narrators should report it.'^ According to 

Shaykh al AlbanT the scholars have extremely disputed in fixing 

the number of narrators for it and there are more than four 

opinions about it. It should be noted that merely restricting the 

number of the narrators could not make al tawdtur reliable. But it 

depends upon the knowledge {al 'ilm) and the over abundance of 

narrators which brings disagreement on the lie of the narrators 

whether it is about their piety, religion etc.'^ 

He further says that in a hadlth al mutawdtir there is no 

condition that the channels (turuq) should be free from the 

14 

15 

16 

Dr._ Mahmud al Tabhan, Taysir Mustalah al Hadlth, Delhi, Kutb 
Khanah Isha'at al Islam, n.d., p. 19. 
Ibid., pp. 19-20. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albatu, al Ta'llq 'Ala Kitab al Ba'ith al 
Hathlth Sharah Ikhtisar 'Ulum al Hadlth, ed. 1st, Riyadh, Maktabah al 
Ma'arif, vol. ii, p. 455 
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weakness because the tawatiir is seen as a whole and not by the 

channels individually 17 

• Al Ahdd 

As per the lexicologists, ahad is a plural of ahad which means 

single and al Ahad is a hadith which is reported by a single 

narrator.'^ But according to the hadith terminology it is a hadith 

which does not fulfill the conditions of a/ Mutawdtir. Therefore, 

generally speaking all the ahadlth except al Mutawdtir arc termed 

as al Ahad. It is also known as Khabr Wahid, which has three 

ind; 

1. 

2 

3. 

_20 

al Mashhur 

al 'Aziz 

al Gharlb 

I. AI Mashhur 

Literary speaking mashhur means to make something 

widespread by announcing and declaring h. This wide publicity 

names this kind of hadith as al Mashhur. According to Shaykh 

al AlbanT, it is a hadith which has been reported by more than two 

narrators as described by Ibn Hajar in Sharh al Nukhbah.^^ The 

i7 
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MuluiniiiKid Nasir al DTii al AlbanT, Irwd'cil (.IhallL, ccl. 2iid. Beirut, al 
Maktab al Islam!, 1405/1985, vol. vi, p. 95. 
Al Tahhan, op. cit.. p. 22. 
fhicl. p.'22.. 
Âw '/am: Istiluhati HaiUth, p. 49. 
Al Tahhan, on. cit.. p. 23. 
Al Tci'/uj 'Ala Kit ah al Ba'ith al Hat hith Sharah Ikhti.sar 'Vliim al 
Haciith, vol. ii, p. 455. 
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Shaykh says that conventionally al Mashhur includes Sahih and 

Da'Tf and those ahadith which have no basis {la asl lahu). 

Therefore, just the definition oiMashhur cannot make it a proven 

hadlth (hadith thabii). According to the Shaykh, Hadith Thabit 

comprises both kinds of $ahih and Hasan ahadith, i.e. Sahih li 

Dhdtihi, Sahih li Ghayrihi and Hasan li Dhatihi, Hasan li 

Ghayrihi respectively.'̂ '* 

2. Al 'Aziz 

Literarily 'aziz means powerful and strong and is among the 

group 'azza ya 'azzu which means little and rare. According to the 

muhaddithun all those ahadith are 'Aziz which have at least two 

narrators in each tabaqah (class). If the number exceeds the two it 

does not matter in any way, but the important factor is that it 

should not be less than two in any tabaqah. 

3. Al Gharlb 

Linguistically speaking, gharlb means unique, single or far 

from the kith and kin.̂ ^ Most of the 'ulamd' name al Gharlb as al 

Fard. Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT says that a hadith which 

24 
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Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albani, al TankTl bimaJi Ta'nlb al Kawthan 
min alAbatll, ed. 2 , vol. i. p. 340. 
Sifah Salah al NahJ,p. 40. 
Mu'iam:JstilahatiHadith, p. 247. 
Al Tahhan, op. cit.,p. 28. 
Mu 'jam: Istilahati Hadith, p. 257. 
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has been reported by a single narrator is called a Ghanb hactith. 

He adds that sometimes the gharabah contains the authenticity. 

Shaykh al Albanl says when the mutafarrid narrator (who 

practices tafarrud) is a thiqah (authentic) and ddbit (accurate) the 

hadith will be accepted.^^ Similarly, when the narrators of a 

hadJth are thiqah thdbit their tafarrud cannot harm it. 

Al Gharlb and Imam Tirmidhi 

The Shaykh discusses Imam Tirmidhrs view about the Gharib 

hadith at a length. He says that the hadith which is categorized by 

Imam Tirmidhi as Hasan Gharib is more authentic than the 

Hasan hadith of the Imam. This is because the first term is 

actually Hasan li dhdtihi (agreeable by itself) while the last term 

is Hasan li ghayrihi (agreeable owing to the existence of others). 

This is well explained by Imam Tirmidhi at the end of his al 

Sunan. The Shaykh claims that Hasan li ghayrihi is inferior to 

Hasan li dhdtihi Therefore, the gharabah containing the 

authenticity is sometimes superior to al Hasan as is said by Imam 
• > 'X') 

Tirmidhi.' However, when he categorizes a hadith as Gharib 
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AI Ta'Ilq 'Ala Kitab al Ba'ith al Hathith Sharah Ikhtisar 'Ulum a I 
Hadith, \ol. I, pAOQ. 
Muhammad Nasir al Dm al Albani, Silsilah al Ahadilh al Sahlhah. ed. 
4'^ Beirut, al Maktab alislaml, vol. i, p. 42. 
Inva 'al Ghalll, vol. viii, p. 302. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn al Albanl, Sahih al Sirah al Nahawiyyah. 
ed.l, Amman, al Maktabah al Islamiyyah, l421 H,p. 27. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn al Albanl, Difa' 'an al HadJth al Nahawl \va 
al SJrah. ed. 1st, pp. 65-66. 
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only, by it he means /)«'//(weak), in contrast to his two more 

terms i.e. Sahih Gharib and Hasan Gharib. 

Shaykh al Albanl says that according to Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 

'Asqalanl, Qutaybah is a thiqah thabit narrator. His tafarrud 

cannot harm him. Therefore, the suspicion (about his tafarrud) is 

rejected since there is no argument except the conjecture {zann) 

and the conjecture does not avail against the truth. The conjecture 

cannot reject the hadith of the authentic narrator. The Shaykh 

further warns if this door is opened then no hadith will be saved 

tor us. 

Grading of Ahadith 

Generally, there are two types of ahddith, (i) Maqbul 

(accepted) and (ii) Mardud (rejected). The authentic hadith is 

called Maqbul while the weak one is termed as Mardiid?^ 

Discussing the grades of the ahadith, Shaykh al AlbanT says that 

with respect to the grades, the hadith has three types: 

1. Sahih (authentic) 

2. Hasan (agreeable) 

3. /)«'//(weak)^^ 
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Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Naqd Nasiis Hudithiyyah fi 
Thaqafah al 'Amah. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahlhah. ed. 
4' , Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, vol. vi, p. 1178. 
Dr. SubhT Salih, 'Ulfm al Hadith, Urdu tr. Prof. Ghulam Ahmad 
HarTrT, Delhi, islamic Book Foundation, J422/2002, p. 167. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn al Albani, Adab al Zifaf ft al Surmah al 
Miitaharrah. Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, 1409/1989, pp. 153-154. 
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1. Al SahTh 

In lexicography, the word sahih (sound) is used as an opposite 

of saqim (sick). If a person is healthy then he is sahih and if he is 

sick or handicapped, he is saqim. In case of health, it is taken in a 

real sense, while in case of hadlth it has a metaphorical 

meaning. 

According to Shaykh al AlbanT one of the conditions of the 

hadlth to be authentic is that it must not be Shddh. Subscribing the 

view of the muhaddithiin he says that Sahih hadlth is one which 

has continuity in isnad and is authentic. The hadlth should be 

transmitted by righteous ('add) and accurate (ddbit) narrator on 

the authority of another righteous and accurate narrator. The same 

process should continue up to the end. It should not be Shddh and 

Mu'allal (sick). In this way the hadlth must not be Mursal, 

Munqata', Shddh or having any other grave reason ('illah 

qddahah), which is a kind ofJarah in its transition.^^ 

He rules out that the authenticity of a hadlth should be made on 

the principles laid by Imam al BukharT and Imam Muslim.̂ *^ He 

substantiates his claim by saying that there are a good number of 

^ AI Tahhan, op. cit., p. 34. 
Muqaddimah Ihn al Sulah, p. 8 quoted in Tamdm al Mannah by 

^̂  Shaykh Nasir al D7n al AlbanT, p. 15. 
Silsilah al Ahacfith al SahJhah, vol. i, p. 342. 
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authentic ahadith which are not included in their two books and 

therefore do not follow the principles of the duo.""̂  

He does not make it necessary that an authentic hadlth should 

be received from authentic channels {turuq) only. The hadlth can 

be Hasan li dhatihi which can become Sahih li ghayrihi with the 

support of other channels. If the channel is weak then the hadith 

can be Hasan or Sahih li ghayrihi as per the support of less or 

multiple number of channels respectively."" 

The Shaykh puts it in accordance with the established rules of 

the 'ilm al mustalah and says that it is not permitted to reject an 

authentic hadith because of the disagreement with the more 

authentic hadith, but both should be combined (Jama') and 

reconciliation (tawjiq) should be made between the two.'̂ ^Only 

that hadith will be authenticated and will get strengthening 

(taqwiyah) whose chain will be sdlih li al i 'tibar.'^^ 

Discussing the compilers of the authentic books, the Shaykh 

writes, as far as they are concerned they did not intended to 

collect all authentic ahadith in their books. Imam Muslim has 
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Idem. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din a[ Albanl, al Naslhah hi al Tahdhlr mm 
Takhrlb Ihn 'Abd al Manan li Kutb al A 'immah al Rajlhah wa 
Tad'ifahu li Mi'ah al ahadith al Sahihah, ed. 1st, Dar Ibn 'Affan, p. 
257.' 
Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah. vol. i, p. 748. 
Muhammad Jamal al Din al QasimT, al Masah 'ala al Jawrabayn, 
footnoted bv Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Beirut, al 
Maktabah al IslamT, p. 42. 



clearly mentioned it in his book and a number of ahddith that 

have been declared authentic or agreeable by Imam al BukharT 

and some of which have been mentioned by Imam al Tirmidhl in 

his al Sunan are not quoted from his al Sahih. 

All Narrators are Authentic Narrators? 

Shaykh al AlbanT says in the worthy preface of his book 

Tamam al Mannah, as per the definitions of Sahih hadith, it 

should not contain any sicknesses ('Hal) like shadhudh, confusion 

(idtirab), concealment of defects (tadlis) etc. On these bases some 

muhaddithun comment on a hddith by using these terms, rijdluhii 

tijal al sahih (its narrators are among the authentic narrators) or 

rijaluhu thiqat (its narrators are authentic). ^ 

The Shaykh clears the ambiguity of this statement and says 

that these terms are not at par with the term like isndduhu sahJh 

(its chain is authentic) because the later one encompasses all those 

conditions along with the condition of being free from the 

sickness, which is necessary for the authentication of a hadith. 

But the former two terms does not encompass it and show only 

the fairness ('addlah) and trustworthiness {thiqdhah) of the 

narrators. He says that it is known to every one that only these 

two conditions cannot prove a hadith authentic.^^ 

.̂ Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, vol. i, pp. 111-111. 
, Tamam al Mannah, p. 26. 

Idem. 
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He adds to his previous statement that sometimes a hadlth 

endorsed by the comments of the muhaddithun in former two 

terms is also free from the sickness, but in spite of that it is not 

authentic. It is because it contains such a narrator among the 

authentic ones who is not an authority {hujjah), however his 

hadlth is accepted for witnessing (istishhdd) or maqrun because 

of his poor memory or being among those who have been 

confirmed (tawthiq) only by Ibn Hibban. Among these narrators, 

which have been confirmed by Ibn Hibban, some are iTn. This 

refrains one from claiming the authenticity of the hadlth based on 

these confirmations.'*'' 

Sahlh Hadlth and its Legal Status 

All the 'ulama'arQ unanimous on the authoritative nature of the 

Sahlh hadlth. There is no excuse for any Muslim not to act upon 

it.'*̂  Shaykh al AlbanT writes in the footnote of his famous book, 

Manasik al Hajj wa al 'Umrah that the lack of knowledge in any 

matter does not mean the inexistence of the fact. Therefore, when 

a hadlth is related from the Prophet it is obligatory to act upon it 

without searching if any one among the earlier scholars have 

acted upon it.'*'̂  Quoting Imam Shafi'T, Shaykh al AlbanT says that 

48 ^^^'^"^ 

Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 36. 49 MjjhammadNasir al DTn ai Albani, Manasik al Hajj wa al 'Umrah, ed. 
3'^, n.p., Jam'iyyah Ihya' al Turath al IslamT, 1304 H., p. 34. 
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"IJmar ibn Khattab sentenced fifteen camels for the amputation of 

a thumb. When he found in the book of Al 'Amr ibn Hazm, that 

the Messenger of Allah has said, "Ten camels are for each finger." 

He expressed not to accept the book of Al 'Amr ibn Hazm as long 

as it was proven that it was the book of the Messenger of Allah. 

Commenting on this hadith Shaykh al AlbanT quotes Imam 

Shafi'T who says that this hadith has two denotations: 

1. To accept the hadith. 

2. To accept a hadith after being proven even if no Imam has 

acted upon it. It also exhibits if an Imam practices a 

particular action and a hadith is reported against his 

practice, the practice of the Imam will be discontinued 

because of the authentic hadith. It also points out that the 

hadith of the Prophet is self-evident and needs not to be 

attested by the actions of the scholars.^' 

2. Al Hasan 

All those Sahih ahadith are considered as Hasan by Hafiz Ibn 

Hajar al'Asqalanl whose narrators are weak in memory.̂ ^ Shaykh 

^ Tamam al Mannah, p. 40. 
Imam Shafi'T, al Risalah, (ed. Ahmad Shakir) p. 422 quoted in Tamam 
al Mannah by al AlbanT, pp. 40-41. 
Al Tahhan. op. cit., p. 46. 
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al Albani defines the Hasan hadlth in simple words and says that 

between the two grades i.e. Sahih and Da % there is a moderate 

grade called al Hasan. It is not a Sahih hadith but is superior to 

Da 'if one in the rank.̂ "* 

According to the Shaykh in a chain of a. Hasan hadith there is a 

weakness; and there is a distinct difference between the scholars 

who say isnad fihi du'fund who declare bayna isnddihJ da'Jf. If 

the narrator is designated as saduq the hadith will be graded as al 

Hasan. To get the knowledge of this grade one has to consult the 

opinion of those scholars who have specialization in this field.̂ ^ 

Here Shaykh al Albani produces the views of the two well-known 

scholars oi hadith, Hafiz Shamas al Din al DhahabT and Haliz Ibn 

Hajar al 'AsqalanT. As per the former the pyramid of ta'dil of 

acceptable narrators goes as under: 

• Degree first: Thabt hujjah, thabt hdflz, thiqah mutqin 

and thiqah thiqah 

• Degree second: Thiqah 

l" Adah al Zifaffi al Sunnah al Mutaharrah, p. 154. 
\\ AlNasihah, p. 112. 
II Ibid, p . 92. 

AI Zifaffi al Sunnah al Mutaharrah, p. 154. 
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• Degree third: Saduq, la ha'sa bih, laysa hihi hci'sa, 

mahallah al sidq, jayyid al hadith, sdlih 

al hadith, shaykhun wastun, shaykhun 

hasan al hadith, saduq in sha' Allah, 

en 

suwaylih etc. 

According to second scholar, Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalanl, the 

pyramid of degrees of narrators goes as under: 

• Degree third: One who is designated with the attributes 

like thiqah or mutqan or thabt. 

• Degree fourth: Which falls little short to third degree; it 

is pointed by saduq or Id ba'sa bihl, or 
CO 

laysa bihl ba'sa. 

Shaykh al AlbanT comments on it and says that it is evident that 

Hafiz al DhahabT puts the narrator who is designated as saduq 

with the jayyid al hadith and hasan al hadith in his degree 

pyramid. Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalanl did not put him there. If in 

the case of Ibn Hajar the narrator falls in the third degree then the 

hadith would be Sahih, and if he would be from the fourth degree 

the hadith would be Hasan.^^ 

^ Idem. 
j ^ Adab al Zifaffi al Sunnah al Mutaharrah, pp. 154-155. 

Idem. 
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In addition to above, he says if a hadith is apparently weak, one 

has to find and evaluate its channels and witnesses so that the 

hadith can be elevated up to the grade of strength {quwwah). This 

is called Hasan li ghayrihi or Sahih li ghayrihi. Therefore, 

Hasan li ghayrihi is the most inferior but acceptable {al maqbul) 

hadith, which can be used as an authority in the rulings {Ihkam). 

He says further that Hasan li ghayrihi and Hasan li dhatihJ are 

more delicate and more complicated in the science of hadith 

because they deal witli the contradictions of scholars in their 

remarks, between the strengthened {muwaththaq) and weakened 

(muda' 'af), and there is no reconciliation (al tawjiq) between the 

two or where one remark of a scholar carmot be preferred on the 

others remark. Only one, who knows the principles and rules of 

science of hadith; has a sound knowledge of aljarah wa al ta 'dll; 

has practiced this science for a long time; has benefited from the 

books of takhrlj, criticism of masters of critique, knows who 

among them is strict and who is lenient and who is moderate 

between the two can practice this science. This is the difficult job 

and only little show patience for this and get its fruits.̂ ^ 
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Inva 'al Ghalil,, vol. i, p. 11. 
Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Ghayah al Maram fl al Takhrlj 

2̂ Ahadith al Halal wa al Haram, ed. 4th, Beirut, Maktab al Islam!, p. 9. 
Jn\'a 'al Ghalil, vol. iii, p. 363. 
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Discussing his view about the decisions made by Imam al 

TirmidhT, Shaykh al Albanl says that the Imam does not take 

Hasan hadith similar to Hasan isndd. However, he takes it similar 

to the weak chain (isnadun da 'ifun) which has come from another 

channel and there is no accused (muttaham) in the chain and 

makes the hadith Hasan li ghayrihi^^ This is further explained by 

the Shaykh that sometimes a hadith, because of its witnesses, can 

be Hasan in the opinion of al TirmidhT and others, but the chain 

by which the hadith is reported cannot be Hasan, ̂ '^ which points 

towards the weakness of the chain but not the grave weakness in 

his opinion; and this slight weakness can be removed by the other 

channels.^^ The later scholars call these ahddith as Hasan li 

ghayrihi. 

The Shaykh makes it clear that Hasan li ghayrihi is inferior in 

authenticity to Hasan li dhdtihi and this in turn is inferior to Sahih 

li ghayrihi which is inferior to Sahih li dhdtihi. Similarly, al 

Mashhur is inferior in authenticity to al Mustafid, which in turn is 

mferior to al Mutawdtir. 

(1,1 
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Ghayah al Maram, p. 196. 
Tamam al Mannah, p. 416. 
Ghayah a I Maram. p. 100. 
Tamam a I Mannah, p. 416. 
Silsilah al Ahadlth al Sahlhah, vol. v i , p. 1273. 
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Unreliability of Silence of Abu Da'ud 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT quotes Abu Da'ud 

and says that he has mentioned about his book, al Sunan that in 

which hadith he has found a grave weakness {wahnun shadldun) 

he has pointed it out, and he has not commented anything on 

those ahddith which are Salih (righteous). 

According to the Shaykh, scholars have disputed about the 

intention of Abu Da'ud with respect to the term "Salih". Some 

believe that it is used for Hasan (agreeable) hadith which can be 

used as an authority (hujjah), while others believe in its general 

meaning and include all those ahddith which can be taken as 

authority (hujjah) or witness (istishhdd) and are safe from grave 

weaknesses.̂ *^ 

The Shaykh says that the above-mentioned meaning is 

exhibited by the statement of Abu Da'ud, "...in which hadith he 

has found a grave weakness {wahnun shadldun)..." which shows 

that he will comment only on those ahddith which have grave 

weakness and will remain mum about those ahddith which have 

little weaknesses. 

The Shaykh claims that it is not necessary that all those ahddith 

about which Abu Da'ud has maintained silence will be Hasan in 

Tamam al Man/iah, p. 27, 

7 0 ^ ^ ^ ' ' " • 

Idem. 
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his opinion. Tiiis is also substantiated by the fact that he has a 

good number of such ahadith on whose weaknesses no 'dlim can 

doubt but Abu Da'ud has maintained silence about them. That is 

why Imam al NawawT has said about few such ahadith, "Abu 

Da'ud has not mentioned the weakness of this [hadith] as its 

weakness is quite known." 

3 Al Da'Tf 

In lexicon da'Tf (weak) is used as an opposite of qawiyy 

(strong). In hadith terminology. Da'if hadith is one which falls 

short in attaining the grade of al Hasan. According to Shaykh al 

AlbanT, it is not correct that a hadith having weak chain needs no 

further study, but it is must for a researcher to study more and 

widen the scope of his research so that he may find other chains 

which may support it. The Shaykh quotes Imam Ibn Taymiyyah 

in this respect, who says that in the opinion of scholars of hadith, 

Da 'if ahadith are of two types: 

1. Weak which does not restrain to act upon it, which is just 

like al Hasan in the terminology of al TirmidhT. 

2. Weak, whose weakness compels to relinquish it and is 

baseless.̂ '* 
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Idem. 
AI Tahhan, op. cit.. p. 63. 
al Nasfhah, p. 221. 
Ibn Taymiyah, Majmu' al Fatdwa, pp. 18-25 quoted in Tahrlm Alat al 
Tarh, by Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, ed. 3rd, KSA, Dar al 
SaddTq, 1422/2001, p. 71. ' 
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vShaykh al AlbanT makes it clear that a hadlth having a weak 

chain may not be fabricated {al mawdu') as it is not essential that 

it would be Sahih also. If there are other channels (Juruq), or 

witnesses {shdhid) it can be elevated up to the degree of al Hasan 

or al SahihJ^ If most of the channels are containing grave 

weaknesses, Shaykh al AlbanT says that he does not strengthen a 

weak hadlth with them. If the action of the Companion of the 

holy Prophet—like the holy wives of the Prophet—is against to 

what they are attributed to report it indicates towards the 

77 

weakness of the hadlth (report). 

Quoting 'Abd al Barr, Shaykh al AlbanT says that a weak 

hadlth can not be neglected. If this is not used as an authority but 

often a weak chained hadlth {Da'if al Isnad) is authentic by its 
•70 

meaning (Sahlh al ma'na). The reason for a weak hadlth but 

authentic by the meaning is its agreement with the legal texts 

(nusus al shari'ah) but it is not permitted to attribute it to the 

Prophet.̂ ^ Similarly, if a noted Companions gave the decrees in 

concordance with a marfu' and weak hadlth, their decrees can 

support the marfu' and weak hadlth. 
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Silsilah al Ahadith al Da Ifah wa al Mawdu 'ah, vol. i, pp. 629-630. 
ln\>a 'al Ghalll, vol. vi, p. 270. 
/Z)/J.,p.l83. 
'Abd al Barr, aj Tamhld, vol i, p. 58, quoted in Tahrim Alat al Tarb, by 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, p. 74. 
Tahrim Alat al Tarb, p. 74. 
Invd 'al Ghalll,, vol. iv, p.30. 
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How to Quote a Da'Tf HadTthl 

According to Shaykh al AlbanT, in the present times many 

writers belonging to different schools of thought quote the 

ahddith attributed to the Prophet without knowing the weak 

ahadlth among them because of their ignorance about Sunnah or 

lack of interest or sluggishness in consulting the specialized books 

in this field. While some specialists show their laziness 

particularly in case of those ahddith which deal with the virtues of 

actions (J'adci'il al a'mdl)^^ Shaykh al AlbanT quotes Abu Shamah 

who says: 

It is right to quote that hadlth whose status is known to him, or 

be among those who get the threat as per the saying of [the 

Prophet]: " jyiiŜ i Ĵ t ^^ v-j-iT AJ! ̂ sy, CJM i>-* CJJ—^ J—•" [whosoever 

reports from me a hadlth and knows it is a lie, is one among 
the two liars]. 'Reported by Muslim.' 

Shaykh al AlbanT passes his remarks on the statement of Abu 

Shamah and says that this is a verdict about those who keep mum 

about the action on weak ahddith of virtues, then what will be the 

decree about the silence in case of those weak ahddith dealing 

with the rulings (al ahkdm)\ Shaykh al AlbanT says that one who 

hides the weakness of a hadlth is also one among the two liars: 

X1 

Tamam al Mannah, pp. 32. 
Al Ba 'ith 'Ala Inkar alBada' wa al Hawadith, p. 54, quoted in Tamam 
al Mannah bv al AlbanT. p. 32. 
Tamam al Mannah, pp. 33-33. 
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85 

86 

If he knows the weakness of ahadith but did not warn the 

people about it, then he deceives Muslims and verily he is 

included in the above-mentioned threat. Shaykh al AlbanT 

refers to Ibn Hibban and says that the Prophet did not 

mention, "One should be certain that it is a lie" but said 

"...and knows it is a lie..." which includes every one in the 

threat of this saying even if he has only a doubt about its 

authenticity. 

If he does not know its weakness still then he commits a sin 

because he has dared to attribute it to the Prophet without 

knowledge as said by the Prophet, v* ^. d;j>i i>\ uji" t.)x>. ,^_^ " 

" j _ ^ (it is sufficient for a man to be a liar, who narrates 

O f 

everything what he listens). Therefore, he has a share 

among the sins of the forger about the Messenger {al 

Kddhib 'aid al Rasul) as the Prophet has pointed towards it 

by saying "... who narrates everything what he listens." 

The shaykh says that same is the case with a writer, and he 

is one among the two liars. Among these two liars, one 

forges a lie and other propagates it. 

Ibn Hibban, al Dii'aja'. vol. i, pp. 7-8, quoted in Tamcm al Marmah by 
al AlbanT, p. 33. 
Muslim, no. 5, quoted in Tamam al Mannah by al AlbanT, p. 33. 
To in am a I Mannah, p. 33. 
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According to Shaykh al AlbanT, Imam NawawThas said that the 

research scholars and 'ulamd' have remarked when a hadith is 

weak one should not call qald (said) ov fa'ala (did) or amara 

(ordered) or naha (abstained) or hakama (decided) or dhakara 

(mentioned) Rasul Allah. Other such terms which are close to 

these above-mentioned ternis, particularly sJghah al jazam 

(Arabic active verbs) should also be avoided. Similarly, in case of 

Followers {tabi 'iin) terms like ruwiya 'anhu or naqala 'anhu or 

hakd 'anhu or yadhkuru 'anhu or yahkd or yanva and other 

sighah al tamnd (Arabic passive verbs) should be used to show 

the weakness instead of sighah al jazam. 

The Shaykh further quotes Imam NawawT saying that the 

muhaddithiin have mentioned that the sighah al jazam has been 

used for the authentic and agreeable ahddlth while the sighah al 

tamrid has been used for other than these two types of ahddlth. 

The reason is quite clear that the sighah al jazam asks for the 

authentic appendix and its use in unauthentic statements is not 

correct. It is, therefore, the agreed upon principle to quote a 

weak hadith with the term ruwiya. If someone does not adhere 

to this principle, he will be taken as a liar. However, the majority 

A] Majmu' Sharah al Muhadhdhib, vol. i, p. 63 quoted in Tatnam al 
Mannah by a I AlbanT, p. 39. 
Idew. 
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of jurists and scholars except few muhaddithun have interchanged 

these terms and have indulged into a grave negligence.*̂ ** 

Adopting a unique methodology, Shaykh al AlbanT says that it 

is evident by the law to talk to the people in the way they could 

understand. These above discussed terms are for the researchers, 

which are not understood by the majority of the people. That is 

why they are unable to differentiate between the terms qdla Rasiil 

Allah and ruwiya 'an Rasiil Allah of a narrator.^' The Shaykh, 

therefore, suggests that one should mention the authenticity or the 

weakness of a hadith clearly while quoting it so that the 

ambiguity can be overcame as pointed by the Prophet, "leave 

what causes you doubt and turn to what does not cause you 

doubt."''^ 

Excluding the authentic narrators from this rule Shaykh al 

AlbanT says, if a narrator—like Ibn Kaysan—is a thiqah 

(authentic) and safe from tadlTs, there is no difference between the 

terms used by him, like qdla (he said), 'an (from), dhakara (he 

mentioned) etc. " 

SI 
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Turn am al Mannah, p. 44. 
Al Majinil' Sharah al Mithadhdhib, vol. i, p. 63 quoted in Tamcim al 
Mannah by al AlbanT, p. 39. 
Tamam al Mannah, p. 40. 
Al Nasal and al TirmidhJ, also explained in Invd' al GhalJl, h. 2074 
quoted in Tamam al Mannah by al AlbanT, p. 40. 
Si/si/ah al Ahddlfh al SahJhah, vol. vi, part i, p. 379. 
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Action on a Da*Tf Hadiihl 

Shaykh al Albanl says that the view that one can act upon a 

weak hadith in fadd 'il a 'mdl is not correct. The statement of 

Imam al NawawT who quotes consensus upon it create this 

misconception but there is a need to study (nazr) it further, as it 

has met an eminent disagreement from the scholars. Some of the 

research scholars have absolutely rejected 'ami on them whether 

in ihkam (rituals) or fadd'il (virtues).'"* According to Shaykh 

Jamal al Din al Qasiml it also seems the view point of Ibn Ma'Tn, 

Imam al BukharT, imam Muslim, Abu Bakr ibn al 'Arab!, and Ibn 

Hazm.'̂ ^ 

Shaykh al Albanl says that one should not act absolutely on a 

weak hadith either m fadd'il or mustahibdt (desirables).'^ Shaykh 

al Albanl shares the view of Shaykh al Qasiml on the following 

reasons: 

1. The weak hadith avails the possible conjecture {al zann al 

marjuh) and there is consensus on the prohibition of 'ami on 

it. Therefore, a person acting on a weak hadith about virtues 

has to produce a sound argument.'^ 
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Jamal al Din al Qasirni QoM/a 'id al Tahdlth, p. 94, quoted in Tamam al 
Mannah by al Albani, p. 34. 
Jamal al Dm al QasimT, Qawa'idal Tahdlth, p. 113, quoted in Sahlh al 
Jajni' al Saghlr wa Ziyaaah (al Path al Kablr) by Muhammad Nasir al 
Dm al Albanl, ed. 3 ' , Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, vol. i, p. 50. 
Idem. 
Tamam al Mannah, pp. 34-35. 
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2. Those actions which have been established by the law 

{shan'ah) if encloses a weak hadith which mentions a 

special reward, the 'ami is allowed on this hadith of virtues. 

The reason is clear that it is not a weak hadith that 

establishes the action but it announces only the special 

reward on the action which is already established by the law. 

One who acts on it can hope for this reward; and some 

scholars have taken the same meaning from the permission 

of Imam al NawawT, like Shaykh 'AIT al QarT in al Mirqah. 

Shaykh al AlbanT further insists on the consensus that al 

tashri' (legislation) is not allowed by a weak hadith which 

benefits nothing but al zann al marjuh (possible 

conjecture).^^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that Ibn Hajar al 'AsqalanT suggests: 

Ihe antagonists should know that it is not allowed to act on 

weak ahddith of virtues in general sense. It is well known that 

the scholars, because of their leniency quote such ahadith in 

virtues which arc weak but not spurious. If a person acts on 

this weak hadith he must keep its weakness in mind and should 

not propagate it so that some one may not act on it, and make 

such things permissible for himself that were not permitted to 

him; or any ignorant may not take it as an authentic Sunnah. 

This has been also stated by AbO Muhammad ibn 'Abd al 

Salam and others so that a man can remain cautious and may 

^̂  Tamam al Mannuh, p. 35. 
Silsilah al AhaclJth al Da Ifah wa al Mawdii 'ah, vol. ii, p. 65. 
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not be included in the threat of"this saying tSy. '^M. ^y- ^-^ cr—" 

."^i\^i jj-i j _ ^ OJL-S' 4>_jiSo there is no differenee between the 

action on hadith of al ihkam or alfadd'il because all is law.'̂ " 

Shaykh al AlbanT evaluates this quote of Hafiz Ibn Hajar and 

says that according to the Hafiz there are three important 

conditions for those who wish to act upon a weak hadith of 

virtues: 

1. It should not be Mawdu' (spurious). 

2. If someone acts on it he must know that it is a weak hadith. 

3. He should not propagate it.'"' 

According to Shaykh al AlbanT as far as these conditions are 

concerned, it is open that the majority does not mind them. He 

feels that Ibn Hajar himself was inclined towards the 

impermissibility of action on weak ahadith as he himself has said, 

"so there is no difference between the action on hadith of al 

ihkdm or alfadd'il because all is law." 

Shaykh al AlbanT confirms what Hafiz Ibn Hajar says, as the 

weak hadith has no support and has the possibility of being a 

forgery, and often it is so. No one, therefore, who is not sure 
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Tahvin al 'Ajah, pp. 3-4, quoted in Tamam al Mannah by al AlbanT, p. 
36.' 
Tamam a I Mannah, p. 36. 
Ihid.. p. 37. 
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about its authenticity, should quote it or he will be included in the 

threat of the saying of the Prophet. 

The Shaykh insists that actually Hafiz has discussed these 

conditions for those who are lenient about quoting ahadlth in the 

chapter of the virtues as long as these are not spurious. Hafiz Ibn 

Hajar advises them to be adherent to these conditions, it does not 

in any way mean that he was also with them in acting upon the 

weak ahadlth after following these three conditions, as it is also 

depicted by his last line quoted above.'̂ "^ 

Reacting to the statements of Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal, 'Abd 

Allah ibn Mahdl and 'Abd Allah ibn Mubarak that they have 

practiced strictness while reporting the ahddith of al halal and al 

haram and were lenient in reporting the ahadlth of virtues. 

Shaykh al AlbanT first quoted 'Allamah Ahmad Shakir saying that 

in those days there was no distinction between al Sahih and al 

Hasan; and the muhaddithiin judged ahadlth only as al Sahih and 

al Da 'If. Therefore, these scholars meant what they have reported 

in the chapters of virtues is not as authentic as al Sahih but falls in 

the grade of al Hasan, which is the later term.'^^ After this quote, 
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Idem. 
Ibid., pp. 36-37. 
Ahmad Shakir, Sharali Ikhtisar al lia'ith al Halhlth, p. 101. quoted in 
Sahih alJamV al SaghJr wa Ziyadah (al Fath al KahJr) by Muhammad 
Nasiral Dm al AlbanT, vol. i, pp. 51-52. 
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Shaykh al Albani claims one more reason and says that the 

leniency of these scholars could be taken in the meaning of "mere 

reporting of ahadith along with their chains and abstaining from 

judging them as Da'if as it is known that chains facilitate the 

knowledge about the weakness."'^^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that the permissibility of action on the 

weak hadith of virtues is not permitted because of al qawl al 

marjuh^^^ or al zann al marjuh^^^ as it is going against the basis 

{al asl) and there is no evidence of it. 

Endorsing the view of Shaykh Jalal al Din al Dawanl, Shaykh 

al AlbanT says that we cannot prove the five rulings of the law {al 

ihkam al khamsah al shar'iyah) including al istihbab (desirables) 

by a weak hadith because of the impermissibility of action on al 

zann (conjecture) by the holy Qur'an and the hadith-}^ 

And surely conjecture does not avail against the truth at all." "̂  

They follow nothing but conjecture. 

Similarly, as reported by Imam al Bukhari and Imam Muslim 

the Messenger of Allah said: 
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Muhammad Nasir al DTn al Albani, SahJh al JamV al Sa^hlr wu 
Ziyadah (al Fath al Kahlr), ed. 3 , Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, vol. i. 
p. 52. 
Ghayah al Maram, p. 9. 
Sahlh al J ami' al SaghJr wa Ziyadah {al Fath al Kahlr), vol. i, p. 50. 
Sahlh al ./ami' al SaghJr. vol. i, p. 5! . 
Al Qur'an, 53:28 
/hid.. 53:23 
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licwarc ol" al zann [conjecture or suspension], for al zann is 
the worst of false tales. 

He further says that no one among the great scholars have 

permitted the authoritative status of a weak hadith in the legal 

rulings {al ihkam al shari'ah). However, all of them have agreed 

upon that in case of the rulings {al ihkam) the hadith should be an 

acceptable {al maqbul) one, the lowest grade of which is Hasan li 

ghayrihi}^^ Therefore, one cannot act on a weak hadith, neither in 

virtues and nor in optionals {Mustahabat). 

Reasons of Weakness of a Hadith 

A hadith is termed as £)a'[/"because of two important reasons: 

1. Breaks in a chain 

2. Fault in a narrator 

Because of the first reason, it can be divided into different 

types like; Mu'allaq, Mursal, Mu'dal, Munqata', Mudallas, 

Mu 'an 'an, MawqUf, Maqtu' etc. and because of the second reason 

a Da'if hadith can be divided into a number of types like; 

Mawdii', Matruk, Munkar, Mu'allal, Mukhdlifah al Thiqat, 

Mudraj, Mudtarab, Shddh etc."^ 

11̂  SahJh ulJami' al SaghJr wa Ziyaduh, vol. i, h. 2679, p. 52 1 
(jhdyah al Maram,p.9. 
SahJh al ./ami' al SaghJr, vol. i, p. 50. 
Mu jam: Istilahati Hadith, pp. 2i0-231. 
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I. Weakness by Breaks in Isnad 

Shaykh al AlbanT was a skillful muhaddith who like earlier 

muhaddithun analyzed the magnum corpus of hadlth and studied 

their chains with the full scholarship. He discussed the chains of 

ahddlth in a scholarly manner and majority of his hooks are based 

mainly on these discussions. Here the Researcher discusses the 

standards of the Shaykh about the different types of weak hadith 

which are termed Da'//"because of the break(s) in their chains. 

Al Mu'allaq 

If a narrator or a number of narrators are missing from the 

beginning of a chain the hadlth is termed as al Mu'allaq.^^^ 

Discussing the Mu 'allaqdt of the Sahih al Bukhdri, Shaykh al 

AlbanT claims it as an established rule in the science of hadlth that 

the ahddlth of the Sahih al Bukhdri are of two kinds: 

1. Those ahddlth in which Imam al Bukharl has carried the 

chain of a hadlth upto the Prophet with the continuity 

(ittisdl). These ahddlth are authentic in view of 'ulamd' 

except very slight suspicion by some scholars. 

2. Those ahddlth which have been narrated by Imam al 

Bukharl without continuing (ittisdl) it to the Prophet are 

known as al Mu'allaq ahddlth. The Shaykh claims that 

116 
AI Tahhan, op. cit., p. 69. 
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these ahddith can be al Sahih, al Hasan and al Da'if. 

Unlike kind first, it is impossible to get the knowledge 

from this kind by referring merely to Imam al Bukharl, 

Shaykh al Albanl makes it clear when a Mu'allaq (broken) 

hadith is handed down with the sighah al jazm—qala (he said), 

rawa (he reported), dhakara (he mentioned) etc—the hadith is 

authentic in his view; and when the hadith is handed down with 

the sighah al tamrid—tunvd (it is reported), dhukira (it is 

mentioned) etc—the hadith is weak in his opinion because they 

do not meet the standard in his view."^ 

He further makes a researcher cautious by saying that many 

ahddith reported with the sighah al jazam are weak and 

sometimes the ahddith handed down with the sighah al tamrid are 

authentic in his (Imam al Bukharrs) view because of many 

reasons {al asbdb). The only way to get the knowledge of the 

authenticity of these ahddith which have been handed down by 

Imam al Bukharl as broken {Mu 'allaq) is to consult other books 

of hadith like al Sunan etc where one can study their chains and 

can declare their befitting grade.' '̂  

Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Naqd Nastls HadJthiyyah fi 
jiĵ  Thaqafah al 'Amah, pp. 7-8. 

119 ( t ' " -
Idem. 
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The Shaykh claims that there are many who does not know this 

fact and deem that every hadlth, which is cited by Imam al 

BukharT, is Sahih. That is why they sometimes quote a broken 

hadith referring it to the Sahih al Bukhari. In this way, they 

deceive the people as they are themselves in an illusion that they 

are quoting an authentic hadith. For this reason the 'ulama' have 

agreed upon that whenever they quote a Mu'allaq hadith from 

Sahih al Bukhari they should point out it with the terms like 

rawahu al Bukhari mu 'allaqan (al BukharT reported it [hadith] as 

broken) or dhakarahu al Bukhari bidUn isnad (al BukharT 

mentioned it without a chain), so that people may not be 

deceived.'^" 

Shaykh al AlbanT advises a student if he intends to quote a 

broken hadith from Sahih al Bukhari, he should not use the term 

rawa al Bukhari because this term is specific for al Musnad 
1 - 1 1 

hadith. Similarly, when in case of Muhammad ibn Bishar—the 

teacher of Imam al BukharT from which Imam BukharT has heard 

and narrated many ahddith—Imam al BukharT says qdla Ibn 

Bishar (Ibn Bishar said) it is taken as continuous (Muttasif) and 

12(1 , , 

^ klem. 
Difci' an al Hadith al Nahawlwa al Slrah, p.29. 
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not broken {Mu 'allaq) as claimed by Ibn Hazm and Hisham ibn 

'Amar. The later calls it Mawsul hadith. 

Giving his opinion on the authoritative nature of the Mu 'allaq 

hadith, Shaykh al Albanl says "Mu'allaq hadith is a type of 

Munqata' hadith, which points towards its weakness." The 

Shaykh clears the doubt from the authority of al Bukhdri and says 

that it is well-know in the circles of 'ulamd'thai the broken but al 

Majzumah (reported with ^Jghah al tamrid) ahddith of Sahih al 

Bukhdri are Sahih.' 

Al Mursal 

Defining a Mursal hadith, Shaykh al Albanl says, if a Follower 

{al tdbi 'T) does not narrate a hadith from the Companion of the 

Prophet the hadith is called as Mursal hadith. Here mursal is in 

the meaning of munqata'; which exhibits that al inqita' (break) is 

between a tdbi 'iy and a person among the Companions of the 

Prophet. Summarizing the views of Imam al Bayhaql and al 

Sayrafi Shaykh al Albanl says if the tdbi 'i states sami 'tu rajulan 

min al sahdbah (I heard from a person among the Companions) 

then the hadith is accepted and if he reports only by 'an (from) 

1 T* 

" Inva 'al Ghalll, vol. vii, p.260. 
'̂ ^ Al Naslhah. ^. HA. 
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the hadith is rejected. Shaykh ai Albanl says that he views to 

restrict the last condition by putting it like this, if a tabi 1 is al 

mu 'an 'an and known for tadlis the hadith will be rejected; if the 

case is not so this hadith will also be accepted. The Shaykh 

admits that similarly, Marasil al Sahabah are also an authority. 

He says that some of the scholars take Hasan hadith authentic 

because there is no such a flaw in the chain on whose faultiness 

the scholars have reached on agreement. Similarly, they take a 

Mursal hadith as authority because they regard the dropped 

narrator as the mentioned and fair one, which is not correct. 

Shaykh al Albanl claims that no one among the 'ulamd' 

declared clearly the authentic but Mursal hadith absolutely 

acceptable; but there is a disagreement about it. If a Mursal 

hadith is reported by an authentic mursil narrator it is not an 

authority unless and until it is supported by other channels. It is 

the Jahalah about the narrator that makes it unauthentic. Quoting 

al Khatib al Baghdad! and Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 'AsqalanT in his 

support Shaykh al Albanl says that it is not permissible to accept a 

khabr (news) unless and until one knows the authenticity of the 
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Al Naslhah. p. 229. 
Al Ta'llq Ala Kitab al Ba'ith al Hathlth Sharah Ikhtisdr 'UWm al 
Hadith, \o\. i, pp. 160-161. 
Ghayah al Maramfi al TakhrJj Ahadith al Halal wa al Haram, p. 133. 
Muqaddimah Targhih wa Tarhib, pp. 16-36. 
AI Masah 'ala al Jawrabayn, p. 30, 
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reporter. That is why, Ibn Hajar has discussed hadith al Mursal in 

the rejected {al mardiid) types of the hadith because of the 

anonymity of the dropped narrator who can be either a sahabi or a 

tdbi % if he is a tabi T he can be either da 'rfor a thiqah; if he is a 

thiqah he can either narrate from a sahabi or from one more 

tdbi % if tabi 1 then the probabihties may repeat.... 

The Shayich further adds when there is muUipHcity in the 

channels of al mardsV and they are free from the deliberate 

agreement or there is an unintentional agreement then the mardsil 

are authentic. The report {al naql) may be either agreeing with the 

news {al khabar) or is the deliberate lie from the liar or a mistake. 

Whenever a report is safe from the intentional lie and mistake it is 

a doubtless truth {sidqan bild rayyib).^^^ 

Explaining it further, he says when a hadith is reported from 

two or more than two channels and it is known that the reporters 

do not agree on the fabrication, it is also established that the 

agreement on the fabrication is not possible unintentionally and 

merely by chance, therefore, the report is authentic.'"" 

Shaykh al AlbanT quotes an example given by Ibn Taymiyyah 

in this regard. If a person reports a past incident in detail and 

refers to the particular sayings and the deeds. Meanwhile a 

Nasb al Majamq li Nasf Q'lssah al Gharamq, pp. 41 -42. 
130 

Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmu' al Fatawa, pp. 18-25 quoted in Tahnm Alat al 
Tarh, by Muhammad Nasir al DTn al Albani, p. 72. 
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person, who is known for his disagreement with the first one, 

comes and says what the first person had said in detail, and he 

refers to the sayings and deeds already quoted by the first. Then 

one should know that this reported incident is true as a whole. If it 

had been all deliberate lie from these two persons or a mistake, 

then it would have been impossible to report the details with such 

an agreement. In this way the common truth {sidq 'ammah) is 

known with the help of different channels (jihdt) of al 

manqiilat. '^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT further quotes Ibn Taymiyyah in his support 

and says when a hadith comes from the Prophet in two ways with 

the information that one reporter has not taken it from the other. 

This determines that the report is a truth Qiaqq); especially when 

it is known that the reporters are not those who lie deliberately. In 

this situation only the fear of forgetting and the chances of 

mistakes from the two narrators persist. Therefore, one of the 

channels supports the other but the fear of the bad memory of the 

narrators and their mistakes limit it to the grade of al Hasan 

only. 

By this the Shaykh claims that one is benefited fi-om a Majhul 

or a Mursal hadith. That is why the people of knowledge were 

lacin. 
132 , , idem. 

Ibn Taymiyyah, Mujmu 'ah Fatawa, pp. 18-25 quoted in Tahrlm Alat al 
Tarh, p. 73. 
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quoting such ahadlth and according to them they are capable for 

al shawahid (witnesses) and al i 'tibdr and are not useful for other 

matters.'̂ '* If it is reported by a Hafiz Imam,'̂ ^ or as a Mawsul 

from the other channels its weakness is removed. It is then 

capable to be used as an authority, but the channels having grave 

weakness cannot be used for witness {istishhad)P^ Therefore, 

these individual but weakest channels cannot provide strength to a 

weak hadith. ' 

Shaykh al AlbanT says if it is not clear that the narrator—like 

'Umar ibn al Sa ' ib^s the Companion of the holy Prophet or the 

Follower. The hadith is declared dropped for the argumentation 

{al istidlal) because of the anonymity of the status of the narrator; 

as the narrator could be a tabi'i v/hose authenticity is uncertain. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says this is also a reason why the scholars of 

hadith do not base their arguments on a Mursal hadith. 

Shaykh al AlbanT argues that there are two obstacles for a 

Mursal hadith which disqualify it for the argumentation in spite 

of being reported from a number o^ mursal channels; one, there 

may be a single source of the two Mursal ahddJth. Second, there 

may be addition of weaknesses of the individual channels which 
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Idem. 
Nash id Majamq li NasfQissah al Gharanlq, p.39. 
InvCi 'al G ha 111., vol. ii, p.277. 
Ihid., p. 310. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahadlth al Dal/ah wa 
at Mawdil'ah, ed. 2nd, Riyadh, Maklabah al Ma'arif, vol. iii, p. 246. 
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results in the grave weakness of the channels as a whole.' *̂  If a 

Mursal hadlth has Sahih chain up to the mursil narrator and this 

mursil narrator receives the hadith from the teachers {Shayukh) 

other than the teachers of the first Mursal chain. This makes one 

satisfied that one Mursal chain strengthens the other. If one of the 

conditions is not present, for example, one of the Mursal chains is 

a weak or authentic but it is not known whether its teachers are 

different from the teachers of the another Mursal chain, then this 

Mursal chain cannot be used as a strengthener. This is because 

there are the chances that the two Mursal channels meet on a 

single narrator who is the teacher of these two Mursil narrators 

then the hadith will be called as Gharib. This is also the view of 

ImamNawawT.''**' 

Shaykh al Albanl further says if the mursil narrator is Hasan 

BasarT in the view of the majority it is a weak hadith}'^^ Shaykh al 

Albanl has made it clear that the ahadith which are narrated by 

Hasan BasarT from Samrah when reported with 'an 'anah are not 

hujjah. 

1̂^̂  Nash al MajanJq li NasfQissah al Gharamq, p. 45. 
Hijah al Mir'ah at Muslimah ft al Kitab wa al Siwnah. ed. 8"\ Beirut. 

1̂1 al Maktab al IslamT, n.ii., pp. 19-20. 
1̂ , Silsitah al Ahadith al Da IJah wa al Mawdu 'ah, vol. 1, p. 55. 

Inva'al GhalJl, vo\.\, p.349. 
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A/ Munqata* 

In lexicography word munqata' is derived from inqata'a 

yanqafa'u. It is an opposite of ittisal and means to be cut off' " 

Siiaykh al AlbanT insists that as long as al inqita' of a hadith is 

not proved it shall be taken as an authentic hadith. Mere lack oi al 

sima' can not prove the hadith al munqata'. 

The Shaykh says that Munqata' hadith is among the weak 

ahadlth because of the jahalah (anonymity) of the dropped 

narrator. No one among the scholars declared the authentic but 

Mursal hadith acceptable, there is an open disagreement about it. 

Mere the presence of Munqata' hadith in Sahih Muslim can not 

negate its qadah because if their continuity could not have been 

proved by other channels these would have also been declared 

weak.''' 

AlMu'dal 

Mu'dal is derived from an Arabic word a'dalah which means 

to be or become problematic.''*^ In hadith terminology a Mu'dal 

hadith is one in which two or more than two narrators are dropped 

successively. Mu 'dal is regarded as a kind of Munqata' hadith 

because all Mu 'dal ahadith are Munqata' but all Munqata' are not 

^ Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 77. 
Inva 'al Ghani vol. i, p, 124. 

1̂ ^ Al Mascih 'ala alJawnthayn, p. 30. 
Al Tahhan. op. cit., p. 75. 
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Mil 'dal. '̂ '' Shaykh al Albani regards al Mu '(^al as one of the kinds 

a weak hadlth. '''̂  

Al Mudallas 

In lexicography, Mudallas is a passive participle of an Arabic 

word tadlis, which means to conceal the defects of goods from the 

customer. Tadlis is itself derived from dalasa, which means the 

awful darkest night.''̂ ^ In hadith teiminology it deals with a report 

in which tadlis (concealment of defects) is practiced, and such 

hadlth is called as Mudallas hadith.^^^ Therefore, this definition 

fits to its literal meaning in respect of its darkness that encloses 

the condition of its chain.'^' According to Shaykh al Albani tadlis 

is of three types: 

a) Tadlis al Isndd 

The Shaykh says that it is a hadith in which a narrator narrates 

from that person with whom he has met, but has not heard from 

him that particular hadith or he has lived as his contemporary 

but has not met him.'̂ '* Sometimes there are one or more 
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Dr. SubhT Salih, op. c//., p. 199. 
Ghayah al Maram ft al TakhrJj AhaJith al Halal wa al Ha ram, p. 27. 
Al Tahhan, on. cit.,p. 79. 
Mu 'jam: htitahati Hadith, p. 3 16. 
Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 79. 
Tamam al Mannah, p. 18. 
Idem. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, al Tawassul, Riyadh, Maktabah al 
Ma'arif, 1421/2001, p. 93. 
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[narrators] between them. The narrator does not use terms like 

akhharana (reported to us), and haddathana (narrated to us). He 

uses terms like qala (said) and 'an (from) while transmitting the 

hadith which gives the false impression of direct hearing from 

him.'̂ ^ 

b) TadlTs al Shayukh 

The Shaykh says if a narrator names a teacher (̂ /zoy /̂z)—after 

hearing a hadith from him—by such a name, epithet, lineage or 

attribute which is not commonly known for him so that his 

identification can not be made, this practice of the narrator is 

called as tadlis al shayukh}^^ This kind of tadlis has been 

declared extremely forbidden. The shaykh whose name has been 

concealed is usually unauthentic, and his name has been 

concealed by the narrator so that his state {al hdl) cannot be 

identified; or he is called by an unusual name or epithet, which 

matches with the name or epithet of an authentic narrator, so that 

a false impression is given that the shaykh is someone else among 

the authentic narrators. 

,̂ ^̂  Tamam al Mannah, p. !8. 
Idem. 
Al Tawassul p. 93. 
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c) TadlTs al Taswiyah 

Defining this type of tadlTs the Shaykh says if a mudallis 

narrator narrates such a hadith which he has heard from an 

authentic {thiqah) teacher {shaykh), in his turn this authentic 

teacher narrates it from <2- weak (da'if) teacher and this weai< 

teacher transmits it on the authority of an authentic teacher. The 

mudallis who hears from the authentic teacher drops the weak 

authority of his authentic teacher. He then links the chain of his 

authentic teacher with the next authentic narrator with probable 

{muhtamal) terms, like 'an'anhu etc. This exhibits the whole 

chain as authentic. He declares the continuity between him and 

his authentic teacher. In this case, the critics find such an element 

in the chain which itself calls for its rejection. That is why it is the 

worst kind of tadlTs, which is followed, by first and second 

types. Shaykh al Albanl informs the researchers that WalTd ibn 

Muslim is known for this type of tadlTs. That is why the 

researchers do not take the ahdd'ith of WalTd as an authority 

except when the chain is musalsal (continue) with al tahdis or al 

• - < 1 5 9 

sima . 

The Shaykh discusses one more type of tadlTs and writes if a 

narrator says haddathana or sami'tu and after a pause he utters 

jg Tamdm ul Mannah. p. \S. 

Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da 'Tjah wa al Mawdii 'ah, vol. iii, pp. 409-410. 
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the names like Hisham ibn 'Urwah or al A'mash giving false 

impression that the narrator has listened from them whereas the 

case is not so. This practice is called tadlis al sukut. 

Causes for TadlTs 

As per Shaykh al AlbanT, the known causes that make a 

narrator to practice tadlTs are; when he narrates from a younger in 

age and drops the younger narrator in the passion of elevating the 

chain or when he knows that the hadith is mardud in view of 

muhaddithun. 

Shaykh's Verdict About al Mudallas 

According to the Shaykh few scholars did not accept Mudallas 

hadith absolutely, but he rejects this view and accepts a Mudallas 

hadith if the narrator is righteous, accurate and declares the 

tadlis. He subscribes this view partially to Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 

'AsqalanT.'̂ ^ He further says that as per the majority the hadith of 

a mudallis narrator cannot be accepted unless and until he 

declares al sima\ which is in contrast to Ibn Hazm who does not 

accept al mudallis at all in spite of the clear declaration by the 
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narrator. 
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Ibid., vol. iv, p.200. 
Silsilah al A hadith al SahJhah, vol. ii, p. 223. 
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Shaykh al Albani further says when a mudallis narrates a 

hadith using the word 'an (from) the hadith is not used as an 

authority.'^^ Similarly, the 'an 'anah who is known for his tadlTs is 

an 'illah (reason) in a hadith and ceases the fairness of the 

report."^ 

Al Mu'an'an 

In literal sense mu'an'an means to say 'an, 'an (from, from). 

According to mill al hadith terminology, a saying of a narrator 

which begins with 'an (from) is called as al Mu'an'an. The 

Shaykh says if a Mu'an'an is safe from tadlis and there is a 

chance of meeting between the ngurators, his 'an 'anah is taken as 

al ittisal}^^ Referring to Imam Abu Muhammad ibn Hazm— 

known for his vehemence in this field—Shaykh al Albani declares 

if a fair {al 'adl) narrator reports from that who is known to be 

fair then it is similar for the liqa' and the simd' whether he says 

akhbarnd or hadathana or 'anfulan or qalafuldn; this is all taken 

as sima irom hmi. 

Shaykh al AlbanT further says if a narrator—like Ibn Kaysan— 

is a thiqah (authentic) and also safe from tadlis, therefore, there is 
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G hay ah a I Mar am p.25. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Silsilah al Ahcidith al SahJhah, ed. 
4 '\ Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, vol. ill, p. 340. 
AI Tahhan, op. cit.. pp. 86-87. 
AlNasihah. pp. 99-100. 
Idem. 
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no dincrencc between the terms used by him, like qala (he said), 

'an (from), dhakara (he mentioned) etc. 

Discussing the stand of Imam al BukharT in this issue, Shaykh 

al Albanl writes that in the view of the Imam the proof of meeting 

between the narrators is necessary for the authentication of a 

hadith. Shaykh al Albam says that this is al marjuh view near the 

majority. Imam Muslim has refuted this view in the prelude of his 

al Sahih and has proven that al mu'a?arah is sufficient but the 

17 I 

narrator must not be Mudallis. As said e£irlier Shaykh al Albani 

has made clear that those ahadith which are narrated by Hasan 

Basarl from Samrah with 'an 'anah are not hujjah}^^ 

'An*anah of Zakariyya and Imam ai TirmidhI 

Shaykh al AlbanT informs the researchers that Zakariyya is a 

Mudallis narrator as said by Abu Da'ud and others. His 'an 'anah 

ahadith have been taken by al TirmidhI as Hasan. But the Shaykh 

makes it clear that the 'an 'anah ahadith if considered are taken 

only as a reason (sabab) for weakness and not agreeability (al 

tahsin). 
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Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahlhah, vol. vi, part i, p. 379. 
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2 Weakness by Fault in a Narrator 

Being the expert in evaluating the narrators of a chain, Shaykh 

al Albany created history by separating the fundamental hadlth 

books in separate Sahih and Z)a'(/'parts. Almost all of these works 

are based on the books of Jarah and Ta 'dil. Shaykh al AlbanT 

discussed a great number of narrators in his Silsilatan and brought 

to the fore the reasons for their acceptance or rejection. Here the 

Researcher discusses the standards adopted by the Shaykh in 

evaluating and estimating the merits and demerits of the narrators 

o^ ahadlth. 

Al Mawdu* 

Mawdu' is a passive participle derived from the Arabic phrase 

wada 'u al shay', which means to bring down. As the grade of the 

Mawdu' hadlth is the lowest one, therefore, this nomenclature 

befits it. In 7/w al hadlth the Mawdu' is a lie which has been 

forged by a narrator and attributed to the Prophet.'^'' Shaykh al 

AlbanT says al Mawdii' (spurious) is a report in which there is a 

liar or a forger in the chain or has the impression of forgery 

evident from its text.'^^ He makes it clear that the research 

scholars do not pronounce their opinions only when they find 

"^ Ibid., vol. vii, p.48. 
Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 89. 
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slander {nl la'n) in Ihe chain of a hadith, but in contrary to it tiiey 

also study the text (al matan) of the hadith. If they find it in 

disagreement with alShari'ah (law) or with its fundamentals they 

do not hesitate to judge it as a forgery {al wada') in spite of its 

sound chain.'^^ Here multiplicity of channels does not matter in 

any way; therefore, the spurious narrations cannot be 

1 77 

strengthened. 

The Shaykh makes it clear if an authentic narrator makes a 

mistake in the text of a hadith it does not make the whole hadith 

Munkar or Mawdii' because the forgery is proved only when the 

narrator is a forger or a liar. If a person speaks lie—indeed 

harms his piety (taqwd) and shows fisq—his hadith is not listed as 

a/ Mawdii' or al Makdhub but judged as a very weak {da 'ifun 

jiddan) hadith; the report is judged as al Mawdii' only when it is 

known that the narrator is known for lying in the sayings of the 

Prophet.'^'' 

Discussing the indications of Mawdii' ahadith, Shaykh al 

AlbanT says that one of the indications of Mawdii' narration is that 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Da Ifal Targhlb wa al Tarhlh. ed. 
1̂ ^ 1st, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, vol. i, p. 4. 
,̂ ^ Silsilah al Ahac/Ith al Da Ifah wa al Mawdii 'ah, vol. ii, p. 86. 
1',̂  ihid,p.m. 

Difa' 'an al HacfJth al IVahawJ wa al Slrah, pp. 16-11. 
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al salf al sdlih (pious predecessors) did not continued to act on 

it.'^" Some of the scholars, like Ibn JawzT, consider it as a big 

indication of forgery that a hadlth is in conflict with reason {al 

'aql\ or report {al naql), or is against the fundamentals {al asiil) 

of religion. The Shaykh explains that to be against the 

fundamentals of religion means that it would not be available in al 
I Q 1 

masdnidand in the well-known hadfth books. 

Al Munkar 

Shaykh al AlbanT says when a da 'if narrator contradicts an 

authentic narrator in a word, the hadlth is categorized as rejected, 

Munkar}^^ Shaykh al AlbanT fiirther says that some of the 

muhaddithun have labeled a narration Munkar only because of the 

uniqueness {al tafarrud) and does not meant by it the weakening 

{al tad'if] of the hadith as seen in the Muqaddimah of Ibn al 

Salah."' 

Al Mu'allal 

Mu'allal is a passive participle of a'allahu. It is a hadlth which 

is apparently free from any weakness but on deep study, it reveals 
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Al Ta'hq 'Aid Kitdh al Ba'ith at Hathlth Sharuh Ikhtlsar 'Uliim a! 
Hadlth, vol. i, p.72. 
Silsilah al Ahcidith al Da Ifah wa al Mawdu 'ah, vol. i, pp. 629-630. 
Tahdhlr al Sajid, p. 101. 
Silsilah al A hadlth al Da 'Ifah wa al Mawdii 'ah, vol. vi, p. 5 9. 
Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Da'Tfal Targhlb wa al Turhlh, ed. 
1st, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, vol. i, pp. 4-5. 
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a significant fault.'̂ '* Shaykh al Albanl says that as far as the 

hadith critic is concerned, he is not supposed to viUfy a hadJth if 

he feels it is contradicting with the jurisprudential issue. This 

contradiction cannot be a reason for him to reject the hadith. By 

doing this he may vilify the number of sound channeled 

ahadith. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that as far as the 'illah of ahadith are 

concerned it makes one to understand the importance of the study 

of the different channels of ahadith, and to ascertain the identity 

of their narrators. This study helps a lot to unveil the "dlah of a 

hadith. He regrets that the majority of the scholars, both old and 

new, do not practice it. 

The Shaykh reveals that Ibn Hazm evaluates the chain 

superficially and declares it authentic. He says that this may be 

suitable for the Zahiriyyah school of thought but the people of 

knowledge do not satisfy merely by this, they study the chains 

and the biographies of the narrators in depth. By doing this, they 

satisfy Iheinselvcs and ascertain whether there is any 'illah in 

hadith. That is why the knowledge of the 'illah of a hadith is 

among the finest sciences of the 'Ulum al Hadlth.^^^ 
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Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 99. 
Silsila'h al Ahadith al Sahlhah, vol. v, p. 464. 
Illah is a finest defect present in a hadith which affects its 

authenticity. 
Silsilah al Ahadith al Da 'ifah wa al Mawclii 'ah, vol. iv, p.264. 
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Some Olhcr Types of HadTth 

There are other types of hadlth which possess different reasons 

to fall in their respective categories. Some of these different types 

which have been discussed by the Shaykh are as follows: 

Al Mud raj 

As per the lexicographers, mudraj is derived as an Arabic 

passive participle of adrajat and means to insert or include one 

thing in the other. As per the muhaddithiin Mudraj is a hadith in 

which words have been inserted in the text or chain without 

indicating it, or change has been induced in the isndd of a 

hadith}^'^ Here a narrator contradicts the other authentic narrators, 

which is the seventh reason for weakening of a hadith.^'^'^ Shaykh 

al AlbanT comments on this act and says that it is not permitted to 

add anything based on personal opinion in the hadith unless a 

narrator declares it.'* '̂ 

AI Mudtarah 

Mudtarah is the passive participle of al idtirab which means 

anxiety, confusion and disorder. " As per 'Urn al hadith, a hadith 

which is narrated with different chains and texts are so much 

contradictory that the agreement between them is not reached. In 

' Invu 'Al Ghalll, vol. vi. p. 57. 
^Z AITahhan.rvAcv/., p. 103. 
Z //'"/•• P- 102. 

Silsilah al AhcicUlh al Sahlhah, vol. vi, part ii, p. I 178, h. 2975. 
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addition to it. all these chains and texts are at par with respect to 

strength and grade, which makes the preference of one on the 

other impossible.'^'' 

According to shaykh al Albani one of the conditions of a SahTh 

hadith is that it must not be Mu 'allal (sick). Idtirab (confusion) is 

also among the 'illal of a hadith}^'^ Keeping this in view a 

Mudtarab (confused) hadith can be defined as under: 

A hadith which has different versions [riwdyah] is called a 

Mudtarab hadith. Some report it one way and some narrate it 

in a different way. This hadith is called Mudtarab when both 

the versions are at par with each other [and one can not be 

preferred to another]. However, when one of the versions carry 

greater weight and the other cannot withstand it for the reason 

that the narrator of first one is a better memorizer or has spend 

more time in the company of his authority [marwT 'anhu] or 

has other reliable reasons for preponderance, then the decision 

[hukm] will be given in favour of the preponderant [al rdjih]. 

At this time, the hadith will not be treated as Mudtarab. 

Sometimes the confusion may be in the text or the chain of 

a hadith. While it may be in one narrator or in a group of the 

narrators. This confusion is the cause of the weakness [du 'of] 

of a hadith, as it displays that the [narrator] has not maintained 

the accuracy [dabt].^'^^ 
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Mu'jam: Istilahati Hadith, p. 349. 
Tamdm al Mannah, p. 17. 
Al Muaaddimah ibn al Saldh, pp. 103-104, quoted in Tamam al 
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Therefore, according to the Shaykh, the Mudtarab hadith is one 

in which the reasons of preference {al tarjih) like memory of its 

narrators or accuracy of its reporters or length of the company of 

its transmitters etc. are at par with each other and the principle of 

preference is not applicable.'^^ It is, therefore, an established fact 

that the idtirdb is an evidence of weakness of a hadith and the 

inaccurateness ('adm daht) of its narrators which also pomts 

towards their poor memory.'*'̂  For this reason, one has to declare 

its weakness clearly as this kind of hadith is not acceptable in the 

view of the scholars.''''^ Shaykh al Albanl says that the scholars 

believe in two types oiidtirdb: 

1. When a hadith transmits from different channels (wujuh) 

having the same strength and it is not possible for us to 

prefer a channel (wajh) on another because of the similarity 

in strength. 

2. When the channels of idtirdb are different from each other, 

so that the preference would be possible between them. 

The Shaykh says that the first type causes sickness ('illaf) in a 

hadith and in the second type one has to look for al rdjih.^^^ 
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SUsilah al Ahadith al Sahlhah, vol. ill, p. 59. 
Tamam al Mannah p. 263. 
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The Shaykh affirms if there is the switching of narrators—among 

the Companions of the holy Prophet—in a chain of a hadith, this 

idtirab cannot affect the authenticity of a hadith. The 

interchanging of sahabi narrators in a chain does not harm its 

authenticity.^^' He gives a famous hadith as an example, in which 

the Prophet has said, "When three are on a journey, they should 

appoint one of them as their commander." 

In this famous hadith Ibn 'Ajlan sometimes gives the chain as, 

from {'an) Nafi', from Abu Salmah, from Abu Sa'Td and 

sometimes he narrates it with the chain of Abu Hurayrah as, from 
7m 

Abu Salmah, from Abu Hurayrah. Shaykh al AlbanT judges this 

hadith as Sahih and Hasan Sahih. 

AI Shadh 

Literally, shadh is a present participle {ism al fa 'il) and is 

derived from shadha which means to be unique or isolated.^ '̂' 

According to Shaykh al AlbanT, a Shadh hadith is a hadith which 

is reported by an accepted and trustworthy {thiqah maqbiH) 

narrator but is contradictory to the more accepted and trustworthy 
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Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, SahJh Abu Dawiid, Dar al Fikr, vol. 
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narrator.^"^ He says that one of the conditions of the hadlth to be 

authentic is that it must not be Shddh?^^ Shaykh al Albanl quotes 

Ibn Salah in his support who has thoroughly discussed al Shadh in 

his famous book al Muqaddimah. 

When a narrator is unique in any respect, he should be studied. 

If in his uniqueness he contradicts with the narrator who is 

better than him in memory and accuracy [dahf], then his hadlth 

will be listed as Shadh and rejected [Mardiid]. Moreover, if he 
does not contradict the other better riwdyah [narration], and is 
reported only by him and not by the other, this unique narrator 
will be studied [further]. If the narrator is righteous ['ddil] and 
mcmorizer [hqfiz] and his skillfulness [itqdn] and accuracy is 
confirmed, then [the hadith] in which he is unique can be 
accepted. His uniqueness carmot vilify it. If because of this 
uniqueness his memory and skill cannot be relied, therefore, 
his uniqueness can be his fault and his hadith will be kept off 
from the definition of al l^ahih. 

Now according to its condition [al hdl\ it will be suspended 
between different grades [mardtib]. If the unique narrator is 
not far from the grade of a such memorizer and accurate 
narrator, who falls in the acceptable grade then his hadlth will 
be graded as Hasan [agreeable] and cannot be declined as 
Da 'If. In addition to it, if he is far from such acceptable degree 
then his uniqueness will be rejected and his hadlth will be 
listed among Shadh and Munkar?'^ 

From this quote, Shaykh al Albanl concludes that the Shadh 

hadlth is a Munkar (relinquished) and Mardiid (rejected) one 

because it is a mistake and the mistake cannot provide strength to 

2Qg Tamam al Mannah, pp. 15-16. 
Muqaddimah Ihn al Salah, p. 8 quoted in Tamam al Mannah bv 
Shaykh Nasir al Dm al Albani, p. 15. 
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the other.^'" It is this mistake which makes a hadith contradictory 

to other one. Therefore, Shadh and Munkar ahddith are not 

accounted.^" He declares that it is extremely incorrect to use 

them as a witness; rather they are of no use. In case if a narrator 

narrates what has not been reported by the other authentic 

narrators; then this hadith will not be taken as Munkar or Shadh 

but will be authentic as in the case of Aflah ibn HamTd. According 

to Shaykh al Albanl, it is a definition of Imam Shafi'T which 

clears this principle that Shadh is a hadith which is reported by an 

authentic narrator in contradiction to what has been reported by 

the others, whereas it does not include that hadith which has not 

been narrated by any one else.'̂ ''̂  

The Shaykh further says that shadhudh can be in chain as well 

as in text. '̂'* In case of shadhudh in text, he says if there is a 

disparity of words in the text of one of the authentic chaimels of a 

hadith but the other authentic narrators does not agree with this 

disparity. All of them agree on the other word, and have more 

authentic narrator in their chains the disparity will be taken as un-

authoritative and Shadh. The hadith having more authentic 
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Al Muqaddimah Ibn Salah, p. 86. Quoted in Tamam al Mannah by 
Shaykh Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, p. 16. 
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narrators will be taken as authority.'̂ '̂  Therefore, a person feels 

easier with a hadith of a group of the narrators than with a hadlth 

of one narrator who contradicts all of them and is also isolated {al 

fard). 

The Shaykh affirms that the muhaddithun have agreed upon the 

condition oiSahih hadith that it must be safe from shadhudh. The 

people who examine and study the books of hadith know it better 

that there are extraordinary contradictions in the accuracy (daht) 

of the text of the ahadlth reported by the authentic narrators. Not 

all reasons of these contradictions can be obtained, therefore, it is 

must to prefer some on the others, and the preponderant {al 

Rajah) will be called as al Mahfuz and the non-preferable (al 

Marjuh) as al Shddh, which is a type of the Da'T/hadith?^^ 

Al Hakim and Shadh Ahadlth 

Shaykh al AlbanT comments on the remarks of Imam al Hakim 

who judges a particular hadith as Shadh and Sahih al isndd. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that this is a unique term used by al Hakim 

and as per his own [al Hakim's] definition "a Shddh hadith is one, 

which is reported by an authentic narrator lonely and there is no 

' ^ Silsilah al Ahadlth al Sahlhah, vol. vi, part ii, p. 724. 
Irwa 'al GhaliL, vol. iv, p. 218. 
AI Masah 'alii alJawrahayn, p. 37. 
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hadith similar to it." '̂̂  Shaykh al Albanl claims that this 

definition is in contradiction with the definition of Imam al 

Shafi'T, who stated that a hadith which is not narrated by any one 

else is not Shddh. According to the Shaykh, this is the definition 

that has been accepted by the majority of the earlier and later 

scholars; and what contradicts it is al Shadh. The Shaykh 

expresses his astonishment and expresses if the definition given 

by al Hakim is accepted it will reject hundreds of authentic 

ahadJth particularly those ahcidith which are in his own book al 

Mustadrak. *̂' 

AI Majhiil 

Literary jahila is the opposite of 'alima. The narrator who is 

unknown is termed as al Majhul.^^''^ In the defmifion of al Majhul 

(the unknown) narrator, Shaykh al Albanl subscribes to the view 

of Imam al Khatlb: 

In the view of Ashdb al Hadith, Majhiil is a narrator who is not 

well-known in 'ulamd' in seeking the knowledge, and his 

hadith is know only by a single narrator. 

The Shaykh claims that the muhaddithUn are unanimous that 

the riwayah of the unknown narrator should not be used as a 
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Iiiijjah (authorily).^^-' There is a strong likelihood that the 

anonymous narrator might be weak or a liar. However, it is also 

know that the jahalah (anonymit>0 of the Companions does not 

harm in anyway.̂ ^^ Therefore, if the name of a Companion is not 

given it does not matter in any way because all the Companions 

are fair ('udill). If the narrator is a Follower or anyone else, it is 

not necessary that he must be confirmed (tawthiq) by a person 

from his own tahqah, but it is enough that he is confirmed by any 

imam of jar ah and ta 'dil irrespective of the conditions whether he 

belongs to his tahqah or not.̂ '̂' If the name of the Follower is not 

given and he is a majhiil his hadith is a Mursal one and can be 

used as a witness {shahid) only. The Shaykh says that al 

Majhul has three^^^ kinds: 

1. Majhul al 'Ayn 

This is a narrator, who has only been named and except one 

and no one narrates from him. His riwdyah cannot be accepted 

unless the narrator is confirmed.̂ ^^ Shaykh al AlbanT s.ays jahalah 
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Tanidin al Mcinnah, p. 271, 347. 
Silsilah al Ahadith al Da Ifah wa al MawdH 'ah, vol. i i , p. 306. 
Ghayah al Maram, p. 154, 204. 
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al 'ayn gels cleared by the reporting of two or more than two 

narrators and the hadith is listed as Majhul al Ml or al Mastur, 

2. Majhul at Hal 

This is a narrator from whom two or more than two persons 

have narrated, but no one has confirmed him. This narrator is 

called as al MasturP^ As discussed above, Shaykh al Albanl says 

jahalah al 'ayn gets cleared by the reporting of two or more than 

two narrators and the hadith is listed as Majhul al hal or al 

Mastur. One group of the scholars have accepted it while the 

majority (aljamhur) has rejected it.'̂ ^̂  Shaykh al Albanl expresses 

that he feels satisfied if he uses al Mastur ahddlth of the 

Followers as an authority, and he claims that many of the 

researchers have adopted the same way. He quotes a few 

famous muhaddithun like Ibn Rajab and Ibn Kathlr who declared 

the Mastur ahadith of the Followers as Hasan?^^ 

3. AI Mubham 

Some of the Muhaddithun include Mubham in al Majhul. 

Mubham is a narrator whose name has not been mentioned in a 
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riwayah}^'' Shaykh al AlbanT insists that as long as the name of 

the anonymous narrator is not known his confirmation cannot be 

accepted. 

The Shaykh claims that mere naming a narrator cannot even 

clear the jahalah al 'ayniyyah of the narrator not to speak of 

jahalah al halP^ Similarly, if the name of the ancestor of the 

narrator, or the name of any other relations of the narrator is given 

it cannot elevate the hadlth from the category oi jahalah al 'ayn 

to jahalah al hal or jahalah al wasfP^ It is evident that the 

clearance of the jahalah al 'ayn does not mean the clearance of 

jahalah al hal. If a majhul narrator is a person among the great 

Followers (Kibar al Tabi 'tin) this even carmot clear the jahalah al 

'ayn of the narrator not to speak of jahalah al was/. Mere 

anonymity of the narrator makes a hadlth weak and needs no 

further explicityara/j of any kind. ' 

Discussing the ways to clear the jahalah (anonymity) of a 

narrator the Shaykh says that the least way to clear Xht jahalah is 

that two or more than two narrators, well-known in knowledge, 

should report on his authority. Expressing his view on this Shaykh 
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Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 121. 
Silsilah al Ahadilh al SahJhah, vol. v, p. 404. 
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ai Albam says that mere the reporting of two cannot prove his 

fairness (al 'adalah).^ 

In addition to above, Shaykh al Albanl says if a single reporter 

narrates on the authority of the unknown {al Majhul) it is known 

as Majhul al 'ayn. It is this anonymity which gets cleared by the 

reporting of two or more than two narrators and it is listed as 

Majhul al hal and al Mastur. One group of the scholars has 

accepted it while as the majority (al jarnhur) has rejected it. 

Shaykh al AlbanT quotes Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 'AsqalanT to 

substantiate his view: 

It is proven that a hadith of Mastur, where there is the 
probability [ihtimaf], cannot be taken as accepted or rejected 
one. However, it will be suspended [Mawquf] up to the 
verification of the integrity as resolved by Imam al 
Haramayn.'̂ '*'* 

Shaykh al AlbanT adds that its integrity can be confirmed 

(tawthiq) by a reliable (mu 'tamid) Imam only as the Hafiz points 

towards it. According to Hafiz Ibn Hajar, Majhul al hal is a 

narrator on whose authority two or more than two transmitters 

narrate a hadith but could not confirm his integrity.̂ "*^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT explains the reason for accepting the 

confirmation of "a reliable imam" only; as per him, there are some 
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muhaddithun on whose confirmation one cannot rely because they 

have deviated from the path of the majority and have confirmed al 

Majhiil, Ibn Hibban is one among them. If the group of authentic 

narrators has taicen the Majhiil as an authority, his hadlth can be 

accepted but his hadlth should not contain such a statement that is 

denied by the others. The later memorizers like Ibn KathTr, al 

'Iraqi, al ' AsqalanT etc., also hold the same view.̂ '*^ 

Ibn Hibban and his Confirmation of al Majhiil 

As discussed above, Shaykh al Albanl repeats that a hadlth of 

Majhiil narrator along with its two types is not accepted by the 

majority of scholars.^'*'' However he claims that Ibn Hibban is 

well known for his carelessness in the confirmation of Majhiil 

narrators. The deviation of Ibn Hibban is that he accepted the 

ahddith of Majhiil and based his arguments on them. He also 

collected these ahadith in his Sahih}'^^ 

The Shaykh quotes a statement of Hafiz Ibn Hajur al 'AsqalanT, 

who claims that Ibn Hibban has said: 

The justification [ta 'di[\ of a Munkar al hadith narrator can be 
permitted only after his critical evaluation. If he is among 
those who narrate Munkar ahddith and agrees with the 
authentic narrators in akhbdr the narrator will be 'Adil Maqbul 
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al riwdyah, because the people talk good about a person unless 
a cause for defect is evident upon tiiem. This is a verdict in 
case of well-know narrators but the unknown from whom only 
the weak narrators have narrated are always relinquished 

As per the Shaykh, 'Allamah Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalani evaluates 

this statement and says: 

The opinion of Ibn Hibban is strange about the fairness [al 

'adalah] of jahalah 'ayn as long as he is not investigated 
[jarah]. Instead of this, the majority is against it. This view of 
Ibn Hibban is expressed in Kitah al Thiqat.... It shows that in 
view of Ibn Hibban jahalah al 'ayn gets cleared by the 
reporting of a single well-known [Mashhur] narrator. His 
teacher, Ibn Khuzaymah, also holds this opinion but others 
retain his Jahalah al hal unaffected. 

Shaykh NasTr al Din al AlbanT clears the misunderstanding 

about the Hafiz's evaluation, "in view of Ibn Hibban jahalah al 

'ayn gets cleared by the reporting of a single well-known 

(Mashhur) narrator." Shaykh al AlbanT says that this statement 

gives misimpression that Ibn Hibban confirms only those Majhul 

narrators who have been taken as an authority by the authentic 

ones." " He contradicts Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 'AsqalanT and gives 

arguments that Ibn Hibban does not consider jahalah al 'ayn as 

jarah. " He further says that Ibn Hibban believes the jahalah is 

Al Du'afci', vol. ii, pp. 192-193, quoted in Tammam al Mammh b\ 
^.| Shaykh Nasiral Dm al AlbanT, pp. iO-21. 
!;̂ ^ Tamum al Mannah, p. 21. 

IhicL p. 22, 
'-" IhicL. p. 24. 
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cleared only by a single narrator despite the narrator is weak or 

unknown.'̂  

Concluding his view about Ibn Hibban's confirmations Shaykh 

al AlbanT advises that one should remain reserve and cautious 

while taking the confirmations of Ibn Hibban because he opposes 

the 'ulama' while confirming the unknown narrators. If a narrator 

is taken as an authority by a group of authentic narrators and is 

confirmed by Ibn Hibban, his hadith can be accepted as a truthful 

{saduq) but his hadith should not contain such a statement, which 

is denied by the others.̂ ^^ 

Types based on Attribution oi Khabar 

As per to the attribution of khabar to anyone, the hadith is 

divided into four categories: 

1. Al Qudsiyy 

In lexicography, Qudsiyy refers to al Quds, which means 

'Holy'. As per the hadith terminology, it is a hadith which is 

attributed to Allah. It is narrated by the Prophet and comes down 

to us in such a way that the Prophet attributes it to Allah.̂ ^ '̂ 

2. Al Marfu' 

Literally, marfu' is a passive participle (ism al maf'ul) of rafa 'a 

which means to elevate and is an opposite of wada 'a (to put 

255 ^Jl'f^- P- 2 ^ - IhuL. p. 23. 
fl Ibid., p. 25. 

Al Tanhan, op. cit.. p. 127. 
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down).'" According to muhaddithun when a saying, action, taqrir 

or a physical feature is attributed to Prophet Muhammad and is 

narrated by the Companion it is known as al Marfu'. 

Shaykh al AlbanT comments on this type of hadith and says 

when a hadith is known as Marfu\ then it is of no benefit to 

restrict it as a Maw^w/saying of few of the Companions. 

The Shaykh says further when the Companion says 

something—which is among the unseen (ghaybi) matters and 

cannot be said by mere opinion or which explains {tafsir) an ayah 

(verse) of the holy Qur'an—then the statement is taken as al 

Marfu' instead of al Mawquf with certainty. 

3. Al Mawquf 

Al mawquf \s a passive participle {maf'ul) of verbal noun, al 

waqf, which means to suspend or stop. In usiil al hadith a 

saying, action or a taqnr that has been attributed to the 

Companion of the Prophet is called as al Mawquf 

According to the Shaykh if there is an explanation of the text of 

a hadith and if the explanation is the Mawquf onQ, it is considered 

as an authority (hujjah) because the explanation of a narrator does 
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not contradict the hadith in anyway, and the narrator knows the 

best what he is narrating. 

The Shaykh further affirms that the jahdlah of the sahabi does 

not harm a hadith because all the Companions are fair ('Adul) in 

view of A hi al Sunnah (people of Sunnah). The order (amr) 

of a sahabi and his commentary (tafslr) on the Qur'an will be 

taken as al Marfu'. When the Companion says, amarana hi kadha 

(we were ordered to do like this) or nahayna 'an kadha (we were 

refrained from this)̂ '̂** this will be all taken as al Marfu'}^''^ If the 

Companion says, min al sunnah kadha (in the Sunnah it is like 

this),^''^ this will be also included in the Marfu' category.^^' 

Similarly, the explanation of a tdbi'i especially when he is a 

narrator of a hadith, and it is supported by the juristic rules {al 

qawa'id al usuliyyah) is hujjah. This explanation will be 

preferred on the others especially when it does not contradict any 

hadith. 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, al Adab al Mufrad, ed. 2nd, Dar al 
2̂ ^ SadTq, 1421/2000, p. 429. 

Silsilah al Ahadlth al Sahihah, vol. v, p. 399. 
If^ Ibid, vol. lii, p. 271. • • • 

fj^ Ibid.,p.m. 
Invd'al GhalJl, vol. iv, p. 133. 

270 '"'^'^• 

^^^ Ibid., vol. ii, p.23. 
272 ^^'^^' ̂ °'" '•'P-23-

Ghayah al Maram, p.79. 
Irwa 'al GhalJl, vol. iv, p. 134. 
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1 he Shaykh further says that sometimes a Companion remains 

unaware about a hukm of the SharTah because of not receiving a 

particular hadith. So due to his negligence he either denies the 

hadlth or gives the opinion, which contradicts the hadith. He, 

therefore, errs but instead of that he is rewarded. 

4. Al Maqta' 

Maqtu' is a passive participle of qata'a, which means 'to cut' 

and it is an opposite of wa?ala. In 'ilm al hadith^ al Maqlu' is a 

report which is attributed to a Follower or to anyone below 

them.̂ ''̂  Shaykh al AlbanT says when a narrator is a Follower (al 

Tabi'i) and he says, min al Sunnah kadha (in Sunnah it is like 

this), the statement is not taken as the Marfu' one, in contrary to a 

same statement if stated by the Companion it will be taken as al 

Marfu'. Simply speaking, the Shaykh believes that mere 

statement of a Follower cannot confirm the Sunnah?^^ 

Ziyadah a I Thiqah 

Ziyadah al thiqah (addition by an authentic narrator) are those 

additional words, which have been added in any hadith by any 

authentic narrator while as the other authentic narrators have not 

JJs /^.4. vol. V, pp. 156-157. 
-'l AITahhan,op. c/A, p. 133. 

Al A/fibah al Nafi 'ah, p. 34 and Inva 'al Ghalll, vol. vii, p. 338. 
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mentioned these words in the same hadHh." Shaykh al AlbanT 

says that the lack of knowledge in any matter does not mean the 

inexistence of the fact. Sometimes the fact remains there and only 

few know about it. 

He declares that the ziyadah al thiqah are acceptable {al 

maqhul)?^''^ When the chain {al sanad) is elevated {rafa 'a) [to the 

Prophet] and it is free from shadhudh then the addition {al 

ziyadah) is accepted because the addition of an authentic narrator 

is acceptable.^*" Sometimes a narrator elevates a hadith to the 

Prophet and sometimes he does not ascend it and the hadith 

remains mawquf. Therefore, who remembers {hafiza) is hujjah on 

the one who does not remember.̂ ^^ 

The Shaykh expresses his personal experience and says that a 

person feels more comfortable with a hadith reported by a group 

of narrators than with a hadith reported by a single narrator who 

contradicts all of them and is also isolated {al fard). He says if 

two groups of narrators vary in the number of ahadith, the group 

having more number of ahadith will be preponderant {al arjah) 

because more number means addition of knowledge {'ilm). 
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Therefore, one who knows is a hujjah for one who does not 

know.̂ '*'* He further explains that this principle of preponderance 

{al tarjih) is acceptable when there is a contradiction between the 

two ahadith and the reconciliation {al tawfiq) is not possible 

between them.̂ ^^ Similarly, if sometimes a narrator narrates a 

hadith as a Musnad and sometimes he narrates it as a Mursal, the 

hadith containing more knowledge {Him) i.e. al Musnad, related 

to the Prophet, is taken as an authority. 

The Shaykh says that the bases for accepting the riwayah 

(narration) of an authentic narrator is as it is reported. Therefore, 

it is not permitted to reject an authentic hadith on the basis of 

probabilities {al ihtimaldi) and suspicions {al tashkik). 

The Shaykh clears his stand about few narrators and says if a 

narrator like Matr al W âraq is a truthful {saduq) but makes many 

mistakes {al khata') his additions will not be accepted, because 

this is the sickness {'illah) of the hadith?^^ He further adds that 

sometimes the contradiction arises because of the shortening {al 

ikhtisar) of the text or the chain. The authentic narrator sometimes 

reports a portion of a hadith according to the situation and does 
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not ascend (rafa'a) it to the Prophet believing that the audience 

knows it well or due to the other reasons which later on create 

contradictions. Therefore, if there is the addition or alteration in 

the ahddith it is not taken as a contradiction and all of them are 

The Shaykh further says, "When an authentic hadlth resembles 

with the weak or weakest hadlth, this resemblance does not libel 

the authentic hadlth but on the contrary, the weak hadlth if 

resembled and agreed with the authentic one can be 

authenticated. "̂ '̂̂  

Al VtibaTy al Shahid and alMutabi' 

Al I'tibar is the verbal noun of i'tabara which means to 

contemplate on things in such a way that other similar things may 

be identified. As per the 'Urn al hadlth, al I'tibar means to find 

out other channels for a hadlth which has been narrated by a 

single narrator so that one may know other narrators who share 

1 • 291 

this report. 

In lexicography, al Mutabi' is an active participle of taba 'a 

which means to follow and agree. As per usiil al hadlth, al 

Mutabi' is that hadlth in which its narrators agree with the 

narrators of its hadlth al fard in words and meaning or only in 

;J' .-J/yVa.s7/7a/7, pp. 44-45. 
' Silsilah al Ahudith al SahJhah. vol. i, pp. 489-490. 
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meaning, and all the narrators meet on the name of a particular 

Companion, which indicates that all the narrators have reported it 

292 

on the authority of a single narrator. 

Similarly, in lexicography shahid is an active participle of 

shahadah. It is named as shahid because it gives testimony that 

the hadith al fard has a base. It reinforces it in such a way as the 

witness reinforces the plaintiffs stand. In 'Urn al hadith, al Shahid 

is that hadith in which its narrators agree with the narrators of its 

hadith al fard in words and meaning or only in meaning, but 

differs in the Companion, which indicates that these narrators 

have reported on the authority of different Companions. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that a naiTator who is truthful {al sadUq) 

but weak in memory can be a witness {al Shahid) and is capable 

for al mutabi'ah?'^^ The witness need not to be authentic but 

should be safe from grave weaknesses,^^^ Therefore, an un-

authoritative {ghayr al ihtijaj) reporter can also act as a witness. 

Commenting on a hadith Shaykh al AlbanT makes it clear that al 

/ 'tibdr and al istishhdd are almost similar in meaning. 

2̂ 2 Al Tahhan, op. cit., p. 141. 
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Multiplicity of Channels 

Shaykh al Albanl sa} s when there is a multiplicity {kathrah) in 

the channels {turuq) of al Marasil and they are free from the 

delebrate agreement or there is an unintentional agreement then 

the marasil are authentic. The report {al naql) may be either 

agreeing with the news {al khabar) or is the deliberate lie from 

the liar or a mistake. Whenever a report is safe from the 

intentional lie and mistake it is a doubtless truth {sidqan bila 

rayyib)}"^^ He further says that one of the reasons why a channel 

cannot be strengthened in spite of having many more channels is 

that, it lacks the narrators who should be at least among Ahl al 

Sidq. ̂  

Shaykh al Albanl says if a hadith is reported through a number 

of channels it gets strengthen and becomes hujjah no matter if its 

channels are weak {Da'if) individually. The Shaykh says that it is 

not generalized and is limited only to those weak ahddith of 

different turuq whose weakness is because of the weak memory 

of their reporters"^"" and are authentic {thiqah)^^^ Their weakness 

should not be because of the accusations {tuhmah) about their 

sidq (truth) or Din (religion). If the case is so then its multiplicity 

29S Ibn Taymiyah, Majmu' al Fatawa, pp. 18-25 quoted in Tahrlm Alcit al 
2̂ g Tcirb, by Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl, p. 72. 
^^ Difa' 'an al Hadith al Nabawi wa al Sirah, pp. 6119-121. 

Tamam al Mannah, p. 31. 
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of channels cannot strengthen it. The Shaykh claims that the same 

has also been reported by the great scholar, al ManawT in Fayd al 

Qadir on the authority of different scholars.̂ ^^ The Shaykh further 

adds that Matruk hadith,^^^ Da'if hadith with the weakness of 

having accusation of lie {muttaham bi al kadhib) on the narrator 

and hadith Shadh^^'^ cannot be strengthened. When the channels 

are themselves very weak {da'ifunjiddan) they cannot strengthen 

the others." 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that one who wants to strengthen a 

hadith by its multiplicity of channels, he must be well acquainted 

with all the narrators of all the channels so that he can know the 

degree of its weakness. The Shaykh further says it is very 

regretful that only ver>̂  few scholars do the same and the later 

scholars in particular strengthen a hadith without knowing its 

different channels and depend only on imitation; and do not 

bother to know about the degree of its weakness. 

He produces an ayah of the holy Qur'an to prove the principle 

of strengthening the ahddlth by different channels, "so that if the 
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one erreth the other will remember."^"^ He further says that the 

strengthening of a hadith needs a deep understanding of ahddJth, 

its channels and words and the acquaintance with the situations 

where their witnesses can be taken into account. In this respect, a 

scholar cannot depend much on the instant indexes of hadith for 

assistance but it is an established science for a person who has 

practiced it for a long time. 

He quotes Ibn Taymiyyah in his support and says that a 

narrator can be weak because of the abundance of the mistakes in 

a hadith and he can be authentic because of the credibility {al 

I 'tibdr) and support (al I 'tiddd) attached to him. Indeed this is the 

number of channels and their multiplicity which provide strength 

to one another. He illustrates it and says that the significance of a/ 

i'tibdr can be seen in case of 'Abd Allah ibn Lahfah. When fire 

destroyed his books he narrated from his memory by which he 

committed many mistakes in his ahddlth but Imam Ahmad wrote 

hadith from him because of al i'tibdr attached to him.'"*'̂  

Jar ah and Ta^dTl 

As discussed in chapter I, the study of the presence or absence 

of conditions in a narrator which makes him or her acceptable or 

Ĵ^̂  AlQur'an.2\m. 
Tahrlm Alcit al Tarh, p. 71. 309 
Ibn Taymiyah, Majmu'ah Fatawa, pp. 18-25 quoted in Tahrlm Alat al 
Tarh. by Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, p. 71 
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rejected is called 'Urn al Jarah wa al Ta'dil.^^^^ By this science 

one discusses particular terminology of Jarah and Ta 'dil about 

the narrators and their degrees.""' Shaykh al AlbanT was a great 

scholar of this science. He evaluated the narrators and discussed 

the degree of their ahddlth. It is noteworthy to mention here that 

the Shaykh followed the same principles and the set of rules, 

which were laid by the earlier scholars of this science. It is for this 

reason that his judgments on different ahddlth almost agree with 

the opinions of the earlier scholars. 

Conditions for a Narrator to be Authentic 

The Shaykh insists that the two basic conditions for every 

authentic chain is that its narrators should be well known in al 

'addlah (fairness) and al dabt (accurateness).^'^ It is not necessary 

for an acceptable narrator that he should be an adolescent 

(baligh). It is enough that he has a proper realization (tamyiz).^^^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT says as far as the narrator who is not a Mudallis 

is concerned, it is sufficient that he is a contemporary {al mu 'dsir) 

of the other and does not need the proof of the continuity {al 

ittisdl).^^^ He further adds that before this consensus there were 

four conditions for the proof of <2/ ittisdl: 
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1. Al Mil 'asarah (to be contemporary) 

2. /J/L/V/a'(meeting) 

3. Al Sima' (Reading by the teacher to the student) 

4. Tul al Suhbah (length of association) 

Shaykh al Albanl quotes Imam al NawawT who says that a 

Mu'an'an chain is a Mutta^il with the condition that the 

Mu 'an 'an should not be MudaUis and the narrators should have 

the possibility (imkan) of meeting with each other. As far as the 

conditions like proof of meeting, length of association (ful al 

suhbah) and acquaintance with the narrator are concerned, there is 

a disagreement about it. Among those who do not take them as 

the preconditions is Muslim ibn al Hajjaj, and he claims 

consensus on it. '̂  

Commenting on the view of Imam Nawawl, Shaykh Nasir al 

Din al AlbanT says, "from the quote of Imam Nawawl one feels 

that there was a grave disagreement among the scholars on the 

conditions of continuity between the two narrators after which 

there was the consensus on the sufficiency of al mu 'asirah only. 

This is the basic condition while as the others are the conditions 

'^ Idem. 
Idem. 
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of superiority {kamal). It is followed by the compilers o\^al Sihah, 

and al Sunan etc." 

Reacting to a statement of Ibn 'Abd al Manan, in which the 

later expressed the proof of meeting as a necessity for the 

continuity of a chain who in turn referred it to Imam al BukharT 

and 'AIT ibn al MadlnT,'''̂  Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albanl says that 

Imam al DhahabT supports the view of Imam Muslim by listing 

Imam al BukharT and his teacher's—'All ibn al MadTnfs—view as 

more correct {al aswah) and stronger {al aqwa); which 

automatically shows that the view of Imam Muslim is at least 

correct {sawah) and strong {qawi).'' 

Shaykh al AlbanT admits that for a long period he desisted from 

accepting the view that Imam al BukharT maintained this standard 

in his al Sahih only. However, after a long time he found a 

haditlr''^^ in al Sunan of Imam al TirmidhT about which Imam al 

BukharT informed Imam al TirmidhT that the hadith is al Hasan, 

instead of the fact that the meeting between the narrators of this 

hadith cannot be proved. Similar to this he found many other 

statements and ahadith which made him firm that al mu'asirah is 

317 

318 

319 

320 

321 

Idem. 
Idem. 
Idem. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, al Jami' al SahJh Simun TirmidhJ, 
Beirut, Dar Ihya' al Turath al 'ArabT, vol. i, p. 22i, h 128. 
AlNasJhah. pp. \7-2^. 
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indispensable whereas the proof of meeting is a plus and a 

condition tor superiority {kamal) only. 

Shaykh al AlbanT does not wipe out the necessity of the 

condition of al mu 'asirah but maintains the distinction between 

the conditions necessary for fairness (sihah) i.e. al mu 'asirah and 

the conditions of superiority, which only benefits at the time of 

contradiction (al ta 'drud) and preference (al tarjih). 

In this way, Shaykh al AlbanT claims that for the authentication 

of a hadlth there is a consensus among the scholars that the 

narrators must be contemporary to each other and there should be 

the possibility (imkan) of meeting between the two and the chain 

should be safe from al tadlis?^^ Mere proof of seeing {al ru'yah) 

cannot be taken as al sima'. 

He further clears that sometimes a liar may speak truth. 

Similarly, a truthful {al saduq) may lie. Likewise, it is not 

necessary for the trustworthy narrator to be ever trustworthy 327 

Symbols Used by Jalal al Din al SuyOtT 

According to Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT the symbols given 

by Jalal al DTn al SuyutT in his book al Jdmi' al Saghir are not 

reliable however many of the scholars depend on the decisions of 

323 

324 

325 

326 

Idem. 
Idem. 
Idem. 
Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da 'ifah wa al Mcrwdu 'ah, vol. ix, p. 274. 
Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, vol. vi, part ii, p. 1256. 
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al SuyulT in case ofSahih, Hasan or Da 'If ahddlth.^^^ The Shaykh 

claims that there are two main reasons for this unreliability: 

1. The scribes have erred in the symbols of al Jami' al Saghir 

which can be proven if many of its ahadith are compared 

with the ahadith of the commentary of al ManawT who had 

copied these symbols directly from al Suyutfs handwritten 

manuscript, both of them differ with each other. In few of 

the manuscripts the symbols representing al Suyutfs verdict 

about the authenticity, agreeability and weakness of a 

hadJth by using the Arabic small letters, sad, ha' and dad 

respectively is not reliable because of the errors of the 

scribes.̂ ^^ 

2. Shaykh al Suyutl is known for his leniency in case of 

authenticating (tashih) or weakening (tad'if) of ahadith 

because many of his ahadith which he has declared 

authentic or agreeable were refiited by the commentator, al 

MunawT; the number of these refutations go beyond 

hundreds. One of the strange facts is that there are many 

ahadith present in this book which have been declared 

spurious by al Suyutl himself in his other book."'̂ *̂  

328 

329 

330 

/hid, p. 1275. 
Tamam a I Mannah, p. 28. 
Tcimam a I Mannah, p. 28-29. 
Ihid, p. 29. 
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Shaykh's Opinion about Some Famous Narrators 

Shaykh al AlbanT had a peculiar view about some of the 

famous narrators of the hadith. He based his views on his 

breathtaking research which contributed a healthy addition to the 

science ofJarah and Ta'dil. He not only pronounced his decisions 

on the narrators but also discussed the reasons behind his views. 

He mentioned the views of the earlier scholars of this science and 

provided arguments, which either supported their opinions or 

rebutted them. His views about some of the famous narrators are 

as under: 

Hasan BasarT 

Shaykh al Albanl says if a Mursil narrator is Hasan BasarT, then 

in the view of the majority, it is a weak hadith?^^ He quotes three 

views about Hasan Basari and his hadith reported from Samrah: 

• He heard from Samrah, this is the view of 'Ali ibn al 

Madlnl, al Bukharl and al Tirmidhl. 

He did not heard from him, this is the view of Yahya ibn • 

Sa'id al Qatan, Yahya ibn Ma'Tn and Ibn Hibban. 

He heard from him only the hadith of al 'aqiqah, this is the 

view of al Nasa'T and is adopted by Ibn 'Asakir, and ' Abd al 

Haqq. 

?3I Silsilah a IA hadith a I Da If ah wa al Mawdu 'ah, vol. i, p. 55. 
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Shaykh al Albani has adopted the third view and has made 

clear that the ahadith which are narrated by Hasan Basarl from 

Samrah when reported with 'an 'anah are not hujjah. 

Ibn JarTj 

Shayi<:h al Albani says according to Ibn Hazm, Ibn JarTj is 

among the authentic and accurate narrators, but Dar al Qutnl and 

others, treat him as al Mudallis. The Shaykh further expresses that 

this is clear that Ibn Hazm does not knew it. Therefore he would 

not have based his arguments on his ahadith, because Ibn Hazm 

held the view that a Mudallis narrator is not an authority no 

matter he declares it or not, which is in contradiction to the view 

of the majority who accept the hadith of a Mudallis as his sima' 

when there is a clear declaration. 

Abu Ishaq 

The Shaykh is of the view that Abu Ishaq is famous for his 

tadlis and is placed in the third category (tabaqah) of al 

mudallisUn (concealers of defects). This is the category of the 

mudallisUn whose ahadith are not taken as an authority by the 

scholars except in those ahadith where al sima' is clear. Some of 

the scholars absolutely reject their ahadith while some accept 

them."^ 

Irwa'al Ghalil. vol. v, p.349. 
Ihii!., vol. iv, p.28. 
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Ibn Kaysan 

The Shaykh says that Ibn Kaysan is a thiqah narrator and safe 

from tadlis. Therefore, there is no difference between the terms 

used by him, like qala (said), 'an (from), dhakara (mentioned) 

«+„ 335 

etc. 

Qatadah 

The Shaykh claims that the tadlis practiced by Qatadah is very 

little and negligible. That is why Imam al BukharT and Imam 

Muslim have avoided it and have completely taken him as an 

authority as have also been pointed out by Imam al DhahabT. For 

this reason Hafiz Ibn Hajar al 'AsqalanT has not mentioned him as 

a Mudallis in al Taqrib, but he has marked him as thiqah thabit 

(proven authentic).^" ̂  

Abu al Zubayr al Makkl 

According to the Shaykh, Abu al Zubayr al MakkT is a Mudallis 

and 'An'anah narrator. Shaykh al Albanl says when Abu Zubayr 

narrates from Jabir or others with the term 'an or with similar 

other terms, and not with the chain of Layth ibn Sa'd it is better to 

suspend it for argumentation as long as his sima' is established or 

one may get the shahddah or the supporter for it. 

' ' Silsilah al Ahudith id Sahlhuh, vol. vi, part i, p. 588. 
3̂̂  Ibid., p. 379: 

3̂ 5 //)/J., vol,v,p. 613. 
Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da Ifah wa al Mawdu 'ah, vol. i, pp. 161 -163. 
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VValTd ibn Muslim 

As per the Shaykh WalTd ibn Muslim is known for tadlis al 

taswiyah. That is why the researchers does not take the ahadlth of 

WalTd as an authority except when the chain is musatsal 

(continue) with al tahdis or al sima'. 

Ibn KhasTfah 

The Shaykh says even if Ibn KhasTfah is an authentic narrator 

but Imam Ahmad—in case of a particular hadith which is 

reported by him—has mentioned him as Munkar al hadith. That is 

why Imam al DhahabT has mentioned him in al Mizan (which 

includes only those nan-ators who are disputed). In the remark of 

Imam Ahmad there is an indication if Ibn KhasTfah narrates any 

hadith lonely and that ij; not narrated by other authentic narrators, 

then his hadith will be rejected and when he contradicts a better 

memorizer than him, his hadith will be taken as Shddh. 

Aflah ibn HamTd 

The Shaykh claims that it is by the mutual agreement that 

Allah ibn HamTd is a thiqah narrator. Both the shayHkh (i.e. Imam 

al BukharT and Imam Muslim) have taken him as an authority. 

The Shaykh says if he narrates what other authentic narrators 

JĴ  //)/J„ vol. iii, pp. 409-410. 
Salah al Taruwlh, pp.57-58. 
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have not reported, then his hadith cannot be categorized as 

Munkar or Shadh. '' 

These were the and major standards that were used and applied 

by Shaykh al AlbanT to carry out his study and research in hadith 

literature. Except few exceptions, he has largely followed the 

standards laid by the torchbearers of this science. He mostly 

propped on the Muqaddimah of Ibn al Salah and while 

pronouncing his opinion on hadith he frequently quoted the 

earlier hadith scholars like 'Allamah Ibn Hajar, 'All ibn al 

Madlnl, al DhahabI, Ibn Taymiyy^ah and other stalwarts in this 

field. It cannot be denied that the Shaykh's decision on any hadith 

cannot be the final or irrevocable but it is also noteworthy to 

mention here that he has tried his best to remain closer to the 

opinions of the earlier scholars. Silsilatan and other books, which 

share its plan of explicit discussions on the chains has brought his 

yardsticks to the open and any one can reexamine or reevaluate 

the standards established by the Shaykh. Despite all this, the 

Shaykh pronounced such views on different and sensitive issues, 

that raised questions on his applied methodology, as almost all of 

these controversial views were based on his extensive research in 

the hadith literature. 

^ ' Inva'al GhalJl. vol. iv, p. 177. 
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Chapter IV 

Shaykh al Albanfs 

Views on Different Issues 

My advice to the students of knowledge is not to proceed to 
preach to the people something that may lead them to great 
misguidance {dalal\. He should check it with the people of 
knowledge before he jumps to conclusion. It is one of the 
disasters of the Muslim youth today that they quickly adopt 
opinions without looking into the opinions of the Salaf and 
Khulafrc^dV(\\n% these issues. 

(Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT) 

S
haykh al AibanTs views in some particular matters or his 

opinions on some controversial issue is actually based on the 

Qur'an and the authentic hadlth. His views and opinions are 

actually an unparallel contribution in the field of hadith literature 

in the recent past. He has a peculiar way of deduction from the 

huge corpus of hadith literature. He derives the conclusion with 

the vehement references from the old and rare manuscripts and 

discusses a single hadith from various forgotten sources. He 

forcefully uses the sayings of earlier and skilled scholars of 'ilm 

al Qur'an, 'ilm al hadith^ 'ilm al usUl (jurisprudence) etc. and he 

has unusual views in some particular matters which are 

commonly know as his tafarrudat (uniqueness). 

"A Clarification of the Requirements oi Jihad' from the tape Munazarah 
ma'a Tanzim al Jihad al Islaml. 
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His views and opinions have always caught him into the 

controversies, but instead of that, he did not retreat in most of his 

opinions. In contrary to it, he came out with the books and 

booklets and put his views more clear and more explicit which 

can be taken not only as an excellent contribution in the Islamic 

religious sciences and thought in general, but also as a qualitative 

addition to the hadith literature, in particular. The reason for this 

is his great reliability on the religious sciences and hadith corpus. 

Some of his views and opinions on different issues and matters 

are as under: 

1. TaqlTd 
(Imitation) 

Taqlid (lit. to hang around the neck), originally, it meant a 

practice, now extinct, of designating an animal destined for 

sacrifice by hanging a marker around its neck so that it would not 

be used for any purpose that could render it ritually unsuitable. A 

related meaning was to appoint persons to a public duty by 

hanging a badge or chain of oflTice around the necks; from this 

there evolved now the more general meaning of "public 

acceptance", "tradition", or the received way of doing things in 

human affairs, from crafts to religion. In religious matters, it is the 

opposite of ijtihdd, the pursuit of original solutions to questions; 

in law, it is the reliance upon the decisions and precedents set in 

the past. In many modernizing Islamic societies today, the word 
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has become pejorative, implying what is old-fashioned and 

retrogressive. 

As discussed in chapter two, Shaykh Nasir al Dm al AlbanT was 

bom in a staunch Hanafl family. His father, al Haj Nuh NajatT al 

AlbanT, was a great and staunch Hanafl scholar. Shaykh al AlbanT 

got his fundamental religious education from his father and from 

his father's friends who used to teach him the fundamental books 

of HanaiT school of thought. But with the influence of al Manor 

magazine and the articles of Sayyid RashTd Rida, he got inclined 

towards the science of hadlth and adopted the way of pious 

predecessors, as he himself declared it.̂  To carry his research and 

studies further in 'Urn al hadlth, he had to visit the Zahiriyyah 

Library of Damascus where he came in direct contact with the 

books and manuscripts of the great scholars of Islam like Ahmad 

ibn Hanbal, Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn Qayyim, Ibn Hazm, Jalal al DTn 

al SuyutT, Ibn al Salah, Imam DhahabT, Imam Shafi'T etc. This is 

what influenced the Shaykh most and he denounced the taqlld of 

al a'immah al arha'ah (four Imams of the fiqh) in an intellectual 

and balanced way. His refutation of taqlid is reasonable and 

contains some scholarly and salient features. The great fact to be 

noticed is that he supports his opinion by the excerpts from the 

"Taqlld", Cyril Glasse, The Concise Encyclopaedia of Islam, London, 
Stacey International, 1989, p. 397. 
Al Shaybani, op. cit., vol. i, p, 401. 
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books of both, pro-taqlicl and 3011-^(7/7^ scholars and maintains a 

balance in his view without going to the extremes. Shaykh al 

AlbanT says about his methodology and himself: 

It is enough for me that I believe that this is the most upright 

way, which Allah has commanded the believers to take; which 

our Prophet Muhammad, Chief of the Messengers, has 

explained. This is the path which was trodden by the Pious 

Predecessors [al salf al sdlih]: the Companions, their 

Followers and those after them, including the four a'immah to 
whose madhahib the majority of Muslims today attribute 
themselves. All of them were agreed on the obligation to stick 
lo (he SiiHiKih and lo refer (o il; to ignore every view 
eoiUradictory lo il, no matter how great the holder or 
proponent of that view is, for the status of the Messenger of 
Allah is far greater, and his example is far truer. Because of 
this, I have acted on their guidance, followed their footsteps 
and carried out their commands to stick to the authentic 
hadith, even if this opposes their view. These commands of 
theirs have influenced me greatly in my perusal of this path, 
and my rejection of blind taqlid. 1 ask Allah, the Exalted to 
reward them greatly."* 

He quotes from all the four a'immah—Imam Abu HanTfah, 

Imam Malik ibn Anas, Imam al Shafi'T and Imam Ahmad ibn 

Hanbal—that the taqlid of any one of them is not permitted. He 

proves by their sayings that it is necessary to follow the Sunnah 

and ignore their views if contradictory to it.^ The Shaykh further 

adds that due to this reason the disciples of the a'immah would 

\ Si/ah Salah al Nabl, p. 45. 
IhiJ, pp. 45-55. 
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not accept all of their I/fuim's views; they actually ignored many 

when they found them to be clearly against the Sunnah. Even the 

two a'immah, Muhammad ibn al Hasan and Abu Yusuf differed 

from their teacher, Abu HanTfah in about one third of the 

madhhab. 

Difference of Opinion among Ummah 

Shaykh al AlbanT rejects a famous hadith, "the difference of 

opinion {ikhtilaf) among my Ummah is a mercy (rahmah)" which 

is often quoted by the muqallidun scholars. He says this hadJth is 

not authentic; in fact, it is false and without foundation. Shaykh al 

AlbanT refers 'Allamah SubkT who says, "I have not come across 

any authentic or weak or fabricated chain of narration for it", i.e. 

no chain of narrators exists for this ''hadith.'" 

He says further that this hadith also contradicts the holy Qur'an, 

for the verses forbidding division in the Din and enjoining unity 

are too well known to need reminding. Allah says: 

" . . . and fall into no disputes lest ye lose heart and your 

power depart." 
". . . and be not ye among those who join gods with Allah, 
those who split up their Religion and become [mere] Sects 
each party rejoicing in that which is with itself!"^ 
" . . . but they will not cease to dispute, except those on whom 

Ihid, p. 55. 
Ibid., p. 59. 
Al Qur'an, 8 : 46. 
Al Qur'an, 1,0 •.2\-32. 
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1 Ic hatli bestowed I lis Mercy."'" 

In this context, Shaykh al Albanl says if those upon whom 

Allah has bestowed His mercy do not differ and the people of 

falsehood differ. Then how is this differing a mercy? 

h is for this reason Shaykh al Albanl himself did not joined any 

of the organizations or the groups of the Muslim world. He says 

that this grouping has divided the Jama 'ah, shattered our union 

and departed our strength. 

Misconceptions of Miiqallidun 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that all that he is calling to is to stop 

treating the Madhhab as a Din, placing it in the position of the 

Qur'an and the Sunnah, such that it is referred to in the case of 

dispute or when extracting a new judgment for unexpected 

circumstances. He accuses that the so-called jurists of his age do 

the same when they set new rules for personal matters, marriage, 

divorce, etc, instead of referring to the Qur'an and the Sunnah to 

distinguish the right from the wrong, the truth from falsehood— 

all of this on the basis of their "Differing is a mercy" and their 

idea of pursuing every concession, ease and convenience!'^ 

Accepting the views of a'immah on some conditions balances the 

view of Shaykh al AlbanT about taqlid, he says: 

1̂  Ibid., II : 118-119. 
Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, vol. vii, p. 541. 

' - Sifah Salah al Nabl p. 69. 
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As for referring to the a'immah's views, benefiting from 
them, and being helped by them in understanding the truth 
where they have differed and there is no text in the Qur'an 
and the Sunnah, or when there is need for clarification, we do 
not reject it [taqlid\. In fact, we enjoin it and stress upon it, 
for there is much benefit expected in this for whoever treads 
the path of being guided by the Qur'an and the SunnahP 

According to the Shaykh there exists some common 

misconception among muqallidim which bars them from 

practicing the Sunnah in which it is apparent to them that their 

madhhah is different to it in that issue; they think that practicing 

that Sunnah entails faulting the founder of the madhhah. lo them, 

finding fauU means insulting the Imam; if it is not allowed to 

insult any individual Muslim, how can they insult one of their 

a 'immahl 

Shaykh al AlbanT refutes this view as totally fallacious, and 

borne of not understanding the S'wwwa/z. He says that the 

Messenger of Allah has himself said, "When the one making a 

judgment strives his outmost and arrives at the correct result, he 

has two rewards; but if he judges, striving his utmost and passes 

the wrong judgment, he has one reward."''' He claims that this 

hadith refutes the above mentioned argument and explains lucidly 

and without any obscurity that if someone says, "So-and-so was 

wrong", its meaning under the Shan'ah is "so-and-so has one 

Idem. 
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reward." The Shaykh say that there is a doubt that this type of 

accusation is baseless and anyone who makes it must retract it, 

otherwise, it is he who is insulting Muslims, not just ordinary 

individuals among them, but their great a'immah among the 

Companions, Successors the subsequent mujtahid a'immah and 

others. The Shaykh says that this is because we know for sure that 

these illustrious personalities used to fault and refiite each other; 

He quotes a hadith where it is reported that the Messenger of 

Allah himself faulted Abu Bakr in his interpretation of a man's 

dream, saying to him, "You were right in some of it and wrong in 

some of it."'^ So the Shaykh raises the question that did he insult 

Abu Bakr by these words!'^ 

Therefore, it seems that Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT neither 

blindly rejected and nor blindly accepted the taqlTd. His view is 

the balanced one. He gives the due respect to the a'immah and 

accepts their views whenever he feels that there is no clear text in 

the Qur'an and hadith about any problem, he takes the explanation 

of the great scholars as a guide in the better understanding of the 

Qur'an and the hadith. 

14 Al Bukhari and Muslim quoted in Sifah Salah al Nahi by Muhammad 
IJ Nasir al Din al AlbanT, pp. 70-71. 

Al Bukhari and Muslim and Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, vol. i, p. 
240, h. 121. 

' ̂  Sifah Salah al Nabi, p. T' 1. 
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2. Jihad in Present Times 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT was bitterly 

criticized by the different groups and organization, which are 

involved in the armed struggle against the different rulers in 

different countries, for his views about jihad in present times and 

the its conditions. He was many times dubbed as an anti-Jihdd and 

was labeled as an "agent" of the different tyrant rulers. But a deep 

study of his views reveal that there is a logic in the Shaykh's stand. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that Jihad^^ is, without any doubt the pride 

and among the basis (arkan) of Islam; and the dydt of the Qur'an 

and ahadith regarding this are known to everybody. However, this 

jihad has its own conditions. 

In his Silsilah al Ahddlth al Sahihah, Shaykh al AlbanT urges 

and binds the hope of the Muslims and says that indeed, there is no 

doubt that the Muslims will return to spiritual, material and armed 

strength, so that they are able to overcome the might of kufr 
I O 

(disbelief) and suppression. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that without Amir Muslims do jihad in a 

big disorganized mess. Muslims cannot imaginey/Tza^? without an 

Amir. It is also impossible to have an Islamic banner without an 

17 
Almost all the portion dealing with the Jihad has been taken from the 
discussion between the Shaykh and a Mujahidfrom alJihadal Islami. 
This discussion is recorded on an audfio cassette. The title of the 
cassette is; 
"A Clarification of the Requirements of Jihad' from the tape 
Munazarah ma'a Tanzim al Jihad al Islami 
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AmTr. He further says that Jihad is of two kinds, Fard Ki/dyah, 

which only a small group of Muslims can do, and if a group 

performs it, the rest of the Muslims are not questioned about it. 

The individuals on their own can do this kind of jihad. That jihad 

becomes Fard 'Ayn, which all the Muslims have to do in a 

specific area. To do this kind of jihad, Muslims need an Amir to 

lead them. 

The Shaykh adds further that in a case of jihad Fard al 

Kifdyah it is allowed for a small group to gather and do it. For 

Fard al 'Ayn Muslims need the whole group. He asks how can 

Muslims move the whole group if they do not have a unified 

leadership! 

It is worthy to mention here that Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT 

refuted the existence of parties or groups in Islam and believed 

only in Jama 'ah and Khildfah. He establishes a complete chapter 

in Sahihah where he discusses this issue.'^ He quotes a long 

liadJth from different channels in this chapter. Here, only the gist 

of the hadlth is given: 

Hudhayfah ibn al Yaman says when people were asking the 

Prophet about the goodness, I was asking about the evil in fear 
that it may get to me, so I asked, "Oh Prophet of Allah we 
were mjahiliyyah then Allah brought this goodness, will there 
be any evil after it?" The Prophet said, "Yes there will be", I 

19 
Idem. 
Silsilah al Ahadlth al Sahihah, vol. vii, pp. 539-547. 
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said. "Will there be goodness ailer it?" He said, "Yes and it 
has some impurities." I asked, "What are its impurities?" He 
[the Prophet] said, "People who guide without my guidance, 
you know of them and deny." 1 asked, "Is there evil after this 
goodness?" He said, "Yes, there will be preachers who preach 
for the doors of hellfire, whoever answers them they throw him 
into hellfire." So I said, "Oh Prophet of Allah, describe them 
for us." He [the Prophet] said, "They are from you and they 
speak from our language." So I asked, "What should I do if 1 
witness that?" The Prophet said, "Stick with the group of 
Muslims and their leader [Imam]." I asked, "What if they had 
no leader?" He said, "If they had no leader or Imam, then leave 
all these groups even if you had to bite on a tree until your 
death."^" ' 

From this hadith he wishes to prove that the Prophet answered 

that he (Hudhayfah) must stick to the Imam of the group, if there 

is no Imam then let him stay away from every jama 'ah. The 

Shaykh further says that these conditions apply today. There are 

the people who claim to be Muslims yet they are callers to 

hellfire. 

He further discusses the present political situation of the 

Muslim world. He says that he is in agreement about calling for 

jihad. He agree that jihad is an obligation {Fard 'Ayn) today, what 

he disagrees is that Muslims need a Khalifah first. He stresses the 

need of a Khalifah to start it. 

This is what Shaykh al Albanl calls for. Jihad is fard, but right 

now it is not the time for it. He says Muslims need the Imam first 

20 f I 

Idem. 
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and that the Prophet ordered Muslims to follow and stick with his 

group. The Shaykh claims that as per Islam Muslims have only 

one banner, one group and one leader {Imam). Muslims do need 

this one group to start the fard al 'Ayn jihad. 

The Shaykh further says that there are many groups that fight 

like the Afghanis or those in Syria, if they want to fight they must 

be under the leadership of one Amir. He denounces that it does 

not mean that Syrians fight in Afghanistan and Afghanis' in Syria. 

It means that both fighting groups must be under the supervision 

of one Imam and one KhalTfah. If there was no single Imam and 

no smgle Jama'ah (not in the meaning of two fighting groups, but 

in the meaning of one group in their unity of leadership, but could 

be more than one group of fighters each fighting in a part of the 

Islamic world), both groups would be operating on their own. He 

says that to do this fard 'Ayn jihad the Muslims need unity, the 

unity needs a KhalTfah. To establish Khildfah Muslims must start 

with purification and education {al Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah). 

They cannot start with j/^ac/right now. 

Shaykh al Albanl further explains his theory he says that 

history repeats itself. Everybody claims that the Prophet is his or 

her role model. The Prophet spent the first half of his prophethood 

in making Da 'wah, and he started with it and not With jihad. The 

Prophet first raised his Companions' Islamic education, for 
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example, he educated them to say the truth and not be afraid of it. 

The Shaykh advises to Muslims to study the issues that concern 

the jihad groups. He says that the group that performs it must 

agree to return to the Qur'an and the Sunnah in its rulings 

(ahkam). This in fact needs education, purification and the 

association of scholars and preachers, as the Prophet educated his 

Companions. He claims that he noticed that Mujahidun call for 

every Muslims to join in the fight, and when they go to fight they 

find disagreement among themselves in the matters of their faith. 

He expresses surprise and says how do these people get ready to 

go for Jihad when they are yet to understand what is obligatory 

on them, i.e. 'Aqidahl This leads Muslims to understand that 

Jihad is not to be discussed, but Muslims must discuss its 

conditions. 

Shaykh al AlbanT says if the Umara' (sing. Amir) exist today 

and the bond he talked about (conmion understanding of Islam) 

does not exist among them then they (mujahidun) will turn 

against one another and fight each other. They must follow one 

methodology and should have one understanding. He, therefore, 

advises every Muslim to work in the light of the hadlth of Ibn al 

Yaman, leave all the groups and stay by yourself. Moreover he 

clears that this is not to mean to live in isolation but it means not 

to join one or another group. 
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In short, the Shaykh says that the jihad in present times is 

obligatory but due to the absence of the KhalTfah one has to wortc 

to establish the institution of the Khilafah first. This absence of 

the Khalifah makes a void in the Ummah and there is no one who 

can declare j//z<5c/. Therefore, iht jihad going on in the world is a 

Fard Kifayah and needs a Khalifah to convert it in Fard 'Ayn. 

3. Al Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah 
(Purification and Education) 

It is the gist of the whole activities and works of Shaykh al 

Albanl. According to the Shaykh, a very important question, 

which many of the groups and parties neglect is how one obtains 

the knowledge of understanding and the practical application of 

the Sunnah. 

The Shaykh himself answers to this question that there is no 

way in obtaining this knowledge, except by returning to 'ilm al 

hadith, 'ilm al musfalah and the science of al Jarah wa al Ta 'dil -

applying its principles and its terms so that the scholars are able to 

distinguish authentic from unauthentic. 

The Shaykh says who wish to bring back to Islam its honour, 

strength, supremacy and rule must carry out two works: 

1. To bring back to the minds of the Muslims the knowledge 

of the Shan'ah (Law) of Islam; purified from all the 
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deviations that have crept into it, which were not a part of it 

upon the day when Allah completed His Din. 

2. It is necessary that this purified knowledge be coupled with 

constant and steadfast action. Thus, when the Muslims will 

return to act upon this purified Islam they will rejoice at the 

help of Allah and His victory. 

Therefore, according to the Shaykh, the key to return the glory 

of Islam is implementation of beneficial knowledge and 

establishing righteous and correct actions, and this is a very great 

affair which the Muslims cannot reach except through the manhaj 

(methodology) of tasfiyyah (purification or correction) and 

tarbiyyah (education and cultivation). These are two very great 

obligations.^' 

According to the Shaykh, the Tasfiyyah means to present Islam 

to the young Muslims free from all those things, which have crept 

into it for the long centuries from the different creeds, khurafat, 

deviations and misguidings. Some of which entered from the 

backdoor of fabricated ahadith. So it is must to work for this 

tasfiyyah because with out this it is totally impossible to live up to 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, Fiah al Waqi', pp. 49-51 
quoted in the Creed of The Imaam of Haaeeth: Abu 'Abdullaah 
Muhammad bin Ismaa'eel al-Bukhari & of the Great Scholars from 
whom he narrated translated by Aboo 'lyyaad Amjad ibn Muhammad 
Rafiq & Aboo Talha Daawood ibn Ronald Burbank, Birmingham, Al-
Maktabah as-Salafiyyah, 1417/1997, pp. 45-46. 
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the aspirations of those MusMtns who take them {Da 7s) as the 

selected people in the vast Muslim world. So the tasfiyyah means 

to give the remedy or solution, and that treatment is only Islam. It 

is this Islam, which cured the same diseases when the Arabs were 

downtrodden and were subjugated by the powerful people like 

Persian, Romans, and Abyssinians etc. 

The Shaykh argues that this Islam is the only remedy for the 

salvation of Arabs as they are entangled in the evil. It is said that 

the history repeats itself; therefore, the remedy is same that was in 

previous times, because the problem is same as was in the past. 

Therefore, the remedy is only Islam. This is the point on which all 

the Muslim organizations never disputed and are unanimous. 

Shaykh al AlbanT further says that in the present times the 

Muslim organizations disputed greatly in the domains of the 

reformations, efforts of restoring the Islamic life, returning back 

to Islamic living and establishing the Islamic state.̂ '̂  He expresses 

his concern over this grave dispute and refutes the views of all the 

organizations on this point and stresses that it is must to begin 

with tasfiyyah and tarbiyyah simultaneously. The Shaykh says 

that the Muslims start with the political affairs and those who 

indulge in the politics are sometimes weak in their 'aqa'id and 

their behavior remains far from Shan'ah (law). They keep 

l^ Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 378. 
Idem. 
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themselves busy in gathering the people around them and 

generally bring them together on the Kalimah of Islam. But they 

have no clear understanding of the Islam like the present Du 'ah 

(preachers). Therefore, this Islam shows not influence on their 

lives.̂ ^ 

The Shaykh says that in this time these people call that the 

Hukm (Judgment) rests with none but Allah, and it is must that the 

judgment should rest with the Qur'an and it is the Truth {al 

llaqq). In the present times, there are the Muslims who do not 

establish Allah's Hukm on their lives but ask the others to 

establish it in their states. They never made themselves capable 

for it and in the meantime they are deprived from it because these 

rulers are among this Ummah. Thus, the Shaykh says that it is a 

duty of the rulers and the ruled to know the causes of this 

weakness in which they are entangled. The Shaykh asks that 

before asking others to establish Islam in your own lands, it is 

obligatory to know first why not the Muslim rulers today judge 

according to Islam? Why do not these du'ah implement Islam on 

their own lives? 

The Shaykh himself answers these questions and says that there 

is only one reason that is either they do not know Islam, they do 

;* Ihid., pp. 378-379. 
^̂  Ibid., p. 379. 

Idem. 
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not understand it except in a general fashion or they do not have 

command of this Islam on their lives, morals, actions etc. 

After this, Shaykh al Albanl quotes a hadlth and says that this 

is all because of love of the world and dislike of the death: 

The Prophet said, "The people will soon summon one another 
to attack you as people when eating invite others to share their 
dish." Someone asked, "Will that be because of our small 
numbers at that time?" He replied, "No, you will be numerous 
at that time: but you will be scum and rubbish like that carried 
down by a torrent, and Allah will take fear of you from the 
breasts of your enemy and last Wahn [enervation] into your 
hearts." Someone asked, "What is WahnT' He repMed, "Love 
of the world and dislike of the death."̂ ** 

Therefore, to guide the Muslims in general and bring out them 

from the slumber and miserable conditions Shaykh al Albanl calls 

for tasfiyyah and tarbiyyah. By the first of these two terms the 

following^*^ is intended: 

1. Purifying the Islamic 'Aqidah (creed) from that which is 

alien to it, such as shirk, ta 'til, ta 'wTl. 

2. Purifying the Islamic fiqh from erroneous judgments, which 

are contrary to tlie Qur'an and the Sunnah, freeing the 
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Idem. 
Silsilah al Ahadlth al Sahlhah, vol. ii, p. 647, h. 958. 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., vol. i, p. 381. 
Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, Fiqh al Waqi', pp. 49-51 
quoted in 77?̂  Creed of The Imaam of Haaeeth: Abu 'Abdullaah 
Muhammad bin Ismaa'eel al-Bukhari & of the Great Scholars from 
whom he narrated translated by Aboo 'lyyaad Amjad ibn Muhammad 
Rafiq & Aboo Talha Daawood ibn Ronald Burbank, pp. 45-46. 
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minds from the fetters of blind-following {taqlid) and the 

darkness of sectarianism and party spirit. 

3. Purifying the books of tafsir, fiqh and raqa'iq (matters 

concerning the heart) from those ahadith which are weak 

and fabricated, or the unsupported narrations from the 

people of the Book. 

According to the Shaykh the Sunnah which has an important 

role on Islamic law is only the Sunnah confirmed by scientific 

channels {al turuq al 'ilmiyyah). It is not the one that is found in 

different works of Tqfasir (sing. Tafsir) and Islamic jurisprudence 

(fiqh), and in different writings of al targhib wa al tarhib, 

advices, and admonitions etc." '̂ 

The Shaykh claims that these books contain weak, spurious, 

and fabricated ahadith, of which Islam absolves, like the story of 

Harut and Marut, and the story of Gharamq. He makes it 

obligatory on the learned, especially those who spread the 

knowledge of fiqh and legal opinions among the public that they 

should not dare to argue with a hadith unless it is well attested. 

Books of jurisprudence, which they refer to, are normally filled 

with ahadith which are not well-attested.''"^ 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Manzilah al Sunnah fi al Islam, p. 

" Idem. 
Idem. 
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In case orjurisprudenlial books he himself tried to analyze the 

ahadith used in major fiqh works of different fiqhi schools. 

Moreover, he started to work on this project under the title al 

Ahadith al Da'ifah wa al Mawdu'ah fi Umahat al Kutub al 

Fiqhiyyah but could not complete it. The major jurisprudential 

books in his view are: 

1. Al Hidayah by al Marghlnanl, in HanaiT fiqh 

2. Al Mudawwanah by Ibn al Qasim, in Malik! fiqh 

3. Shark al Wajiz by al Rafi'T, in Shafi'T fiqh 

4. Al Mughril by Ibn Quddamah, in HanbalT fiqh 

5. Biddyah al Mujtahid by Ibn Rushd al AndalusT, in 

comparative fiqh.^'^ 

As 7/w is a medium of 'amal (action),^^ therefore, these 

sources of '/7w, according to the Shaykh, should be purified and 

this purification is called tasfiyyah. 

Regarding the second obligation—tarbiyyah—Shaykh al 

AlbanT meant cultivating the young generation upon this purified 

Islam, providing them correct Islamic education from the start— 

without any influence from the disbelieving Western education. 
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Idem. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, al Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah wa 
Hajah al Muslimin, Ilayhima, Amman, al Maktabah ai Islamiyyah, 
1421 H,p. 30. 
Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din a! Albani, Fiah al Waqi\ pp. 49-51 
quoted in the Creed of The Imaam of Haaeeth: Abu 'Abdullaah 
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Shaykh al Albani says that the education of Muslims should be 

on the bases which does not seduce them. He quotes a hadith in 

which the Prophet has said: 

I am not afraid of your poverty but I am afraid that you will 
lead a life of luxury as past nations did, whereupon you will 
compete with each other for it, as they competed for it, and it 
will destroy you as it destroyed them."' 

The Shaykh says that for this reason the young Muslims 

especially those who have been greatly bestowed with the 

Bounties and Blessings by Allah must be fortified from this 

disease i.e. 'Love of the world and dislike of the death.' It is 

must to educate and cultivate the people so that they can be 

rescued from this disease."* 

Coming to the first part of it i.e. al Tasfiyyah, the Shaykh 

insists on its importance. He says that it is must to begin with al 

Tasfiyyah coupled with al Tarbiyyah. He quotes a hadith and 

claims that this hadith points towards the Tasfiyah-^^ 

When you enter into the 'Jnah transaction, hold the tails of 
oxen, arc pleased with agriculture, and give up conducting 

Muhammad bin Ismaa'eel al-Bukhari & of the Great Scholars from 
whom he narrated translated by Aboo 'lyyaad Amjad ibn Muhammad 
Rafiq & Aboo Taiha Daawood ibn Ronald Burbank, p. 46. 
Al SnaybanT, op. cit., p. 381. 
Sahih al Jami al Saghir wa Ziyadatuh, p. 237, h. 1036. 
Sibilah alAhadith at Sahihah, vol. ii, p. 647, h.'958. 
Al Shaybani, op. cit., p. 381. 
Ibid 
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jihad. Allah will make disgrace prevail over you, and will not 
withdraw it until you return to your Religion.'* 

In this above quoted hadith, Shaykh al AlbanT claims that there 

is the description of the disease and also its remedy/"^ That is, 

when disgrace prevails Muslims them it will not be cleared unless 

and until they return to their religion/"* The Shaykh further says 

that there is no way for the salvage and that is the Qur'an and the 

Sunnah and al Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah are the ways towards 

it/^ It, therefore, can be summed up as the purified education {al 

Tarbiyyah al sahihah) on the authentic knowledge {al 'Ilm al 

sahih). 

Shaykh al AlbanT accepts that there is no doubt that bringing 

these two obligations require huge efforts and sincere cooperation 

between all Muslims, individuals and groups/^ 

He cites a famous saying, "establish the state of Islam in your 

hearts it will establish it on your lands." He refutes those who say 

that it is not the time for al tasfiyyah and al tarbiyyah but the time 

for getting together and united. Shaykh al AlbanT asks how is the 
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Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, vol. i, p. 42, h. 11. 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., p. 382. 
Ibid., p. 383. 
Ibid., p. 390. 
Al Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah, p. 31. 
Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT, Fiqh al Waqi', pp. 49-51 
quoted in The Creed of The Imaam of Haaeeth: Abu 'Abdullaah 
Muhammad bin Ismaa'eel al-Bukhari & of the Great Scholars from 
whom he narrated translated by Aboo 'lyyaad Amjad ibn Muhammad 
Rafiq & Aboo Taiha Daawood ibn Ronald Burbank, p. 46. 
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unity possible when there is discord in al U?ul and al Faru'\ He 

claims that it is the weakness and dispute which spread 

dangerously in the Muslims and there is only one remedy which 

can save one from the failure of faultless return towards authentic 

Islam and that is al tasfiyyah wa al tarhiyyah. 

4. Tafarrudat al Shaykh 
(Uniqueness of the Shaykh) 

No one except prophets and is infallible. However, in case of 

mujtahiddun the matter is different. When a mujtahid making a 

judgment strives his utmost and arrives at the correct result, he 

has two rewards; but if he judges, striving his utmost and passes 

the wrong judgment, he has one reward.'*^ Shaykh al AlbanT like 

other great scholars errs in some matters and in some matters, he 

has a unique opinion. These unique opinions are called 

Tafarrudat of the Shaykh. Some of the famous and most 

controversial unique opinions of the Shaykh are: 

I. Ihe circular golden ornaments are prohibited for women folk. 

This is the most controversial issue raised by the Shaykh. He 

has quoted those rare ahddlth in his support, which he had 

come across in different rare manuscripts and books in his fifty 

years study career. 

4X 

Al Shaybanl, op. cit., p. 391. 
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Many of the great scholars tried to refute the view of the 

Shaykh but all of them were unable to convince the Shaykh. 

The most famous refutation of the Shaykh in this controversy 

was that of the Saudi hadith scholar Shaykh Isma'Tl ibn 

Muhammad al Ansarl. However, the Shaykh refuted the 

arguments of Shaykh al AnsarT in a humble and scholarly 

manner. Books and views of both the shayukh are discussed in 

chapter five. 

2. Face of women is not included in the awrah and, therefore, it is 

not wajib (obligatory) to veil it. Shaykh al Albanl has based his 

argument on an authentic hadith narrated by Asma' bint Abu 

Bakr. Shaykh Hamud al TawTjirT has refuted this opinion in his 

book, al Sarim al Mashhur 'ala Ahl al Tabarruj wa al Sufur. 

3. Men can trim beard after leaving one handful untouched. 

4. It is prohibited to offer Jandzah and burry the dead in the night. 

5. To stress on the line or the word in writing, Shaykh al AlbanT 

insists to over-line that portion of the writing instead of 

underlining it. He says that it is the methodology adopted by 

the 'ulamd' and muhaddithun of early times and needs to be 

followed by the present generation of the Muslims. While 

Al Bukhari and Muslim quoted in Sifah Salah al Nabi by Muhammad 
Nasir al Din al AlbanT, pp. 70-71. 
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criticizing the underline method he called it the way of Western 

writers and urges the Muslims to go against them. 

6. Shaykh al AlbanT used colon ( : ) to separate two reporters in a 

chain of a hadlth. In the way he introduced a new method of 

punctuating the ahadith chains. The earlier scholars used 

nothing between the two reporters in a single chain, while as 

the later scholars use coma ( , ) instead of colon.^' Therefore, 

this is the uniqueness of the Shaykh in writing down the chains 

of the ahddlth. 

7. Shaykh al AlbanT used to say "al Salam 'ala al NabJ" instead oi' 

"al Salam 'alayka Ayyuha al Nabi" in the tashahhud of salah. 

He preached the same in his different works and particularly in 

his famous book Sifah Salah al Nabi. The Shaykh quotes 

'A'ishah and Ibn Mas'ud in his support and also claims to 

ascribe the same from Imam al Subkl, 'Allamah Ibn Hajar al 

'Asqalanl, 'Allamah al Qastalanl, 'Allamah al ZarqanT, 

'Allamah 'Abd al Hayy of Lucknow etc. 

50 
Al Shaybani, op. cit., vol. ii, p. 465. 
Ibid., pp. 465-466. 
Sifah Salah al Nahl, pp. 161 -164. 
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5. Five major Principles of Shaykh al Albanl's Da'tvah 

Almost all the books and lectures of the Shaykh are revolving 

round the five basic principles of his da 'wah. These five basic 

principles of Da 'wah of the Shaykh are: 

1. Return to the Qur'an and the authentic Sunnah and base the 

understanding of the both on the methodology of the pious 

predecessor {al Salfal Salih). In his support, Shaykh al Albanl, 

produces a Qur'anic ayah and discusses it in the light of a 

couple of ahadith. 

2. Introducing the true Din to the Muslims and call them towards 

'amal (actions) on its teachings and rulings. Embellish this 

Da'wah with its virtues ifa^a'iJ) and properties (dddb) which 

guarantee them the favour of Allah and make them eligible for 

bliss (sa 'ddah) and honour (majd). 

3. Cautioning the Muslims from Shirk with reference to its 

various manifestations like deviations (bid'ah), ideologies, 

mimkar and mawdii' ahadith, which distorted the face of 

Ummah and stopped the advancement of the Muslims. 

4. Restoration of the free Islamic thought in the limits of Islamic 

principles, and dispelling of stagnation of thought, which has 

54 
Al ShaybanT, op. cit., pp. 491-492. 
Muhammad Nasir al DlnAlbanT et al, SalafiDa'wat: Ayk Ta'aruf, tr. 
Muhammad MuqTm Faydi, Mumbai, Markaz al Ihya' 11 al Da'wah wa 
al Irshad, n.d., p.48-50. 
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seized the thinking power of many of the Muslims, and has 

taken them far from the pure fountainhead of Islam. 

5. Launching a struggle towards returning to the Islamic way of 

life, establishing the Islamic community and applying Allah's 

rule on earth. 

These are the basic five principles of Shaykh al Albanfs 

Da 'wah and all of his energy was utilized to move towards them. 

6. Future for Islam 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT is the first 

muhaddith in the history of Islam who has introduced new 

jurisprudential chapters in his books of ahadith. In his famous two 

separate series on authentic and weak ahadith he has introduced 

many new chapters, which were unknown to the world prior to 

him. Al Mustaqbal li al Islam (Future for Islam) is one of such 

novel chapters, which is the first opening chapter of Silsilah al 

Ahadith al Sahihah.^^ It can be said that it was the out come of the 

miserable political and social conditions of the Ummah during 

few centuries which influenced the Shaykh and he began to 

rethink and reinterpret the huge corpus of hadlth literature so that 

its applicability can be ascertained in the practical world. 

While discussing an ayah of the holy Qur'an—"It is He Who 

has sent His al Rusul with Guidance and the Din of Truth that he 

Silsilah al Ahadith al Sahihah, vol. i, p. 31 
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may proclaim it over all religion even though the Pagans may 

detest (it)"^^—Shaykh al Albanl says that the Ummah is given the 

good tiding in this ayah that the future is for Islam, which will 

gain dominance, ascendancy and rule over all other religions. 

Some people may think that this was fulfilled in the time of the 

Prophet and the rightly guided khulqfa' (sing. Khalifah) and the 

righteous kings but that is not the case. Rather, only a part of this 

true promise was fulfilled then as the Prophet has indicated it: 

The Prophet said, "Night and day will not pass away until al 
Lat and al 'Uzza are worshipped." So 'A'ishah asked, "O 
Messenger of Allah! I thought that when Allah sent down, 'it 
is He Who has sent His al Rasul with Guidance and the Din of 
Truth that he may proclaim it over all religion even though the 

CO 

Pagans may detest [it], that it would be complete.'" He [the 
Prophet] said, "There will be of that what Allah wishes."^' 

The Shaykh claims that there are other ahadlth which show 

how far Islam will reach and dominate and how far it will spread, 

such that there is no doubt that the future is for Islam.̂ *' 

Therefore, the shaykh quotes, what he was able to collect from 

these ahadlth, to strengthen the determination of the workers for 

Islam; and be a proof against those who are indifferent and those 
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armed strength, so that they are able to overcome the might of 

kufr (disbelief) and suppression.^^ 

iii. This good tiding is given in one more hadith: 

From Abu QabTl who said, "We were with 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Amr ibn al 'As and he was asked which city will be 
conquered first Constantinople or Rome? So 'Abd Allah called 
for a sealed trunk and he said, Take out a book from it.' Then 
'Abd Allah said, 'Whilst we were with the Messenger of Allah 
writing, The Messenger of Allah was asked, 'Which city will 
be conquered first, Constantinople or Rome? So Allah's 
Messenger said, 'the city of Heracilius will be conquered first' 
meaning Constantinople.'" 

Shaykh al AlbanT explains the contents of this hadith and 

writes that the first conquest mentioned above occurred at the 

hands of Muhammad al Fatih al 'Uthmanl as is well known and it 

occurred more than eight hundred years after the Prophet foretold 

it. Therefore, the second conquest will take place, by the 

permission of Allah and it is certain, and you will hear of it after a 

time. There is also no doubt that the fijlfillment of the second 

conquest necessitates the return of the rightly guided Khildfah to 

the Muslim Ummah, which is what the Prophet foretold.^^ 

iv. The hadith of this above-mentioned subject is: 

Prophethood [al Nabuwwah] will remain amongst you for as 
long as Allah wishes it to, then Allah will raise it up when He 
wishes to raise it up. Then there will be Khildfah upon the 
manhaj of Prophethood and it will remain amongst you for as 
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who awaits il.^' He asks the Muslims to be optimists and quotes 

an ayah in the rejection of the pessimism—"truly no one despairs 

of Allah's Soothing Mercy except those who have no faith."''̂  

7. Hadith Ahad as an Authority in *Aqa'id and Ahkam 

It is a well-known fact that among the earlier scholars some 

held the view that hadith ahdd (single report) is a hujjah in 

Ahkam only and not an authority in the field of 'aqa'id, faith. 

They came out with the view that it is incorrect to base the faith 

on such a hadith which has no support by any other narrator 

despite of the fact it is an authentic one. They projected their view 

as the authentic one and dubbed the one who goes against this 

view as Fasiq and sinner. Ibn Hazm and Ibn Qayyim strongly 

criticized this view in their books, al Ihkamfl Usui al Ihkam and 

Mukhtasar al Sawa'iq al Mursalah 'aid al Jahmiyyah wa al 

Mu'attalah respectively. Similarly, Shaykh al Albani wrote a 

strong refutation on the above mentioned views and held that 

hadith ahdd is an authority in both ahkam and 'aqa'id. He has few 

booklets on this issue which are in print, as discussed in chapter 11 

of this research work. 

The Shaykh says that Islamic Shari'ah is not the Qur'an only, 

but it encompasses both the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Therefore a 

' ' Ibid., p. 36. 
Al Qur'an, \2:%1. 
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long as Allah wishes it to, then Allah will raise it up when He 
wishes to raise it up. I'hen there will be harsh kingship, whieh 
will remain amongst you for as long as Allah wishes it to, and 
then Allah will raise it up when He wishes to raise it up. Then 
there will be tyrannical kingship and it will remain amongst 
you for as long as Allah wishes it to, then Allah will raise it up 
when He wishes to raise it up. Then there will be Khilafah 
upon the manner of Prophethood [Khilafah 'ala Minhdj al 
Nabuwwah].^^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that from the good tidings of the return 

of strength to the Muslims, and having the ability to utilize the 

earth to attain their goals, and that they have a bright future even 

in the economic and agricultural spheres, is the Prophet's 

prediction. 

V. The fifth hadlth which also gives the good tidings of the 

renascence of Islam is: 

The Hour [al Sa 'ah] will not be established until the land of 
the Arabs returns to being pastures and rivers. 

The Shaykh comments on this hadlth and says that the first 

signs of the fulfillment of this hadlth have begun to appear in 

some parts of the Arab lands, upon which Allah has poured forth 

His blessings and great favors such that plentiful water is 

extracted from the desert, and tomorrow is very near for the one 

6S 

69 

70 

Ibid., p. 34. h. 5. 
Ibid., p. 36: 
Ibid, p. 36, h. 6. 
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person who takes only one of them as applicable is the denier of 

the both, as both of them instruct to follow the duo.''̂  He further 

says that it is impossible to understand the Qur'an on the basis of 

Arabic language and one cannot escape from the need of the 

ahadith.^'^ He further rules out the opinion of some of the scholars 

that the Qur'an should be first explained by the Qur'an and then by 

the ahadithJ^ He calls it as a duty of all Muslims not to make 

difference between the Qur'an and the Surmah in the field of itiba'' 

(following), istidlal (deduction) and in the establishment and 

foundation of the Shan'ah'^ because the Qur'an and the Sunnah is 

77 

a single source and to divide them is batil. 

Defending Ahad, Shaykh al Albanl says that the Prophet sent 

many teachers to different areas to teach and preach the people. 

He quotes the name of a famous teacher who was sent to Yemen 

to teach the populace. He was the single teacher to go to Yemen. 

He taught them both 'aqd'id and ahkdm. If it would have not been 

permissible the Prophet would have not sent Ma'adh only.̂ ^ From 

this argument the Shaykh arrives on two hypotheses which would 

have been acceptable only to those who do not accept the 

Shaykh's argument: 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

'Allamah Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT et al, Hujjiyati Hadith, 
Varanasi, Idarah al Buhuth al Islamiyyah, 1405/1985, p. 10. 
Ibid., pp. \2-\3. 
Ibid. p. 13. 
Ibid., p. 14. 
Ibid, p. 17. 
Idem. 
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1. One should either say that the preachers of the Prophet 

were not imparting the knowledge of 'aqa'id as the Prophet 

had not ordered them to impart it. They were allowed to 

preach ahkdm only. But this hypothesis contradicts with the 

episode of Ma'adh. 

2. Or one should say that they preached 'aqa'id also including 

this 'aqidah that the Khabr Ahad does not prove the 

'aqa'id. They would call people to accept the 'aqa'idXaughX 

by them, and would also tell them to reject these '(Kjd'id i\s 
•7(1 

they were Khabri A had. 

The Shaykh insists that the 'aqa'id deal with the personal life of 

a Muslim while as the ahkdm have a direct influence on the 

society. Therefore, the Shaykh supposes it would have been 

"better" if someone says that the Ahdd are not authority in ahkam 

than the 'aqa'id. The Shaykh claims that the ahdd have been 

accepted by the Ummah, they provide the knowledge and if the 

matter is so it also proves the 'aqidah.^^ 

2 Ibid, pp. 30-31 
;" /A/4, pp. 41-42 

Ibid, p. 48. 
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Chapter V 

Evaluation of the Criticism of 
Shaykh al AlbanT's Works 



Chapter V 

Evaluation of the Criticism of 

Shaykh al Albani*s Works 

When I adopted these principles for myself—i.e. to adhere to 
the authentic Sunnah—and to implement them [in my 
books]..., I knew for sure that this would not satisfy every 
group of people or sect; in fact, it would result in some, if not 
most of them, insulting or criticizing me. This does not matter 
to me, for I also know that to please everyone is an 
unattainable notion, and that, as the Messenger of Allah has 
said, 'He who pleases the people by angering Allah, Allah will 
entrust him to the people.''. . .'Nor could I ever escape from 
abuse, even were I in a cave in a rugged mountain; for who can 
escape from the people unharmed. Even if he hides behind the 
eagle's wings?' 

(Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al AlbanT) 

Like many other 'ulama', Shaykh al AlbanT was also 

criticized by some of the contemporary scholars of the 

Muslim world, in general, and from the Arab states in particular. 

Most of the criticism depicts the sectarian bias and displays the 

polemical approach. However, some scholars have done justice 

with their job and have checked the Shaykh on some crucial 

issues. Shaykh al AlbanT has many times changed his views and 

adopted the views of his opponent. The best example of this 

approach of the Shaykh can be seen in his most famous book, 

Sifah Salah al Nabi, where the Shaykh thanks Shaykh al TawTjirT 

Silsilah al Ahadith alSahihah. vol. v, p.392, h. 231 
Sifah Salah al Nahl, pp. •44-4.5. 
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lor criticizing and revealing four issues to him in which Shaykh al 

AlbanT had mistaken earher.^ Similarly, in the same book he 

blesses Shaykh Bakr ibn ' Abd Allah Abu Zayd for cautioning him 

to correct a mistake in a hadith quoted by him."* 

Misconceptions about the Shaykh 

There were some people particularly in Arabia who tried hard to 

tarnish the image of Shaykh al AlbanT. These people troubled the 

Shaykh most. He was often caught into controversies. Many a 

times Shaykh al AlbanT was imprisoned^ and was sent on the exile 

but the Shaykh continued his research and Da'wah programme in 

every worst condition. 

Many a times he had to migrate from one place to another, 

which affected his studies to a great degree, and many of his 

manuscripts were lost. Once, during his migration in 1399/1979, 

he along with his few family members narrowly escaped the 

bullets from a sniper.^ Some of his opponents used to create 

ripples into the minds of the people so that they may not attract 

towards his books and lectures. To carry out their programme they 

aired rumors and misquoted the Shaykh. They many a times over 

highlighted his tawhTdic views and left no stone unturned to dub 

' Ibid, pp. 32-33. 
^ /hid, p. 149. 
^ Al Shaybanl, op. cil., vol. i, pp. 55-56 & vol. ii, p. 774. 

Ghayah al Maram, p. 13. 
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him as a "WahhabT."^ Some of the famous confusions created 

about the Shaykh, which entangled many in misunderstandings, 

and provided the reasons for the Shaykh's malevolent criticism, 

are: 

1. Jihad in Afghanistan and the Shaykh 

It was widely circulated that Shaykh al Albanl decreed Muslims 

not to donate and contribute in the Afghan Jihad against Russia. 

Reacting to this rumor the Shaykh cleared his stand and stated that 

he has been misquoted in this issue. He reaffirmed that the 

Muslims should pay their donations for the dislodged and 

oppressed MujahidUn of Afghanistan. He further added that it is 

not commendable to include all types of philanthropic enterprises 
o 

in the meaning of the Qur'anic command, wa fi sabTl Allah 

{Sadaqat are for...those in the cause of Allah.).^ He suggested the 

Afghan MujdhidUn to uphold the unity. "̂  

2. Shaykh as an *AHm and a Faqih 

Some of the opponents claimed that the Shaykh is only an 'Alim 

of hadlth and not a jurist and tried to undermine the fast spreading 

influence of Shaykh al AlbanT in the field of fiqh also. This seems 

absurd because the Shaykh has already proven his metal in the 

^ Al Shaybani, op. cit., vol. I, p. 54. 
^ Al Qur'an 9: 60 
' Ibid., 9:60. 
'° A! ShaybanT , op. cit., vol. ii, pp. 501-502. 
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field offiqh. Ihc books of the Shaykh, like Tamam al Mannah Jl 

al Ta 'liq 'aid Fiqah al Sunnah, Silsilah al Ahadlth al Sahihah wa 

Shay' min Fiqhiha, Ahkam al Jana'iz, al Thamr al Mustatdb ji 

Fiqh al Sunnah wa al Kitdb, Sifah Saldh Nahi etc., on different 

juristic subjects are enough to refute the claim. 

3. Holy Relics and the Shaykh 

It has been widely highlighted that the Shaykh held the view 

not to preserve the relics and the monuments of the holy Prophet. 

No doubt, it is true but this was so much hyped that it created 

confusion and chaos in many innocent minds and they 

misunderstood the Shaykh and rejected his research without 

giving a serious thought to it. It was not the Shaykh alone in this 

matter but prior to him Shaykh Imam Ibn Taymiyyah, Shaykh Ibn 

Qayyim, and many other great Muslim scholars held the same 

view. Similarly, the contemporaries of the Shaykh like 'Allamah 

'Abd al "AzTz ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Baz, Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymayn 

and Shaykh Ibn Hamid etc. also shared the Shaykh's views." It 

was widely circulated by the critics of the Shaykh that he claims 

repeatedly that among the deviations in religion is the persistence 

of the Prophet's grave in the mosque. In at least five of his 

books—Ahkdm al Jana'iz wa Bid'atuhd, Talkhis Ahkdm alJand'iz, 
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Tahdhir al Sa/iJ, IJajjah al Nabi, and Manasik al Hajj wa al 

'Umrah—he calls for the "demolition" of the Green Dome of the 

Prophet's Mosque in al Madlnah al Munawwarah and for "taking 

the Prophet's grave outside the Mosque." 

4. Ijazah in Hadith and His non-Arab Genealogy 

The people who criticized the Shaykh tried to make propaganda 

that the Shaykh is neither formally educated in any Islamic 

Seminary nor has he acquired Ijazah in hadith from any of the 

scholars of the Islamic world. In addition to it, they tried to raise 

questions on his command on Arabic language as by genealogy 

the Shaykh was a non-Arab. 

However, the reality is not so. As has been mentioned earlier in 

the second chapter of this Research Work, Shaykh initially studied 

fundamental books of Islamic sciences from his father, Shaykh al 

Haj Nuh NajatT al Albanl, who was the great Hanafi scholar of his 

times and also from the friend of his father, Shaykh Sa'Td al 

BurhanT. Among his other teachers Shaykh Raghib al Tabbakh, 

Shaykh Ahmad Shakir, Shaykh Hasan al Bana are worthwhile to 

mention here. He had the Ijazah in hadith from Shaykh Raghib al 

Tabbakh (1877-1951) of Aleppo. Similarly, his non-Arabic 

genealogy cannot question his credibility because he wrote 

hundreds of books in Arabic and delivered thousands of lectures in 

" //)/J„ pp. 503-504. 
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the same language. It is a proven fact that the great scholars of 

Islam were mostly non-Arabs. Some of them are: 

• 

• 

Shaykh Ibn Faras 

Shaykh al ZijajT 

• 'Allamah al Zamakhshirl 

• Imam al GhazalT etc. 

5. Shaykh's View about Ahnaf 

It was widely propagated that the Shaykh declares Ahnaf (sing. 

Hanafi) as Kafir (nonbelievers) and did not make any difference 

between Ahnaf and Christians and Jews. The charge is based on a 

sentence present in the footnote of Mukhtasar Sahih Muslim, 

where the Shaykh explains the meaning of a hadith which 

describes the descend of 'Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam, from the 

heavens and the establishment of the Qur'an and Sunnah of 

Prophet Muhammad by him. The Shaykh writes: 

This is evident that 'Tsa, upon him be the blessings of Allah, 

will order according to our SharTah and will judge in 

accordance with the Book and the Sunnah and not by other 

than these two like Injil [the Gospel] or HanafT Fiqh etc. 

Shaykh Nasir al DTn al AlbanT, Mukhtasar SahJh Muslim, ed. 11, Beirut, 
al Maktab ai IslamT, 1393 /1973, p. 548. 
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It is clear enough that actually the Shaykh did not meant to put 

the HanafT fiqh and the Christian Gospel at a par but he only 

meant to make it clear to the biased sectarians that the sects have 

no value in comparison to the Qur'an and the Sunnah. He further 

tried to refute a fable that 'Isa will reestablish Islam by reviving 

the fiqh of Hanaff school of thought, as the books of this school 

would be preserved in a box in river Jayhun. This fable has been 

recorded in many Hanaff books including in the preface of a/ Durr 

al Mukhtar. However, in later editions the Shaykh removed the 

above-quoted phrase to reduce the pressure created by his 

criticizers. 

6. Shaykh*s Stand on Political Issues 

The controversies around the Shaykh piled up very seriously 

with his statements on political armed struggles against the 

tyrannical Muslim rulers. It was rumored that the Shaykh did not 

support the political activities and did not dissent from the 

tyrannical rulers. 

About the armed uprising, Shaykh al Albanl had his own view. 

He says that it is not a single way for establishing the Law on 

earth, and stresses more on al Tasfiyyah wa al Tarbiyyah 

(Purification and Education). He says that one has to purify his 

faith and thought first, as many of the deviations have crept into 
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Ihcm.'' Shaykh al AlbariT stresses on Sabr (patience) and says that 

the Muslim organizations, not to speak of persons, are void of this 

quality. He rejects the shortcuts followed by the Muslims to 

establish the rule of Islam, and says that these shortcuts lead to the 

devil and quotes a famous hadith in his support."'' Shaykh al 

AlbanT did not approve the Guerilla warfare tactics and says that 

this sort of uprising is the outcome of the impact of the West on 

Muslims.'^ But at the same time he is worried about the future of 

the Islam and Muslim Ummah. He writes on the restoration of the 

Khilafah and believes in its restoration. He asks Muslims to make 

themselves ready in both, material and arms. 

7. Shaykh as an AnW-TaqlTd 

Shaykh Nasir al Dm al AlbanT was dubbed as an a.nX\-A 'immah 

and the total denouncer of taqlJd, This earned a bitter hostility for 

the Shaykh and was labeled as a Ghayr Muqallid. 

If seen meticulously, one comes to know that the Shaykh highly 

regards not only the four A 'immah but he also gives due reverence 

to other A 'immah and scholars of the Islam. This can be depicted 

by the scholarly preface of the Sifah Salah al Nabi, where he 

vehemently quotes not only the views of four A 'immah but also the 

opinion of other scholars of Islam. He did not totally denounce the 

13 

14 

15 

AI Shaybanl, op. cit., p. 515. 
Ibid, pp. 522-523. 
Ibid, p. 524. 
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faq/id, as is said by his criticizers, but he only rejects it in the 

presence of nusiis (texts) of the Qur'an and Hadlth. Shaykh al 

AlbanT says: 

As for referring to the Imam's views, benefiting from them, 
and being helped by them in understanding the truth where 
they have differed and there is no text in the Qur'an and the 
Sunnah, or when there is a need for clarification, we do not 
reject it. In fact, we enjoin it and stress upon it, for there is 
much benefit expected in this for whoever treads the path of 

1 7 

being guided by the Qur'an and the Sunnah. 

8 Tafarrudat of the Shaykh 

The bitterness against the Shaykh was highly fanned by his 

contrary views on some debatable issues like veil of women, use 

of golden rings and other ornaments by them etc. These views of 

the Shaykh are known as Tafarrudat al Shaykh. Shaykh al AlbanT 

has tried to his views by quoting the Qur'an, Hadlth and the views 

of other scholars in his support. Nevertheless, his opponents 

worked hard to highlight them, which resulted in the grave 

criticism of the Shaykh. These issues are discussed thoroughly in 

chapter four. 

Some more accusations, charges and out of context quotations 

cited by the detractors of the Shaykh led to the unexpected and 

unneeded bitterness and grave criticism of the Shaykh. Some of 

these accusations are given below without any comment. These 

Silsilah al A hadlth al Sahihah, vol. i, p. 32. 
Sifah Salah al Nabi, p.69. 
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charges are taken from different polemical or imbalanced criticism 

works against the Shaykli, which are found either baseless or out 

of context, hence no further critical evaluation of these charges is 

needed. Some of the most absurd and out of context charges 

against the Shaykh are as follows: 

1. He claims that 2.5 percent zakah is not due on money 

obtained from commerce, i.e. the main activity whereby 

money circulates among Muslims. 

2. He absolutely prohibits fasting on Saturdays. 

3. He claims that it is lawful to eat in Ramadan before Maghrib 

as defined by the Law, and similarly after the true dawn. 

4. He calls people to imitate him rather than the a'immah of the 

Salaf such as the founders of the Four Schools, and his 

followers invalidate the ahadlth that contradict his views. 

5. He prohibits the make-up performance of salah missed 

intentionally. 

6. He claims that it is permissible for menstruating women and 

those in a state of major defilement (Junub) to recite, touch, 

and carry the Qur'an. 

7. He claims that whoever travels intending to visit the Prophet 

or to ask him for his intercession is a "misguided innovator." 

8. He claims that whoever carries dhikr-heads (rosary) in his 

hand to remember Allah is "misguided and innovating." 

9. He "invented" a location to Allah, Most High, above the 
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Throne, which he named al Makdn al 'Adamt^ (the non-

existent place). 

10. He claims in Tamam al Mannah that masturbation does not 

annul one's fast. 

11. He published "corrected" editions of the two Sahihan of Imam 

al Bukharl and Imam Muslim, which he deceitfully called 

"Abridgments" (mukhtasar) in violation of the integrity of 

these mother books. 

12. He published "newly-styled" editions of the Four Sunan, 

Imam al BukharTs al Adah al Mufrad, al MundhirT's al 

TarghJb wa al Tarhih, and al Suyutts al Jami' al Saghir, each 

of which is split into two parts, respectively prefixed Sahih 

and Da'Tf in violation of the integrity of these mother books. 

13. He said, "Many of those who interpret figuratively [the Divine 

Attributes] are not heretics [zanadiqah]."^'^ 

14. He denies that the name of the Angel of death is 'Azra'Tl and 

claims that such a name has no basis other than Israelite 

reports, although 'lyad reports the consensus of the Ummah 

on it in al Shi/a'. 

15. Like the rest of "WahhabT" and "SalafT innovators" he declares 

IX Muhammad Nasir al Dm al Aibani, Mukhtasar Kitab al 'Ulirww HI 

'Aliyy al Ghqffar, Beirut, al Maktab al IslamT, 1412/1992, pp. 69-70. 

Ihid, p. 23. 
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Ash'arTs, MaturidTs, and Sufts to be outside the fold oi'Ahl al 

Sunnah and even "outside the fold of Islam." 

16. He states, "I have found no evidence for the Prophet's hearing 

of the salam of those who greet him at his grave" and "I do 

not know from where Ibn Taymiyyah took his claim^° that he 

hears the saldm from someone near." 

17. He considers it a deviation to visit relatives, neighbors, or 

friends on the day of Id and prohibits it. 

18. He gave the fatwa that Muslims should exit Palestine en 

masse and leave it to the Jews as it is a part of the Abode of 

War {Dar al Harb)?^ 

19. He considers it an innovation to pray four units between the 

two adhans of Jumu'ah and before Salah, although it is 

narrated "the Prophet prayed four units before Jumu'a and 

four units after it." 

20. He declares it prohibited (hardm) and a "deviation" to 

lengthen the beard over a fistful's length although there is no 

proof for such a claim in the whole Law and none of the 

20 

21 

'Allamah Ibn Taymiyyah, Ma/mii' al Fatawa, al 'Abikan, Saudi Arabia, 
1997, vol. 27, p. 384. 
Fatawa, pp. 61-63. 
Ibid., p. 18. 
With a fair chain from 'AIT and ibn 'Abbas as stated by al 'Iraqi in Tarh 
al Tathrib, vol. 3, p. 42, Ibn Hajar in Talkhis al Hahir, vol. 2, p. 74, and 
al Tahanawi in Fla' al Sunan, vol. 7 p. 9. 
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'iilamcl' ever said it before him. "̂  

21. He revived Ibn Hazm's imti-madhhabi claim that differences 

can never be a mercy in any case but are always a curse on the 

basis of the ayah—If it had been from other than Allah they 

would have found therein much discrepancy. ' Imam al 

NawawT long since refuted this view in his commentary on 

SahJh Muslim where he said, "If something is a mercy, it is 

not necessary for its opposite to be the opposite of mercy. No-

one makes this binding and no-one even says this, except an 

ignoramus or one who affects ignorance." Similarly, al 

Munawl said in Fayd al Qadir, "This is a contrivance that 

showed up on the part of some of those who have sickness in 

their heart." 

Criticizers and Supporters of the Shaykh 

Based on these above discussed irrational reasons, unauthentic, 

baseless and t)ut of context quotations many of the writers in the 

Muslim world bitterly criticized the works of the Shaykh without 

going through them completely. Even most of the contemporary 

writers warned of Shaykh Nasir al Dm al Albanfs "heresy" and 

many of them wrote pamphlets or flill-length works against him, 

among which only few are commendable and most of them depict 

Futawa, p. 53, 

' ' Al Qur'an. 4:82. & Silsilah al Ahadlth al Da 'ifah, vol. i, pp. 141 -144. 
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the sectarian bias of their respective authors. Here we evaluate 

some of the scholarly and polemical criticisms against the Shaykh 

Nasir a! Din al AlbanT along with their respective authors: 

I. Shaykh Habib al Rahman al A^zamT 

The Indian hadith scholar Habfb al Rahman al A'zamT was 

born in India in 1319/1901. He was a staunch follower of the 

Hanafi School of though and wrote a good number of books on 

hadith. Some of his most famous books are as follows: 

Musnaf 'Ahd a/ Razdq, eleven volumes 

AI Matdlih al 'Aliyyah bi Zawa'id al Masdnid al 

Thamaniyyah, four volumes 

Miisnad al Imam al Humaydi, two volumes 

Kitdb al Zuhd, single volume 

Sunan Sa 'Id ibn Mansur, two volumes 

Talkhls Khawdtim Jawdmi' al Usui It Ibn al Athir, single 

volume 

hath al Mii^hJth, single volume 

Mukhtasar al Targhib wa al Tarhib, single volume 

Thiqdt Ibn Shdhin, single volume 

Nusrah al Hadith, single volume (Urdu) 

Al Haw I li Rijdl al TahdwT, single volume 

Musnad Ishdq ibn Rdhiiyah, two volumes etc. 
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licsides these marvelous seholarly endeavors he has written 

few critiques, among which his criticism on the great 

muhaddithun Shaykh Ahmad Shakir and Shaykh Muhammad 

Nasir al Din al AlbanT are worthwhile to mention here. The 

former included his criticism in the 15th volume of his book 

Musnad Ahmad which also contains the footnotes by Shaykh 

Ahmad Shakir. As far as the book written in the refutation of 

Shaykh al AlbanT is concerned, h is titled as al Albam 

Shiidhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhu (al AlbanTs Aberrations and Errors) 

and is in four small volumes. 

Al Alhani Shudhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhu 

In 1398/1978 Shaykh Habib al Rahman al A'zaml vished 

Damascus and stayed in the house of Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al 

Din al AlbanT as a guest. Shaykh al AlbanT treated him well, 

showed him the manuscripts of al Maktabah al Zahiriyyah, and 

arranged his meetings with different shayukh of Damascus. 

However, when Shaykh al A"zamT returned to India he wrote al 

Albam Shudhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhu in his refutation. When the 

Shaykh was asked about his comments on the book he told that 

during Shaykh al A'zarars stay at his house, it was tried to 

discuss some of the controversial issues with him but he preferred 

to be tight-lipped which made the Shaykh to take him as less-
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speaking, elderly and exhausted with the journey. 

The book was first published in India, then in Egypt and then 

reprinted in Beirut and Amman. However the name of the author, 

Shaykh HabTb al Rahman al A'zamT, was concealed and 

published under the pseudonym "Arshad al SalafT." In 1404/1984 

the book was republished by Maktabah Dar al 'Urubah, Kuwait 

with an excuse that in the former prints the name "Arshad SalafT" 

was actually the name of the katib (scribe) to whom Shaykh al 

A'zamT had dictated it.̂ ^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT wrote a refutation of the book under the title 

a/ Radd 'aid Risdlah Arshad Salafi. The reason why Shaykh al 

AlbanT titled his critical evaluation as "the refutation of the 

booklet of Arshad al SalafT," is its pseudonym, discussed above. 

This booklet of Shaykh al AlbanT is incorporated into the 

refutation of SalTm al HilalT and 'AlT Hasan, entitled al Radd al 

'llmJ did HahJh al Rahman al A 'zamT al Mudda 7 hi annahu 

Arshad al Salafifi Raddihl 'aid al Albdniwa Iftird'ihi 'alayhi. Dr. 

'Asiin al QuryCitT wrote an article in two parts in al Majallah al 

Salafiyyah titled as "Nazrah ila al Shaykh HabTb al Rahman fT 

KitabihT al AlbanT Shudhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhu" in which he has 

'^ A1 Shaybanl, op. cit., pp.679-683. 
-̂  HabTb al Rahman al A'zamT, al Albam Shudhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhu, 

Kuwait, Daral 'Urubah, 1'404/I983, vol. i, p. 8. 
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critically evaluated the book of Shaykh a) A'zamT. 

The refutation of Shaykh HabTb al Rahman is divided into four 

small volumes. The first volume has four chapters including the 

introduction by the publisher on four pages. 

The second volume of the book contains four chapters, which 

discuss the tafarnidat of Shaykh al Albanl. The Shaykh has 

answered these tafarrudat many a times in his different writings. 

The third volume again contains four chapters while as the last 

volume is not divided into any chapter, but is completely in the 

aefense of a great Imam of the Ummah, Nu'man ibn Thabit 

commonly known as Imam Abu Hanlfah. The total number of 

pages of the four volume book is 172. 

Opening of the Book 

The book opens with the discussion on the amount of V7w of 

Shaykh al AlbanT. It discusses briefly the sources of the 'Urn of 

the Shaykh and highlights that the Shaykh is only the expert in 

repairing the watches. After mocking at the Shaykh, Shaykh 

HabTb al Rahman makes a question mark on Shaykh al Albanfs 

expertise in Arabic language. He refers to a quote from Silsilah al 

Ahadith al Sahihah of the Shaykh and tries to prove his claim."*" 

Al Majallah al Salafiyyah, file no. 16, vol. 10 & II, 11-1404 H & 03-
,̂^ 1405 H, pp. 52-74. 

HabTb 3I Rahman op. cil., p. 9. 
"̂ 'fhid,p.\0.' 
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rhc beginning of the book appears to be unscholarly and need not 

to be discussed further. 

Sighah al TamrJd and the Shaykh 

Shaykh al A'zamT further claims that Shaykh al Albanl has 

little knowledge about the 'Urn al hadith. According to him 

Shaykh al Albanl insists on the weakness of all those ahadith 

which are reported with the sighah al tamrid. He claims that the 

Shaykh has taken it in the general sense. He denounces this claim 

of the Shaykh vehemently and says that there are many ahddlth 

which are reported with the sighah al tamrid, but they are sound 

and authentic. To prove his claim he quotes 23 ahadith from 

SahJh al Bukhdrl and Jdmi' TirmidhJ which are reported with 

sighah al tamrid and according to Shaykh al A'zamI are Sahih:' 

After quoting these 23 examples Shaykh al A'zamT says that 

one should be careful while writing ?Tghah aljazam and sighah al 

tamrid. He insists that one should not report a weak hadith with 

the sighah al jazam and a sound one with the sighah al tamrid. 

However, he further says that the authors, jurists and 

muhaddithfm did not maintain the proper care in this matter as 

'̂ /A/V/., pp. 16-19. 
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reported by Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalanl. 

As per Shaykh al A'zamT, the passive verbs are for the ailment 

but whenever these passive verbs are used they do not always 

mean weakness unless and until any author, like al MundhirT in al 

Targhib, makes it specific for the weakness of the ahadith. 

Similarly, Imam al Bukhari sometimes uses the sighah al tamrid 

which does not always mean the weakness of the ahadith. It can 

be either weak or hasan or sahih as said by Ibn Hajar. At last 

Shaykh al A'zamT says that the reporting with the sighah al 

tamrid does not in any way mean that the hadlth is sound but at 

the same time it does not mean the weakness of the hadith. As 

far as Shaykh al Albanfs view in this matter is concerned, it has 

been thoroughly discussed in chapter three of this research work. 

Inconsistency in Shaykh al Albani's Methodology 

As per Shaykh al A'zamT, Shaykh al AlbanT has weakened all 

those ahadith which establish the sunan ?aldh before the Friday 

prayers. While dealing with this issue Shaykh al A'zamT charges 

Shaykh al AlbanT of hiding the truth and quotes all those six 

ahadith among which according to him some are Sahih, some are 

Hasan, some are Da 'if and only the last one is a Da 'Jfun jidan. 

^~ Ibid, p. 19. 
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Shaykh al A'zamT insists that even if it is supposed that these 

ahadJth are weak then by the rule of strengthening these weak 

ahddlth will strengthen each other as Shaykh al AlbanT himself 

practiced it in many cases.̂ "* 

After quoting many excerpts from the different books of 

Shaykh al AlbanT which prove the strengthening of weak ahddlth 

in view of Shaykh al AlbanT, Shaykh al A'zamT claims that there 

is much contradiction in the views of the Shaykh. He says that 

there are many cases where in al Sahihah the Shaykh declares a 

hadith an authentic and in al Da'ifah he denounces the same. 

Similarly, in al Sahihah he follows one set of rules while as he 

declares the same set unreliable in al Da'Tfah. He further claims 

that this contradiction is only because Shaykh al AlbanT always 

follows his own view and self in declaring the ahddlth weak or 

sound. When he makes himself to authenticate any of the ahddlth 

—so that he can contradict the Mujtahidun and deviate from the 

path of the Masters—he uses any of the rules and when he wishes 

to declare any liadlth weak he neglects them out rightly.̂ ^ 

Clearance of Jahalah 

In case of a hadith which according to Shaykh al A'zamT is 

declared weak by Shaykh al AlbanT on the basis that its one of the 

I] Ibid, pp. 19-20. 
"* Ibid. pp. 23-27. 
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narrators—al Haytham—is majhul in view of Kiiatib al Baghdadi, 

he says that this narrator has been mentioned by Imam al Bukharl 

in his book, Tarikh. Besides this, he has also been mentioned by 

Ibn Abu Hatim in his book. Shaykh al A'zaml further says that 

both of them declare that the other two narrators have reported on 

his authority. According to Shaykh al A'zamT any shaykh on 

whose authority two more narrators make a report, his jahdlah is 

cleared.^^ 

Shaykh al AlbanT has cleared his position on this issue in the 

preface of Tamam al Mannah and is discussed thoroughly in 

chapter three of this work. 

Dispute among 'Ulama' 

Shaykh Hablb al Rahman says that Shaykh al AlbanT has 

quoted Ibn Hazm in his famous book Silsilah al Ahadlth al 

Da'Jfah saying that it is our duty to act on the Qur'an and the 

sayings of the Prophet. Ibn Hazm further quotes the Qur'anic ayah 

in which Allah forbids the dispute {Ikhtildf) and orders "not to fall 

into disputes."^^ 

According to Shaykh al A'zamT, Shaykh al AlbanT says that it 

'" Ibid., pp. 27-30. 
^̂  Ihid, p. 20. 
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is impossible that the Rasul Allah would order to follow all the 

Companions as there are contradictions among them. One of the 

Companions permits a particular thing and the other prohibits the 

same. 

As per the quotes of Shaykh al A'zamT it is evident that he 

wants to prove that Shaykh al AlbanT views 'the Companions as a 

cause for increase in the disagreement', while as the pursuing of 

the Qur'an and the Sunnah will put an end to the disagreement. 

Therefore, Shaykh al A'zamT raises the question of the 

disagreement between Shaykh al AlbanT and Imam Ibn Hazm. At 

the same time, he highlights the dispute among Imam Ibn 

Taymiyyah, Imam Ibn Qayyim and the Shaykh on different 

39 

issues. 

Shaykh al A'zamT vehemently contradicts the Shaykh, and says 

that the cause of the dispute is not the deviation from the Qur'an 

and the Sunnah of the Prophet and insists that no one deviates 

from these fundamental sources. He provides the cause for the 

dispute as under: 

There is only one cause for the dispute and that is the 
difference between the people in their reason and 
understanding. They differ from each other as they vary from 
each other in the deepness of insight, swiftness of the mind and 

Al Qur'an, 8:46, quoted in al AlbanT Shudhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhu by 
HabTb ai Rahman al A'zamT, Kuwait, Dar al 'UrObah, 1404/1983, vol. ii, 

38 •^•75-fe -HabTb al Rahman op. cit., vol. ii, p. 75. 
^̂  ibid., pp. 75-78. 
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the availability of the conditions of Ijtihdd. I'his variation is 

the fi/rah of Allah, and the people are created on this Jhrah and 

it cannot be changed. Allah knows the interests of his servants 

better.'" 

Visit to the Prophet's Grave 

Shaykh al A'zaml quotes a statement of Shaykh al Albanl's 

first volume of Silsilah al Ahadith al Da'ifah which states that 

'Allamah Ibn Taymiyyah accepts the lawfulness and appreciates 

the visit to the Prophet's grave, unless there is nothing against the 

Shan'ah. The reason for this restriction is the general saying of 

the Prophet, "You should not undertake a special journey to visit 

any place other than the three Mosques....""" 

Shaykh al AlbanT says that the exception is not limited only to 

the mosques but all those place are included in it where one visits 

for the sake of taqarub, whether that is a mosque or a grave or 

anything else. Shaykh al A'zaml says to call the visit to the 

grave of the Prophet as bid'ah is a new trend. He says that it is 

among those opinions of Imam Ibn Taymiyyah which are called 

as his shadhudh and tafarrudat. He further denounces the opinion 

of the Imam and declares him erroneous in this matter. He also 

deprecates all those who, according to him, follow Ibn Taymiyyah 

40 

41 
Ibid., p. 78. 
Ibid., vol. ill, p. 113. 
Silsilah al Ahadith, al Da'Tfah wa al MawdQ'ah, vol. i, p. 124, quoted in 
al Albarii Shudhudhuhu wa Akhta'uhU by HabTb al Rahman al A'zami, 
vol. iii, p. 113. 
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blindly.'' 

Shaykh al A'zami says that it is completely against the reason 

to suppose the specific orders in the general sense. If this would 

have been the case then the journey taken for education, y/72a<i or 

to visit friends should have been prohibited. But it is categorical 

that the journey for these objectives is either simply permissible 

or awardable.'*'* He quotes some ahadith in his support and 

declares that the meaning of the restriction taken in general sense, 

as supposed by Shaykh al AlbanT, is not correct.''^ 

Quoting few more ahadith he tries to prove that journey 

towards any other mosque except these three mosques is not void 

of the blessings even if to visit these three mosques is more 

preferable."*^ 

There are also other topics in the book of Shaykh al A'zamT 

some of which are either directly based on the difference between 

the school of thought of the two shayukh and are hence avoided or 

are the critique of Shaykh al Albanfs tafarrudat which are already 

discussed in chapter four. In short, this critique as compared to 

other refutations of Shaykh al Albanl is of good merit but, to 

some extent exhibits the sectarian bias of the author. 

^̂  Habib al Rahman op. cil., vol. iii, pp. 113-114. 
Ihid,p.\]4: 

^̂  /*/W., pp. 114-115. 
' ' lhid.p.\]6. 
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2. Shaykh Hasan ibn 'AIT al Saqqaf 

The Jordanian scholar Shaykh Hasan ibn 'All al Saqqaf, is a 

contemporary Shafi'T scholar of hadlth and fiqh. He has been 

given the written Ijazah in hadlth by Shaykh 'Abd Allah ibn 

Muhammad ibn al Siddlq al Ghumari (1328/1910 to 1413/1993) 

of Tangiers. Shaykh al Saqqaf presently teaches a circle of 

students in Amman and has published over forty-five books and 

treatises on hadlth, tenets of faith and fiqh. 

He wrote Qamiis Alfaz al Albdnl {\QXicon of al AlbanTs words) 

and a two-volume Tanaqudat al Albdril al Wddihdt fimd Waqa^a 

lahii ji Tashih al A hadlth wa Tad'ifihd min Akhtd' wa Ghaltat 

(Albants Patent Self-Contradictions in the Mistakes and Blunders 

he Committed while declaring Ahddlth to be Sound or Weak) in 

the refutation of Shaykh al Albanl. The first one was rebutted by 

Shaykh 'AlT Hasan al Halbl who wrote Al Iqdf 'aid Abdtll Qdmus 

Shatd'im al /S'a^^q/published by Dar al Asalah. 

Ihc later two-volume refutation of Shaykh al Saqqaf was 

published by Dar Imam al NawawT, Amman Jordan in 1413/1993, 

and got much fame. The first volume of the book contains 250 

ahddlth which Shaykh al Albanl has declared as sahlh in one of 

Sayf ad-Din Ahmed ibn Muhammad, Al-Albani Unveiled, N. Delhi, 
Ml Hat Book Center, 2001, p. 2. 
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his books and then, according to Shaykh al Saqqaf, contradicted 

himself by saying Dalf to the same in another book. The second 

volume contains 652 ahadith of the same nature as mentioned 

above. The book was widely circulated in Jordan and Saudi 

Arabia where the first volume has seen not less than six reprints 

in a year only. 

Shaykh Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl has not taken him 

seriously and mentioned him as a pseudo-scholar in the preface of 

his book, Tahrlm al Alat al Tarb!^^ In the preface of Silsilah al 

Sahlhah, the Shaykh discusses his other books and calls him very 

near to the Mu 'tazillah and finds him to be a sufi.'^'^ The selected 

portions from the first two volumes of Shaykh al Saqqaf s book 

have been edited and abridged by Sayf ad-Din Ahmed Ibn 

Muhammad [Sayf al Din Ahmad ibn Muhammad] of London. 

The abridged version clearly exhibits its unscholarly essence, 

sectarian bias and speaks ill of the great scholars like Muhammad 

RashTd Rida."' 

Weakening of al BukharT and Muslim's AhddTth 

Shaykh al Saqqaf quotes eight ahadith from Da'if al Jami' al 

Saghir wa Zayadatuh of Shaykh al Albanl and tries to prove that 

ĝ Tahnm al Alat al Tarb, n.31. 
jĵ  Silsilah al Ahadith Sahmah, vol. i, part I, pp. 4-11. 

Sayf ad-Din Ahmed ibn Muhammad, op. cit., p. 3. 
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the Shaykh has weakened the authentic and sound ahadith of 

SahTh al Bukhan and Sahih Muslim. For example, he refers to a 

hadith of al Bukhdn which is declared weak by Shaykh al AlbanT 

in his Da If a IJ ami' al SaghJr wa Zayadatuh: 

The Prophet said, "Allah says, 'I will be against three persons 
on the Day of Resurrection: 

1. One who makes a covenant in My Name, but he proves 
treacherous. 

2. One who sells a free person [as a slave] and eats the 
price, 

3. And one who employs a laborer and gets the full work 
done by him but does not pay him his wages.'" 

He mocks at Shaykh al AlbanT and says that little does Shaykh 

al AlbanT know that this hadith has been narrated by Imam 

Ahmad and Imam al BukharT from Abu Hurayrah. Similarly, he 

quotes a hadith from Sahih Muslim, which has been labeled as 

weak by the Shaykh: 

The most wicked among the people in the eye of Allah on the 
Day of Judgment is the man who goes to his wife and she 
comes to him, and then he divulges her secret.̂ ^ 

If evaluated critically, it is evident that Shaykh al AlbanT has 

followed his predecessors in the opinion about these ahadith. He 

has discussed the reasons of declaring these ahadith weak in his 

Da Ifal Jami' al SaghJr wa Ziyadatuh, h. 4050, quoted in Tanaqudat by 
j ^ Shaykh Hasan ibn 'AIT al Sacjgaf, vol. i, p. 10. 

Da ifal Jami' al SaghJr wa Ziyadatuh, h. 1988, quoted in Tanaqudat by 
Shaykh Hasan ibn 'All al Saqqaf, vol. i, p. 11. 
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different books, other than Jami' al Saghir, and has referred them 

to the books of great scholars like Imam Ibn Hajar al 'Asqalanl.'' 

It seems unjust to neglect the other books of the Shaykh and 

evaluate him critically only on the basis of the single book, which 

is very brief in case oitakhrij. 

Inadequacy in Research 

Shaykh al Saqqaf has very acrimoniously highlighted Shaykh 

al Albanfs methodology in all his books in general and in Irwa' al 

GhalJl in particular, where Shaykh al Albanl has clearly declared 

that he could not find the sanad of few ahddith. He uses 

unscholarly words, ridicules the Shaykh, and comes out with the 

chain, which the Shaykh could not find.^'* 

'Abd al 'Aziz ibn Marzuq al TarlfT has recently published a 

book entitled al TahjTlfi Takhrij ma lamYakhruju min al Ahddith 

wa a I Atharfi Irwa' al Ghalil, which includes the takhrij of all 

those ahddith which were included by Shaykh al Dawyan in his 

book ol Mandr al SahTl, and were skipped by Shaykh al AlbanT in 

his book Irwa' al Ghalil.^^ This addition to al Irwa' is based on 

600 pages. Similarly, those ahddith about whose chains Shaykh al 

AlbanT has declared unawareness, most of it are discussed by the 

_̂  Da Ifal Jami' al Saghir wa Ziyadatuh, p. 289. 
Shaykh Hasan ibn 'AlTal Saqqaf, Tanaqudat, vol. i, pp. 20-23. 
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other great scholar Salih ibn 'Abd al 'Aziz Al al Shaykh in his 

book al Takmil lima Fat TakhrTjihi min Irwa' al Ghalil. 

Contradictions of Shaykh al AlbanT 

In this bdb Shaykh al Saqqaf discusses the contradictions of the 

Shaykh and quotes the tafarrud of the Shaykh in prohibiting 

women to use golden rings and earrings. This issue is dealt and 

discussed in chapter four. 

He further quotes those opinions of the Shaykh about a 

particular hadlth from v/hich he had later retreated. For example, 

he mentions the opinion of the Shaykh about a hadith referred to 

Siman al Nasd'i. According to Shaykh al Saqqaf, in Mishkah al 

MasdhJh the Shaykh declared this hadith Da 'if while in Ghdyah 

al Mardm the same hadith is declared sahih. ^ 

There is a salient feature in the books of Shaykh al AlbanT, 

which has been neglected by most of the critics of the Shaykh. 

Shaykh al AlbanT sometimes retreats his previous judgments on 

any particular hadith and mentions the reasons for his retrieval. 

This exhibits the courage of the Shaykh and his sincerity and 

55 

56 

57 
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'Abd al 'Aziz ibn Mar^uq al TarTfi, al Tahjilfi Takhrij ma lamYakhruju 
min al Ahadiih wa al Athar ft Irwa' al Gnalil, Riyadh, Maktabah al 
Rushud,2001,p.7. 
Ibid., p. 8. 
Shavkn Hasan ibn 'Alia! Saqqaf, Tanaqudat, vol. i, p. 27. 
Muhammad Nasir al DTn a! AlbanT, Mishkah al MasahJh, ed. Ill, Beirut, 
al Maktab al IslamT, 1405/1985, vol. ii, h. 3292. 
Ghdyah al Mardm, p. 133, h. 261. 
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honesty in his research. He knew that this retreat can open the 

floodgate for his detractors and they can slander and criticize him, 

he did not cared for it, declared it as his religious duty, and hoped 

for the reward in the Court of Allah.^^ He provides many reasons 

for his retrievals, some of which are as under: 

• The 'Urn does not accept stagnation.^' It is a binding upon a 

Muslim that when he gets aware about his fault he should 

turn back. It is among the practices oi a'immah not to insist 

on a fault.̂ '̂  

• Appearance of some new publications and books of the 

hadith, which were not in knowledge before few years. 

These sources open new horizons for the Shaykh. These new 

sources provided many channels, shawdhid, and mutabi'dt 

for many ahddlth. 

• As far as the opinion and thought of a man is concerned, he 

is created weak. He tends to increase in gains {al khayr). For 

this reason, he renews his thought and adds to his 

knowledge. Among the 'ilm there is also 'Urn al lladTth 

which is based on the biographies of the thousands of the 

narrators. There are thousands of the chains and channels. 

There is no surprise if one hdfiz differs from the other in his 
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Silsilah al Ahddith Sahihah, vol. ii, p. 190. 
Muhammad Nasir al Dm al AlbanT, Sahih Targhib wa al Tarhih, ed. 
Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, p. 4. 
Silsilah al Ahadith al Da 'ifah wa al Mawdii 'ah, vol. v, p. II. 
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view on a particular narrator in a single hadith.^'^ 

The retraction is not only present in his decisions on the 

ahddith, but also in explanations of the words of ahadlth, views 

about the different hadith narrators and about the Shaykh's 

contemporaries. Recently a new two-volume book compiled by 

Abu al Hasan Muhammad Hasan al Shaykh entitled Tardju' al 

'Alldmah al AlbdnT has appeared in print. This book contains 

those decisions and views of Shaykh al Albam on different 

ahddith and persons respectively from which the Shaykh has later 

retreated.^'^ 

As far as the above-mentioned hadith is concerned, which 

Shaykh al Saqqaf has quoted in his book, Shaykh al Albanl has 

retreated from this decision in his other book Da'if Sunan Nasal 

and has declared this particular hadith weak, but Shaykh al 

Saqqaf, like other criticizers of the Shaykh, is unaware about it. 

Similarly, there are other quotations from Shaykh al AlbanTs 

books in Shaykh al Saqqaf s refutation but most of them are the 

retractions of the Shaykh. 

The criticism of Shaykh al Saqqaf on Shaykh al Albanl has 

been rebutted by Khalid al 'AnbarT in his book entitled, Iftird'at al 
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Sahih Targhib \va al Tarhih, p. 4. 
Idem. 
Abu al Hasan Muhammad Hasan al Shaykh, Taraju' al 'Allamah al 
Alham, Riyadh, Maktabah al Ma'arif, 1423/2002. 
Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albanl, Da'if Sunan al Nasal, Beirut, a! 
Maktab al Islamt, p. 122, h. 221. 
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S(i(j(](il (il AI him 'did al AlhdnJ Shaykh al Muhaddithln. 

Some of the scholars of the present times have denounced the 

works of Shaykh al Saqqaf and have written rebuts to his other 

polemical works. Some of these scholars and their books are: 

i. Shaykh Su layman Nas i r al 'Ulwan 

• Al Kashdf 'an Daldldt Hasan al Saqqaf, Riyadh, Dar al 

Manar. 

• Al Qawl al Mub'in ft Ithbdt al $urah li Rabb al 'Alamln, 

BarTdah, Dar al Ansar. 

• ItihdfAhl al Fadl wa al Insafbi Naqd Kitdb Daf Shubah 

al Tashbiyyah wa Ta 'liqdt al Saqqaf. 

ii. Shaykh 'All Hasan al Halabi 

• AI Anwar al Kdshifah li Tanaquddt al Khassdfal Zd'iffah 

wa Kashf ma fiha min Zaygh wa Tahrifwa al Mujazafah, 

Dar al Asalah. 

iii. Shaykh 'Abd al Karim ibn Saiih al HamTd 

• AI Itihdf bi Aqidah al Islam wa al Tahdhir min 

Jahmiyyah al Saqqaf 

3 Shaykh 'Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al Siddiq 

al GhumarT 

The Moroccan hadith scholar Shaykh 'Abd Allah ibn 
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Muhammad ibn al SiddTq al GhumarT (1328/1910 to 1413/1993) 

of Tangiers, was an ex-professor of hadlth at al Azhar University, 

Egypt. He is the author of almost 150 works. He wrote Irghdm al 

Mubtadi' al GhabJ bi Jawdz al Tawassul bi al NabJ Jl al Radd 

^ala al Albani al Wabi (The Coercion of the Unintelligent 

Innovator with the Licitness of Using the Prophet as an 

Intermediary in Refutation of al Albani, the Baneful), al Qawl al 

Miiqni' jt al Radd 'ala al Albdm al Mubtadi' (The Persuasive 

Discourse in Refutation of al Albani the Innovator), and Itqdn al 

Sim\i fi Tahq'iq Mam al Bld'ah (Precise Handiwork in 

Ascertaining the Meaning of Innovation). He also wrote Baydn 

Nakth al Nakith al Mu 'tadi (The Exposition of the Treachery of 

the Rebel). Among his refutations al Qawl al Muqni' is the 

famous one and is briefly evaluated below: 

Al Qawl al Muqni' fi al Radd 'ala al Albani al 

Mubtadi' 

This book is actually the reftitation of Shaykh al Albanl's 

criticism on Bidayah al Sidfi TafdTl al Rasiil authored by Shaykh 

al Izz ibn 'Abd al Salam. Al Ghumari uses polemical approach to 

discuss some juristic issues with Shaykh al Albani like the 

omission of word sayyidand from al $alawdt al Ibrdhimiyyah. He 

calls Shaykh al Albani harsh, ignorant, stupid, rude etc. He dubs 

him as a biased WahhabI and charges him that he divides the 
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Muslim Ummah. He also accuses the Shaykh that he had decreed 

Muslims not to pay zakdh to the Afghan Mujahidun. In short, this 

book is an unscholarly work by the writer and need not to discuss 

further. 

4. Isma^Tl ibn M u h a m m a d al AnsarT 

The Saudi hadlth scholar Shaykh Isma'Il ibn Muhammad al 

AnsarT wrote Ta'aqqiibcit 'aid Silsilah al A hadlth a I Da'Tfah wa 

al Mawdu'ah li al AlbdnJ (Critique of al AlbanTs Book on Weak 

and Forged AhddJth), Tashih Saldh al TardwTh 'Ishrina Rak'atan 

wa al Radd 'aid al AI bam fi Tad'ifihi (Establishing as Correct 

the TardwJh Saldh is Twenty units and the Refutation of its 

Weakening by al Albanl), and Ihdhah al Tahalld hi al Dhah al 

Muhllaq li al Nisd' wa al Radd 'aid al Albdmfi TahrJmih (The 

Lawfulness of Wearing Golden Jewelry for Women Contrary to al 

Albanfs Prohibition of it). Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT has 

refuted the last one in a humble and scholarly manner. The title of 

his refutation is al Radd 'aid Ibdhah al Tahalld bi al Dahb al 

Muhallaq. 

As discussed in chapter II, this is actually the refutation of 

Shaykh Isma'Tl ibn Muhammad al AnsarT's above-mentioned 
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book. Ihahah al Tahalla hi al Dahh al Muhallaq li al Nisa' wci al 

Radd 'aid al Albdrii fi Tahrimih. This book of Shaykh al AnsarT 

critically deals with the arguments of Shaykh al AlbanT which the 

later has presented in his book, Addb al Zifdf that all those golden 

ornaments are forbidden for women folk which are in circular 

shape e.g. bracelets, bangles, necklaces, rings etc.^^ Shaykh 

Isma'Tl ibn Muhammad reflites these arguments of Shaykh al 

AlbanT. In its response, Shaykh al AlbanT wrote a treatise and 

critically evaluated the arguments of his critic. Shaykh al AlbanT 

left his manuscript unpublished for a long time, and when he 

migrated from Syria to Amman, he lost a portion of it in the 

migration. However when in 1407/1987 Shaykh al AlbanT's 

student Shaykh Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al ShaybanT compiled a 

descriptive biography of his teacher he incorporated this 

manuscript in the first volume of his book from page number 117 

to 228.''*^ 

The refutation of Shaykh al AnsarT revolves round two factors: 

1. The cihddJth used by Shaykh al AlbanT in his favour arc all 

weak. 

2. If these ahddith are supposed to be authentic then these are 

Mamukh or can be interpreted in a different way. 
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In the rebut on Shaykh al Ansari, Shaykh al Albani tries to 

argue about his stand and discusses the authenticity of all these 

ahadlth which the former has referred as weak. He discusses 

those interpretations, which were given by Shaykh al AnsarT 

about those ahddith which seem to support Shaykh al Albanfs 

view. This refutation also contain some of the vital related issues. 

Shaykh al AlbanT has used the humble tone while refuting Shaykh 

al AnsarT and completed this refutation in Damascus on 

22/02/1379. 

5. Abu 'Abd Allah Mustafa ibn al 'AdawT 

Abu 'Abd Allah Mustafa ibn al 'AdawT is an Egyptian scholar 

and is very much impressed by Shaykh Nasir al Din al Albani. He 

wrote a small booklet of 63 pages about the lawfulness of golden 

rings and other ornaments for women folk. The title of this 

booklet is al Mu'annaq fiIbahah Tahalla al Nisd' bi al Dhahah al 

MuhiilUuj wci (iluiyr al Muhallaq, and is pubhshcd from 

Maktabah al Harmayn li al 'Ulum al Nafi'ah, Cairo in 1409/1989. 

In the preface of the book, the author expresses his concern on 

the "strange fatwd" of Shaykh Nasir al Din al AlbanT about the 

use of the golden round-shaped ornaments by women folk. He 

says that he do not know any one among the earlier scholars and 
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'uidind' and anyone among the Companions who support this 

view, rhe writer hopes that the Shaykh may rethink about his 

verdict and will retreat from this strange view.*'̂  

The writer of this book uses those ahadith for the refutation of 

Shaykh al Albanfs view which were already declared sound by 

the Shaykh. The writer quotes the views of different 'ulama' in 

his favour with long footnotes. In these footnotes the writer 

proves that the other 'ulama' have also discussed these ahddith 

which were discussed by the Shaykh but they did not derived 

from them what the Shaykh has derived.^" The writer has also 

listed in brief the views and the sayings of different scholars in 

this matter. 

In short, the booklet is a balanced critique of Shaykh al 

Albanfs view in the above-discussed problem and is 

comparatively sound in its arguments. The writer has gone 

through the refutation written by the other scholar, Shaykh Isma'Tl 

al AnsarT and appreciates his book with some reservations. 

6. Shaykh Mahniud Sa'Td Mamduh 

The Egyptian hadith scholar Shaykh Mahmud Sa'Td Mamduh 

al Shafi'T al MisrT wrote Wtisiil al Tahani bi Ithbat Sunniyyat al 
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Suhha wa al Radd 'aid a! AlbdnJ (The Alighting of Mutual 

Benefit and Confirmation that the Dhikr-Beads are a Sunnah in 

Refutation of al-Albani) and Tanbih al Muslim ild Ta'addi al 

Albdnl 'aid Sahlh Muslim (Warning to the Muslim Concerning al 

Albanfs Attack on Sahih Muslim). 

Shaykh al AlbanT has briefly evaluated the last book of Shaykh 

Mahmud Sa'Td in his book Adah al Zijdf. In it Shaykh MahmOd 

has criticized the weakening of few ahddith by Shaykh AlbanT, 

which were reported with the chain of Abu al Zubayr from Jabir 

and others. There are many books which rebut the refutation of 

Shaykh Mahmud Sa'Td Mamduh some of which are: 

• Kalimah Haqq fi Dija' 'an 'Ilm al Ummah Muhammad Ndsir 

al Din al Albdnl hy al Shaykh 'Abd al Razaq ibn KhalTfah al 

ShayajT. This book has been published by Jam'iyyah Ihya' al 

Turath, Kuwait in 1409/1989. 

• Rad' al Jdnl al Muta 'add! 'aid al AlbdnJ by Shaykh Tariq ibn 

'Awd Allah ibn Muhammad. This book has been published 

by Maktabah al Tarbiyyah al Islamiyyah, Egypt in 1411/1991. 

• Dirdsdt 'Jlmiyyah fi Sahih Muslim or Kashf al Mu 'allim bi 

Abdtil Kitdb Tanbihi al Muslim by Shaykh 'AlT ibn Hasan ibn 

'Abd al HamTd al HalabT. The book is published by Dar al 
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Hijrah, Dammam in 1412/1992. 

All these above-mentioned books and others which are not 

mentioned here, prove that Shaykh Mahmud Sa'Td Mamduh's 

approach is void of the scholarly research and his book is full of 

abuses and accusations. These books stress that Shaykh Mahmud 

Sa'Td Mamduh has a poor way of discussing the chains and the 

texts of ahadlth and has a poor knowledge about the biographies 

of the narrators. 

7 Ahmad 'Abd al Ghufur 'Attar 

Ahmad 'Abd al Ghufur 'Attar is not considered among the 

worthy writers in the academic circles. He wrote a book Kitab 

Waylaka Am in, Tafriid Ba'd Abdtil Ndsir al Albaril in the 

refutation of Shaykh al Albanl. The book has 117 pages which 

was published by Dar Thaqlf, Ta'if. This book is full of abuses 

and void from the knowledge. The book charges many false 

accusations on the Shaykh and dubs him as the refuter of the 

Companions in general and the rightly guided caliphs in 

particular. 

8 Shaykh 'Abd al Fattah Abu Ghuddah 

The Syrian hadith scholar 'Abd al Fattah Abu Ghuddah who 

wrote Radd " 'aid AbdtTl wa Iftira'dt Ndsir al Albdni wa Sdhibihi 

Sabiqan Zuhayr al Shdwish wa Mu'azirihima (Refutation of the 

Falsehoods and Fabrications of Nasir al Albanl and his Former 
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I'riend Zuhayr al Shawlsh and their Supporters). 

Kashfal Niqab 'Amaji Kalimat Abu Ghuddah min al Abdtil wa 

al Iftira afis a book which is a critical response to the accusations 

of Abu Ghuddah who had criticized Shaykh al AlbanT without any 

sound reason. Many times Shaykh al AlbanT tried to have a 

dialogue with Shaykh Abu Ghuddah, but every time Shaykh Abu 

Ghuddah turned down the proposal. The book was written in 

1395/1975. 

9. Samir Islambfilf 

The Syrian scholar SamTr IslambulT wrote al Ahad, al ljmd\ al 

Naskh. In this book he discussed the views of the Shaykh about 

these three subjects discussed in the title of the book and 

evaluates them critically. 

Almost all other scholars who have criticized the Shaykh's 

works seem to safeguard the identities of their respective schools 

and most of the contemporary criticizers of the Shaykh are jealous 

of the fame and (he works of the Shaykh. This is the reason that 

the books of the Shaykh are not evaluated in the way in which 

these need to be evaluated. It seems necessary to mention here 

that the books of the Shaykh must be taken in collection and 

evaluated as a whole rather than picking up a sentence from the 

multi-voluminous book and building the edifice of rejection of the 

Shaykh on the single sentence and ignoring the main and 
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principal works of this great legendry scholar. One finds that 

these rebuts and their counters have contributed largely to hadith 

literature and have also helped to explore the new dimensions of 

the Shaykh's contribution. 
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Conclusion 



Conclusion 

In the previous five chapters of this research wori<: many 

dimensions of the Shaykh's contribution to hadlth literature 

have been discussed. Now it seems very easy to summarize the 

results of this research. In this context the following conclusions 

emerge: 

rhere is no doubt that the Shaykh worked hard and burned the 

lamp of his life from the both ends to gain expertise in the field of 

hadlth. It was the time when the Muslim world was taken by the 

different trends of hadlth denial and inferiority complex due to 

the abolition of the institution of Khilafah, the Shaykh emerged as 

a blessing of Allah and revived the sweat memories of the earlier 

muhaddithun. The orientalists, Munkiri ahadith and others who 

raised questions on the methodology of earlier hadith scholars got 

highly benefited and impressed by the research works of the 

Shaykh. Some of them accepted him as an authority while as the 

others rejected his research only because of prejudice and bias. 

After exploring the weakness and malady of the weak and 

forged ahadith of fiandamental hadith collections, Shaykh al 

AlbanT came out with a number of authentic and weak collections 

of ahadith. Shaykh al Albanl's great contribution is that he 

isolated weak and fabricated ahadith from the huge mass of 
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luuhth literature. Moreover, he classified ahadith into the classical 

categorization with new dimensions. In the personage of Shaykh 

al Albanl, the Islamic world has once again found the outstanding 

scholarship like that of Imam al BukharT, Ibn Hajar al 'AsqalanT 

and Ibn Taymiyyah. His insights into the external and internal 

conditions oi ahadith are unique. The criterion, which Shaykh al 

AlbanT had fixed for scrutinizing ahadith, was in complete 

conformity with the rules laid by the great earlier scholars of 

hadith. However, his arguments for or against the authenticity or 

the weakness of a hadith are balanced, mature and not easily 

assailable. 

Shaykh al Albanfs books on different religious issues are of 

great academic and religious significance and set in motion the 

Tasfiyyah movement. Thus, the Shaykh removed the greatest 

malice, which had afflicted Muslim Ummah from the centuries in 

the form of a huge mass of fabricated ahadith attributed to the 

Prophet which had allowed strange, irrational, un-healthy 

tendencies and trends to emerge in the Muslim community. 

There are few works which serve as the principal and explicit 

bases of Shaykh al Albanfs research, some of these books are, 

Silsilatdn, Irwd' al Ghalil, al Umm, al Targhib wa al Tarhib, 

Ghdyah al Mardm etc. These books provide base to many of his 

concise works like Jami' al Saghir, Sunan works etc. Whenever 
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ihc Shaykli wanted to explain his reasons for tiie accepting or 

rejecting of any hadith he referred it to these principal works. 

This methodology interlinks almost all the major works of the 

Shaykh and makes one to recheck and cross-refer a single hadith 

at various places in his literature. The Shaykh created history 

when he first time divided four authentic Sunan collections of the 

hadith in separate Sahlh and Da '//parts. 

The Shaykh's literature clearly depicts the evolution of the 

thought and the development in the skill of the Shaykh. No doubt 

he worked meticulously on the academic front of Islam but there 

are some places where he fails in judging correctly a particular 

hadith where as the same hadith is judged correctly in his new 

arrivals. This is what we call as his evolution in his skill and 

knowledge. This factor necessitates the complete knowledge of 

the books of the Shaykh as per their dates of publication so that 

one can ascertain the correct decision about any hadith. 

Contrary to earlier scholars of hadith, the Shaykh generally 

omits the asdnld (chains) of the ahddlth and quotes only the text 

of the hadith along with the reference to the first narrator (the 

Companion) of it. The earlier hadith scholars used to repeat a 

single hadith either partially or completely in their books at 

different places under different topics, but the Shaykh shunned 

this methodology and collected all these parts of a single hadith at 
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one place under single topic, and in this way he abridged the 

major books of hadith. 

The Shayi<h introduced many new chapters in the field of 

hadith which were not existent prior to him. Silsilatdn is the best 

example of this novel feature. The Shaykh collected the ahddith 

under the novel topics and tried to give them new interpretations. 

While discussing the authenticity of the ahddith he shunned the 

old method of symbol system as was used by al Suyutl and others 

and believed to make 'ilm al hadith and its related subjects easier 

and more simple for the general reading. He used simple Arabic 

and tried to avoid rare and technical words so that the ambiguity 

may not engulf the reality and the aim of the research. He mainly 

divides the ahddith into five major types: 

1. Sahlh 

2. Hasan 

3. Da'if 

4. Da'ifun Jidan 

5. Mawdfi' 

Almost all his Sahih collections contain the first two types while 

the last three types comprise his DaV/collecfions. 

The Shaykh has a great expertise in ziyddah al thiqdt. Most of 

his works display this amazing skill of the Shaykh. In some 

ahddith where there are ziydddt (sing, ziyddah) in different 

channels of a single hadith the Shaykh follows two methods to 
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incorporate them in the original {al asal). If the additional text 

{ziyadah) is befitting in the text (matan) of the original hadith with 

respect to its meaning it is added in parenthesis "[ ]" and if the 

addition does not fit in the original text of the hadith with respect 

to its meaning it is mentioned in simple brackets "()" along with 

the mention that 'in other channel it is like this,' e.g. 

4j_^ j J *ij( -.ijjli ((•? Ip i U OjjJb')) : <ol»w>'i jJL»j 4 J * 411 ,^L» ( ^1 J U i ] . . . 

Similarly, the Shaykh discusses the different channels of a 

single authentic, weak or fabricated hadith and collected them at 

one place and gave his opinion on its authenticity. This made the 

study of authentic, weak and fabricated ahddlth easier for coming 

generations. 

As said earlier, the Shaykh's methodology of hadith criticism is 

almost in accord with the methodology used by the earlier hadith 

scholars. This helps the scholars and the students to evaluate with 

case the judgments of the Shaykh about any hadith. In addition to 

it, the Shaykh has almost discussed his terms {istildhdt) in the 

foreword or introduction of his books. He has a clear insight and 

keeps in view the opinions of the earlier scholars while 

Muhammad Nasir al Din al Albani, Sifah Saldh al NahT, pp. 186-187. 
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pronouncing his judgments on any hadith. This methodology has 

given "rebirth" to the earlier scholars and has also brought the old 

books in limelight. 

It cannot be denied that the Shaykh's decision on any hadith 

cannot be the final or irrevocable but it is also noteworthy to 

mention here that he has tried his best to remain closer to the 

opinions of the earlier scholars. The Shaykh mainly used the 

books of Ibn Salah, Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn Hajar, al Dhahabl, Ibn 

Ma'Tn, al NawawT and the books of other great scholars to 

evaluate a particular book. This influenced the studies of the 

Shaykh to such an extent that he follows the pattern and the 

methodology of these great scholars in his own books as is 

discussed in case of the punctuation of the hadith. 

No doubt he has declared many ahddith of famous authentic 

and major collections weak but it is also noteworthy that he has 

authenticated many ahddith of rare but weak books and 

manuscripts like Tdrikh Ibn 'Asdkir, al Bazar, al Dald'il etc. 

Therefore, one may not agree with his views and contribution to 

hadith literature but one cannot ignore it blindly. 

His views on different issues bring to the fore his basis of 

argumentation which is also a healthy addition to the hadith 

literature. His tafarruddt are mostly based on ahddith and reveal a 

peculiar way of argumentation of the Shaykh. Al Tasfiyyah and al 
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Tarhiyvdh, his political views, his principles o{ Da'wah, his stand 

on al A had etc makes many novel ideas to come into the existence. 

Taken by different controversies, the Shaykh tried his utmost to 

clear the misunderstandings of many who wrote against him and 

his methodology. He was vehemently reilited by the contemporary 

writers and was caught in the storm on the basis of his unique and 

isolated views. He defended his stand and tried to provide fresh 

arguments in his support which further added a healthy chapter to 

luuifth literature. 

No doubt there is a good literature which makes the Shaykh's 

credibility disputed but the literature developed on these scholarly 

issues made the hadith literature to flourish once again in this era. 

Shaykh al Albanfs contribution to hadith literature revived not 

only the 'uliim al hadith but also the other Islamic religious 

sciences. His views on 'Ilm al Qur'an, fiqh, history, 'Urn al Kaldm, 

philosophy, political sciences, orientalism etc have given a new 

orientation to these sciences. His views like al Tasfiyyah and al 

Tarhiyyah are now the trends in the Islamic world in general and in 

Arab belt in particular. Therefore, one has to consider the Shaykh's 

literature without any bias and try to compare it with the earlier 

hadith literature. This only can reveal the status of the Shaykh's 

literature in its right perspective. 

During the study, the researcher found that the biography of the 

Shaykh is not well recorded in general and his last twelve years of 
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lite arc completely buried in mystery. Therefore, the researcher 

suggests that a planned research on the life of the Shaykh should be 

carried out. 

As a good number of the Shaykh's works are still in the 

manuscript form, therefore, the Researcher strongly feels that the 

publication of these manuscripts may open many new horizons in 

the field of AlbanT studies. One of his fundamental books, Mu'jam 

al fkidith, covers a big portion of the existent hadith literature, but 

being in manuscript form, the book is confined to the researchers 

of a particular library only. If published, this book can 

revolutionize the hadith literature. It seems relevant to mention 

here that it is very difficult to draw the results from his various 

incomplete manuscripts because there are a lot of missing links in 

the text of these incomplete manuscripts and most of the 

discussions on different ahddlth are without any conclusion. 

As the literature of the Shaykh is in Arabic only, therefore, his 

books need to be translated as soon as possible. The organized 

Iransiation of these books can make him familiar and influential in 

the other parts of the world also. This can help to explore new 

dimensions in the Shaykh's contribution to hadith literature; and 

can clear many misconceptions about it. 
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